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PREFACE 

Sam Weese 
President 
The American College 

It was appropriate that The American College honor Clarence Walton during its 70th 
Anniversary celebration because much of this educational institution was shaped by him. 
Clarence joined The American College's Board of Trustees in 1970, while president of 
The Catholic University of America. Typically, he immediately became involved in its 
governance, and in 1972 was asked to study the complicated matter of whether this 
nontraditional distance education institution should seek membership in the Middle 
States Association of Colleges and Universities. 

This was a monumental question at the time because no educational institution of 
its kind had ever sought this level of accreditation. Academic accreditation was for 
traditional colleges and universities--with full-time faculties, on-campus students, 
classrooms, libraries, and numerous programs and processes. The American College had 
few of these. In recommending that the institution seek academic accreditation, 
Clarence's report was to change the basic structure, strategy, and mission of  the College. 
If  accredited, the College would be held to the same criteria of academic quality as 
traditional colleges and universities. The College would also become a degree-granting 
institution with a full-time faculty that researched and published, a full-service library, a 
means of measuring academic performance, and numerous other components not 
previously established. 

The report, approved by the College's Board of TrusteeS, personifies the attitude 
and philosophy of Clarence Walton: the man with the pioneering spirit, always ready to 
challenge tradition and try the untried. To Clarence, progress was synonymous with 
taking risks. His career has been a scenario of hard decisions based upon reasoned logic 
and the belief that there is always a better way. As a result of his determination, in 1978 
The American College received academic accreditation and was accepted for 
membership in the Middle States Association of  Colleges and Universities--the first 
such institution to earn this distinction. 

When Clarence graduated from high school in Scranton, Pennsylvania in 1933, he 
enrolled at the University of Scranton and made the best of his college experience. He 
earned a Maxwell Scholarship for graduate studies at Syracuse University, and later a 
Knights of Columbus Fellowship to The Catholic University, where he earned his PhD. 
After 4 years in the Navy during World War II, the rapid rise of his academic career was 
underway--first as a professor and then as an administrator. Clarence was that rare 
combination of scholar, manager and leader. His career took him from the University of 
Scranton to the University of Duquesne, and on to Columbia University where he 
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became dean of the College of General Studies. The pinnacle of his administrative and 
leadership experience was reached during his 10-year tenure as president of The Catholic 
University, which successfully concluded when he retired at 65. 

At that time, Clarence Walton had another career ahead of him. The beneficiaries 
were The American College and those in the field of business ethics. In 1980, he became 
the C. Lamont Post Chair of Ethics and the Professions at The American College. After 
retiring from his endowed chair in 1988, he remained at the College as an internationally 
known author and lecturer. Over his nearly 20-year academic career with The American 
College, Clarence's contributions to the faculty and staff were immeasurable. His legacy 
of looking beyond the obvious and customary is still his trademark, and the College and 
all who know him are the better for it. 
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INTRODUCTION 
CLARENCE WALTON AND THE MORAL MANAGER 

Ronald F. Duska 
Charles Lamont Post Chair of Ethics and the Professions 
The American College 

One can trace the history of a movement in many ways and from many 
perspectives, but it can be especially instructive to view that history through the life and 
work of one of its outstanding leaders. Clarence Walton was a leader of the movement 
to bring ethical concerns about business into management consciousness through the 
curriculum of business schools and thence into the corporate boardroom. Because of 
Clarence's pioneering work of making business conscious of its social and ethical 
responsibilities, it seemed fitting to conduct a symposium followed by a festschrifi 
(writing feast) that would call on his peers, fellow pioneers, and students to reflect on his 
work and activity at various stages of Clarence' s life. 

This volume is comprised of the papers delivered at that symposium, which was 
held at The American College in Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania on May 19 and 20, 1997. 
When we add excerpts of  Clarence's  own texts to the reflections of the symposiasts, the 
result is a substantive account of the development of the nearly 50-year movement for 
ethics and social responsibility in business. 

However, concentrating only on writings by and about Clarence does not give the 
complete picture of the man. Clarence was a doer as well as a thinker, so one must also 
focus on his activities. That fuller view shows a man who was a civic leader, business 
school dean, chief executive, and educator. When we look at Clarence's conduct in 
carrying out his responsibilities, we see a person who can serve as a model for his own 
conception of the moral manager. In his book The Moral Manager, Clarence claims that 
a manager to be moral should possess four virtues: temperance, fortitude, prudence, and 
justice. Clarence exemplifies these virtues. 

Much recent literature on ethics in general and the ethics of leadership in particular 
follows Clarence's lead and refers back to ancient Greek philosophy and what today is 
called the ethics of virtue, or character, to describe what it takes to be an ethical leader. ~ 
The thought is this: Knowing the proper ethical principles and applying them to specific 
situations is not all that is required to be ethical. One must have the character strength or 
virtue to be able to operate at an ethical level on a day-to-day basis. As Clarence himself 
put it, 

Comprehending moral values does not ensure acting on them. Mastery 
over meanings endows managers with no mastery over themselves; at worst, 
the conceptual dexterity induces false moral superiority while, at best, it 
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provides danger signals that may nonetheless be ignored when self-interest is 
jeopardized. Because sooner rather than later managers must act, they are 
drawn to what is often called quandary ethics, or problem solving. How to 
cope with leaders of wildcat strikes, with whistle-blowers who steal 
confidential company documents for evidence, with lawyers whose legal 
advice is shot through with ethically unacceptable premises--a l l  are examples 
of quandaries that demand understanding, and something more: action. And 
actions reveal character. 

Character has more to do with the way people act consistently on a day to day basis 
than with the way they act when facing a quandary. An honest person acts honestly on a 
consistent basis. Such consistent behavior reflects a habit of acting in a certain way. 
Those habits when geared toward right action are virtues and a person of good character 
possesses those virtues. Thus to have a virtue is to have the power or capacity to act in a 
way achieved by practice (moral workouts), so that when faced with a problematic 
situation a person acts automatically, as if by second nature. 

Aristotle was fond of saying "one swallow doesn't  make a summer." Apply that to 
honesty. One honest act doesn' t  make an honest person. Rather, one is an honest person 
if one is in the habit of acting honestly without thinking. For example, if you are given 
twenty dollars extra change at the supermarket and have to think about whether to return 
it, you have not completely arrived at possessing the virtue of honesty. People have to 
become comfortable with the virtues they possess until acting in accord with those 
virtues becomes second nature to them. 

Ancient Greek culture identified four basic virtues that later became known as the 
cardinal virtues, the same traits which Clarence believed a moral manager should 
possess. These are the basic virtues because all other virtues such as honesty, loyalty, 
fidelity, etc. depend upon them. An examination of Clarence's achievements will show 
how he lived up to these fundamental virtues. 

Temperance 

Temperance is another name for self-control. If  passions and desires rule a 
person's  life rather than reason, one lacks self-control. Think how difficult it is to get 
anything done if you can' t  control and channel your desires. Think of the wasted lives of 
those who "couldn't  get their act together." It is surely obvious that a leader would be 
hopeless without self-control. 

Of course, temperance doesn' t  mean one kills all pass ion- - i t  means one channels 
passion toward worthy goals. To kill all passion is to kill perhaps the most powerful 
driving force of life. Walton, as the early essays by Gerrity and Byron will show, was not 
without passion. He had a passion for justice, and he had anger and desires, but he 
channeled them for the sake of pursuing righteous causes. Wal ton 's  life is a testament to 
discipline of great passions. 
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Fortitude 

The second cardinal virtue is fortitude, or courage. How often do people keep 
quiet when they know they should speak up, or fail to act when they should because they 
fear the consequences of speaking or acting? In such cases, they lack courage. Clarence 
Walton is a model of the courageous man, from the courage it took to be at sea during 
the second world war, to the courage to fight the democratic patronage system in 
Scranton, to the courage to face down the Students for a Democratic Society at Columbia 
and to the courage it took to take over Catholic University during its time of greatest 
turmoil. Of course, some people might fail to speak up because of indolence, but in these 
cases it is not so much a lack of courage as of self-control. Still, the two virtues go 
together, since fear is a passion, and courage helps temper the fear. Like Clarence 
Walton, effective leaders have courage. 

Prudence 

The third cardinal virtue is prudence. The prudent leader knows how to get things 
done. The prudent person knows where to draw the line, when to attack, and when to 
retreat. The prudent leader is certainly what we would call clever. 

Yet being clever, knowing how to get things done, is not all there is to being 
prudent, because one can be clever with bad intentions. Thieves are clever. Murderers 
can be clever. Tyrants and cult leaders are clever (think of Hitler or Pol Pot). They have 
goals and know how to achieve them, but their goals are not good goal. Gordon Gecco, 
the character in the movie Wall Street, a ruthless insider trader who claimed "greed is 
good," was clever but was unethical because his goals were not good. Ruthless business 
people lack prudence in the true sense, though they win applause for being clever. To 
have prudence a leader has to add to the cleverness. The prudent leader not only needs 
to know the effective ways to achieve goals, but those goals have to be worthy goals. 

In his penetrating piece on the authority of leaders, Ivar Berg compares the goals of 
business corporations with the ends of academic corporations. In both enterprises one of 
the marks of poor leadership is to lack the insight to see whether the goals are 
appropriate and worthwhile. One of the chief critiques of academia in the rebellious 
sixties is that the academy suspended the goal of preserving truth to accommodate the 
goals of accommodation and survival. Walton was not one of those leaders. He knew 
the goal of academia was the pursuit of truth independent of the politics of the church, 
state, or society. 

Still, discerning proper goals and being clever in achieving them are still only two 
thirds of the story with prudence. The final requirement of prudence is to be attracted to 
the proper goal, or as Plato would put it, "love of the good." In contrast to the merely 
clever leader, the prudent ethical leader will have a love for an appropriate good, 
including the well-being of all stakeholders. The ethical leader will know how to achieve 
efficiency while meeting the just claims of  all stakeholders. (Clarence knew truth was the 
proper goal of academia, and its pursuit was the proper endeavor. He also loved the 
pursuit of truth, and that love gave him the courage and self-control to make sure that 
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pursuit of truth was not abandoned to bring about political ends of  either a church or a 
societal faction.) 

Justice 

The prudent leader will look for win/win situations, and when they are not possible, 
the prudent leader will know who should get what in each situation, and work to make 
that happen. Giving each their due is the virtue of justice. Justice is final cardinal virtue 
necessary for the ethical leader. Justice requires a sense of  fair play tied to a willingness 
to play fairly. Justice, or fairness is the virtue that demands people treat others fairly 
even if it is at a cost to themselves. Justice requires that equals be treated the same, and 
that people get their due. Justice demands a well-balanced outlook and it is for that 
reason the Greek symbol of justice holds a scale in her hands. Justice demands a person 
go beyond self-interest, and it is this virtue that Adam Smith, the author of The Wealth of  
Nations, and the father of  modern economics cites as the constraint on self-interest. For 
Smith the best economy is one that allows everyone to pursue their own interest, as long 
as that pursuit does not violate justice. 

Justice is vital to being ethical. When combined, the cardinal virtues make a 
virtuous person. The virtuous leader will be the one who knows what is good, loves 
what is good and knows how to get it. Along with that virtuous person has the courage 
and self control to pursue to good, as well as the fair mindedness to see that others get 
their share. Such a person will be in the best position to instruct, model, and set up an 
ethical environment. Leaders of this caliber will surely make a difference in business in 
the 21st century, and they are exactly the kind of leaders society has always sought and 
will always seek. 

Clarence Walton was such a leader. Clarence's writings and his actions were 
invariably fair and just, and his excellent life (the Latin word virtus the root of the word 
"virtue" translates the Greek word arete, which means excellence) is a model of the 
integration of those four cardinal virtues. Because of the impact of his work and 
writings, the participants of this anthology gathered to honor Walton in a variety of  ways. 

Walton as Public Servant 

In the first paper, "Walton and Responsible Citizenship," Thomas Gerrity reflects 
on Clarence as a public servant. Gerrity, a longtime colleague and friend of Clarence, 
describes three scenarios from Walton 's  life as a public servant: as a member of  the 
Scranton school board who successfully reformed the method of selecting teachers; as 
chair of the Pennsylvania Governor 's  Committee on Housing, fighting for the enactment 
of fair housing practices; and as chair of a panel on non-public education for President 
Nixon's  Commission for School Finance. Those examples demonstrate how Clarence 
exemplifies the virtues of  leadership. To introduce Gerrity 's  paper we included a brief 
excerpt from Clarence's report of  the president 's  panel entitled "Nonpublic Education 
and the Public Good." The report offers a set of basic beliefs about human beings and 
education that informed Clarence's thinking, writing, and behavior all of his life. 
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Walton as Educator 

Clarence was more than a public servant. He was a teacher. Moreover, he was 
what we call today "a master teacher." Boris Yavitz, in "Clarence Walton--Master 
Teacher," presents Clarence's philosophy of teaching, which was especially formed by 
four thinkers: Ernest Dimnet, John Henry Newman, Alfred North Whitehead, and 
Jacques Barzun. 

Dimnet taught Clarence to "learn from others but lean on yourself." He had a 
philosophy of education that, according to Yavitz, can be summarized in four points. (1) 
Ride on the shoulders of  giants but walk for yourself; (2) share the company of great 
minds and noble hearts; (3) develop--and teach others to develop--the habit of paying 
strict attention to written and oral communications; and (4) realize that crucial to the 
habit of  attention, which is so essential to effective thinking, is hard work requiring 
immersion not simply in good books but in great books. 

Newman convinced Clarence that the most important aspects of a university were 
orderly thinking, teaching, research, and academic freedom. Universities were not the 
place to teach virtue. "It is well to be a gentleman; it is well to have a cultivated 
intellect, a delicate taste, a candid, equitable, dispassionate mind, a noble and courteous 
bearing in the conduct of life; these are the connatural qualities of a large knowledge; 
they are the objects of a university." (p. 2.5) 

Whitehead taught Clarence that universities should produce people who possess 
both culture and expert knowledge. They should provoke people to wonder, inculcate 
then with duty and reverence, and encourage the use of their imaginations. 

Barzun, taught Clarence that teaching is " a developing emotional situation" 
between teacher and student, each prodding the other, that universities should hire 
diverse kinds of men and women, and support academic freedom, and that he should 
abhor hokum. 

A letter that Clarence wrote to his father at the end of  World War II, which explains 
to his father why he wished to pursue a career in teaching rather than law introduces the 
Yavitz paper. The letter gives us a feel for Clarence's love for the wisdom of the ages, 
as well as his desire to influence bright young minds. 

Walton and Business Ethics Education 

Clarence's career led him to involvement with business schools and moved him to 
urge that historical and philosophical components be added to a business education. Ed 
Epstein's paper "Clarence C. Walton on Management Education" examines Clarence's 
integrating liberal education into management education in three of his works: 
Management in the XX1 Century, Seeing the Round World Separately, and Educating 
Moral Managers for a Troubled WorM. According to Clarence, for managers to 
understand the changing world there is no better education than that which exposes the 
student to the perspectives of history, literature, and philosophy. 

Preceding Epstein's paper is a piece written in 1962 by Clarence, "Teaching 
History in Business Education," where he begins to lay out the philosophy described by 
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Epstein, a philosophy that is key to one of Clarence's most important works, The 
Conceptual Foundations of Business, which is the subject of the next two essays. 

William C. Frederick, in "Conceptual Foundations of Business: A Book That 
Made a Difference," calls Conceptual Foundations "one of the most renowned 
management textbooks in the 20th century's last four decades." Frederick's 
retrospective shows how Conceptual Foundations gave legitimacy to the movements that 
promoted the study of corporate responsibility, social issues in management, and 
business ethics. The section begins with an excerpt from Conceptual Foundations. 

After Frederick's article we have included an address by Clarence to the 1979 
American Assembly of Collegiate Schools of Business Annual meeting entitled "To 
Break the Pentameter: Ethics Courses in Business Education" where he argues for 
broadening the field of business and society to include business ethics. In his paper 
"Recollections on Implementing the Ideas of  Conceptual Foundations," Walter Klein 
takes a look at "what it was like to implement" the curriculum proposals and 
multidisciplinary concepts, ideas and theories suggested by Clarence's book. Klein's 
paper is an important overview of the history of the evolution and development of social 
responsibility courses in business curricula. 

Business Ethics is the most difficult of all subjects to promote, even to members of 
the Social Issues in Management section of the Academy of  Management. In his paper, 
"Finding a Place for the Ethical in the Cultural and Economic Milieu of Business," 
Norman Bowie attempts to identify Clarence Walton's role in the business ethics 
movement. He maintains that Clarence's contribution lay in his ability to integrate into 
the ethos the competing values of what are now called stakeholders. "In the absence of 
this ethos, ethics is mere theory." (p. 8.9) 

The introductory selections to Bowie's paper from Clarence's work illustrates this 
creed well. In the selection "Business Ethics: Widening the Lens," Clarence examines 
the state of business ethics, and addresses the arguments against it. He then turns to 
show how reason is to be employed in moral deliberation. Next, in brief excerpts from 
his books Corporate Encounters and Ethos and the Executive, Clarence shows how the 
philosopher's concern for values dovetails with that of other social scientists concerning 
the composition of an ethics evaluation. 

Binding together Business and Society courses and Business Ethics courses is the 
subject of the social responsibility of business, an issue often addressed by Clarence. 
The article by Moses Pava, "Corporate Social Responsibilities: Yesterday and 
Tomorrow," uses Walton's insights as a starting point and reflects on the issue. Pava 
proposes two views of the corporation: the commodity-based view and the meaning- 
based view. From Pava's perspective the commodity-based view is the dominant view, 
which needs to be replaced by the meaning-based view, in order to complete the next 
necessary step in the evolution of the debate. As a historical preliminary to the Pava 
article, we have included Clarence's 1982 article on the history of the Corporate 
Responsibility debate. 
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Walton the College Administrator 

As important as he was to the field of business ethics, Clarence Walton was more 
than an academic who thought and wrote about moral managerial leadership, business 
ethics, and corporate responsibilities. He was also a practitioner and an academic leader. 
The next two sections of the book deal with Clarence's leadership in two situations of 
crisis: one as dean at Columbia in 1968, and shortly thereafter as president of The 
Catholic University of America. 

Discussion of the Columbia crisis precedes Ivar Berg's paper "Management in 
Crisis: Legitimacy in Business and Academic Corporations." The paper contains 
insightful reflections on the question of authority. In his analyses, Ivar Berg draws a 
comparison between the authority of the educators at Columbia during the late sixties 
when they capitulated to student demands and the authority of business leaders, finding 
the latter more faithful to their vocations than the academic leaders. Clarence was one of 
the few academics who stood up to the students. Berg suggests that whereas the students 
criticized the military-industrial establishment, they were more lenient toward its actions 
than those in academia, because while the military-industrial complex gets its authority 
from power, academia supposedly gets its authority from truth. Yet in the late sixties, 
academicians gave in to fear or timidity and betrayed truth for accommodation and 
expediency. Such a move leaves academics with no ground for their authority 
whatsoever, a situation that has remained in force in academia ever since. 

The central issue of authority is addressed by Clarence in a brief article entitled 
"Quo warranto?" (By what warrant?) The question is: Whence comes the authority by 
which managers rule? From Clarence's perspective executives must become 
"semioticians of the total culture." The signal they must read is that culture must make 
real the notions of social justice and equality. Managers and leaders' authority will come 
not only from their power but from their moral probity. 

William Byron, in "Clarence Walton as Academic CEO: A Fine Mind on a Fine 
Line," recounts Clarence's days as president of Catholic University. He shows how 
Walton "walked the talk" of his book The Moral Manager, an excerpt of which 
introduces the section. His days at The Catholic University brought all the difficulties of 
turbulent times: faculty unrest, disputes over academic freedom and faculty power, and 
insufficient funding and tensions between boards and college communities. Byron points 
out how Clarence responded to those difficult challenges in a fashion that exemplified 
"the moral manager." 

Walton on Multinational and Financial Services Corporations 

The final sections of the book concentrate on the latter stages of  Clarence's career. 
After retiring as president of The Catholic University and spending a year back at 
Columbia, Clarence accepted The Charles Lamont Post Chair of Ethics and the 
Professions at The American College in Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania. That position 
allowed him to pursue his interests in international business, the financial services 
industry and contemporary culture. Clarence laid out his views on the responsibilities of 
multinational corporations in his work Corporate Encounters, an excerpt of which 
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introduces this section. William Evan, a friend and colleague of Clarence's from the 
Columbia days, titled his essay "International Code of Conduct for Multinational 
Corporations." In it he discusses problems of implementing MNC International Codes of 
Conduct along with a proposal to institutionalize international chartering and an indirect 
mechanism for regulating MNCs propagating a democratic civil society. 

Joseph Melone, a chief executive of the Equitable Insurance Company, wrote 
"Current Issues in Ethics in Insurance." This text reflects on Walton and his role at The 
American College, as well as on how the insurance industry has responded to the ethical 
challenges of the late 20th century. Melone recommends a move suggested by both 
Clarence and Solomon Huebner, founder of The American College, a move to 
professionalism. In the introductory piece by Walton, "A Tale of Two Cities: Financial 
Morals," he contrasts the realms of finance and morals, asking how they can be 
intertwined. Clarence suggests what Melone reiterates--that social and moral concerns 
have become inevitable for those responsible for policies in the world of finance and 
investments. 

Walton as Cultural  Critic 

The final section of the book deals with Clarence's latest work, the soon-to-be- 
published Archon and Acolytes. After an introduction with remarks by Margaret Healy, 
Clarence summarizes the main tenets of his book, which provided grist for the critical 
mill of  two reviewers, Patricia Werhane and Timothy O'Hara. Werhane offers some 
thoughtful concerns and recommendations to complement and correct Clarence's 
criticisms of contemporary culture. Basically in sympathy with Clarence's main theses, 
O'Hara uses them as launching pads for cultural criticism of his own. 

Conclusion 

What becomes clear in summarizing these contributions is how the book parallels 
Clarence's life and work in that it has integrity. The pieces all fit together to make a 
whole. For Clarence, understanding something is both a prelude to and a necessity for 
change. Understanding requires the marriage of the two intellectual sisters, history and 
philosophy. How the object of study got where it is and where it is going. It is hoped 
that this book, a result of the symposium that uses the life of Clarence Walton as a focal 
point, will help us see where the intellectual movements alternatively known as business 
and society, corporate responsibility, and social issues such as management and business 
ethics came from, and where they are going. 

Notes 

See, Clarence Walton, The Moral Manager, Balinger Publishing, 1988, and Rabindra N. 
Kanungo and Manuel Mendonca, The Ethical Dimensions of Leadership, Sage Publications, 
1996. 



PART I 

TEACHING AND PUBLIC SERVICE 



NONPUBLIC EDUCATION AND THE PUBLIC GOOD: 
B A S I C  B E L I E F S  * 

CLARENCE WALTON 
Professor Emeritus o f  Ethics 
The Amer ican  College 

When a child is born, one cycle in the miracle of human love and human need ends. 
Another begins. The new cycle involves questioning and answering. Because the infant 
is totally dependent, it becomes the task of others to answer by word and deed the two 
most profound questions any society faces: 

What is a human being ? 
What  is being human? 

The first query relates to fact: someone exists; the second relates to fulfillment: 
existence is growth. Growth requires nurture and direction, which are, in turn, the basic 
ingredients of the learning process. 

From such elementary observation emerge profound implications dealing with the 
sanctity of individual life, the inviolability of each person, the child's dependency on 
others for fulfillment, the primacy of the parental role, the necessary supportive 
involvement of society through its school systems, the large uncertainties on how growth 
and maturity are best achieved. Because various people read these implications in 
different ways, a summary of our convictions is appropriate. Our credo is easy to state, 
noble to contemplate, difficult to realize. 

We believe that when parents send offspring to school, a unique kind of contract 
comes into being. Parents, literally and figuratively, ask the teacher: "Will you help our 
child learn?" They invite someone outside the family to participate in the quasi-mystical, 
highly intimate, and deeply reverent enterprise of launching a human being into the 
"being human" stream. Long before the child reaches adulthood, millions upon millions 
of stimuli (books and people, sights and sounds, tastes and touches) will pound and 
batter the youth. It is the teacher's function to help sort out and transmit proper signals; 
it is the teacher's role to share in the parental responsibility. Home and school unite in a 
sacred trust! 

We believe nonpublic schools, in their variety and diversity, offer important 
alternatives to state-run schools. It is conceivable that in years to come a larger degree 
of diversity will become characteristic of the public school system. But until public 
schools offer wider alternatives, it is not only legal but right that nonpublic options be 
available. Whether these nonpublic schools be rich or poor, traditional or experimental, 

Excerpt from "Nonpublic Education and the Public Good": The President's Panel on Nonpublic 
Education, Washington; Govemment Printing Office, 1973. 
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2 CLARENCE WALTON 

boarding or day, church-related or not, they have been, are, and should continue to be 
important parts of the varied American educational scene. 

We believe that men do not live by knowledge alone. They also live by a set of 
human values--ethical, moral, and religious. The nonpublic schools consciously seek to 
explore the utmost reaches of  these values and inculcate in the young a respect for them. 
The secular underpinning for these values is found in the seedbeds of  Greco-Roman 
civilization; the spiritual base rests chiefly on a Judeo-Christian religious tradition. The 
resulting amalgam constitutes our democratic and American values. Some two centuries 
have not eroded the importance of  what a 1781 charter of  a nonpublic school said so 
well: 

Goodness without knowledge is weak and feeble; knowledge without 
goodness is dangerous. Both combined form the noblest character and lay 
the surest foundation of usefulness to mankind 

We believe a major purpose of  education is to increase the individual's capacity for 
the generous enjoyment of life and the generous sharing of his gifts; consequently, there 
must be realistic choice---choice of job, choice of church, choice of neighborhood, 
choice of  school. Nonpublic school supporters, while understanding the tremendous 
burdens placed on public schools, must continue to offer a varied educational 
experience, use their freedom wisely, merit their tax-free status, and earn a just measure 
of public support. They must beware of frills, be willing to "make-do," and be eager to 
cooperate at every possible opportunity with other schools. 

We believe that the true vision is not of schools, but rather of the individual child 
for whose growth the school shares responsibility with parents, church, and community. 
Nonpublic schools accept this vision, and their record shows a continuing concern for the 
education of  enterprising, creative, and compassionate human beings--a resource on 
which the future of the Nation depends. It matters little that their numbers are small, but 
it matters ever so much that their quality is high, their contributions distinctive, their 
clients committed. They must not only survive; they must flourish. 

We believe that, as they flourish, they must ceaselessly remind their patrons to do 
everything possible to assist the public schools which themselves confront serious 
problems. The following quotation from a nonpublic school principal's letter to parents 
of his students illustrates a point the Panel wholeheartedly endorses: 

While you pay tuition at this school, you also pay taxes for the support of 
your public schools. But paying taxes is not enough. Parents of children in 
private schools owe concern and time to the tax-supported schools. We are 
independent of many of the pressures to which they are subjected, and we 
must use whatever influence we have to support them in their monumental 
task. 

Our premise is clear: there is an interlocking set of relationships between all 
schools, and failure to recognize this elementary fact can only resurrect or perpetuate 
narrow partisanships which ill serve the Nation's children. 

It is from these philosophical perspectives that we judge. It is for others to 
determine whether such perspectives make sense, and if they do make sense, to help 
translate them into reality. 



WALTON AND RESPONSIBLE CITIZENSHIP 

THOMAS W. GERRITY 
Professor of  Education 
University o f  Scranton 

Introduction 

In approaching complex issues or unusual people, academics invariably seek inspiration 
from sages of the past. In this respect, they have learned to abide by Oscar Wilde's 
dictum that the only way to overcome temptation is to yield to it. In this instance, 
surrender leads to Aristotle, who remarked in his Politics that "if we take into account 
the good life, then . . ,  education and virtue have superior claims . . . .  Above all, every 
state should be so administered and so regulated that its workers cannot possibly make 
money (from their office) . . . .  "~ Aristotle's observations are particularly applicable to 
the first of the three scenarios that will subsequently be described--scenarios that relate 
to Clarence Walton's involvement in policy matters related to local, state, and federal 
governments, respectively. 

Before describing the first of these scenarios, delineation of the general background 
of American education is in order. In the demonology of detractors, American public 
schools, public school teachers, and public school boards rank in popularity alongside 
root canals and IRS audits. School bashing emphasizes low academic performance, 
classroom violence, sexual harassment, overcrowding, taxpayer revolts against waste, 
corruption, and teacher incompetence. The issue of teacher incompetence, and by 
extension, principal and superintendent incompetence, has been accompanied by a spate 
of disciplinary overkill of youngsters for such "grave offenses" as covert kissing and 
Midol smuggling. The whole home-schooling movement, now more than 500,000 
students strong, has reflected the mass disenchantment towards perceived failures on the 
part of the schools to provide a safe and sound education. 2 The same public displeasure 
is evident in the growth of charter schools and voucher initiatives. Society's unfavorable 
reaction to public schools resembles some great revulsion against an educational virus 
eating away at the vital organs of the Academy. One of the great challenges is the lack 
of student motivation. What with television and Nintendo and 1,001 diversions and 
distractions, the family (already a growingly dysfunctional institution) is hard pressed to 
keep school youngsters interested in, let alone fully focused on, their studies. As a result, 
competent enthusiastic teachers are needed today more than ever. 

Employers are also searching eagerly for the products of good schools; namely, 
employees who are capable, literate, well-motivated, self-starters. Yet, according to 
Richard Berman of the Wall Street Journal there are almost 12 million welfare- 
dependent adult Americans, more than one-third of whom languish at the lowest literacy 
standard, meaning they can't read a safety label or fill out a job application. Another 
third read below the level defined by the National Education Goals Panel as necessary 

3 
R. F. Duska (ed.), Education, Leadership and Business Ethics, 3-14. 
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for participating in the modern economy. 3 Berman adds, "To put this in historical 
perspective less than half of one percent of World War II Army recruits read below a 
fourth-grade level." Despite more than 72 federal current illiteracy programs and the 
spending of  $1 billion in federal matching funds authorized by the Family Support Act of  
1988 for remedial literacy, a study by the Educational Testing Service found that skills 
of  people in the 12-25 year-old bracket dropped 11-14 points on a 500-point scale. 4 

It is a truism that the principal is the key to a successful school defined as one that 
produces educated students. The principal creates the climate wherein learning occurs. 
Furthermore, principals are recruited, for the most part, from the ranks of teachers. 
Thus, it is incumbent that the recruitment and selection of only the most competent 
teachers should be the high priority of the superintendent and school boards, in order to 
assure not only the best education for each district's students but also a pool of potential 
administrators. However, according to a 1995 national survey by the Census Bureau of 
hiring, training and management practices in American business, employers reaffirmed 
our essential premise, namely that one-fifth of American workers are not fully proficient 
in their jobs. Moreover, employers in some respects expressed a lack of confidence in 
the ability of  schools and colleges to prepare young persons for the workplace. 5 

Former Assistant Secretary of the U.S. Department of Education Diane Ravitch 
observed that American students are mediocre in achievement when contrasted with 
those of many other industrial nations. Student shortcomings grow larger as this country 
shifts from a labor-based economy to a knowledge-based economy, a theme sounded 
repeatedly throughout her recent book, National Standards in American Education. 6 

The idea of a continually worsening state of education is echoed by the findings of the 
U.S. Department of Education itself that half of  the adults in our nation lack adequate 
reading and math skills and the situation "probably will get worse. ''7 

The continuing decline of standards of achievement is matched by loss of ongoing 
reforms. David Plante, reviewing a recent book on public-school education, refers to a 
sense of loss in reform and innovation as a topic common to famous writers. He 
deplored "the loss of the literate society" for whom (the authors) naturally write. 8 
Declines in schooling are matched by declines in the culture. The revival of formal 
events--such as the debutante balls in New York City--suggested to columnist Maureen 
Dowd that the movement represented a nostalgia for a vanished way of life, an escape 
from the abysmal standards of a "society so shameless and c o a r s e .  ' '9 Everywhere one 
confronts the same lament: standards are slipping. One example is the country's 
infrastructure. In Northeast Pennsylvania where I live, one sees decaying bridges, 
cracking highways, and pot-holed city streets. And of course, school buildings have 
fallen victim to what is euphemistically described as "deferred maintenance." Like 
justice delayed, maintenance deferred often is maintenance denied. As we shall see, 
these besetting problems form a thread that runs through the tapestry of our story. 

In the face of such adversities in the schools comes always the clarion call for 
reform, even though cynics argue that attempts at educational improvement represent a 
triumph of  hope over experience. Nevertheless, such attempts persist because the 
problems persist. As will be seen shortly from Dr. Walton's personal experience, the 
opposition to one type of  education reform, the proper recruitment and selection of 
teachers, stems from an ingrained desire to preserve the status quo, among other reasons. 
This desire is reminiscent of the attitude of the late New York society columnist Lucius 

Beebe who, in the 1950s, was wont to travel in an ornate 1890s private railroad car. It 
was said that he had come to terms with the twentieth century through the elegant, if 
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expensive, expedient of never having to leave the nineteenth. Let us turn now from 
generalities to specifics. 

Local Politics: A Case Study 

The setting for this story is Scranton, a city that in 1930, with a population close to 
145,000, ranked third in size to all of Pennsylvania's urban centers. ~° Mining and 
railroading sustained a reasonably prosperous community. Beginning in 1929 with the 
Great Depression, however, the city's two major industries began a precipitous decline 
so that by 1990 the population had dwindled to fewer than 82,000 persons. 11 

For young college graduates the situation was particularly desperate. Those 
fortunate enough to get jobs stayed. Those not so blessed left in droves. With scarce 
opportunities in the private sector, finding employment in the public sector became 
common: to get jobs, government workers usually had to pass civil-service 
examinations, but as often as not, getting jobs also involved payoffs or political 
influence. How economic need and political power intersected requires an 
understanding of Scranton's ethnic variables. Except for the virtual absence of Afro- 
Americans and Asians (at that time), probably every nationality was represented in the 
population mix: Germans, Italians, Poles, Lithuanians, Ukrainians, and so on. But the 
dominant groups consisted of the early arrivals from Wales and Ireland. The former 
were Protestant and Republican while the latter were Catholic and Democrat. The nexus 
between religion and politics made elections extremely volatile. Republicans controlled 
the city, and Democrats the county. 

Presiding over the destiny of the Democrats was Michael Lawler, a shrewd political 
pragmatist who resembled Mayor Richard Daley of Chicago in political savvy. "Uncle 
Mike," as Lawler was affectionately known by his admirers who had him on a pedestal 
(and even by his enemies who preferred the pedestal to be on him), was determined to 
wrest control of the city from Republicans, a goal that seemed reasonable after Franklin 
Roosevelt's landslide victory in 1932. One way to solidify his power base was through 
patronage but that depended on the acquisition of power. The city Republicans played 
by the same rules as the county Democrats. And one of their techniques was to control 
all appointments to teaching positions in the public schools. Its effect was largely to 
exclude graduates of the city's two Catholic institutions, namely Marywood College and 
the University of Scranton. 

In 1945, Lawler posted a singular victory when his ally, James Hanlon, was elected 
Scranton's mayor, only the second Democrat in the city's twentieth-century history up to 
that time. It was Hanlon who invited Clarence Walton to run for the school board in 
1948. Walton had returned in 1946 from duty with the Pacific fleet to chair the 
department of history and politics at the University of Scranton. Within three years he 
had so improved the quality of the department that the Jesuit education inspector, Rev. 
Edward Bunn, later Georgetown University's president, reported that Scranton's 
history/politics department had at that time the best undergraduate program in the 
Baltimore province--an area that included besides Scranton, Georgetown, St. Joseph's, 
and Loyola in Baltimore. Highly regarded in the community, Walton was also in great 
demand as a public speaker. The choice of Walton as a candidate helped the Democrats 
gain control of the school board, and he showed vote-getting ability by running ahead of 
the ticket. The story now takes some bizarre twists that shall be reported only in 
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truncated fashion. The report will be followed always by this question: What would you 
do? 

In selecting teachers from its pool of applicants, it was the school board's custom to 
administer a nationwide written test, prepared and corrected at the Educational Testing 
Service in Princeton. Recognizing that effective teaching required not only brains but 
also emotional stability and capacity to motivate, an oral interview followed the written 
examination. Each of the two parts of the review counted for 500 points for a total score 
of 1000. On the surface, all seemed fair and honorable, and friend Aristotle would 
probably have approved of the arrangement. Dr. Walton sat with his colleagues when 
over I00 candidates appeared for some 30 teaching jobs. Reflecting the political 
innocence common to academics, he was unprepared for the unfolding tragi-comedy. 
Each school board director already had the results of  the Princeton test and the board 
member's job ostensibly was to interview in-depth the candidate to probe for 
interpersonal skills. Persons who had brains and balance were to be appointed. Walton 
expected the process to last all week. 

The first inkling of trouble came when the school superintendent, Dr. John Dyer, 
told Walton that all job candidates would be interviewed in just one evening. The tragi- 
comedy unfolded quickly. As the superintendent read aloud the name of the student 
hopeful, the candidate was asked to provide name and address, college major, and alma 
mater. The board chairman then thanked the student who exited through a door, 
different from the entrance, during which time each director quickly gave a rating on the 
individual's personality to Dr. Dyer. Within three hours, all candidates had been 
interviewed and scored. 

Walton discovered (surprise, surprise) that sometimes a young person who had 
done well on the written examination--say, 450 out of 500---scored poorly in the ora l - -  
say, 100. On the other hand, the reverse was true of  other interviewees. A student 
scoring a miserable 200 in the written part could post a sparkling 450 in the oral for a 
total of  650---or 100 points higher than high-scoring rivals on the written exam. After all 
scores were tabulated, the superintendent would make public the ranking. Infuriated by 
what he deemed to be a betrayal of public trust, Dr. Walton launched his own one-man 
investigation, and with interesting results. In practically all cases where written and oral 
test scores showed wide variances, he discovered signs of influence-peddling, payoffs, or 
both. Determined to wreck an already wrecked selection system, Walton began to make 
a fair sampling of both successful and unsuccessful job applicants. The results 
confirmed his worst fears. 

He then began to call upon a group of teachers and found those about to retire most 
willing to talk about their experiences. My father, Edward J. Gerrity, Sr., who was 
managing editor of  the Scranton Times (the most widely read and respected newspaper 
in Northeastern Pennsylvania) had learned of  Walton's activities from the reporter who 
covered school-board meetings. Even teachers who admitted to payoffs or political 
influence commented wryly that payoffs were similar to fees exacted by placement 
offices and therefore acceptable. Obviously, acquiring only oral evidence was not so 
helpful as gathering written documentation. But only three teachers--all of  whom were 
nearing retirement--were willing to sign affidavits. Though a disappointing number, it 
was enough to blow open Pandora's box. He needed only to tell his colleagues that he 
had documented evidence of malpractice that would hold up in court. 

Exposure might come easily. What to do about reform was not so simple. 
Eventually, Walton hit upon a novel scheme: he urged the hiring of  three reputable 
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scholars from schools of education to conduct the oral interviews and then, with the 
composite scores, submit their ranking to the superintendent and to each member of  the 
board. To prevent charges of  bigotry, the interviewing panel would consist of a 
Protestant, a Catholic, and a Jew. When apprised of  Walton's plan, Democratic 
members of the board were appalled. They resented being asked to surrender control to 
outsiders. After all, control had been in Republican hands for decades. Patronage 
equaled power and Walton was threatening to topple a system wherein patronage was 
patriotism: Walton's plan became his fellow Democrats' nightmare. 

Upon learning of the upstart's ideas, "Uncle Mike" Lawler summoned the young 
crusader to his headquarters in the Lackawanna County Courthouse. Patiently, Mr. 
Lawler reviewed the facts of political life to the neophyte, only to encounter a firm 
response that politics and professionalism should not go hand-in-hand in teacher 
selection. Then Uncle Mike took a different tack, saying that the Democrats had a great 
chance of  upsetting the Republican incumbent in Congress in the next election, and that 
although he could not give anyone his endorsement so early in the game, serious 
consideration would be given to Walton, if only he demonstrated loyalty to the party. 
Before allowing his flattered and flustered guest to answer, the county boss urged him 
"to sleep on it." Moreover, he promised that at the end of  three or four years, he would 
endorse that Walton Plan for teacher selection. 

One can surmise the confusion that surrounded the academician. Here was an 
unexpected opportunity to get into politics on a big scale. Certainly, no definite promise 
had been made, but if selected, more could be done on the national than on the local 
level. Moreover, a promise had been made by a political boss known to keep his 
promises, that the new system would be adopted in a few years. On the other hand, over 
a four-year period the teaching system might be burdened by over 100 people, many of 
whom were considerably less qualified than those who had been rejected. Justice and 
expediency were on a collision course. Or were they? 

Now to my question: Would you wait  or act? 

Walton decided to play the bulldog and not release his prey. Then some of his 
colleagues on the board began to exert other pressures and the following represent some 
of the questions fired his way during subsequent caucuses. 

1. Would he use his affidavits (his colleagues did not know how few they were) to 
harm deceased board members, mostly Republicans, and their children who had 
unimpeachable reputations in the community? 

How would you answer? 

2. Was Walton willing to risk his own reputation if rumors were leaked to the press 
that he himself had been "on the take" at his very first teacher-selection process? 
Cease-and-desist was the message. 

How would you answer? 

3. Was he so naive as to believe teachers would continue to support him when 
responsible budget forecasts showed little board capacity to respond to teacher 
demands for salary increases? A leader without a following was useless. 
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How would you answer? 

4. School maintenance was another problem. On a teacher's salary at the university 
where black humor had it that the Jesuits took the vow of poverty and imposed it 
on the laymen, was he prepared to forego his share of  the paybacks that would 
come both from job applicants and from insurers who stood to profit handsomely if 
the board's sensible plan to reassess all buildings in the school district were carried 
out ? 

How would you answer? 

Throughout the painful period, Walton had developed a close rapport with the 
hitherto skeptical superintendent, John Dyer. Considering himself a realist, Dyer had 
counseled Walton to "go slow" and wait until Lawler gave the "go-ahead" to board 
members. As each caucus produced a new unsettling question, it can be fairly inferred 
that Walton's blood pressure rose. But after each night of tumult came a morning of  
calm. The crisis came when Walton told his colleagues he intended to phone my father 
at the Scranton Times to report his plan and his frustrations. The electorate could then 
decide whether he was right---or unctuously "pure." According to his own report, his 
hand quivered as he began to dial Gerrity from the superintendent's office. But before 
he completed dialing, the board chairman appeared from the caucus, stayed his hand and 
told Walton that, during his brief absence, the caucus had voted unanimously to adopt his 
recommendations. It was a tired but happy Walton who rejoined his colleagues. 

The Walton Plan lasted for almost 40 years, a long span in institutional history and 
an even longer span in the political history of a changing city. When, in 1986, a new 
board voted to rescind the Walton Plan, a Times columnist wrote that the board's action 

~2 was an unconscionable surrender to greed and lust for power. 

The State Level 

In 1953, Walton left Scranton to accept the deanship of Duquesne University's School of 
Business Administration. In Pittsburgh, he found a formidable challenge: the business 
faculty was held in low esteem by top administrators and other university faculty; 
admission scores for business students were low; the registration process was chaotic; 
financial resources were limited. But with characteristic vigor, Walton set about to 
reform the school. Within three years he added to a small faculty 11 professors with 
doctorates from Columbia, Cornell, Penn, Pittsburgh, and from foreign institutions like 
the universities of Berlin, Budapest, Geneva, and St. Thomas in the Philippines. 
Curriculum reform was completed. Chaos yielded to order in student registrations. 
Budgets rose. So much was done so quickly that Dr. Walton felt ready to petition the 
American Assembly of Collegiate Schools of Business for accreditation. Incidentally, 
AACSB recognition came shortly after he left for the Columbia University's Graduate 
School of Business. 

While at Duquesne, Walton received an invitation from Governor George Leader to 
chair a Housing Commission. It was a ticklish assignment in that the real-estate 
establishment feared that public funding for urban housing and renewal might hurt its 
own position. After hearings were held in many of the Commonwealth's cities, Walton 
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was able to get the rival factions to agree on the report. Entitled, "Housing 
Discrimination in Pennsylvania," the document was issued in 1959, and was the product 
of a committee representing labor, industry, banking, academe, government, and three 
members affiliated with Jewish, Protestant and Catholic interests. The Commission, 
consisting of 16 members, found that housing discrimination was "widespread and 
deeply pervasive in Pennsylvania," affecting "well over 1,000,000 citizens of the 
Commonwealth. ''13 Nonwhites were the principal victims and were virtually excluded 
from the purchase or rental of new housing. The victims included Jews and Latinos who, 
despite reasonably high job status, were nevertheless excluded from housing that met 
their needs and their pocketbooks. In fact, even in federal low-cost, subsidized housing, 
segregation was found more often than not. 

Moreover, Walton's group discovered that discrimination and segregation were no 
less severe in small cities than in metropolises such as Philadelphia and Pittsburgh. 14 The 
inescapable conclusion was that large numbers of Pennsylvanians were being denied 
equal rights in housing "on the basis of their race, color, creed, or national origin. ''~5 
This was all occurring, of course, long before the great tide of immigration (legal and 
illegal) of the past two decades, exacerbating a problem that many Americans preferred 
to ignore. The Walton Commission insisted that there was overwhelming support for 
broad legislative action to end discriminatory practices in housing. It may be fairly said 
that Pennsylvania's legislature anticipated the nation's conclusion that bias in housing 
must be ended. 

Opposition to state legislation came from certain real estate and home-building 
interests who argued that, although discrimination is morally indefensible, for the 
government of Pennsylvania to compel builders and real estate brokers to sell or rent to 
people of their choice would endanger their economic welfare. Instead, these lobbyists 
argued that reform should be left to voluntary efforts and educational programs, but the 
Walton Commission would have none of that, having found that voluntary programs had 
been woefully inadequate. The Commission also relied upon the experience of four 
other states: New York, New Jersey, Massachusetts, and Washington, where 
enforcement of nondiscrimination had had no adverse economic effects upon the 
building industry. 16 

One specific recommendation of the Committee called for the enactment of a Fair 
Housing Practices Law to assure equal access to housing of one's choice as every 
citizen's civil right, and "such a Law bar discrimination in the selling, leasing or 
financing of housing accommodations by any individual or organization on the grounds 
of race, color, religious creed, ancestry or national origin. ''17 A further salient 
recommendation was that all of the essential powers of the Pennsylvania Fair 
Employment Practice Commission and all the procedure provided for in the existing Act 
be retained, particularly the FEPC's right 

a. to initiate, receive, investigate and pass upon complaints; 
b. to conciliate and arbitrate complaints to a satisfactory conclusion, or failing in such 

attempts, to hold hearings, subpoena witnesses, and issue cease-and-desist orders; 
c. to enforce its orders through the courts of the Commonwealth; 
d. to prohibit any person including municipalities, from obstructing or preventing any 

builder, real estate broker, lending institution or individual owner from complying 
with the provisions of the Law; and finally 
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e. to engage in a broad program of research and education in the field of housing 
discrimination.18 

To conclude: if one recalls a long history of  how meager were government efforts to halt 
housing discrimination by banks and builders, it is clear that this 1959 report could 
rightfully be considered a landmark in the Commonwealth 's  effort to provide justice to 
all. 

The National Scene 

In 1969 Clarence Walton assumed the presidency of  The Catholic University of 
America. It was an historic appointment because prior to his arrival all university 
presidents had come from the clergy. Being the first layman at a pontifical institution 
with close ties to the Vatican was itself a daunting task. But his reputation had 
convinced the presidential search committee that Walton was the right man at the right 
time for the job. In the early 1970s, he was invited by White House staff members 
Charles (Chuck) Colson and Daniel (Pat) Moynihan to a meeting, to discuss the status of 
nonpublic schools. He was told that a Panel on Nonpublic Education was under 
consideration and would have its own autonomy, but its members would also serve on 
the President 's Commission for School Finance headed by Neil McElroy, former 
Secretary of Defense and then CEO of Procter and Gamble. With a reputation for 
toughness in getting his own way, McElroy was determined to have the Commission 
exercise oversight over the Panel 's  work. Walton was equally determined to assert the 
Panel 's  independence. Initially it seemed to be a case of Goliath against David without a 
slingshot. Since McElroy wanted the Panel to operate as a subcommittee of his 
commission and Walton demanded Panel autonomy, both men agreed to ask the White 
House for clarification. 

In a masterly stroke of Talleyrand-like diplomacy, the Executive Office told both 
chairmen that the Panel 's  work could be reviewed by the Commission but that autonomy 
would be retained by the nonpublic school unit. In short, the Panel 's  report was to be its 
own, even though subject to the Commission's  review. McElroy fumed. Walton fussed. 
But eventually the two agreed to work together and to let the Panel 's  work go forward 

without roadblocks from the larger committee. It was a compromise built on 
expediency, and when the Panel 's  report was ready for submission to President Nixon, 
McElroy made clear in a covering letter dated April 14, 1972, that he wanted to distance 
himself from the Panel: "The Report of  the Panel on Nonpublic Education is submitted 
herewith. In reading this report, he added, it is important to recognize that it represents 
the views of the Panel members and that it was neither reviewed nor approved by the 
Commission as a w h o l e .  ''19 So far as Walton was concerned, review was acceptable but 
approval was not. 

McElroy 's  statement represented an acknowledgment of  the Panel 's victory. The 
resultant independence permitted the Panel to meet twice in the Oval office with 
President Nixon, whose mastery of the situation in elementary and secondary education 
impressed the panelists. It was a sad, ironic denouement when the Watergate Scandal 
disrupted Congress, deposed the President, and generated widespread public 
disenchantment with their elected officials. In any event, concern for the overall health 
of the American school system was evident in the Panel recommendations related to the 
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constitutional issue of church-state relations; and the public service performed by 
nonpublic schools, especially in the inner city. A comment on each is necessary. 

I. THE CONSTITUTIONAL ISSUE 

Serving as legal counsel to the Commission was the distinguished constitutional law 
professor from Harvard, Paul Freund, who was concerned that court decisions had made 
it abundantly clear that financial of any kind to nonpublic schools was barred by law. 
Faced with an apparently insurmountable roadblock, the Panel employed Charles 
Whalen of  the Fordham University Law School to guide it. Whalen came to a 
conclusion different from Freund's. Lawyers are a logician's delight--or nightmare. At 
any rate, Walton challenged what appeared to be the Commission's conviction that 
primary responsibility for the child's education was vested in the State. Walton's counter 
argument merits a quote: "I hold that the primary responsibility for the child's education 
rests with the parent. I hold that education is more effectively achieved when there is 
fostered a healthy triangular relationship among child, parent, and teacher. I hold that too 
much benign neglect of the parent's role already exists and that steps should be taken to 
halt it. ''2° Arriving at a statement of creed was one thing. Implementing the belief within 
constitutional restraints was far more difficult. The Panel had to show that its 
recommendations met the three criteria established by the Court for determining when 
the wall between state and church was breached: 

A. The statute must have a secular purpose. 
B. The primary effect of the statute must be one that neither advances nor 

inhibits religion. 
C. The statute must not foster an excessive government entanglement with 

religion. 21 

The Panel took the three criteria and sought to show that since education was made 
compulsory by the government (itself a secular institution) the manner of meeting the 
state's requirement was religiously neutral. Vouchers to students, to cover the cost of 
teaching the same subjects as were taught in public schools, could not be viewed as 
public programs designed to advance religious purposes. Moreover, the Panel argued 
that helping individual parents would not involve excessive entanglement with religious 
institutions. Parents were citizens, not religious corporations. Walton's insistence that 
parental responsibility was paramount has relevance even today when it is acknowledged 
that teachers alone cannot do their work without positive parental involvement. 

II. THE PUBLIC-INTEREST QUESTION 

Chapter IX of  the Commission's Report, "The Public Interest in Nonpublic Education," 
showed that it had begun to appreciate and respect the functions and importance of 
nonpublic education in a pluralistic society. 22 The needs and interests of the parent 
translated in the 1990s into concepts such as school choice and vouchers. The early 
heresy was becoming the current orthodoxy. In October, 1995, for example, Millersville 
State University conducted a poll of Philadelphia voters, asking explicitly whether they 
supported giving state money to parents to enable them to send their children to any 
school of  their choice. Respondents were 59 percent in favor, 36 percent opposed, and 6 
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percent were undecided. Inadvertently this same poll predicted the correct margin of 
victory in the Philadelphia mayoral election of November 1995, and this gave greater 
credence to the validity of the poll's results. 23 

During the days of public service in Washington, Walton's concept of the role of 
public and nonpublic school was one of constructive-get-competitive partnership, and 
certainly not one of counterproductive rivalry. Public schools were essential to a healthy 
democracy. Nonpublic schools were essential to a pluralistic society. Walton's 
leadership combined planning and resourcefulness, vision and foresight. It was 
leadership comparable to that of a good school principal. 24 

Summary And Conclusions 

Without eulogizing, it can be fairly said that throughout his long career of service 
Clarence Walton successfully met a series of daunting challenges with intelligence, hard 
work, and more than a little good humor. To put the matter more precisely, Walton 
discerned early on the great danger to academic excellence from political favoritism in 
teacher selections and fought successfully to end it. Professionalism triumphed over 
politics. Although the Walton plan was discarded recently, the Board's action in no way 
diminishes Walton's achievement in producing a teacher-selection model for school 
districts everywhere. One can only speculate on two issues: (1) the anguish he endured 
because of the carrot-and-stick approach employed by the entrenched political leadership 
in the Lackawanna Valley, and (2) the prospect that Scrantonians have learned from 
decades of mentoring that teacher selection can and should be done professionally. 

Walton's public service at the state level marked a signal contribution in the 
seemingly endless war against discrimination. During his Duquesne deanship where, as 
noted, he revived faculty morale and reestablished academic excellence, he also carried 
the substantial responsibilities of chairing the Governor's Commission on Housing. Its 
report revealed another form of bias not unlike that practiced earlier in Scranton but 
based this time principally on race and national origin. Despite opposition, the Walton 
Committee produced vital recommendations that led, among other things, to enactment 
of a Fair Housing Practices Law. 

Finally we come to the last important phase of Walton's response to civic 
challenges when he was asked by White House staffers to chair a Panel on Nonpublic 
Education and become a member of President Nixon's Commission for School Finance. 
He distinguished himself by resisting pressure from an honorable, experienced, and 
powerful man and by helping to prepare the way, in effect, for such still-debatable 
concepts as school choice and vouchers. He met and overcame challenges that might 
have defeated a lesser man. During his period of episodic but important public service, 
he managed to avoid the pitfalls peculiar to keeping company with the mighty. He had 
the wit to elude the seductive splendor of the merely trendy, and to embrace genuine 
progress and healthy compromise, without ever tarnishing his personal integrity. 

Now let me end with an anecdote that has relevance to my story. In the spring of 
1982, I attended a dinner observing the 75th anniversary of the founding of Maloney 
Home in Scranton in 1907. The home, originally designed to house impoverished and 
aged coal miners from the anthracite fields was staffed by nuns from the order of the 
Little Sisters of the Poor. It was quite revealing that the principal speaker at the 75th 
anniversary dinner was Dr. Clarence C. Walton who, just three years earlier, had 
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completed his term as president of the Catholic University of America. On that gala 
occasion, Walton spoke of  his roots in Scranton and of the sense of compassionate 
community and family values that had prompted the establishment of the Maloney Home 
as a place to respect and preserve the dignity of everyone. Noting the rise of  enemies to 
those concepts, Walton reaffirmed his dedication to them. In that reaffirmation--as in 
all his other actions along the way- -Wal ton  did not hesitate to grasp the nettle, even at 
the risk of  violating political correctness and in defiance of Clare Boothe Luce's  
admonition: "No good deed goes unpunished." 

Years ago, the great impresario Sergei Diaghilev called upon the young poet and 
playwright Jean Cocteau to prepare a scenario for a new ballet. Diaghilev commanded 
Cocteau, "Astonish me!" The result was the memorable production, "Parade," with 
contributions by such others as Picasso (the scenery), Massine (the choreography), and 
Satie (the music). So, too, Clarence Walton has managed to astonish his colleagues, 
admirers, and even opponents throughout the various stages of his gifted career. 
Although he would be among the first to oppose the very idea of  it, it may be said only 
half-facetiously that Clarence Walton is the best argument on this planet for human 
cloning. 
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ON T E A C H I N G :  A LETTER* 

CLARENCE WALTON 

* The following letter is a composite of  unpublished pieces regarding a career in teaching. 
The originals, unfortunately, disappeared when my parents, in moving from Scranton to 
Syracuse in 1946, lost all my father's war years letters. 

August 25, 1946 
U.S.S. Wisconsin 

Dear Dad: 
Now that the war has ended comes the unmitigated joy to live a relatively tranquil 

life. Dawn and eventide bring no Kamikaze attacks but skies streaked with the most 
glorious crimsons and purples you can imagine. To sleep without sirens screeching 
"battle stations" is an experience to be relished. Never again shall I complain about 
nocturnal awakenings by grandmother when you were on night work and she "heard" a 
prowler in the cellar or, when mother located him on the stairs. Because you were at 
work, I as the only "man" in the house had to make inspections--with little fear that a 
burglar might actually have invaded the premises. 

I have had time to reflect on your counsel to consider postponing taking up a 
teaching career until finishing law school. You make a powerful case for law. Lawyers 
are paid better than professors; lawyers have greater flexibility in options--practicing 
corporate law, working in government agencies, entering politics, or even combining 
practice with teaching. 

Notwithstanding law's appeal, I think mother has done you or me in--perhaps both 
of us. I have just finished reading a book mother sent that was written by a Columbia 
University professor named Jacques Barzun. Although he makes no comparison 
between teaching and other professions, Barzun does present a powerful case for the 
teaching profession. In academe one is always stimulated by lively colleagues who have 
more interest in ideas than in clients. Moreover, his best friends are books reflecting the 
wisdom of ancient sages. Research possibilities also exist; and, of course, students who 
must be taught the powerful lesson that learning is no easy assignment. 

I have simplified the issue by asking myself whether I would prefer to win over a 
judge or jury or influence a bright young mind. Regularly I have opted for the latter. 
While law is a world of ideas, in the classroom is no pressure to win a case, no need to 
sort out precedents that work to your client's advantage, and no need to ignore or 
minimize ideas that work against your position. In teaching I will be able to explore--  
perhaps even leisurely--the authors I have only experienced superficially thus far. My 
conclusions will not be for the moment but for a lifetime. I shall see young minds flower 
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even as I aggravate them with burdensome assignments that seemingly have little 
relevance to the world they know but which will have relevance to the world they will 
come to know and help to shape. 

Finally, I think there will for me more of a thrill in writing an article for a scholarly 
journal (and for which there will be no compensation) than writing a brief for which I 
might be well paid. It makes no sense in cents terms but that is the kind of son you have. 
Perhaps a long genetic history explains the choice. After all, your grand aunt is still 

going strong as head of the math department at Marywood; your brother is pounding 
economic theory into the heads of kids at Siena; your sister loved her teaching days at 
Taylor High. And on mom's  side the glowing jewel is James J. Walsh. Incidentally, 
where is his Thirteenth: The Greatest of Centuries? It used to be in my room, but I 
could not locate it when I had that short leave to visit home in early '43. 

I can see you now grimacing over the eccentricities of a son who rather consistently 
did things contrary to his father's advice. But I would like to return home to teach with 
the Jesuits at the University of Scranton. Although Duquesne is a great place, a decade 
away from relatives and friends has stirred nostalgia for old and familiar faces and 
places. Whether the Jesuits will hire me is, of course, to be learned. I have never 
studied under the Ignatian tradition. The Christian Brothers and lay teachers I had at old 
St. Thomas College were an uneven lot but few of my later professors did not surpass 
Brother Emilian in philosophy, Jimmy Driscoll who made English grammar an exciting 
game, and even the pro-Nazi Austin App who courses in Shakespeare and the English 
novel were superb. Dr. App, incidentally, coached our debating team and thought I 
would make an excellent lawyer. But I haven' t  the stuff of a Wendell Holmes or 
Leanard Hand. But I have enough of the ham actor in me to be a good teacher and 
enough inquisitiveness to be a good writer. 

My ultimate goal is to teach at The Catholic University of America. I never 
regretted giving up the scholarship at Cornell for the fellowship I won in that national 
competitive exam for CUA. Again we differed. You favored Cornel because it was Ivy 
League. I went to Washington because my costs were fully covered by the fellowship. 
Washington is a beautiful city, and others of my fellow students from Scranton were 
already there. You have heard me rave about John Tracy Ellis and Dick Purcell in 
history, Bob Connery and John McMahan in government, Herb Wright in international 
law, and Aloyisius Zielgler in medieval studies. They were all great and all of them, to a 
man, encouraged me to teach. Was I brainwashed? Possibly. 

I have gone on at great length because your last letter left no doubt about which 
career path you wanted me to take. The letter stirred both mind and heart and I thank 
you for it. You may think me quirky but let 's  hope the quirk is not a quack. 

Much Love, 

Clarence 



C L A R E N C E  W A L T O N - - M A S T E R  T E A C H E R  

BORIS YAVITZ 
Former Dean 
Columbia Graduate School of  Business 

Discussants of  academic careers never tire of  invoking the image of the "three-legged 
stool"--research, teaching and collegial service--as the solid foundation for 
advancement and tenure. They also readily acknowledge that the more prestigious the 
institution, the more it tends to devalue the importance of the second leg: teaching. An 
unfortunate by-product of this value system is the downgrading of the relevance and 
significance of students in university life. It was, therefore, with great pleasure that I 
accepted the invitation to address the subject of Clarence Walton the Teacher. 

As Clarence's student, colleague, friend, and admirer, I have long been impressed 
and intrigued by his extraordinary mastery of, and dedication to, great and inspirational 
teaching. Woven through Walton's career as an outstanding scholar, educator, 
administrator, academic pioneer, and intellectual leader, there shines one clear 
connecting thread: a commitment to teaching at all levels when the craft is practiced and 
a determination to excel at it. In order to celebrate it meaningfully, I set out to gain a 
better understanding of this distinctive quality of Walton's life and career. 

I needed to go beyond my own observations of  a fine teacher in action, and beyond 
collecting others' assessments of his approach and effectiveness. I wanted to comprehend 
the values and beliefs surrounding the art of  teaching, its subtlety and importance, which 
nurtured Walton's dedication to it. I wanted to grasp some of  the fundamental ideas and 
philosophies which shaped his lifelong pursuit of excellence in teaching. 

There seemed to be no better source for examining Walton's intellectual framework 
than Walton himself. I asked him to identify some of  the fundamental concepts and 
principal scholars who shaped his pedagogical philosophy. At the risk of pressing the 
analogy too far, I imagined myself setting out to write a slim volume titled: The 
Conceptual Foundations of  Walton's Teaching. In typical tutor-like fashion, Wal ton- -  
precisely and methodically--referred m e  to the writings of four of my guiding 
philosophers: Dimnet, Newman, Whitehead, and Barzun. I was reasonably familiar with 
the last three, and a total stranger to Dimnet. 

A happy by-product of this excursion was a validation of my own biases on the 
roles of  teaching, and of  business schools, in our great research universities; the 
inequities in the "three-legged" stool; and the vital role of students in the university 
community. I gleefully cite some particularly pithy comments on these subjects in the 
writings that shaped Walton's achievements as a teacher. 
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Forging a Teaching Philosophy 

It was always evident that Walton had rather precise ideas about the nature and 
sometimes contradictory purposes of  university life and of the teaching profession. Some 
of these contradictions are reflected in the snippets from the works of the four scholars 
discussed in this section. The quartet consists of two British-born and two French-born 
scholars. 

First comes Ernest Dimnet, a scholarly priest who died before the outbreak of 
World War II. Considered too insignificant for inclusion in France's highly respected 
Larousse dictionary, his works were totally unfamiliar to me. Dimnet's treatise on the Art 
of  Thinking, however, was described by John Dewey as the kind of work that exorcised 
every parasitical dependence on other minds, and clearly exerted a significant influence 
on at least one young Scranton University undergraduate. 1 Walton clearly embraced 
Dimnet's simple message: learn from others but lean on yourself. As a Walton disciple, I 
assure you that his students lived by the same maxim: learn but do not lean. Walton's 
own independence of thought was infectious. 

A second characteristic of  Dimnet's approach was an emphasis on the relationship 
of mental processes to those external images that reflected the individual's preferences 
and dislikes--what Dimnet called "wishes and revulsions." People revealed the nature of 
their images in their thoughts and words, in their attitudes toward life's purposes, and in 
their behavior, z Pondering this simple truism conveys the homely wisdom: associate with 
great intellects and with noble personalities. From Dimnet emanated a final injunction: 
learning requires scrupulous attention to what is said and read, and attention itself is less 
a gift than a habit. Since habits are taught by precept and example, professors had the 
awesome responsibility of demanding the best from all by demanding the best of 
themselves. 

To summarize: already aware of the attractions of the intellectual life, Walton 
brought first to himself and later to his classroom Dimnetian dicta for excellence: (1) ride 
on the shoulders of giants but walk for yourself; (2) share the company of  great minds 
and noble hearts; (3) develop---and teach others to develop--the habit of paying strict 
attention to written and oral communications; and (4) realize that imparting the habit of 
attention so essential to effective thinking is hard work requiring immersion not simply 
in good books but in great books. This advice may explain Walton's casual regard for 
best-seller lists and ratings and his unwavering commitment to the classics. 3 

Next to enter Walton's undergraduate days was John Henry Newman who, on 
November 12, 1821, became rector of  the newly created Catholic University of  Ireland. 
He lasted only seven years in the job and left no new Harvard or Louvain or Goettingen. 
Newman's legacy was not in administration but in perceiving what a university should 
be, namely, a center for diffusion of knowledge and not for scientific and philosophical 
discovery. 4 If research was a university's true mission, "why," asked Newman, "should a 
university have students?" A cynical variant of this sentiment lies at the heart of  the old 
academic joke claiming that the university would be a wonderful place if it weren't for 
the students. While rejecting Newman's flat dictum, Walton recognized that good 
teaching was such hard work that, at least in early twentieth-century America, it left little 
time for discovery or frontier-breaking research. Relieved of  teaching responsibilities, 
specialists could make their discoveries in research institutes or "think tanks." 

Although alien to our politically-correct ears, there was a truth in Newman's 
conception of the university, as well as a prophesy of danger from the publish-or-perish 
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syndrome that came to dominate academic life. When advancement comes, the three- 
legged stool becomes a monoped: good teachers, caring teachers, committee workhorses 
are subordinated to the glamorous and critically-acclaimed authors. While adopting the 
overall definition of the American university, he always worried over the narrow-minded 
publish-or-perish mentality that holds sway in this country. I hasten to add that I share 
this concern, particularly as practiced in our leading professional schools. 

Also taught incessantly by Newman was the need to think philosophically when 
ordering facts in the mind and an ancillary point of  great relevance to academic freedom. 
Newman wrote: 

Error may flourish for a time but truth will prevail in the end. The only effect 
of error ultimately is to promote truth. Theories, speculations, hypotheses, are 
started and often die, but not before they have suggested ideas better than 
themselves. The better ideas are taken up in turn by other men, and, if they do 
not yet lead to truth, nevertheless they lead to what is still nearer to the truth: 
and thus knowledge on the whole makes progress. 5 

This notion of  a progressive groping for truth strikes a resonant chord in the minds of 
authentic scholars. Academic freedom was, therefore, a priceless commodity. 

Then came a Newman observation that foretold special difficulties for church- 
related institutions. In his view, universities were not to be burdened with infusing virtue 
in their students since they were neither seminaries nor monasteries. While theology was 
essential to a liberal-arts education, it was a subject for rigorous analysis and not a 
medium for religious indoctrination. Theology's  business was not to steel the soul 
against temptation or to console it in affliction, any more than it was to set the loom in 
motion, or the condition of  both material and moral advancement. Here is Newman's  
classic distinction: 

Knowledge is one thing, virtue is another; good sense is not conscience; 
refinement is not humility; philosophy, however enlightened, however 
profound, gives no command over the passions, no influential motives, no 
vivifying Christian, but the gentleman. It is well to be a gentleman; it is well 
to have a cultivated intellect, a delicate taste, a candid, equitable, 
dispassionate mind, a noble and courteous bearing in the conduct of life; these 
are the connatural qualities of a large knowledge; they are the objects of  a 
university .6 

Then came a Newman statement clothed in eloquence. "Quarry the granite rock 
with razors, or moor the vessel with a thread of silk; then may you hope with such keen 
and delicate instruments as human knowledge and human reason to contend against those 
two giants-- the passion and the pride of man." Now what did this statement mean for 
Walton? I can only speculate. But it is not unreasonable to believe that while faith and 
reason are conjoined if the rich life of  the student is to be ever realized, they are not the 
same. 

To venture a summation of Newman is to mock a towering intellect. But 
corresponding with Clarence Walton, enriched by personal contacts with my old teacher, 
have led me to believe that his distillation of  Newman's  views meant that a university 
was really what we view as a liberal arts co l l ege - -a  Haverford or Swarthmore, for 
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example, and not a teaching and research center. If Newman's  views were strictly 
followed the model of an American university would probably not have come into 
existence. How to reconcile teaching and research under one organizational canopy 
became an American challenge. At this juncture, the wisdom of Harvard's  philosopher- 
mathematician Alfred North Whitehead (1861-1947) became a beacon. 7 

These two great English scholars differed on several grounds. Whereas Newman 
extolled knowledge for its own sake, Whitehead insisted that 

we should produce people who possess both culture and expert knowledge in 
some special direction. Their expert knowledge will give them the ground to 
start from, and their culture will lead them as deep as philosophy and as high 
as art. We have to remember that the valuable intellectual development is self- 
development [a Dimnet proposition] that mostly takes place between ages of 
sixteen and thirty... 8 

Needed was an understanding of the insistent present. No more 

deadly harm can be done to young minds than by depreciation of the present. 
The p r e s e n t . . ,  is holy ground; for it is the past and it is the future. At the 
same time it must be observed that an age is no less past if it existed two 
hundred years ago. Do not be deceived by the pedantry of dates. The ages of 
Shakespeare and of Moliere are no less past than are the age of Sophocles and 
Virgil. The communion of saints is a great and inspiring assemblage, but it has 
only one possible hall of meeting, and that is the present. 

To underscore the point Whitehead wrote that "whatever interest attaches to your subject 
matter must be evoked here and now; whatever powers you are strengthening in the pupil 
must be exercised here and now; whatever possibilities of  mental life your teaching 
should impart must be exhibited here and now . . . .  " 

Having challenged Newman on one point, Whitehead suddenly agrees that the 
essence of education is religious. 

Pray, what is religious education? A religious education is an education which 
inculcates duty and reverence....No part of education has more to gain from 
attention to the rhythmic law of growth than has moral and religious 
education. Whatever be the right way to formulate religious truths, it is death 
to religion to insist on a premature stage of  precision. The vitality of religion 
is shown by the way in which the religious spirit has survived the ordeal of 
religious education. 

When Whitehead turned from curricular content to pedagogical style he made a 
point that professors often deny, namely, that a certain ruthless definiteness is essential in 
education. I am sure that one secret of a successful teacher is that he has formulated quite 
clearly in his mind what the pupil has got to know in precise fashion. He will then cease 
from half-hearted attempts to worry his pupils with memorizing a lot of  irrelevant stuff 
of inferior importance. "The secret of success is pace, and the secret of pace is 
concentration. Get your knowledge quickly and then use it. If  you use it, you will retain 
it." 
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One might conjecture that a man who left a history department at Scranton for a 
business school at Columbia must have reveled in Whitehead's notion that 

work should be transfused with intellectual and moral vision and thereby 
turned into a joy, triumphing over its weariness and its pain....The immediate 
need of  the nation is a large supply of skilled workmen, of men with inventive 
genius, and of  employers alert in the development of new ideas. There is 
one--and only one--way to obtain these admirable results. It is by producing 
workmen, men of science, and employers who enjoy their work .... 

Whitehead felt that professors must rise above the exclusive association of learning 
with book learning. 

First-hand knowledge is the ultimate basis of intellectual life. To a large 
extent book learning conveys second-hand information, and, as such, can 
never rise to the importance of immediate practice. Our goal is to see the 
immediate events of our lives as instances of our general ideas. What the 
learned world tends to offer is one derived from another second-hand scrap of  
information. The second-handedness of the learned world is the secret of its 
mediocrity. 9 

As an executive-turned-academic, I heartily second the motion! 
Perhaps the ultimate resolution of  the apparent conflict between Newman and 

Whitehead over the goals of higher education was made in Walton's acceptance of the 
latter's dictum that "the life of man is founded on Technology, Science, Art and 
Religion. All four are interconnected and issue from his total mentality. But there are 
particular intimacies between Science and Technology, and between Art and Religion. 
No social organization can be understood without reference to these four underlying 
factors." 

Then Whitehead made a claim that stuck with Walton all his life. 

The justification for a university is that it preserves the connection between 
knowledge and the zest of life, by uniting the young and the old in the 
imaginative consideration of learning. The university imparts information, but 
it imparts it imaginatively. At least, this is the function which it should 
perform for society. A university which fails in this respect has no reason for 
existence. This atmosphere of excitement, arising from imaginative 
consideration, transforms knowledge. A fact is no longer a bare fact: it is 
invested with all its possibilities. It is no longer a burden on the memory: it is 
energizing as the poet of  our dreams, and as the architect of our purposes. 
Imagination is not to be divorced from facts: it is a way of illuminating the 
facts.l° 

Finally, there came an eloquent Whitehead observation that became a fierce Walton 
creed, influencing decisions regarding his career. Here is the relevant quote, lengthy but 
logical, and sheet music to a former business school dean's ears: 
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These reflections upon the general functions of  a university can be at 
once translated in terms of  the particular functions of a business school. We 
need not flinch from the assertion that the main function of  such a school is to 
produce men with a greater zest for business. It is a libel upon human nature 
to conceive that zest for life is the product of pedestrian purposes directed 
toward the narrow routine of material comforts. Mankind by its pioneering 
instinct, and in a hundred ways, proclaims the falsehood of that life. 

In the modern complex social organism, the adventure of life cannot be 
disjoined from intellectual adventure. Amid simpler circumstances, the 
pioneer can follow the urge of his instinct, directed toward the scene of  his 
vision from the mountain top. But in the complex organizations of modern 
business the intellectual adventure of analysis, and of imaginative 
reconstruction, must precede any successful reorganization. In a simpler 
world, business relations were simpler, being based on the immediate contact 
of man with man and an immediate confrontation with all relevant material 
circumstances. Today business organization requires an imaginative grasp of 
the psychologies of  populations engaged in differing modes of occupation; of 
populations scattered through cities, through mountains, through plains; of  
populations of the ocean and of populations in mines and of populations in 
forests. It requires an imaginative grasp of conditions in the tropics, and of  
conditions in temperate zones. It requires an imaginative grasp of the 
interlocking interest of great organizations, and of the reactions of  the whole 
complex to any change in one of its elements. 

It requires an imaginative understanding of laws of  political economy, 
not merely in the abstract, but also with the power to construe them in terms 
of the particular circumstances of concrete business. It requires some 
knowledge of the habits of government, and of the variation of those habits 
under diverse conditions. It requires an imaginative vision of the binding 
forces of any human organization, a sympathetic vision of the limits of human 
nature and of the conditions which evoke loyalty of service. It requires some 
knowledge of the laws of health and of the laws of  fatigue and of the 
conditions for sustained reliability. It requires an imaginative understanding of  
the social effects of the conditions of factories. It requires a sufficient 
conception of  the role of applied science in modern society. It requires that 
discipline of  character which can say "yes" and "no" to other men, not by 
reason of blind obstinacy, but with firmness derived from a conscious 
evaluation of relevant alternatives. 

The universities have trained the intellectual pioneers of our 
civilization--the priests, the lawyers, the statesmen, the doctors, the men of 
science, and the men of  letters. They have been the home of those ideals 
which lead men to confront the confusion of their present times . . . .  The 
conduct of business now requires intellectual imagination of the same type as 
that which in former times has mainly passed into those other occupations; 
and the universities are the organizations which have supplied this type of 
mentality for the service of the progress of the European races.li 

For the Walton of youth the Whitehead of age exercised a determining influence. This 
may explain why Walton once had a framed scroll in his dean's office at Columbia that 
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proclaimed Whitehead's belief that "imagination is a contagious disease." Imagination was 
never refrigerated in our honoree's life. As it sparked him, he sparked others to dream great 
dreams and entertain great visions. 

I now come to the last of  the quartet who helped Walton forge his own philosophy 
of  teaching, and who underlines a strange coincidence in our personal histories. Clarence 
and I were both completing our World War  II naval service in the Pacific and Atlantic 
Oceans, respectively, when we first came across the writings of  Jacques Barzun (1909- 
); and we both came to know him as a Columbia University colleague many years later. 
Barzun's book Teacher in America was delivered to Walton 's  hands aboard the USS 
Wisconsin, a few days after Japan's  surrender when words like Coral Sea, Okinawa, Iwo 
Jima, and Kamikaze were being jettisoned in favor of words like home, love and 
career. 12 The book, aside from its sharp wit and deep wisdom, arrived at precisely the 
time for final decision-making on career. Teaching or lawyering were the primary 
choices. Clarence's father favored the latter, pointing out that widely admired teachers 
were poorly paid workers. The father's thought deserved a respectful hearing by the son. 

Coming at this decisive moment was Barzun, a Columbia professor of  vast 
erudition, cosmopolitanism and urbanity. I will not attempt to capture the totality of 
Barzun's writings; let me cite some highlights that explain why Walton was so captivated 
by a man whom he had never met, never expected to meet, but finally did meet in 1958, 
when he came to Columbia as the Associate Dean of the business school. 

In terms that parallel Dimnet, Barzun wrote that 

words should point to things, seen or unseen. But they can also be used to 
wrap up emptiness of heart and lack of  thought. The student accepts some 
pompous, false, meaningless formula, and passes it back on demand, to be 
rewarded with--appropriately enough- -a  passing grade. All  the dull second- 
rate opinions, all the definitions that don ' t  define, all the moral platitudes that 
'sound good, '  all the conventional adjectives ( 'Gentle Shakespeare'),  all the 
pretenses that a teacher makes about the feelings of his students towards him 
and vice versa, all the intimations that something must be learned because it 
has somehow got lodged among learnable things (like the Binomial Theorem 
or the date of Magna Car ta) - -a l l  this in all its forms gives off the atmosphere 
of hokum, which healthy people everywhere find absolutely unbreathable . . . 
[Hokum] hides in the porous part of solid learning and vitiates it by making it 
stupid and ridiculous. 13 

Hokum has never been part of Walton 's  life. I have seen hokum artists leave his 
class looking more like cadavers than men. But other lessons were gleaned from Barzun: 
that teaching is not 

a process, it is a developing emotional situation. It takes two to teach, and 
from all we know of  great teachers the spur from the class to the teacher is as 
needful an element as the knowledge it elicits. In its most advanced phase, 
even the forbidden fault of  thinking aloud becomes the most desirable product 
of  the occasion. Wil l iam James used to be so stimulated to original thought in 
class that his mind would race ahead of the subject [and] he would have to 
interrupt himself and ask the group, 'What was I speaking about?'  Here the 
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very disconnection and break of  form becomes the highest virtue, leaving 
more correctness and continuity far behind)  4 

This "spur-from-the-class" philosophy explains why Walton 's  teaching style was 
characterized by lecturing and listening. Socratic dialogue may have been his greater 
talent even over his lectures as he deftly drew out student opinion, knowing always what 
point was to be remembered and what was to be forgotten. 

Another point in Barzun's exposition intrigued Walton. With considerable 
prescience he seems to have sensed that he would be entrusted with greater 
responsibilities in university life. As department chairman at Scranton, dean at Duquesne 
and associate dean of the Columbia Business School, Walton had primary responsibility 
for recruiting talented faculty. In so doing he abided by Barzun's advice that 

diverse kinds of  men and women make desirable teachers . . . .  They can differ 
in endless, unpredictable ways. You can take the halt, the lame, the blind; men 
with speech defects or men who cannot be heard above a whisper; gross and 
repulsive men (at first) like my blessed mathematics instructor; men who are 
lazy and slow, who are bright and unstable, or incorrigible enfants terribles; 
you can even risk some who are deficient in learning, and join them to form 
an admirable as well as an induplicable faculty. This is possible because the 
students also display a variety of human traits and cannot all be reached and 
moved by the same spells. The important thing is to be sure you are hiring a 
teacher and not a wolf wrapped in sheepskin. 15 

A third point in the Walton repertoire was his view on academic f r eedom--a  view 
that was put to the test during his presidency at The Catholic University of America. 
Barzun handled academic freedom by commenting that "in a bone-dry county, to 
propose the legalization of  wine and beer would be as radical as in an 'enlightened' city 
to propose government ownership of  banks. This being so, three questions may be asked: 
Has the teacher the right to express his opinion on the mooted subject in the classroom? 
Has he the right to express it outside? And finally, has he the right to use class time to 
convert students to his opinion?" Barzun answered: 

Everyone one will (or should) admit, in answer to the last question 
(indoctrination), that he has no such r i g h t . . .  When we tackle the other two 
questions, we tread on more delicate ground, because the teacher's 'opinion'  
may mean one of two things--his  views on a part of his subject, or his views 
on some matter on which he may feel strongly but knows only as an amateur. 
Regarding what he says as an authority, his freedom should be absolutely 
u n i m p a i r e d . . .  With respect to subjects outside his field, the teacher has, not 
academic freedom, but academic responsibility . . . .  16 

What has often impressed me in Walton 's  assessment of the thinkers who helped 
shape his own beliefs, is his ability to accept what he deemed logical, yet reject that 
which he did not. Barzun's view of  the in-loco-parentis principle is an example. Barzun 
rejected the principle, and believed that all help to students in personal affairs must occur 
only in emergencies and at the free choice of the student. Clarence's  comment in the 
book 's  margin described this position as a half-truth. 
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The half-truth comment seemed odd for one who, years later at Columbia, fired his 
dean of  students for the kind of intrusion that Barzun deplored. Providing reason for this 
seemingly inconsistent position, however, was Walton's belief that emphasizing student 
privacy was often a facade by faculty to avoid the painful duty of helping a troubled 
undergraduate who lacked the courage to ask a teacher for help. The conventional (and 
convenient) wisdom is to reject any responsibility for the student's total growth. When 
Walton sensed a student's personal need he responded--almost spontaneously--and 
scores of students have testified to their gratitude. Yet he never lost awareness of that 
delicate boundary between student privacy and professional responsibility. My own 
experiences, and those of my classmates, which are discussed in the next section, attest 
to Clarence's commitment, and the light touch with which he responded to our needs. 

What, then, became Walton's teaching philosophy as it was influenced by Barzun? 
Several points can be made. First is reaffirmation of  the Dimnet-Whitehead emphasis on 
forcing students to think--thinking helped by paying close attention to what was being 
said by well-prepared professors and by what was written by great thinkers. The second 
was his abhorrence of  hokum. The gentle professor/dean had a sharp sting for those 
students and professors who thought that agile articulation could be passed off as 
intellectual profundity. Academic freedom, its core as distinct from its skin, became part 
of his philosophy as a university dean and president. Finally, his views on the in-loco- 
parentis principle stood him in good stead during the Columbia upheavals of  the 1960s. 
Even the most rebellious students trusted him to think straight, talk straight, and help. 

There is one discordant note in this soothing symphony. When Walton retired from 
the presidency of Catholic University in 1968 (1978?) several universities--among them 
Georgetown, Notre Dame, University of  St. Thomas, and others--offered him a chair. 
As dean of the Columbia Business School at the time, I wanted my old prof back on our 
Morningside campus where he had already established a solid reputation. It did not take 
long for me to discover that my teacher had firm attachments to Columbia and that 
pressuring him to return would not be quite so difficult as I had first imagined. 
Negotiations were quickly dispatched and Dr. Walton began his teaching assignment 
with us in the Fall term of  1978. It should be noted that he had not asked the CUA 
trustees for the customary sabbatical leave. 

For the first time in his life Walton was jolted by "so-so" student evaluations. When 
told of the student survey, Walton characteristically looked first into his own 
responsibilities and came to several conclusions: a decade of absence from the classroom 
had caused him to fall behind in the literature, disrupted his timing so that Whitehead's 
injunction to pace rhythmically was not being honored; his assignments were erratic, 
being too heavy one week and too light the next. He was almost tearful when I 
confronted him with the students' evaluations. Second thoughts led to second efforts, and 
1978 was the last (and only) semester when he received anything but a glowing report 
card from his students, as the following two sections will relate. Suffice it to say that had 
Dimnet, Newman, Whitehead and Barzun been privy to Walton's overall student 
appraisals, they would have been very proud of their disciple. 

A Personal Perspective 

I was initiated into the large fraternity of  Walton's students at an unusually ripe age. I 
was in my middle thirties when I decided to switch careers, and in one fell swoop was 
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transformed from an experienced executive to a neophyte doctoral candidate. As the 
oldest member of my class, I was not at all certain that I could make the transition from 
the business "rat race" to the scholarly study race. Fortunately, Clarence was there to 
help. 

One of  the first classes I selected was an MBA course titled "Conceptual 
Foundations of  Business." The subject sounded intriguing to someone who had been 
practicing the art for some fifteen years; besides, it was a required course. There were 
several instructors listed for several sections of  the course. I unerringly selected 
Professor Walton. Let me quickly admit I had absolutely no knowledge of the relative 
merits of the instructors listed. I had not been on campus long enough to get any informal 
gossip. I was, however, astute enough to select the co-author of  the text listed for the 
course. Even more persuasive was the fact that the course and text shared the same title; 
a then-novel attempt to explore the role of business in society. 

That was my first experience as Walton 's  student, and it was indeed a happy one. 
Each class session was a provocative mix of lecture, question, discussion, challenge, 
arguments, and devil 's  advocacy. The class was relatively large, over fifty students as I 
recall. The level of  student abilities and interests was quite diverse. It took a master 
teacher to inspire his students to get the most out of the course. I found that each class 
broadened my knowledge of the topics discussed, and, more importantly, made me think 
about the context in which they were set. I began to take a lively interest in what initially 
seemed an esoteric topic. I even devoted some scarce PhD study time to readings beyond 
Walton 's  assigned, or even recommended, ones. 

Later in my course sequence I had the opportunity to register for two Walton 
seminars. This time I did not follow "brand-name recognition" in my selection. I knew 
my instructor of choice, and I knew what to expect of him. I was not disappointed. Here 
my fellow students were all PhD candidates. The discussions were much deeper, and 
often fuzzier, than the typical MBA variety. Student arguments were longer, more 
convoluted, and generally more opinionated. Walton 's  technique (and teaching style) 
readily adapted to a new class culture and loftier student motivation. It became clear to 
me that great teaching required intense listening to student opinions and perceptions. 

These skills became even more apparent when Walton 's  students turned out to be 
senior, and highly sophisticated, executives who play-enrolled in Columbia 's  six week 
seminars at Arden House and had direct opportunities to watch him lead a group of 
experienced managers through a full morning's  discussion of business e th ics - -a  subject 
many executives are not very comfortable discussing. Everybody is, of  course, as firm a 
believer in ethical practices as he or she is in apple pie and motherhood. But can one 
discuss them without being either ambiguously abstract or pretentiously philosophical? 
Walton quickly convinced them one could. In relatively short order he had practical 
executives applying complex value scales to their daily experiences. The same format of 
lecture, discussion, debate and challenge, worked miracles. Executives consistently cited 
the sessions on ethics as one of  the highlights of the Arden House program. 

Walton 's  interaction with executives reminds me of an incident which impressed 
me with his uncanny ability to structure, summarize and clarify. The well-known CEO of  
a major company was invited to address our doctoral class on the subject of the 
economic forces driving his corporation's industry and markets. He was a extremely 
well-informed executive, but his presentation was an almost-formless heap of  data, 
theory, speculation and lobbying. When the formal presentation was completed, and it 
was time for questions from the floor, we all shared the same sinking feeling: none of us 
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was in sufficient command of the data to'be able to raise any significant issues. Walton 
suggested a five minute stretch break before resuming the session. He made a few notes 
on his pad while we stretched and worried. 

When the class reconvened, Walton opened with what he referred to as a brief 
summary of  the executive's erudite presentation. In some five or six minutes, Clarence 
managed to identify the key issues, summarize the arguments underlying them, and 
highlight the conflicts to be resolved. It was a masterful performance. In his brief recap, 
Walton managed to provide sufficient material and structure for an hour's worth of 
meaningful questioning by a newly-invigorated class. 

Walton wove similar magic in his use of guest speakers and visiting luminaries. 
One of  his seminars was addressed by a series of prominent authorities in disciplines 
ranging from economics, to political science, to theology. How he managed to get such a 
distinguished slate of speakers to appear before a twenty-student gathering, I shall never 
know. Whatever wiles he used would pale beside the talents he employed in exploiting 
their unique skills. Speakers arrived well-briefed on their audience's interests and 
expectations; Walton's introduction highlighted the key issues to be addressed, and the 
orchestration of the question-and-answer period forced the experts to reason the subject 
with more than glib answers. 

Now thirty years later, I still recall the joy of having the opportunity to probe a 
first-rate mind. In preparation for each guest speaker we all had to read carefully at least 
one of  the guest's works. With the benefit of Walton's leadership of each class 
discussion, I invariably gained deeper understanding of  issues that I thought I had 
already mastered. Quite often a delightfully animate persona would emerge--under 
Walton's prodding--from the dry prose of  the pages I had read. The moral was 
unmistakable: it is not enough to invite distinguished guests, it takes careful planning and 
skilled guidance to get the most out of them. 

As Walton's student I learned much more than the contents of any given course. I 
found a Whiteheadian excitement in discovering new ideas, new knowledge, and in the 
very process of learning about them. I also studied him closely for some clues on the 
fundamentals of great teaching. I was fully aware that teaching was what primarily 
attracted me to an academic career, and I was determined to be as effective as my talents 
and experience would allow. By then I had also discovered that studying for a P h D - -  
supposedly a teaching and research degree--did not include a single reference to the art 
of effective teaching. Doctoral candidates who cared about it could learn by studying 
talented teachers, if they were fortunate enough to have such in their midst. I do know 
that whatever success I may have had in my own teaching over the next three decades 
was in no small measure due to careful observation of a master at work. Should his 
admirers be seeking to bestow yet another title on Clarence Walton, I hereby offer: "A 
Teacher' s Teacher." 

A recounting of my history as Walton's student would be incomplete without 
addressing the in-loco-parentis relationship, which was cited in the preceding section. At 
thirty-eight years of age and having three children of my own, I was not an obvious 
candidate for parental guidance, yet Walton filled that role admirably. As the Associate 
Dean in charge of Columbia's Doctoral Program, Walton listened to my tentative plans 
to enter the program, and the doubts that still plagued me. He encouraged me to go ahead 
and pursue my dream. He was instrumental in getting me to apply for--and win--a  
coveted Ford Foundation Doctoral Fellowship which significantly eased the financial 
burden. Once enrolled in the program, Clarence never ceased goading, guiding or 
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leading me through the complex maze and rituals inherent in earning a PhD. He did the 
same thing for, and with, every member of our class. We used to trade stories comparing 
the Walton light but persevering touch, which pulled us through some of  the distressing 
experiences that affect every doctoral candidate: arbitrary graders, excessive or irrelevant 
assignments, plethoras of term papers, etc. 

The basic scenario was quite simple. After reminding you (more than once or 
twice) of  your promise to take an exam or submit a paper, on a certain day, Clarence 
would see to it that you took it on schedule. Upon passing the exam, he was the first to 
congratulate you on clearing yet another hurdle in the long, grueling steeplechase. You 
enjoyed a sense of relief and euphoria, but it did not last long. The very next day you 
would run into Clarence in the lounge, and find yourself in a casual conversation about 
politics, sports or the pursuit of happiness. Somehow the subject of the next hurdle in 
your pursuit of the degree would come up, and Walton would casually ask you to suggest 
a target date for it. You reluctantly picked a date out of  thin air, which would promptly 
be dismissed as much too far in the future. An alternative date, which seemed only days 
away, would be offered for your consideration, and- -before  you quite knew what had 
happened--you  were committed! 

A new target date for your next exam was now set, and a new round of friendly 
persuasion would be launched. Clarence would remind, reinforce, and eventually see you 
through your next milestone--always with that mischievous little twinkle in his eye. I 
am firmly convinced that Clarence was directly responsible for my earning the degree in 
half the time it would have otherwise taken; and that, I believe, is playing in-loco- 
parentis at its most effective and highest level. 

Casting a Broader Net: Other Student Opinions 

I know my experiences as a Walton student are shared by the many friends and 
colleagues I have known personally. I was also curious to find out how other students, in 
a different setting and institution, perceived him as a teacher and mentor. I managed to 
obtain a set of student evaluation forms from a Walton class in Business Ethics at 
Villanova University. 

The form provided for a "Response Code," consisting of four levels: E-Excellent, 
G-Good, S-Satisfactory, and P-Poor. I was not surprised to find almost all questions on 
all forms from nearly all students rated Walton at the E level. There was a small 
sprinkling of G's ,  but nothing lower. A very impressive result from some 120 questions 
posed, if one puts one 's  faith in numerical averages. I never had. I find students' 
comments and asides much more enlightening. Without getting into excessive detail let 
me cite a number of typical comments. First cited are some comments about the quality 
and nature of  the course. 

"I enjoyed coming to class.., all questions and discussions stimulated the 
thought process., rather than memorize, we analyzed." 

"Walton was excellent in stimulating class discussion. I 've  never 
attended a classroom in which everyone was so open and willing to discuss 
whatever topics came up. I '  ve learned an enormous amount?' 

"He encouraged the class to do the thinking. He gave us guidelines and 
kept us on track. Learning was a key element in the course." 
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"The entire class evolved around our input. 'Thinking'  was his key 
phrase." 

"I have never been in a class where there has been so much participation. 
The students involvement in class discussion was essential." 

"It was the most participative class (voluntarily) that I have taken in the 
MBA program." 

**Compiler's Note: I find the parenthesized aside quite revealing, having sat through many 
case discussions where students felt clearly obligated to participate. 

"The most educational course in the curriculum so far. More discussion 
has never been seen (sic)." 

"Learning was the basis of this course." 
"His teaching style was the first that stressed learning and was able to 

enforce it." 

The following are other comments about the professor 's  style and overall 
performance. 

"One of the best teachers I 've  had as an undergraduate or graduate 
student. Took pride in his teaching, and sought to learn something from the 
students, too." Jacques Borzun would have applauded this comment. 

"Dr. Walton is the best professor I 've had at Villanova and the 
University should feel privileged to have him on its staff." 

"Outstanding. The most thought-provoking teacher I have ever had. I 
learned more in this course than in any other." Abbi Dimnet 's  Art of Thinking 
pushes through this observation. 

"Dr. Walton is one of the most competent and interesting instructors I 
have ever had." 

"Dr. Walton has given me one of the most significant learning 
experiences of  my life. There should be more like him." Newman would 
probably welcome him to the Dublin faculty. 

"Professor Walton placed great emphasis on learning and developing 
student opinions. One of  the best teachers I 've  ever had, because he 
encouraged me to think." 

"I found him a thoroughly interesting professor with a personal ethic 
which clearly demonstrated the theme of the class. Personally enriching." 

"A distinguished and well-respected professor by the class and many 
others - it was a privilege." 

"Excellent. I would love to spend a few more semesters to pick Dr. 
Walton 's  brain. I ' d  recommend everyone take Dr. Wal ton 's  course." 

That last comment is not a bad way to summarize Walton 's  impact on his many 
students. I would, however, like to conclude this section with one more quote. It comes 
from a letter written by the Dean of  the Leavey School of Business Administration at 
Santa Clara University. Dean Deibecq wrote, in April 1988 after meeting with students 
in a course Walton had just finished teaching: 
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Dear Clarence: 
The students wished to be with me as an expression of gratitude to their 

professor. They spoke at great length about the magic of  your teaching. They 
appreciated and respected the breadth and depth of the readings assigned 
throughout the course. They paid you the highest compliment: they indicated 
that it was in your course that they learned to think for themselves, and to 
analyze problems through their own logic rather than defending positions 
based on information from others. Your class had increased their capacity for 
an innerdirected compass to utilize both in their personal lives as well as their 
careers. 

They wished there was a required ethics course at the MBA level for all 
students with the rigor and scope that you had provided. The excitement and 
class spirit was infectious. I left the University thinking that once again the 
legacy of a master teacher transcended all reasonable expectation. Here was a 
group of young people who not only had received knowledge and analytical 
tools, but had been inspired to think and approach life in a different way 
because of  the time spent with a master professor. 

Thanks Clarence. You are a gifted master. 17 

Having reported Walton 's  fundamental teaching philosophies, my personal 
observations as his student, and the evaluation of others, I find myself at a loss to 
pronounce a more appropriate closing line than this. Much as it frustrates one dean to 
quote another, I can do no better than repeat: 

Thanks, Clarence. You are a gifted master. 
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TEACHING HISTORY IN BUSINESS EDUCATION* 

CLARENCE WALTON 

The Major Assumptions and Problems 

Individual judgments regarding the appropriate intellectual content for effective 
education in business are often suspect on grounds that too frequently they rest on 
unstated assumptions. To preclude censure on this score, explicit mention is made of 
two premises which sustain this inquiry and influence its final outcome. In the first 
instance, there is agreement with the authors of the widely publicized Ford Study in their 
repeated stress on "the importance to businessmen of historical perspective, breadth and 
flexibility of mind, and awareness of and ability to adjust to a continuously changing 
environment." Commenting on this point, one distinguished observer added that "one 
who undertakes to teach antitrust laws without regard for the historical background out 
of which these laws emerged is not only ignoring an opportunity to teach much about the 
business world just prior to, and immediately after the turn of the century, but also is 
doing a poor job in teaching current applications of the law." 

Due regard for this initial assumption partially explains what might otherwise be 
viewed as a singularly unfortunate omission, namely, the scant attention devoted to the 
"uses" to which a disciplined study of history can be put. Of course history is useful, but 
preoccupation with this line of reasoning places the historian in a defensive posture 
which diverts energies from tackling such live questions as these: How can business 
history contribute more meaningfully toward providing that perspective which we are all 
agreed the businessman needs? What hindrances blunt the effectiveness of such 
contributions? And how may such obstacles be identified and removed? 

The second assumption flows from what may be regarded as an overly facile 
generalization concerning the history of western thought, namely that a divorce between 
the intellectual community and functional groups represented by church, state, and 
business is harmful to the total society. When, therefore, an established discipline loses 
contact with contemporary reality, or demonstrates ineffectuality in illuminating current 
issues, that brand of study is doomed to atrophy. Neither the most sophisticated 
formulations, nor the most complex hypotheses will stay the inexorable decay when 
society faces "real" problems not accounted for in scholars' models. Taken together the 
assumptions amount, in the present context, to a declaration that historical inquiry must 
be relevant to be useful, and must be useful to be recognized as an essential part of 
education for business. 

Excerpts from "Business History: Some Major Challenges," The Business History Review, vol. 
XXXVI, Number 1, Spring 1962. 
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Every epoch has its syndrome of theoretical breakthroughs and institutional 
breakups when the cry for synthesis become almost strident in its urgency. The 
temptation to be all things to all men is as real as the temptation to retreat into one tight 
little island, and awareness of the contradictory ways scholars have responded to newer 
developments provide for more sympathetic appreciation of problems faced by educators 
charged with responsibility for developing programs in business. The trends toward 
interdisciplinary approaches, on one hand, and reinvigoration of traditional 
specialization on the other, find their counterparts in a larger environment. This 
observation demands elaboration. Impressed by the relevances which their analytical 
toolkits have to many problems hitherto not considered within the purview of their 
disciplines, some scholars have stepped forward--with a boldness reminiscent of 
Compte's daring grand design for sociology--to suggest that their fields must be given 
wider applications. Other students have argued that each part of the larger problem has, 
of  itself, become so complex that the real challenge is to fragment issues into more 
manageable proportion---even if this means further divisions within already existing 
fields of specialization. 

Illustrations of both tendencies come quickly to mind. C.P. Snow, irritated by the 
Luddite tendencies of intellectuals, argues that only the scientist and engineer can 
appreciate the implications of  an "industrial society of electronics, atomic energy, 
automation" which is "different in kind from any that has gone before . . ." His 
prescriptions have appeared persuasive to some quarters and shockingly arrogant to 
others. The economist has not totally escaped the lure of wider horizons. Charles Hitch 
recently suggested that the economist's magic "way of looking at problems, or of 
economizing (that is), of arraying alternatives, estimating the utilities and costs of each, 
and choosing the alternative that yields the greatest excess of utilities over costs" is 
necessary for resolution of problems stemming from government expenditure and 
procurement, research and development, growth in developed and developing 
economies. 

Whereas Hitch was relatively cautious, Galbraith was more venturesome. In the 
famous analysis of affluence, Galbraith argued that traditional demand theory (which 
assumed that human wants were essentially independent of production and capable 
consistently of running ahead of production facilities) was scarcely applicable to 
twentieth-century America. Actually, insisted Galbraith, production capacities not only 
outpace but generate demand. What has disturbed some people was Galbraith's cloaking 
ethical and cultural judgments relating to an "unhealthy" imbalance between the private 
and public goods under an alleged new economic theory of demand, when such a theory 
depended, in fact, on many extra-economic factors over which the economist's 
competence is, to say the least, of  uncertain quality. The example serves to illustrate the 
dangers which arise when a discipline moves too quickly afield and caveats are in order 
whether the net effect makes claim to pan-history, pan-economics or pan-ethics. 

The "imperialistic" tendencies of  some scholars have been matched by restrictionist 
proclivities among others. The division of sociology, a recent newcomer to the family of 
disciplines, into a variety of  branches subsumed under such rubrics as political, 
educational, religious, and industrial sociologies, respectively, is well known. The 
behavioral pattern of economic history tends to show similar manifestations. While the 
field itself represents some interesting permutations and combinations between history 
and economics, it has exhibited a persistent tendency toward subdivision. Carter 
Goodrich has noted with some apprehension that the "study of  business cycles and 
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conventional economic history are for the most part carried on in separate 
compartments"--even as the analysis of economic development through quantitative 
analysis of past economic growth threatens more balkanizations. If this symptom 
persists, there could result a "tragic waste of intellectual resources." 

Confronted with this urgent need to understand the operations of a pluralistic 
society, characterized by specialization of parts and extraordinary interdependence 
within the totality, it is evident that splendid isolation for any science is an obvious 
impossibility. When an economist says, "If we want to roll on the surface of our 
discipline we need not bother to strike friendship with any other science; if we want to 
fathom the depth of economics we cannot afford to remain friendless," there is an 
echoing cry from the historian who hails the "growing emphasis on fraternization or 
amalgamation with other disciplines . . . .  More historians are now treading the 
pioneering trail of cooperative exploration with social psychologists, social 
anthropologists and sociologists . . . .  " 

The summons to cooperate is laudable. Indeed, within the scholarly domain where 
academic sovereignties are jealously guarded, such fraternization represents a call to 
heroic virtue--not unlike asking the desert contemplative to become a factory hand. Be 
that as it may, is not the real problem found, not simply in the single dimension 
represented by cooperation, but equally in perceiving how far not to go lest cooperative 
ventures become thrusts into frustrations? Clear perception of the boundaries of one's 
own discipline, sensitivity to advances being made by other sciences, and knowing how 
to incorporate these advances into meaningful historical syntheses are also requirements 
of the times. 

One of the concerns of this inquiry is to raise this issue by focusing on 
contributions that are open uniquely to the business historian, to suggest that answers are 
to be found not simply by review of those impulses toward reinterpretation originating 
within the historical guild itself, but from reassessments of certain major problems and 
institutions which are exerting a profound influence on the contemporary business 
community. The major problems are growth and change; the major institution of 
effectuating both is the American corporation. "Rising expectations" is our shorthand 
way of describing the tremendous and unparalleled interest in economic growth, and the 
desire to develop a theory of underdeveloped economies is understandable. Equally 
pressing is the need for adequate understanding of a so-called developed economy--and 
the American experience, where the corporation has been the effective instrument for 
bringing such development about, is especially relevant. Dealing with change and 
growth within the orbit of large enterprise is the natural habitat of the business historian. 
Here pre-eminently he can put postulates developed by others to firmer tests and wed 
them into fruitful hypotheses. Here, too, is an area where the raw materials handled by 
the historian provide initiative for new formulations that can be useful to other 
disciplines. Records from life insurance companies dating back over a century, which 
provide clues to occupational mobility, population shifts, family formations, and urban 
redevelopments, are an illustration. 

Change and the Corporation 

If attention is directed initially to the problem of growth, may not the historian 
wonder if analysis has not been injured, perhaps unconsciously, by the exclusive focus 
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on economic growth as if this variable were, of  itself, completely adequate in explaining 
significant changes in a particular society. Clearly, sufficient attention must be given to 
the economic base on which industrial and business growth can be sustained, but there 
are grounds for suspicion if socio-cultural factors within these nonindustrial societies are 
neglected. The suspicion is not likely to be allayed by the penchant of some economists 
to develop equilibrium growth models which go to great lengths to emasculate the time 
element of history and thus insulate, as Joan Robinson recently pointed out, "the analysis 
from contact with reality." It is the historian's function to put flesh and blood on such 
skeletons--a function they can do well simply because their "interest embraces the 
totality of human activity through time, and hence they encounter more change in their 
data than do other social scientists who limit the temporal scope of their observations." 

Historians are concerned with changes in culture, institutions, social structure, 
foci of power, leaders, physical environment, the composition of  the 
population, and the identifiable interconnections among such changes. They 
endeavor to describe changes in each of these realms, to explain how a change 
in one affects the others, and to analyze the new directions in which society 
moves. In brief, they attempt to evaluate the rate, volume, and direction of  
change. 

The special skill of  historians is the ability to provide a commodious edifice, structured 
in reality, in which syntheses can be developed and these syntheses, in turn, can provide 
adequate bases for policy formation and policy evaluation. 

It does not follow, of course, that business historians share the same concern as 
colleagues in economic or cultural history, for example, with total change over time. 
Theirs is a more modest preserve within the larger domain but this very modesty gives 
them several incontestable advantages. While change is conditioned by population, by 
technology, and by capital, the harmonious utilization of  these has been largely achieved 
historically through the American corporation. If  this instrument--which is to many the 
culmination of efforts by free men voluntarily associating to help themselves--is to 
continue as a useful instrument for the future, its function, role, and management demand 
more precise articulation. This involves clearing away certain intellectual legacies of the 
past. For one thing it demands an assault on Adam Smith's skepticism of business 
combinations, if the facts warrant. The older fears, stemming from Smith, were echoed 
in a Michigan Supreme Court decision against the Diamond Match trust. 

Indeed, it is doubtful if free government can long exist in a country where 
such enormous amounts of  money are allowed to be accumulated in the vaults 
of  corporations, to be used at discretion in controlling property and business 
of  the country against the interest of the public and that of  the people for the 
personal gain and aggrandizement of a few individuals. 

If Smith removed the individual entrepreneur from the heavy hand of  traditional 
suspicion by postulating a harmony between self-interest and societal good achieved 
through the beneficence of an impersonal market, what factors explain the present 
situation? The old-fashioned entrepreneur and the old-fashioned forms of competition 
have disappeared and the new task is to explore present institutional agreements which 
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have restrained oligopolistic enterprise from the excesses that Smith felt were inevitable 
to their operation. 

Another legacy, of more recent vintage, is the Veblensque portrait of the 
businessman as the greedy villain ready to exploit all "interstices" within the industrial 
technology for his own selfish ends (sort of homespun version of  Lenin's comment that 
communism was Marxism plus electricity) and the extension of this notion by C.P. Snow 
into a glorification of the scientist-engineer as the heroic savior of a free society. How 
the businessman has used technology, and how he may employ new technology within 
large enterprise will require a degree of sophistication on technical matters that is 
possessed by few historians. For the old machine system was linear, selective, and 
sequential, whereas the new technology is nonlinear, total and simultaneous. 
Furthermore, the new technology demands even broader resources than even those large 
ones commanded by the private corporation, and we are entering an age of government- 
business partnerships where past experiences, notably in canal and railroad building, may 
have special values. 

A third stumbling block to any theory of  large enterprise is the nineteenth-century 
legacy of Social Darwinism. The concurrence of a burgeoning theory (which defended 
ruthless competition as prerequisite to progress) with the emergence of a class of tough- 
minded and often ruthless business leaders has led to an unhappy conclusion that the two 
were inseparable. In some cases it appears to have gone even further by making the 
businessman the real architect of Social Darwinism. Actually, Darwinism represented 
many things not the least of which was an assault on the traditional tenets of Judaic- 
Christian morality. But this attack had been well launched in western Europe by men 
like Renan in France, Neitzsche in Germany, and Carducci in Italy. If there was a moral 
vacuum, the business community did not create it, and it was not its primary 
responsibility to restore it. Yet the histories of Standard Oil, United States Steel, or any 
of the early giants of American industry, are histories of enterprises growing within a 
moral climate that retrospect insists was morbid. The business historian can make clear 
distinction which in no sense metamorphizes a Rockefeller into a Schweitzer, but which 
gives the necessary environmental dimensions for making more understandable behavior 
patterns of businessmen of the past. Even if we are unwilling to subscribe fully to the 
notion of a "soulful corporation" run by "Lords Temporal," we know that the mores of 
the nineteenth century are scarcely applicable to the twentieth. 

A fourth element which hinders the business historian has been the paucity of 
insights into the impact of large-scale business on the decision making process. If a 
pluralistic society is rooted on the conviction of the value of multiple and dispersed 
centers or initiative and policy-making, this problem must be tackled more intensively. 
Separation of  ownership from control has been widely noted but separation of strategic 
decisions from management of  daily operations has been less publicized. If geographical 
dispersion sharpened the distinctions between headquarters and the field, more intensive 
study of  the local operation may well yield further insights into the opportunities and 
limitations inherent in trends toward decentralization within these gigantic enterprises. 
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Dedicated with affection to Clarence and Betty Walton 

The Essence of God is that there is no essence of God, for God is all and 
nothing, here, now and forever. 

There is nothing a teacher desires more than a student hungry to learn. Let us 
"taste and see that Good is good" (Psalms 34:8). Let us feast on wisdom and 
take care not to grow fat on illusion. 

Reb Yerachmiel ben Yisrael 1 

Introduction and Celebration 

I admit unabashedly that Clarence C. Walton has been my intellectual mentor virtually 
from the day I began my academic career over three decades ago. Together with Dow 
Votaw, my dear friend and University of California at Berkeley colleague, Clarence, first 
through his writings and then personally, nurtured my fledgling efforts during the 1960s 
and beyond in that inchoate, ill-defined, squishy area of inquiry--then barely a field, and 
surely not a discipline--variously known as Business and Society; Business and the 
Environment; Business, Government and Society; the Legal, Social, and Political 
Environment of Business; or Clarence's preferred designation, Conceptual Foundations 
of Business. Clarence; Dow; Ray Bauer of Harvard; George Steiner of UCLA; Bill 
Frederick of Pittsburgh; Earl F. "Budd" Cheit of Berkeley; Keith David of Arizona; Ivar 
Berg, then also at Columbia; Harold Johnson of Emory; Walter H. Klein, then of 
Villanova; Joe McGuire, then of Kansas; Sumner Marcus and Joe Monsen of 
Washington; and George L. "Lee" Bach of Stanford were the doyens and champions of 
this entrepreneuring intellectual enterprise striving for legitimacy--indeed, survival--in 
the hostile academic climate of the times. 

That their pioneering efforts have borne rich fruit is evidenced by the embedded 
place that Business and Society has established within American Assembly of Collegiate 
Schools of Business (AACSB) accreditation standards; and, with varying degrees of 
emphasis, within the curricula of most American business schools; by the proliferation of 
scholarly journals in the field; and by the membership and intellectual vigor of such 
professional organizations as the Social Issues in Management Division of the Academy 
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of Management, the Society for Business Ethics, the International Association for 
Business and Society and their international counterparts. 

Fortunately for me, the early "at a distance" relationship with Clarence became, 
over the years, a very personal one as we had the opportunity to work together on a 
variety of  projects and, more importantly, to share time and thoughts in venues ranging 
from Berkeley to Bryn Mawr. I often pondered the basis of the relationship. Is it our 
common background in political science and interest in law? Is it our mutual 
preoccupation to foster ethical business behavior and an ethical society? Is it our strong 
personal commitments to our respective faith traditions? Whatever the magic elixir that 
has energized our relationship over three decades, Clarence has contributed greatly to my 
life. 

To be sure, every contact with him and his writings recharges my intellectual 
batteries. But, I have learned so much more from him than scholarly "stuff." He has 
been, for me, an exemplar of  how one can lead creatively, even boldly, vigorously, and 
humanely; how one can be an extremely effective and exceedingly ethical dean and 
president; and how one can live out his religious values in the seething but not always 
seemly world of higher education. In short, Clarence has been, for me, a professional and 
personal role model. I trust this confession will not embarrass him. I am under no illusion 
that I have even approached his level of distinction in any of these diverse facets of 
endeavor. 

Given my preoccupations as Dean of the School of Economics and Business 
Administration (SEBA) at Saint Mary's College of  California over the past three years, I 
have become particularly intrigued by yet another aspect of Clarence Walton's insights 
and initiatives with which, in the past, I was only slightly familiar and modestly 
interested. I am referring to his perspectives on and contributions to management 
education, particularly management education in institutions with a living Catholic 
heritage. You can well imagine that as a practicing Jew, acting as dean in a Christian 
Brothers college, I had and still have much to learn on that score. Indeed, within a few 
months of coming to Saint Mary's, I was charged by the College's New Century 
Committee to respond on behalf of SEBA to the following set of questions: 

How does SEBA understand the College's Catholic character? its liberal arts 
character? its Lasallian character? 
Should, and does, the SEBA's understanding of these characters inform the 
SEBA curricula ? 

and, 

Does Roman Catholic social teaching inform the SEBA's curricula? 

Accordingly, I have been deeply engaged in the enterprise of  seeking to 
comprehend the unique characteristics and responsibilities of a School of Economics and 
Business Administration in a Roman Catholic/Christian Brothers institution. It has been 
an all-encompassing and, occasionally, daunting process. At the same time, however, the 
process has been intellectually and spiritually fulfilling and, if the truth be told, one 
which has hastened my understanding of and integration into the community I have 
joined. Once again, Clarence's words and wisdom were invaluable to me in undertaking 
my quest in search of the Holy Grail of comprehending these matters. 
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Clarence on Management Education and Liberal Education: 
Arden House, 1979 

What then have been some of Clarence Walton's significant contributions to 
management education? Let me indicate at the outset, I shall not discuss his role as 
catalyst scholar/teacher and advocate of the Conceptual Foundations/Business and 
Society/Business Ethics field to which I referred above. Rather, I shall concentrate on 
the broader dimensions of Clarence's contribution to management education writ large, 
particularly its inextricable linkages to liberal education. I shall then examine specifically 
his perspectives regarding management education in a Catholic context. From among his 
many writings on these subjects, I have chosen three which, I believe, capture the 
essence of his insights. 

Let us begin with Clarence's instructive Summary Report of the Joint AACSB- 
European Foundation for Management Development Colloquium, "Management in the 
XXI Century" (Arden House) held at Arden House in November, 1979. This Colloquium 
was the second in a three-phase project intended to explore and seek solutions to the 
following questions: 

• the changing expectations of society by the year 2010 (1980 + 30) 
• the implications for management 
• the implications for management education. 2 

The first colloquium had examined the myriad influences dramatically affecting 
post-industrial society: changing values, availability of resources, the evolving new 
global political economic order (east-west, north-south, "developed"-"less developed"), 
altered and frequently violently expressed social expectations by disadvantaged groups, 
and the emergence of the service and information economies. 

The second Arden House gathering focused attention on the manager and the 
management process and examined the following issues: 

• the legitimacy, authority, and responsibility of management and the governance 
of organizations 

• the functions of managers today and tomorrow 
• the motivation, satisfaction, and morale of managers 

In his role as Colloquium Summarizer, in addressing these issues, Walton organized his 
report around three themes: 

1. What are the likely constraints on managers in the future? 
2. What are managers actually doing to meet the demands and pressures of those 

constraints? 
3. What should managers be doing over the next thirty years to deal effectively 

with problems of function, legitimacy, and morale? 

One can hardly do justice in a few pages to these highly complex issues. Let me 
simply recapitulate key points of Clarence's summary and proceed to his observations 
about the implications of changes in the functions and expectations of managers for 
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management education. He was clearly utilizing his role as rapporteur as a "Bully Pulpit" 
to articulate his views on these important matters. 

Walton first identified cultural aspects of "The Manager's Dilemma" including 
tensions between simultaneous demands on managers for increased organizational 
performance as defined by such measures as wealth creation, job opportunities, and 
return on investment and for improvement in the quality of organizational life in terms of 
job satisfaction and personal creativity resulting from ever increasing demands on 
managers by boards, and other domestic and international constituencies and 
"stakeholders." He also noted the expanding gap between what today we call 
"knowledge workers" and the remainder of the work force; the changing character of 
career and the erosion of reciprocal commitment and loyalty between individuals and 
organizations; and the unpredictable (and unanticipated) consequences and frequently 
violent conflicts resulting from nationalism, religio-centricism and cultural parochialism 
among diverse cultures and moral systems as a compelling set of "environmental" and 
organizational challenges confronting the contemporary manager. 

The model modern manager, Clarence pointed out, is expected to negotiate among 
these competing claims and expectations, develop more effective consultative 
mechanisms and participatory decision-making structures while meeting the insatiable 
expectations by boards of directors, shareholders (increasingly institutional investors), 
and "the Market" for outstanding bottom line results. The managerial nonpareil is 
simultaneously to enhance employee well-being, optimize consumer satisfaction, and 
increase both enterprise productivity and shareholder profitability. 

Key challenges facing business leaders are to foster managerial commitment and 
morale at both senior and middle management levels and earn legitimacy by 
demonstrating on a continuing basis both economic success and moral integrity. They 
must communicate and negotiate among different constituencies in an increasingly 
decentralized decision-making structure (an early recognition of the "virtual corporation" 
of the 1990s). 

Although, in the 20-20 retrospect of 1997, we may quibble with Clarence and his 
Colloquium colleagues for not anticipating or for underestimating (didn't we all?) key 
developments of the past 20 years, particularly the dramatic impact on work, the 
environment, and the world of information technology; the break-up of the Soviet Union 
and Eastern Bloc and attendant market-based revolution, and social, economic, and 
political dislocation and reconstruction occurring in these societies; the femintzation and 
cultural diversification of the work force and attendant tensions; the much more vigorous 
and occasionally vicious roles played by institutional investors in the United States and 
increasingly in Europe; and the deregulation of key sectors of the American economy 
reflecting an increasing skepticism concerning the economic efficacy of governmental 
action; the movement within Europe, albeit cautiously, toward greater economic 
integration; and, finally, the ever greater ethical expectations facing business leaders in 
the country and abroad from a public increasingly cynical about their methods and 
morals. 

Regarding the implications of these factors and developments for management 
education, Walton, on behalf of his colleagues, indicated the following: 

Business schools in addition to providing students with background and 
competencies in the traditional functional areas must prepare managers who 
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are able to "mesh more effectively than ever both cognitive and affective 
skills." 

Their graduates must 

* Possess skills that justify their initial employment; 
• Recognize their needs for continued learning; 
• Seek a form of knowledge in the learning experience that is holistically 

oriented. 3 

Walton and colleagues also anticipated correctly that increasingly there would be 
multiple delivery systems for management education in addition to university-based 
professional schools: free-standing institutions that concentrate exclusively on providing 
management training, particularly important in Europe, but also found in the United 
States at such places as Thunderbird (American Graduate School of International 
Management); comprehensive corporate sponsored degree and non-degree programs 
(e.g., General Motors Institute and Motorola University), together with company-run 
continuing education centers maintained by firms such as General Electric, Arthur 
Andersen, and IBM; and on-the-job training. Although articulation among the four 
systems has undoubtedly improved over the past two decades, the opportunities for 
effective cooperation among these delivery modes through interactive instructional 
technologies are only in the early stages of development and offer vast potential. 

As part of their responsibilities, the Walton critique continued, university educators 
should place greater emphasis on the affective skill in the admission and education of 
their students. Specifically, he urges the need to include in the basic curriculum (1) 
advanced training in bargaining theory and negotiating skills, (2) sophisticated 
understanding of ethics and morality; and (3) greater attention to other cultures, 
including the use of foreign languages. 

Together with increased structural interaction between business faculties and other 
academic disciplines and greater student experiential learning opportunities in business 
and other organizations, these curricular innovations would constitute a more holistic 
and, perforce, more useful form of management education. Walton also observed that 
business leaders and management education would have to be much more creative and 
proacative in preparing students to function effectively in a work place where women 
and individuals from diverse domestic and international cultures will be their peers and 
competitors. To fulfill the role effectively, the manager of the future must know: 

...how to motivate people, organize resources, create markets, deal with 
governments, respond to special interests, recruit talent, understand different 
cultures, and discern major trends. 4 

If we add to this list that the manager must have an astute grasp of our global political 
economy and a basic understanding of contemporary information technology and its 
usage, Clarence's list of essential attributes remains as fresh today as in 1979. 

Characteristically, Walton concluded his Arden House report with a profoundly 
philosophical yet highly practical suggestion. He proposed that the Americans and 
Europeans involved in the AACSB/EFMD venture reassess the "true conceptual pillars 
on which the contemporary liberal society is built": 
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A theory of self which recognizes the limitations of even enlightened self- 
interest as a basis for human motivation and the recognition that the 
fulfillment of the self necessitates involved fulfillment by others. 

A theory of society based not upon adversarial relations but rather one 
predicated on a more holistic, integrative, communitarian (to use a term which 
has come to the fore in the past decade) view of  human integration. Although 
acknowledging an essential role of the state, anticipating the current vogue of  
"volunteerism," Clarence stressed the importance of  other organizational 
forms including voluntary nonprofit organizations as important mechanisms 
for social betterment. 

A theory of knowledge which retains the empirical, rationalistic, quantitative 
activities associated with Rene Descartes' Cartesian Revolution but recaptures 
the vital essence of liberal learning with its focus on such fundamental human 
values as justice and liberty, equality and community deriving from our 
Judeo-Christian religious tradition and Greek thought. 5 

Quality management education, in short, must amalgamate two currents of  modern 
philosophical thought--the rationalistic and the humanistic--to educate that marvelous 
manager of the future. 

I have dwelt at considerable length on Clarence's contribution to the 
AACSB/EFMD joint venture since it "served as a major impetus for the institution of the 
(AACSB) Futures Project" which forced management educators "to face up to the 
troubling question, given the future seems certain to bring about major and fundamental 
changes affecting society, organizations and managers, what do we as management 
educators do about it? ''6 The AACSB Futures Project, known more formally as the 
"Future of  Management Education and Development Project" gave rise ultimately to the 
influential report by Lyman W. Porter and Lawrence E. McKibbin, Management 
Education and Development: Drift or Thrust into the 21st Century, which led to the 
adoption in 1991 of AACSB's  "mission-linked" accreditation standards and procedures 
that supported institutional diversity and more broadly based management education. To 
be sure, the new AACSB standards do not incorporate all aspects of Waltonian wisdom 
but they do represent a quantum improvement over their procrustean predecessors. So it 
is no stretch to suggest that Clarence's endeavors in the 1979-1980 AACSB/EFMD 
project constitute an important link in the ongoing evolution of our concepts about 
educating the manager of the future. 

Walton 1993: Seeing the Round World Squarely 

Let us now fast-forward nearly fifteen years to Clarence's latest reflections on the subject 
of management education and the management process. In 1993, he wrote an essay on 
the intriguing theme of "Management Education: Seeing the Round Earth Squarely. ''7 
His underlying thesis is that 
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The coming of the global economy requires managers to see the oneness of 
world economies. Skill acquisition must be complemented by 
knowledge/wisdom acquisition and the humanities are very well suited for this 
purpose. Partnerships will not be welcomed by either party who feel that the 
other is part of the "hostile elite" that Schumpeter spoke of before World War 
II.8 

Walton begins his essay with a survey of the contemporary global economy in 
which competition from abroad and takeovers at home have created a climate where, 
over the past decade, corporate leaders have focused on "constriction, downsizing and 
survival" to create "leaner and meaner" organizations. Drawing upon Alfred North 
Whitehead's insistence on the manager's need for "imaginative grasp" and Peter 
Drucker's emphasis on management as the repository and integrator of knowledge, "the 
true capital of any economy," Clarence underscores the essentiality of economic 
enterprise organizations and their leaders to make business decisions with a view to 
"world oneness" which goes to the heart of our universal humanity. 9 

He argues that it is the humanities--philosophy, literature, and history--which are 
truly the sources of our understanding of this inherent "oneness" and pose the question of 
"what priority, if any," they hold in professional business education. Not surprisingly, he 
is unsympathetic to simplistic concepts of single-utility maximizing models of human 
behavior whether it be the classical economist's "rational" self-interest utility 
maximization, the political scientist's quest for power, or the evolutionary biologist's 
deterministic view of individual and societal development. Rather, Walton emphasizes 
the insights of the humanities concerning the complexities and contradictions of 
individual and aggregate human motivation and behavior and urges the importance of 
introducing into management education "significant connections with humanistic 
traditions.'1° 

He draws encouragement for this perspective from the above-mentioned Porter and 
McKibbin Report which underscored the importance for business schools to: 1) 
emphasize the importance of a broad education; 2) strike a better balance between the 
study of the "internal" environment of the firm ("functional" fields) and its external 
environment; and 3) incorporate a more thorough and rigorous global perspective 
throughout the curriculum. 

Clarence observes, however, that if the humanities are to have a meaningful, 
accepted, and, for want of a better term, "relevant" role in management education, three 
problems must be addressed: contemporaneity, complexity, and compatibility. Regarding 
contemporaneity, given the vastness of the possibilities, the selection of an appropriate 
"canon" of sources of truly fundamental and enduring intellectual value to the education 
of business leaders is a daunting task. Turning to the problem of complexity, Walton 
explores the contributions of certain humanistic fields which have a particular potential 
for management education: political theory, history, and literature. Political theory offers 
perspectives on goals, methods, and leadership within large organizations; history 
provides societal perspectives; and literature stimulates moral imagination. 

Within each field, however, problems exist. Walton decries the assault on political 
philosophy which addresses fundamental value issues concerning the relationship 
between the state and the citizen by the currently popular, empirically and quantitatively- 
based, "value free" political science and puzzles over the question of what can 
contemporary scholarship on politics truly contribute to management education. 
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Similarly, Walton worries that historical analysis focuses today not on the "larger drama" 
associated with the development of the American and global political economies and the 
virtues and vices in the operations of a market system but, rather, emphasizes micro- 
analysis--small, detailed studies about the founding and development of organizations 
and their leaders. He asks what important lessons can management students draw from 
these sources. 

Literature poses its own set of problems. Literary criticism, particularly in its 
Deconstructionist and New Criticism modes which deny there is an intrinsic and 
important meaning to what the author wrote and place primary importance on what the 
reader experiences to assess the value of a work, make it exceedingly difficult, Clarence 
opines, to determine what specific writings, indeed, will contribute to the "imaginative 
grasp" of future managers and enhance their capacity to deal with complexity. 

Finally, with regard to compatibility, Walton notes the humanities today often 
appear to be intrinsically fragmented and disjointed i n t e r  se  and inherently antagonistic 
towards business. Compounding the intellectual problem is the fact that the professoriat 
is seen not as a source of dedication to students and learning but, contrariwise, as a 
collectivity of self-satisfied specialists aggressively focused on career advancement. This 
public perception, Clarence notes, is equally true for professors of philosophy and 
finance, art history and accounting. 

Given the problems of contemporaneity, complexity, and compatibility, what then 
can the humanities possibly contribute to management education? Predictably, Clarence 
has some suggestions to offer. He identifies the essential synergy between humanistic 
and management education in the American setting coming from the exploration of such 
generic themes as truth, justice, equity, leadership, and liberty in light of this nation's 
philosophical antecedents and traditions. Such explorations can occur in such courses as: 

Explorations in Comparative Jurisprudence 
Management Classics 
Managers in the Mirror of Religion 
Social and Intellectual History of the West 
Social and Intellectual History of Nonwestern Regions 
Political, Economic, and Business History of the United States 
Biographies and Autobiographies of American Business Leaders, and 
Integrating Seminar 

The first course, Explorations in Comparative Jurisprudence, would examine the 
contributions from American and other sources which would provide insights concerning 
possible jurisprudential approaches to a world economy of "oneness" which needs a new 
common law both to serve a common humanity and to define relationships between 
national and international systems. 

Management Classics would expose students to the management of huge, complex 
organizational empires, nations, and vast armies through the work of such "ancient" 
luninaries as Plato, Hobbes, Locke, Machiavelli, Homer, and Aquinas, not to mention 
such "modernists" as Weber, Follet, Barnard, and Simon. 

When and how should the integration of the humanities into management education 
occur? Clarence, pragmatically, but to my taste prematurely, concludes that not much 
integration will occur in the standard undergraduate or MBA program. He opines, 
however, 
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Under present circumstances, it is unrealistic to believe that business schools 
will expand their curricula substantially.11 

He suggests the enterprise should be undertaken at mid-management levels--10 to 15 
years after the MBA has been granted. Ever the modern man, Clarence sees short but 
intensive residency programs, combined with self-paced, technologically-based distance 
learning as the delivery mechanisms, with students undergoing examinations as they 
complete particular modules. There can be multiple institutional sources of  sponsorship 
for such programs. Understandably, Clarence is sketchy on the details but the basic 
outline is there and do-able. 

Clarence's message resonates clearly to me as one situated in an institution where, 
according to our College Mission Statement, "the liberal arts inform and enrich all areas 
of learning," and each undergraduate, irrespective of major, takes four semesters of 
Collegiate Seminar ("Great Books") ranging from Homer to Cicero to Dante to Jefferson 
to Newman to Marx to Woolf  to King. Such an approach is a recognition that, as Albert 
North Whitehead has pointed out, "You may not divide the seamless coat of learning. ''t2 
For Walton, no separation between the liberal and the professional is truly possible and 
the humanities must be an integral component of management education. His basic point 
is that we are only at the initial stages of this vital integration and that the success of  our 
efforts in this endeavor is crucial. I would suggest, respectfully, however, that this 
integration need not wait until mid-career. Our experience at Saint Mary ' s  indicates 
otherwise. Moreover, some institutions such as Saint Thomas University in the Twin 
Cities have integrated (by most accounts successfully) humanities into the MBA 
curriculum. 

Walton on Catholic Higher Education and Management 

Not surprisingly, Clarence has had a particular interest in the role of Catholic colleges 
and universities in management education. In an essay, "Educating Moral Managers for a 
Troubled World," (presented at a meeting of  the International Association of  Jesuit 
Schools of Business in Barcelona, Spain (Catalonia) in 1993, he shared some of  his 
perspectives on this subject) 3 

Noting that "Change is the one constant in the contemporary world"--indeed, 
sudden, simultaneous, "discontinuous" change--he urges the assembled business school 
deans to engage in the "upside-down" thinking required by the increasingly "upside- 
down" world where the old assumptions and norms regarding work and the workplace no 
longer hold) 4 He "prophesizes" an eroded role for nation states, the even greater 
importance of regionalism in the international economy, and rapidly accelerating 
changes in the structure and functions of corporate organizations. 

More specifically, Walton paints a picture where transnational flows of capital, 
information, and culture together with the inability of  many nation states to meet 
unilaterally the economic, social, and political needs and aspirations of their citizens 
have contributed significantly to their declining importance. Adding to this phenomenon 
has been the emergence of  formal and informal institutional arrangements stimulated by 
this interdependency of  nations. Among the former are the European Economic Union 
and its Latin American counterpart. In the latter realm is the emergence of an Asian 
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"Hanseatic model" reminiscent of the Hanseatic League of the late Middle Ages, which 
linked trading centers in Northern Europe in a sophisticated and effective supra-national 
economic coalition, which for several centuries functioned above and beyond the 
political sovereign entities in which the individual members were situated. He finds 
interesting analogies in the networking among mainland and overseas Chinese (e.g., 
Hong Kong, Indonesia, Taiwan, Singapore, and Malaysia) and in the global operations 
of Japan which has established major economic enclaves worldwide. The ability of 
management education to prepare students who are aware of and able to function 
effectively in the volatile, greatly altered political economy, Clarence observes, will be 
an important measure of its pertinence and success. 

Compounding the difficulties for management education are the dramatic changes 
in corporate organizational structures where "virtual corporations" increasingly have 
"virtual work-forces." Contingent or temporary workers are replacing careerists who in 
the past had reasonable assurance of lifetime employment assuming a job well done. As a 
near neighbor of Silicon Valley, I have observed the musical chairs employment patterns 
of many highly educated "knowledge" workers--Apple today, Oracle tomorrow, Intel 
next week. The implications of these developments for concepts of loyalty, justice, 
career, individual autonomy, and collaborative teamwork are profound. Clarence notes 

In short, the issues for business education are serious. Are we doing enough? 
Not if the rumblings of dissent are valid] 5 

The rumblings are resulting in many management schools from Harvard to Every 
U. asking basic questions about the very nature of their enterprise and in a number of 
instances making significant changes in past ways of operating. It has also resulted in the 
rapid rise of the aforementioned corporate-sponsored management education--the 
Motorola U's. Within the past week, I received an announcement of a forthcoming 
conference sponsored by Quality Dynamics, Inc., "Designing a Corporate University: 
From Concept to Reality." The brochure contains the following blurb: 

The future of business education belongs to a new breed of corporate learning 
centers, places where the curriculum focuses on the three C's: communication, 
collaboration, and creativity; where how you learn is part of what you learn; 
and where your graduation certificate matters less than your impact on the 
business. 16 

Leaving aside the hype and the claims about where the future of management 
education will reside, the emphasis on communication, collaboration, and creativity 
should give university-based management education cause to ponder just how well we do 
in these areas. For Clarence, these matters have been a sustaining cause of concern. 

Let us explore what these contextual factors which Walton has identified have to do 
with Catholic higher education in management. Clarence hones in specifically on the 
implications of these developments and advances two rather disturbing propositions: 

• The trend toward secularism will intensity and the intensification will work 
against the interest of Catholic schools of business. 

• Church-related (including Jesuit-sponsored) universities are not well prepared 
to withstand the assaults of contemporary secularism. Thus an unthinkable 
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question arises: a half-century hence, will there be Jesuit--or any other 
Catholic schools of business? ~7 

With regard to the first proposition, Walton focuses on the problematics of both a 
dysfunctional "common culture" within the United States and the antipathy of the 
intellectuals. Regarding the former, he notes that this country leads the industrialized 
world in divorce, violent death of children, incarceration among the urban poor, and 
woefully lagging educational performance at the K-12 level. Concerning the latter 
phenomenon, he decries the "elite culture" among the intelligentsia which, in the name of 
postmodernism and Deconstructionism, rejects fundamental teachings of the Church as 
enunciated by Augustine, Aquinas, Ignatius, as well as the wisdom of other religious 
traditions. 

This elite culture, notes Clarence, promotes an ethical subjectivism where 
everybody can determine his or her own morality and, accordingly, everything is up for 
grabs and there is not meaningful distinction between good and evil. This Nietzschean 
view of the world where G-d is declared dead, argues Clarence, must be countered by the 
perspective enunciated by Catholic education that is necessary for humankind truly to 
absorb the Divine Message that we must live virtuously. 

Clarence turns to his second proposition--the "unthinkable question" of whether 
there is a future for Catholic schools of business. I shall not delve into Clarence's 
discussion of Church politics and Jesuit manpower problems. I leave such matters to 
more knowledgeable and courageous folk. More pertinent is his "inquiry" about the 
philosophical/theological coherence of Catholic professional schools dependent on lay 
faculty (and may I add administrators). He poses difficult questions for deans of such 
institutions regarding faculty recruitment and religious diversity, professional 
accreditation association demands, "appropriate" behaviors for student and faculty, and 
how to walk the "balance beam" or "tightrope" between the secular values of universities 
writ large and the heritage and teachings of Catholic institutions. Clarence opines that 
most religiously-affiliated institutions today are religious in official designation only, 
hardly distinguishable from their non-religiously sponsored counterparts. 

With regard to the faculty, he raises the thorny issue of "outbreeding" at the 
Catholic institution--"the influx of scholars who have neither sympathy nor 
understanding of Jesuit tradition." The trick for Clarence--and others--is how to 
"welcome enrichment from multiple religious and cultural resources" and "produce 
desirable diversity" while maintaining an authentic Catholic identity and assuring a 
faculty "who feel not only comfortable with--but committed to--Catholic traditions? ''18 
He proposes a core of dedicated but not doctrinaire, thoroughly professional but not 
rapidly partisan Catholics drawn from pertinent fields to teach in Catholic business 
schools. As I read and know Clarence, he seeks a Catholic but not a parochial faculty 
which is inclusive of persons respectful of, knowledgeable about, and comfortable in a 
Catholic institution on whose behalf they are committed to work. 

Walton identifies four specific areas of the management curriculum which lend 
themselves particularly well to perspectives arising from nearly two millennia of 
Catholic experience and teachings: 

• Organization Theory, which can draw upon examination of that complex 
organization, "The Church"; 
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• Leadership Theories, which help students develop "qualities of mind and heart 
that enable them.. . to work with others for the good of all and in the service of 
the Kingdom of G-d, ''19 in short, people who lead by serving--Meek Moses, 
Gentle Jesus; 

• the Business Environment Course which deals with the social, legal and 
ethical, and ecological aspects of business and in which, as I have suggested 
elsewhere, 2° Catholic Social Teaching has much to offer s tudents--at  all 
institutions and not simply those institutionally Cathol ic-- in  understanding the 
relationship between Business and Society; and finally, 

• Business Ethics which should both teach analytical tools and promote 
character development by strengthening and deepening those positive attributes 
inherent in the concept of integrity. 

Clarence argues forceful ly--and I strongly concur-- that  character formation has an 
appropriate role in Catholic (and I would argue other) institutions and that Talmudic and 
Thomistic insights have relevance to contemporary business and should be incorporated 
into a course where cognitive and affective learning are joined. Clarence concludes his 
essay on management education in Catholic higher education by focusing on the role of 
the professor. Drawing upon an essay of C.S. Lewis, Walton writes, 

Business professors necessarily tend the garden of  commerce. But is it too 
much to ask that in such moments of "amazed recognition" Somebody says to 
Yourbody: "Thanks for helping me to learn to discern, and by so doing, to 
serve my neighbor and my God. That is why I am here." And your answer? 
"Teaching this is why I am here. ''21 

In a conversation at his Bryn Mawr home this past October, Clarence summarized 
for me eloquently his views on the Catholic dimension of management education and the 
challenges it faces today. He stated 

The essence of management education in a Catholic university is to recognize 
the tension between faith and reason and to enable students to wrestle 
dialectically with that tension to the end that they become better managers by 
being better persons. This is particularly difficult for Catholic universities 
which owe a certain fealty to the Magisterium, a critical appreciation of their 
own American culture, and a Church that tolerates little error theologically 
and a University which must tolerate error. 

How wise and penetrating is this observation which we would all do well to ponder. 

Summary 

As in many matters, Clarence C. Walton, I believe, has been a prophetic force in the 
realm of management education. I do not mean prophetic simply in the predictive sense. 
Rather, he has been prophetic in a biblical sense. In a recent manuscript, he highlighted a 
little known aspect of Adam Smith's Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of the Wealth of 
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Nations, undoubtedly the foundation work of  modern economic thought which, today, is 
frequently employed to justify lean, mean, marginal-utility optimizing, profit-maximizing 
market capitalist society. Yet, Smith the moral philosopher had much more to say about 
the economy and society and, in his Theory of Moral Sentiments, emphasized the 
importance of benevolence, sympathy, and trust as comprising an essential framework 
for economic activity. Indeed, the very source of the title of his magnum opus, The 
Wealth of Nations, is instructive. It comes from the Book of  Isaiah, Chapter 60, Verse 1, 
and reads: 

The Wealth of Nations shall come unto thee 

This will happen, however, if and only if 

Thy People shall be all righteous (Verse 21) 

Wealth (broadly defined as economic productivity) and righteousness (broadly 
defined as ethical behavior, justice, integrity) were seen by Smith as going hand in hand. 
Adam Smith did have an insight--a profound insight--which, I believe, goes to the 
philosophical heart of  Clarence C. Walton's perspectives and contribution to 
management education. To be sure, we must convey to our students the professional 
prerequisites of a strong knowledge base, analytical skills, intellectual openness and 
flexibility, and an instinct for inquiry which together enable them to engage successfully 
in lifelong professional and personal development and contribution. But we must do 
more than that. We must articulate and reinforce the fundamental moral sense and a 
commitment concerning the ends for which these talents and attainments are to be 
utilized. For me, these ends are captured by the very essence of Hebrew scripture which 
charges us 

Justice, justice shall you pursue 
(Deuteronomy 15:20) 

and by the Prophet Amos who enjoins us to 

Hate the evil, and love the good 
And establish justice in the gate 

(Amos 5:10) 

These eternal lessons, I suggest, epitomize what Clarence C. Walton, his teachings, 
and his life are all about. 

There is no secret Truth, only truths we refuse to acknowledge. 
Truth undermines the self to which we desperately cling. 

The Truth is not hidden from us. 
We are hiding from it. 

Reb Yerachmiel Ben Yisrae122 
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T H E  C O N C E P T U A L  FOUNDAT IONS OF BUSINESS* 

CLARENCE WALTON 

It is an overworked truism to say that today's business leader needs a breadth of 
view and depth of perception not demanded of his nineteenth-century predecessors. Two 
factors, particularly, operate to make difficult the actual realization of  the businessman's 
stated need. The first is the large corporation whose many-sidedness makes synthesis 
difficult to achieve. Divided as it often is into a line-and-staff hierarchy designated as 
Operations and Services, it today employs not only technical specialists, skilled labor, 
and salesmen, but a wide variety of professionals who have brought into it knowledge 
from many disciplines. Indeed, professionalization itself is both cause and effect of our 
division-of-labor concept. The facile way we speak of the human being as "economic 
man" or "political man," the way we tend to identify people not by what they are but by 
what they do--accountant, farmer, lawyer--are examples. 

The second obstacle to synthesis is related to the modern intellectual tradition. 
Growth of knowledge has encouraged specialization because inquiry appears more 
fruitful as one studies parts rather than the whole. Political science has broken from 
social philosophy even as economics has parted from political science. One might note, 
parenthetically, that the intellectual loss (occasioned by the moving away of  economics 
from social philosophy) was compounded by the drift of philosophers and political 
theorists--especially since the days of  Bentham and his fellow philosophic radicals-- 
from the world of economics. 

Fragmentary knowledge and fragmentary work have convinced many observers that 
man himself has been irreparably dissected, that he has been reduced to a shadow by his 
own Frankenstein. Roderick Seidenberg, reviewing these tendencies in his P o s t  His tor ic  

Man,  concluded that man himself had become like his tools, his workbench, his 
gadgets--simply a prop on a vast, somber industrial stage. 

Though we recognize these problems, it is our conviction that affluence need not 
corrode moral fiber or organizational bigness dwarf the significance of the individual 
man. Yet these things surely can occur unless we examine certain concepts which make 
man, his institutions, and his forms of organization meaningful. 

For these reasons we have found it revealing to consider the meaning of  today's 
business in the light of those ideas and concepts which are the foundations upon which 
our society is constructed: freedom, ownership, the market economy, constitutionalism, 
and the idea of progress with stability. 

Excerpts from Conceptual Foundations o f  Business, by Clarence Walton and Richard Eells, 
Richard D. Irwin, Inc., Homewood, IL, 1961 and Ethos and the Executive, Prentice-Hall, Inc., 
Englewood Cliffs, NJ, 1969. 
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In any free and democratic society these foundations are periodically threatened. 
Under the towering civilization reared by the West, the seismic tremors are so audible 
that the traditional American optimism appears, to many, more a hideous vice than an 
heroic virtue; there are, as a current image puts it, cracks in the cornucopia! Perceptive 
scholars like Emmet Hughes and Robert Heilbroner warn that our abundance and glory 
are fast fading into a grimmer kind of  existence. "Optimism as a philosophy of  historic 
expectations can no longer be considered a national virtue. It has become a dangerous 
national delusion." 

The indictments follow one of two major themes. The first leads to an excoriation 
of Americans because economic wealth and technological brilliance are dissipated by 
political impotence. Barbara Ward has identified the challenge in these terms: 

In short, we in the West shall form a small, wealthy elite in the vast, poverty- 
stricken society of mankind- -a  society shot through with revolutionary prospects and 
desires. Confronted with this fact, we have only two choices. We can follow the fatal 
road of  other wealthy elites, like the pampered courts of Cnossus or the French nobility 
at Versailles, play our games and close our hearts until the unfolding of  a wider destiny 
engulfs us all. 

Or we can use our wealth to redeem the promise of our fee society and extend its 
work to our fellow men who everywhere labor and look for change and growth with 
minds divided between penury and hope. The future will compel the taking of this 
decision. On it, in great measure, our future in freedom depends. 

It is precisely in these areas that we wish to push our inquiry. Janus-like, this 
investigation looks forward to the ideals of a "greater economy" and backward to the 
Greeks, recognizing that what was pure gold for one society may be dross to another. 
For example, Aristotle 's apologia for slavery or his reproof of the profit motive are 
unacceptable to American democracy and modern business, even while his insights into 
the social nature of man continue to have validity. 

Clearly, then, two points begin to emerge. In dealing with the two aspects of this 
study, concepts and institutions, both history and prophecy have their respective roles to 
play, and the obvious interplay among various major concepts makes rigorous separation 
useless. 

To talk of freedom is to invite immediate scrutiny of freedom's restraints through 
the application of law; to study the market or competition is to sense relationships with 
and dependence upon freedom; to consider ownership is to become involved in analyses 
of property, of contract, of justice, and of a man's work and leisure. The circle is ever 
widening. 

What makes execution of the task doubly difficult is the fact that often the terms 
employed have emotional overtones and subjective meanings. Yet even when these are 
happily absent, the concepts may still elude precise definition because the historical and 
empirical data are inadequate, or because the terms themselves have undergone subtle 
changes of  emphasis which scholars have been slow to notice and indicate. Thus we 
often equate feudalism with the medieval period, when in point of fact feudal-vassal 
institutions have ceased to be an essential characteristic of the political system or social 
order of Western Europe by the end of the thirteenth century. A more modern 
misconstruction is the use of the term capitalism to describe an economic situation which 
no longer matches what was originally comprehended by this term. There is also the 
obverse confusion resulting from the tendency to describe old disciplines in terms of 
their modern function. Beyond titles for the functions of business organization like 
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Government Relations, Labor Relations, Human Relations, Marketing Services, Legal 
Services, and a variety of other similar headings, lie such traditional academic disciplines 
as political science, sociology, anthropology, and psychology. 

A work on conceptual foundations must go beyond these specifically "business" 
functions to include forays into history, philosophy, and literature because we agree that: 
"It is not the function of an institution of  higher learning to train a student for his first 
job, the common fault of business colleges. The principal objective should be to equip 
him with the navigating instruments for what Dr. James B. Conant, former president of 
Harvard, calls 'the continuous voyage ' - - the  process of  self-education." Beyond the 
more precise economic goals of  business institutions, intelligent administration of  the 
large ol,~anization of our time demands a managerial point of view that is equally large. 
And this in turn calls for an awareness that leadership has a long historical and cultural 
heritage which provides an effective frame of  reference for analysis and understanding of 
contemporary institutions. 

In a real sense, a work on the conceptual foundations of business is an invitation to 
return to that kind of  liberal study whose fundamental premise relies on a conviction of 
"the dignity of man." It needs to be based, as Panofsky eloquently stated, "on both the 
insistence of human values (rationality and freedom) and the acceptance of human 
limitations (fallibility and frailty); from this two postulates result--responsibility and 
tolerance." 

It is one of the paradoxes of history that, by and large, humanistic progress has 
always been realized through emergence, by some means, of an elite, or of a capable, 
fortunate few. The Academy of Plato or the medieval cenoby are examples. But in the 
modern world a liberal education cannot be confined to the "born gentleman": it 
depends upon a generous, even prodigal Nature to provide an "economy of abundance." 
Where talent is concerned, it must "work to make the aristocrat, the man of the grace, the 
person, as numerous as fate allows." In this era, when mass society threatens 
dehumanization, we must still affirm that no society can long exist unless the lowliest are 
free to become patricians or philosophers as their powers permit them. 

We can all agree that knowledge of what is at stake in science and technology 
should become common knowledge, because such knowledge has made the twentieth 
century. Science and technology gave us the compass, which enlarged the world through 
discovery and exploration; it also gave us the telescope, the microscope, and now the 
computer--all tools which have increased our power to perceive, and thence to conceive. 

At the same time, a humanistic education with its emphasis on human ideas, human 
nature, and accumulated human experience, to say nothing of the skills of 
communicating this information, should also be common knowledge. Knowledge, all 
knowledge, is a coat without seam. The emphasis of specialization which becar, 
necessary to cope with the emergence of  large organization in government, labor, 
education, and business, has erected an artificial dichotomy between the scientific and 
the liberal curriculum. 

The focus of a work on the conceptual foundations of business, therefore, is a focus 
on corporate business as the all-embracing economic phenomenon of the twentieth 
century. For though a man's economic endeavor could in a subsistence economy 
separate itself from the community, this is impossible today. Zoning alone, a product of 
community living, restricts the old back-yard or front-parlor private economies. Modern 
packaging, advertising, and marketing make the efforts of many small, family businesses 
look rather like shoestring affairs. The small businessman, in addition, frequently 
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depends for his market on the prosperity of  large industries to whose employees he 
caters. The large business itself finds that the needs of the greater society dramatically 
intrude upon its community when it enters the defense business, and some of its own 
private character is radically altered. Its new components, created to deal with 
government orders, are quasi-public in character. When a business is called upon to take 
part in the defense effort, it does not first ask whether this is wasteful of resources, 
whether there is any real consumer's market, not whether profit can be maximized 
consistently in such a field. There are noneconomic considerations that precede the 
traditional economic ones. 

The interdependence in our society fostered by the nature of modern business, 
makes of  the contributor-claimants on the corporation an industrial citizenry without 
franchise, save for that segment which can invoke collective bargaining to represent it. 
The others can sell out, exercise what has been referred to as the sacred right to quit, or 
refrain from consumption as an expression of  the will of  the people. But in an economic 
republic, one 's  assets, skills, or needs can only go from one type of economic 
organization to another. The individual may be able to survive without investment 
opportunity, but he cannot exist without income. Nor can he use that income without 
patronizing some economic organization for food, clothing, and shelter. 

Business organization today is not the expression of  a charter that can be amended 
or revoked. It is a fact of life that must constantly be reckoned with. It must be 
examined, not excoriated, so that it can be influenced by men's principles rather than 
coerced by their prejudices. And it must be staffed by people prepared with some 
knowledge of what it is they are identified with, so that they will be able to conduct their 
dealings with wisdom and foresight. 

Critical to all questions of business foundations is the problem of organizational 
values. Are present-day corporations little changed from their earlier days when Keynes 
spoke of capitalism as "absolutely irreligious, without internal union, without much 
public spirit, a congeries of possessors and pursuers"? Keynes himself provided a 
dismal assessment for the short-term prospects when he wrote: 

I see us free, therefore, to return to some of the most sure and certain 
principles of religious and traditional vir tue-- that  avarice is vice, that the 
exaction of  usury is a misdemeanor, and the love of money is detestable, that 
those walk most truly in the paths of virtue and sane wisdom who take least 
thought for the morrow. We shall once more value ends above means and 
prefer the good to the useful. We shall honour those who can teach us how to 
pluck the hour and the day virtuously and well, the delightful people who are 
capable of taking direct enjoyment in things, the lilies of the field who toil 
not, neither do they spin. 

But beware! The time for all this is not yet. For at least another hundred 
years we must pretend to ourselves and to every one that fair is foul and foul 
is fair; for foul is useful and fair is not. Avarice and usury and precaution must 
be our gods for a little longer still. For only they can lead us out of the tunnel 
of economic necessity into daylight. 
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Has Keynes put his finger on a sensitive, indelicate, offensive yet real problem or 
has the mature corporation moved into a new and more promising estate? Albert Z. 
Carr, a man of extensive experience in public life and a former member of the White 
House staff in the Truman administration, would tend to feel that Keynes was and is 
right. And, says Carr, "no one should think any the worse of the game of  business 
because its standards of  right and wrong differ from the prevailing traditions of morality 
in our society." The American lives in what is probably the most competitive of the 
world's civilized societies. The nation's customs encourage a high degree of aggression 
in the individual's striving for success; because business is the main area for competition 
it too has been ritualized into a game of strategy. Mr. Carr then concludes that 

The basic rules of the game have been set by the government, which attempts 
to detect and punish business frauds. But as long as a company does not 
transgress the rules of  the game set by law, it has the legal right to shape its 
strategy without reference to anything but its profits. If  it takes a long-view of 
its profits, it will preserve amicable relations, so far as possible, with those 
with whom it deals. A wise businessman will not seek advantage to the point 
where he generates dangerous hostility among employees, competitors, 
customers, government, or the public at large. But the decisions in this area 
are, in the final test, decisions of  strategy and not of ethics. 

The same basic line of  reasoning is found in the theorizing of  Professor Glen 
Gilman of Georgia Tech who holds that managers who ignore stated moral criteria in 
their commercial dealings do so not because business is outside the bounds of moral 
judgment but because society has implicitly granted them a waiver on account of  the 
greater value attached to other things. According to Gilman an effective value system is 
one who prescriptions and prohibitions seem to the members of the society operating 
within it as outlining "a natural and proper way to behave, quite apart from any 
consideration of right or wrong." Under the foregoing rubric business is a game of 
poker in which wits are matched and the major test of every move is the same as in all 
games of strategy: legality and success. The man who intends to become a business 
"winner" must have a card player's attitude and poker calls for distrust of  the other 
fellow, ignores the claims of friendship, emphasizes cunning, deception, and 
concealment of  strength. 

Against these formulations is a view that business is not, can not be, and should not 
be a game played within a purely economic-technical system. Because business is part 
of a larger social system, business acts are "social" acts. "Any formulation of the value 
issue, therefore, which is based on a view of  business stripped of its social functions will 
be a distortion," declared Alvar and Carol Elbing recently. It is fruitless to pretend that 
economic decisions are simply amoral and technical ones; preparation of annual financial 
statements, installation of new production equipment, advertising strategies are technical 
judgments which carry a social ingredient .... 
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Moral Dialogue 

The corporate executive can turn to a variety of repositories for understanding and for 
justification of his courses of action; among these are the Bible, law book, professional 
code, and rules-of-the-game. That he must make evaluations goes without saying. He 
deals with oughts that are as varied as the problems he encounters: Legal, ethical, and 
aesthetic oughts, instrumental and intrinsic oughts; narrow oughts and deeply pervasive 
ones. The issue is not whether the normative is encountered in business but rather in 
what guise the encounter occurs. A working consensus is reached through a dialectic 
which involves the alternation between principle and fact. The facts of a highly 
organized, highly scientific, and highly interdependent America are forcing reevaluations 
of traditional articulations of  economics and of business theory, no less than classical 
doctrines of traditional morality. Required, said the late John Courtney Murray, "is a 
political-moral analysis of the particular conflict situations that have arisen" with full 
awareness that answers may never be more than a reflection of truth. The goal must be 
the formation of practical judgment informed by principle. 

But this necessary dialogue is hampered by man's fantastic ability to justify any 
course of action. Some time ago, Max Weber pointed out that the most immoral of men 
invoke ethical reasons to justify their deeds and are all caught up endlessly with 
temptations to infuse ethical meanings into selfish aspirations, interest, and conduct. 
According to Weber, ideologies are fabricated to justify one's  conduct to others and the 
whole gambit of human action is covered with the tissue of  lies and deceptions. 
Certainly there is evidence to support this view. After the bombardment of Vera Cruz in 
1914 President Wilson assured the world that the United States had, for moral reasons, 
gone into Mexico "to serve mankind"; Hitler always spoke in profoundly moral terms to 
explain the liquidation of the Jews and the "protective custody" of  other nations. 

Knowing man's  propensity to hypocrisy and to rationalization one may legitimately 
wonder whether it is at all possible to extract rules of reason to guide decision making in 
a business world where competition and value-conflicts are daily encountered. To 
capitulate is to admit that principle cannot inform judgment. The executive, on the other 
hand, who feel that every business decision involves a moral judgment places himself in 
an unduly sensitive moral position; the executive who never perceives a moral issue in 
the work-a-day world may awaken too late to the injustices and miseries he has caused or 
permitted to accumulate. Arthur Hull Hayes, former President of CBS radio, once said 
that he was "called upon to make a moral decision almost every day." Clearly decisions 
made daily or weekly or monthly can be debated but beyond dispute is the fact that 
occasions do arise when ethics and morals are involved in business situations. 

The issues usually turn not on easy black-and-white categories triggered by 
thievery, bribery, or libel, but rather on grey areas stimulated by such questions as these: 
May a company engage in price-cutting to eliminate competition? Is it moral to get 
information about a competitor through the skillful use of a competitor 's  employee who 
may be either incompetent or dishonest? Should a company president retain an aging 
executive (within a few years of retirement and of his pension) who is no longer 
productive? Is business bluffing ethical? Is it fair to discharge a low-level employee for 
an offense which a high-level employee had committed, when the high-level employee 
was retained with no penalty? Is it ever moral to withhold a deserved promotion from an 
individual when the promotion is viewed as not in the best interest of the organization? 
In negotiating with a union representative may an executive withhold information when 
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its disclosure would make unlikely the achievement of a settlement which in his view is 
eminently fair and reasonable? Are there times when an executive must parrot the 
company line even when he knows it to be contrary to truth? May a plant manager 
pressure his employees for one hundred per cent participation in a community fund 
drive? Is it right for a company executive engaged in fund raising for his favorite charity 
to demand sizable contributions from a supplier? 

The foregoing questions obviously constitute a small part of the spectrum. But they 
are real questions and certainly not uncommon ones. If the businessman feels sorry over 
his plight, he might derive some comfort from the fact that he is not alone in his 
dilemmas. Because of new developments and shifts in values professionals in many 
fields report their uncertainties. A prominent sociologist asked recently whether a 
scholar might serve as a consultant in a plant (where he knows that the manager's only 
interest is to speed production) when the scholar himself feels that such ends are 
inadequate and even pernicious. Is a biologist's only duty to explore the unknown, 
unhampered by the considerations of  the results to which his research may lead? May 
medical researchers inject live cancer cells into patients without the patient's full 
knowledge and approval? When two very respectable researchers undertook such a 
program at the Jewish Chronic Disease Hospital in Brooklyn, the New York Board of 
Regents found them guilty of unprofessional conduct "of fraud and deceit in the practice 
of medicine." Or may college professors (who do not enjoy the right of privileged 
communication under the law) withhold information given to them in strict confidence 
by students? Bentley Glass, Academic Vice President at Stony Brook, implied strongly 
that in some cases the law must be defied because of  higher moral considerations. Was 
Representative John Byrne of Wisconsin (chairman of the Republican Policy Committee 
and ranking member of the House Ways and Means Committee) acting properly in 
securing preferential tax treatment for a mortgage insurance company whose stock he 
was shortly to purchase on very good terms? Although the congressman saw nothing 
wrong in his action The New York Times excoriated him for unethical behavior. 

Returning to the business world, one is conscious of  the old observation of Thomas 
Hobbes that corporations are "worms within the body politic." This is also what Keynes 
seems to have suggested. In the light of  these observations, should a man accept the 
advice of Martin Luther: "No one need ask, then, how he can belong to the companies 
with good conscience. The only advice to give him is: Let them alone; they will not 
change. If the companies are to stay, right and honesty must perish; if right and honesty 
are to stay, the companies must perish." 

In America Hobbes has gone unheeded and Luther unlistened to. Corporations 
continue to attract ambitious and able men who must turn to a variety of  sources for 
insight and enlightenment. Over thirty years ago Frank Knight of Chicago University 
observed that while business is "a means of want satisfaction, it is also an agency for 
want-and-character formation, a field of creative self-expression and a competitive sport. 
While men are playing the game they are also molding their own and other personalities 
and creating a civilization whose worthiness to endure cannot be a matter of 
indifference." The short comment reflects accurately the long experience of  countless 
executives. 

A workable synthesis between economic theory and moral considerations, therefore 
becomes essential. Valuable new data from the behavioral scientists demonstrate rather 
convincingly that a man's basic needs (even when viewed within a strictly delimited 
sphere of business) transcend purely economic ones. This analysis will make only 
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limited use of the findings of these social scientists because our effort have been directed 
toward an examination of ethical and moral postulates in terms of their validity and 
relevance for corporate policy makers. The modest purpose of this inquiry into value 
problems encountered in the corporate world is to draw certain lines which mark points 
of separation and of convergence between the business and moral orders; to employ 
these lines as indicators of general directions in behavior rather than specific routes; and 
to illustrate the kinds of values that are involved in particular business decisions. The 
key players are those executives who presently preside--and who will preside--over the 
destinies of the major corporations of the nation. Perhaps they do not have the 
overwhelming power and cohesiveness of the elites described by theorists like Mosca 
and Pareto, by Michels or by Gasset, but their organizational decisions radiate outward 
to affect a multitude of peripheral interests. The personal ethic of a single executive may 
not be sufficient to provide a total value system for the complex organization which he 
directs or influences but its insufficiencies do not confirm the view of those, like 
Barnard, who feel they are essentially irrelevant. 
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The telephone conversation between aspiring author and potential publisher must 
have gone something like this: 

Walton: Hello, I 've written a book that I 'd  like you to publish. 

Editor: Fine, what's it about? 

Walton: Conceptual foundations o f  business. 

Editor: (Pause) O h ? . . .  You mean profits, costs, productivity, and things like that? 
We already have several books along those lines. 

Walton: Well  no, not exactly. It's broader than that. 

Editor: Oh, now I see what you mean. Inflation, the business cycle, unemployment--the 
bigger economic arena where business is done. That's the kind of  practical foundation 
that business students need, all right. It is for  business students, right? 

Walton: Yes, for  MBAs. Uh . . but, look, I don't  think y o u ' v e . . ,  that is, I don't  think 
I 've given you a clear picture o f  what the book is. 

Editor: Why not tell me how the book begins? 

Walton: Well early on we describe how business was done in pre-Columbian Mexico. 
You know, among the Aztecs. 

Editor: (A longer pause) R e a l l y ? . . .  I'll have to contact our sales rep in Monterey 
and see if he thinks it'll go there. You'll have to write it in Spanish, you know. I 'm not 
sure Aztec is still spoken. 

Walton: (with a touch of  exasperation) Look, maybe I 'd  better start all over. 
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Editor: Oh, no, that's all right. I 'm getting the picture. Tell me some o f  the authors 
you cite. That's a good way to get a feel  for  any book. Especially a book intended fo r  
hard-nosed business types. 

Walton: (perking up at the suggestion) I agree. Richard and I are very proud o f  the 
strong case we've made for  that kind o f  business thinking. We have citations to 
Antigone, Atticus, Engels, Freud, Job, Justinian, Jack London, Baron de Montesquieu, 
Arthur Miller, Moses Maimonides, Ortega y Gasset, Roscoe Pound, Stalin, and Jimmy 
Hoffa . . . .  Plus o t h e r s . . .  Hegel, Hume, H u x l e y . . .  

Editor: (breaking in) W e l l . . .  t h a t ' s . . ,  that's quite a list, all right. (Pause) Who was 
Atticus? . . . Did you ever think o f  using The Readers' Digest? That has some real 
meaty stuff  sometimes. You know, things like the most unforgettable character I ever 
met. Gives a real human touch to any dull book. Hey, I don't mean that your book 
would be dull . . . .  It 's just  that we have to be careful not to talk over the heads o f  our 
readers. You know--ha!  hat-- the old bottom line is there all the time. 

Say, 1 think I 'd better speak to my boss about this proposal o f  yours and then get 
back to you. Which school did you say you're at? 

Re-reading Conceptual Foundations o f  Business, written in the late 1950s by 
Clarence Walton and Richard Eells and published by Richard D. Irwin in 1961, brings to 
mind two almost-comical, even surrealistic items of popular culture, whose spirit I 've 
tried to capture in the foregoing script. One is a hilarious audio tape of the humorist and 
television personality, Bob Newhart, who in the role of a skeptical sports promoter is 
listening on the phone to Abner Doubleday, baseball's inventor, who is trying artlessly to 
explain how his newly-invented game is played, hoping that the promoter will buy the 
idea. The other reminder is a story told on himself by polymath Nobel Laureate and 
physicist Richard Feynman. Young Feynman, quite untutored socially, was invited to his 
first tea at the Dean's home while a Princeton undergraduate. When asked whether he 
would like cream or lemon in his tea, the bewildered Feynman blurted, "Both, please." 
Her social sensibilities shocked at this plebeian behavior, the dean's wife replied, 
"Surely, you're joking, Mr. Feynman! ''l He wasn't, of course. And neither was Clarence 
Walton, for he and his coauthor, Richard Eells, were trying--as eagerly as Abner 
Doubleday had tried--to convince a doubting world of the need for a textbook that 
would bring history, philosophy, and literature into the developing consciousness of the 
nation's future business leaders. 

Yet another impression struck me while making this retrospective tour through one 
of the most renowned management books of the twentieth century's last four decades. In 
places, one feels that the authors occasionally aped Jackson Pollock's painterly style of 
standing back and throwing gobs of ideas at a large canvas, letting the residues splash, 
drip, and roll down to create what to some readers must have seemed disorderly and 
meaningless chaos while other perceptive souls found within those colorfully profound 
squiggles a solace and direction in their professional lives. 

It was certainly the central goal of the authors to point the way to the future by 
reminding readers of yesterday's ways. And it is worthwhile recalling just what the 
world was like in the 1950s when this book was in its formative stages. America's war 
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hero, General Dwight Eisenhower, was president. Cold War cynicism had replaced the 
optimism generated by the defeat of Naziism. The menace of a nuclear Armageddon 
dominated popular consciousness everywhere. The civil rights sit-ins had begun to stir 
the public to awareness of  a darker past that lingered on into modern times. It astonishes 
one today to recall that the first passenger service on jet airliners began in what to some 
of us seems like only yesterday--December 1958--although younger others think of this 
date as a period of  ancient history. That same year, John Kenneth Galbraith's The 
Affluent Society raised troubling questions about the excesses of prosperity and the gap 
between rich and poor. 

Other celebrated heralds of cultural trends had not yet been heard from. Rachel 
Carson's Silent Spring would not burst on the scene for another four years (1962), Betty 
Friedan's The Feminine Mystique another year after that (1963). Woodstock, that icon of  
youth's revolt, was over a decade away (1969). Vietnam was a distant whisper, heard 
only in the cloistered halls of diplomacy. The youthful John Kennedy and the crafty 
Richard Nixon waited in the wings for their respective moments of  future glory and 
tragic downfall. 

One way to understand this book and its importance is to see it as a reflection of the 
larger institutional-cultural framework within which the authors pursued their lives and 
work during the 1950s and 1960s. Another key that can unlock the book's inner 
meaning is to see it as an outgrowth of the authors' own personalities and values. 
Clarence Walton, the principal author, reveals much about himself in these pages, as 
does the late Richard Eells, both of whom have graced my roster of cherished colleagues 
for many years. If  you look closely at the text, you find what might be called the real 
Clarence Walton. Toward the end of my presentation, I want to return to that part of the 
story. In the end, I think you will see that combining the personal and the cultural 
features defines what the authors meant by conceptual foundations of business. It sent a 
powerful signal to all who read the book and, as we shall see, even to many who never 
even held the book in their hands. First, though, a sketch of the larger cultural domain 
sets the stage. 2 

The Cultural Setting 

In one sense, America during the entire last half of  the twentieth century has been 
convulsed by a titanic struggle between the idea of The Collective and the idea of  The 
Individual. Two main forces have propelled this trend. One is a backlash against the 
New Deal and its progeny, the Welfare State. The other, and more dominant, force was 
the Cold War between a collectivist Communism and an individualistic Capitalism. 

In this tense ideological atmosphere, any program, policy, idea, or approach that 
emphasized or favored The Collective over The Individual could expect to encounter 
rough going. Labor union leaders saw their union membership rolls steadily shrink, as 
right-to-work laws began to erode the unions' collective power. Lyndon Johnson's civil 
rights initiatives, we are now able to see, were the Welfare State's last hurrah, buried 
under the tumult and debris of the fateful Vietnam encounter. Ronald Reagan embodied 
the essence of  both individualism by defending and reinvigorating free-market 
principles and practices--and Cold War American intransigence towards communism--  
as he gave the final push that brought the evil empire crashing down. We have indeed 
lived through a gargantuan struggle in which The Individual has been lifted up in glory 
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while The Collective has been buried in shame and dishonor. Little wonder, then, that a 
theory of corporate social responsibility insinuating the superiority of The Social Good 
over The Individual Firm's quest for profits would be greeted with skepticism and 
outright hostility. 

On the other hand, even in the midst of this broader cultural contest something 
might succeed if it could be seen in either of two lights: (1) if The Collective Impulse 
could be fitted into the larger framework of a capitalist, free-market system without 
threatening or seeming to threaten its integrity, and/or (2) if The Individual Impulse 
could be seen as promoting and strengthening The (minimally necessary) Collective 
sinews of the larger society. 

The Conceptual Foundations 

Clarence Walton and Richard Eells, with a touch of genius, seized both possibilities in 
constructing their theory of business's social responsibilities. They set out to 
demonstrate that The Collective welfare of business and society is directly traceable to 
The Individualist philosophy that spawned the entire American experiment in 
representative government and free-market capitalism. An executive thoroughly 
seasoned in that tradition, and willing to put it into practice, could not help but make 
enlightened decisions that were simultaneously supportive of the commonweal and of 
private enterprise. Far from being foreign to the American love affair with The 
Individual, their theory of corporate social responsibility was rooted squarely in 
American individualism. And they were to show, in the end, that anyone opposed to this 
view--especially, the practicing manager and business leader--was not just turning 
away from cherished American traditions but also was rejecting essential ways of getting 
the world's work done. It was a subtle, daring strategy but one that succeeded beyond all 
hope and expectation. 3 

Their conceptual foundations of business were none other than the philosophical, 
ideological stones originally laid down by John Locke, Adam Smith, David Hume, 
Thomas Jefferson, and James Madison. These included freedom of association, 
ownership and private property, constitutionalism, pluralism, and liberty. These core 
principles anchored the business system, lent it stability, and gave it an enduring quality. 
Also rationalized were the free market, the ground rules for competition, the sanctity of 
contracts, laws to govern and restrain business power, motives for individual economic 
improvement, and political liberties that segued into and became identical with market 
freedoms. Within such a cocoon of laws, customs, and institutions, the American 
corporation had prospered and had become the core of a powerful industrial society. 

Interwoven into these stabilizing principles were contrasting and sometimes 
contradictory themes equally a part of the American experience and ethos. They 
included technological innovation and social change, the idea of progress, a dedication 
to work, and a devotion to equal opportunity, personal growth, and spiritual enrichment. 
Here the corporation faced change, uncertainty, and all of the doubts that social change 
injects into questions of values, justice, ethics, and social equity. 

Again and again, the student reader is exhorted to consider the tensions, the 
potentialities, the puzzles, the gifts, and the tragedies inherent in the clash of the older, 
more stable traditions with an emergent world whose shape and direction are hidden 
from view and inaccessible to analytic prediction (the final chapter of the third and last 
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edition is headed "The American Future: Through a Glass Darkly"). The authors seem 
to say to their student readers: from these conceptual foundations embodying both 
stability and change will arise a new business and managerial world that you, the 
leadership cadre, will confront in all of its overwhelming complexity. You can meet its 
many formidable challenges with greater professional success and personal satisfaction if 
you understand clearly that while your decisions may shape the future, they also will 
reflect a richly textured cultural heritage. 

The Quest for Legitimacy 

But a single textbook, however well crafted, cannot prevail against firmly entrenched 
faculty interests. Although Business and Society has now been accepted as a field of 
management study for roughly three decades, it was not always so. To be admitted into 
the hallowed and well-guarded curricular precincts of the business school, its supporters 
had to fight and scratch their way in. The techniques were as varied as they were 
colorful. Stealth sometimes worked, when newly-appointed and innocuous-appearing 
deans quietly seized the reins of power. 4 Forceful takeovers could succeed, as traditional 
faculty members suddenly found themselves outnumbered by new upstart faculty 
appointees. 5 Internal rebellions, probably the bloodiest of the various approaches, were 
not unknown, as the barons of finance and accounting were sent packing. 6 Occasionally, 
the highly unlikely would occur when a school actually listened--imagine that!--to the 
voices of business practitioners complaining about the narrowness and lack of creativity 
of the graduates they hired. 

While these internecine struggles were succeeding in schools here and there, they 
would not have been sufficient to establish a new field of management study on a 
national scale. That required a body of justifying literature, a central theory of the field, 
empirical research tools, a group of qualified faculty to do the research and teach the 
subject, students willing to take the courses (unless coerced to do so by curricular fiat), a 
way to rationalize the topic as relevant to business practice, and--critically important in 
the early days--leadership by prestigious schools and universities. Only the last of these 
vital legitimizing conditions existed when Eells and Walton issued their first edition in 
1961. Conceptual Foundations of Business proved to be a powerful shield as the authors 
took their place in the front ranks as the struggle for academic legitimacy began. 

During the 1950s, a handful of business schools dared to venture somewhat timidly 
into these unknown curricular waters. Two of the better known leaders were Harvard 
and Columbia. 7 The Harvard Business School was first into the fray, aided greatly by a 
decade of articles about social responsibility, business ethics, and the relation of business 
and religion in The Harvard Business Review and the teaching of Kenneth Andrews, 
George Albert Smith, and Raymond Bauer. 8 At Columbia, a new dean from industry 
ranks, Courtney Brown, appointed Clarence Walton as associate dean, who immediately 
began teaching a course from which the Eells and Walton text would grow. 9 

At this time, the field's supporting theory was paper thin and the research base was 
nonexistent. The classic statement of social responsibility had been made in 1953 by 
Howard Bowen, a former business school dean turned college president, in a book titled 
Social Responsibilities of the Businessman (New York: Harper, 1953). l° Richard Eells's 
The Meaning of Modern Business: An Introduction to the Philosophy of the Large 
Corporate Enterprise (New York: Columbia University Press, 1960), published a year 
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before the Eells and Walton text, contained a remarkably clear version of  what is now 
called the stakeholder theory of  the firm. In 1963 Joseph McGuire at the University of 
Washington brought out the only book on business and society relations that ever 
achieved a semi-popular status, the paperback Business and Society (New York: 
McGraw-Hill ,  1963). H Later still in that decade (1966), Keith Davis and Robert 
Blomstrom, in Business and Its Environment (New York: McGraw-Hill,  1966), found a 
formula for describing business and society relations that would hold up through three 
decades and eight successive edi t ions--and is still going strong, jz As the decade ended, 
yet another book destined to become a classic appeared; it was Edwin M. Epstein's The 
Corporation in American Politics (Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall, 1969). 13 

Achieving Legitimacy 

As courageous as these pioneering efforts were, their collective strength could not have 
prevailed had they not been given a powerful boost by three external events of 
transcendent importance. 

One was the issuance in 1959 of two reports on busines~ school education, both a 
kind of report card or state-of-the-field assessment, j4 The Ford Foundation and the 
Carnegie Corporation had commissioned the reports independently of one another, but 
they came to the same stark conclusions. Business schools were not preparing their 
students for leadership in the postwar world. Their failures were many: a narrow, overly 
technical curriculum; low admissions standards that encouraged academic mediocrity; a 
vocational first-job preparation; a short-run professional outlook; an inward-looking 
domestic orientation; an exclusive focus on the mechanisms of a market economy; and 
an overreliance on the discipline of economics. In a word, they had evolved into 
vocational trade schools at a time when national and international conditions called for 
much larger visions from its business leaders, when the social and behavioral sciences 
were burgeoning with new insights about organizational dynamics, and when 
mathematics and statistics were finding new applications in linear programming, 
inventory controls, and related techniques during the initial years of the Computer Age. 

The one felicitous phrase from these famous reports that would forever justify the 
kind of  approach found in Conceptual Foundations of Business was the need to provide 
an education in the non-market environment of  business. ~5 Almost overnight, the 
content of the Business and Society course was annointed as a welcome and needed part 
of  the modern manager 's  education. This phrase could be hoisted and waved like a 
battlefield flag in the face of foot-dragging deans and recalcitrant curriculum committees. 
"See, here," the cry would go up, "our claims to the minds of  students are as justified as 
yours !" 

But anyone who has lived in a university for any time at all knows how hard it is to 
dislodge faculty members from the turf they have occupied for long years. It is probably 
true, as the old adage goes, that it is easier to move a cemetery than to change a 
university curriculum. In these struggles, logic and common sense seldom make a 
difference. What can make a difference, though, is the collective judgment of the 
profession at large, particularly if expressed on a national scale and through academic 
trade association channels. 

And that is precisely what occurred twice. In 1971 The Academy of Management 
decided to create divisions of its members based on specialization. An alert group of 
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advocates for the Business and Society field, led by Sumner Marcus of the University of 
Washington, argued successfully for creating a new division in The Academy to be 
called Social Issues in Management (SIM). This formal recognition of the importance of 
studying the non-market environment of business put a professional seal of approval on 
what had been favored in principle by the two foundation reports. Social Issues were 
thus given equal standing with other management subjects) 6 

Three years later, in 1974, the American Association of Collegiate Schools of 
Business--the business schools' national accrediting agency--included Business and 
Society in the common body of knowledge required for a school's official accreditation. 
Full-fledged legitimacy had been won. It was, by no coincidence, the same year that 
Richard Eells and Clarence Walton brought out the third edition of their celebrated text. 

Winning the accreditation battle was a major victory. The principal hero was 
Walter Klein, whose negotiating skills were indispensable to gaining full recognition of 
Social Issues from AACSB accrediting officials) 7 

Theoretical Foreshadowings 

What, then, can be said of this book's contributions to the Social Issues in Management 
field? Just how did it make a difference? The answer, in retrospect, seems both 
astonishing and immensely impressive: These two authors foreshadowed and gave 
expression to all of the major components of the field's present theoretical 
infrastructure.IS 

They provided a comprehensive statement of stakeholder theory, the core concept 
of current Business and Society thinking. A quarter century before Edward Freeman 
wrote the bible of stakeholder theory, they declared, everyone has a stake in 
managerial enterprise . . . .  and they saw the business firm as a constellation of interests. 
19 

They fleshed out the classic theory of corporate social responsibility, arguing that 
corporate management has obligations to all of the direct and indirect contributor- 
claimants that made business enterprise possible and prosperous, including workers, 
stockholders, consumers, suppliers, distributors, local communities, and the general 
public. 2° A long-run balance-the-best-interests managerial philosophy would have to 
supplant the short-run profits-only perspective. 21 Long years before plant closings would 
become the focus of national concern, they pointed out the need to take a socially 
responsible stance in such cases. 22 

They embraced a primitive version of a social contract between business and 
society--calling it a social charter--and quoted David Rockefeller's support of the 
idea. 23 They invoked, but did not fully develop, the rudiments of today's theories of 
business ethics, saying in 1961 that business, of late, is concerning itself with the 
question of ethics. 24 They spoke of human rights that entail managerial duties, and of 
a needed rectitude in corporate affairs, of new values generated both in and around the 
business firm, of the importance of the normative sciences for shedding new light on 
old problems, and they issued an invitation to ethicists [to] take the idea of corporate 
responsibility and join in the intellectual search for answers . . . .  25 They even 
introduced the idea of a communitarian ethic, saying it was in the ascendance some 
twenty-five years before the term and the idea were popularized by sociologist Amitai 
Etzioni. 26 
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As if all this were not enough to establish their place in the Business and Society 
pantheon, they spoke eloquently and often about issues of corporate governance that 
had been created by the accumulated power of corporate executives. 27 And students 
were told of the cross-cultural novelties and dilemmas of multinational corporate 
operations that they would face in a rapidly expanding world of commerce and trade. 28 

Perhaps most prescient of all was a chapter with the title "Business and Value- 
Forming Institutions" where they foretold the leadership role that business was bound to 
take in shaping America's values in coming decades. Their prediction is borne out in a 
telling comment by Norman Lear in the recently published Aiming Higher: 25 Stories of 
How Companies Prosper by Combining Sound Management and Social Vision: 29 

Not so long ago, the church, the family, schools, and civil authority were the 
preeminent institutions of our culture. They were respected sources of moral 
authority. They transmitted the wisdom of one generation to the next. 

Now, for many complex economic and social reasons, these institutions 
have become less influential. And whether it likes it or not, American 
business has stepped into the breach. Business leaders have become role 
models. Their decisions set a moral benchmark for the nation. Their 
activities dominate the headlines, and our culture absorbs, as if by osmosis, 
the language, perceptions, and values of business. 

These are the main ideas and themes that sustained the text's excellence through 
three editions and nearly twenty years of active classroom use. For the record, it should 
be noted that the book began, and remained, an Establishment statement of business's 
social responsibilities. Its general outlook was moderate, non-radical, mildly managerial 
and pragmatic, heavily historical, and deeply philosophical. Its level of literacy and 
sophistication was very high, the breadth and depth of coverage impressively 
comprehensive. A multidisciplinary perspective drew on history, politics, economics, 
anthropology, philosophy, law, the arts, and the humanities. It saddens me to say that no 
book of this intellectual range and vision could possibly find a place in today's business 
schools. 3° 

Beyond this lamentable shortcoming, the book's life was limited by the inability of 
its moderate, Establishment message of social responsibility to satisfy the intense, 
turbulent social demands of the late 1960s and 1970s. Those pressures simply 
overwhelmed the somewhat gentlemanly, paternalistic management attitudes advocated 
by the authors. Their lessons were not pointed enough for business practitioners 
suddenly faced with an angry, hostile public and a rising tide of government regulations. 
Competing texts, geared to a simpler level of explanation and to a managerial-pragmatic 
approach, and spelling out specific ways to respond to social and regulatory demands 
took over the textbook market. 

So, too, was the Eells and Walton emphasis on ethics premature, for neither 
teachers, students, nor business practitioners were yet ready for explicit ethics analysis of 
workplace dilemmas. That would have to await the ethical transgressions of succeeding 
decades that shocked the general business conscience and, on the scholarly side, it would 
depend on the emergence and acceptance of formal philosophic analysis introduced by 
business ethicists who then became major commentators and contributors. 31 
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The Real Clarence Walton 

Every book tells something important about its author(s), and that is true of this one. 
Richard Eells was an urbane, broadly educated public policy research consultant to 
industry who, through the good fortunes of his life, had time to ponder some of  the big 
questions of his era. He did so with a vast appreciation of how the arts and the 
humanities can expand human consciousness, giving it a sensitivity and a kind of 
timeless ability to distinguish between the profound and the trivial in human affairs. His 
ideal vision of  the perfect business executive--and the one he promoted in Conceptual 
Foundations of Business---encompassed the best that the Western literary and artistic 
heritage had to offer. 32 He sensed that the qualities of  the human spirit that infused and 
gave life to that ancient tradition were the self-same ones that could sustain business 
practitioners, inspiring in them both the courage to render difficult decisions and the 
largeness of heart that would guide their policies toward humane goals. It was, and 
remains, a vision worth preserving. It was his personal imprint on this most remarkable 
book. 

All of  those things, and more, can be said also of Clarence Walton. As teacher, 
academic dean, university president, as scholar extraordinaire, as colleague, and, yes, as 
a generous and modest human being, we have not seen his equal among us nor are we 
likely to do so. From the grand vistas of  the Republic and from the inner core of his own 
essential self, he hewed a monument of overriding significance to the world of 
management education. 

In closing, I want to share with you a passage from a personal memoir that I 
composed almost ten years ago after attending a conference at the Harvard Business 
School. The topic was business ethics. Clarence Walton was in attendance. 

During the last session of  our workshop, as I gazed around the room, my eye rested 
on Clarence Walton, a longtime friend whose warm and constant support had been 
important to me personally since first encountering him some 30 years ago. Here, I 
thought to myself, is the living metaphor . . .of  the odyssey of all those who have sought 
an understanding of the relationships between business and society. Pioneer of such 
studies at the Columbia Graduate School of Business in the 1950s, coauthor of the 
renowned Conceptual Foundations of Business, a book that nourished and sustained the 
field in its very earliest days, an academic administrator who had never left his scholarly 
activities behind nor forgot his own normative roots that brought him into the study of 
business institutions, and who had just this year capped his several other books about 
business values with the eloquence and wisdom to be found now in The Moral Manager, 
he did indeed sum up . . .what  may be seen, by the perceptive observer, to have been the 
accomplishments of the entire field in the span of a single generation. 33 

If you seek a voice that speaks eloquently and persistently in service to the core 
values of  Western civilization, to freedom and liberty, to pluralism and democracy, to 
representative government and the rule of law, to justice and human rights, and to the 
religious ideals that permeate Western institutions and thought, you need look no further 
than this book and the many others that he has written. 

It was Clarence Walton's personal philosophic commitment to such ideals that 
stamped Conceptual Foundations of Business as a book that made a difference. 
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APPENDIX 

A Personal Appreciation of Dean Courtney C. Brown 

This letter, reproduced from my files, tells something of  the late Dean Brown's role 
in developing the Business and Society field. He served as Dean of  the Graduate School 
of Business at Columbia University from 1954 to 1968. The letter follows: 

UNIVERSITY OF PITTSBURGH 
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS 
PITTSBURGH, PENNSYLVANIA 
May 13, 1988 

Dean Courtney C. Brown 
50 Popham Road 
Scarsdale, New York 

Dear Courtney: 

You will be quite surprised to hear from me after all these years. While attending a 
conference on business ethics at the University of Virginia last month, I had a good long 
visit with Clarence Walton. As we reminisced, our conversation came around to you and 
to the place you have occupied in the development and nourishment of  studies of 
business and society relationships, as well as the contributions you have made to the 
literature of the field and your quite successful efforts in influencing the views of leading 
corporate executives regarding their social responsibilities. We agreed that your role has 
indeed been a vitally important one. 

As I have m a t u r e d . . ,  it has pleased me to look back into the 1950s and 1960s and 
to realize now what I did not grasp at the time, namely, that all of us with active interests 
in the social role of  business were in fact formulating the outlines of a new field of 
management study. Now in the 1980s, it seems to be reasonably well rooted in many 
business schools, although we occasionally are forced to wage curriculum battles to 
protect our hard-won turf. But, as always, events and trends in the social environment 
make it more and more difficult for most people to ignore us or to believe that we do not 
have something important to say to our students. 

. . . .  I once told you, as I now tell my seminar students, that I have always dated the 
modern beginning of the field from the publication of  Frank Abrams'  1951 HBR article, 
Management 's  Responsibilities in a Complex World, rather than the more popular 
interpretation that begins the field with Howard Bowen's  1953 book, Social 
Responsibilities of the Businessman. I tell students about the role you played in the 
development of  that article, and then I go on to tell them about the Columbia Business 
School group that you gathered together, including Clarence Walton, Richard Eells, Jim 
Kuhn, Neil Chamberlain, and others. As you know, Courtney, that group was terribly 
important in establishing the general outlines of the field and in legitimizing such studies 
in business schools throughout the nation. Had those early roots not been put down in 
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schools like yours, I 'm not certain that the educational outcome would have been as 
lasting. 

Knowing these things and being able to savor, in retrospect, the role that you have 
played must give you a sense of great satisfaction. Clarence, too, has been a pillar of 
strength and is a continuing presence and an inspiration for many of us. I haven't  had 
contact with Richard Eells in quite some time, nor do I see Neil Chamberlain any more 
since his retirement a few years ago. But, as they say, the memory lingers on, leaving 
me with a feeling of gratitude that I was fortunate enough to be drawn into close and 
continuing contact with that key group of scholars .... 

Courtney, I do hope that my letter will not prove to be an intrusion or a bother to 
you. But I do remember with great warmth and gratitude the summer I spent at your 
school in the early 1960s. It was an exhilarating experience for me that continues to 
exert its influence on my work. Since you made that visit possible, enjoyable, and 
valuable, I wanted you to know. 

With best wishes, 

(Signed Bill) 
William C. Frederick 
Professor of Business Administration 

Notes 

1. Richard P. Feynman, Surely You're Joking, Mr. Feynman!: Adventures of a Curious 
Character as Told to Ralph Leighton (London: Vintage, 1992; W.W. Norton, 1985). 

2. In addition to the text itself, whose three editions were published successively in 1961, 
1969, and 1974, the authors compiled a three-volume set of readings to supplement the text 
titled The Business System: Readings in Ideas and Concepts (New York: Macmillan, 1967). 

3. Oddly enough, the Chicago school of Friedrich von Hayek, Frank Knight, and Milton 
Friedman rested their case against social responsibility on the second of the two possibilities 
and rendered an interpretation with a radically different conclusion from that reached by 
Eells and Walton. The irony here is double-edged, for the Chicago school believed itself to 
be the true guardian of free-market capitalism by eschewing social responsibility, even as 
Eells and Walton were building an Establishmentarian business philosophy that embraced 
broad social responsibilities and was intended to strengthen market capitalism (and did so). 

An example was the appointment of Courtney C. Brown as dean of the Graduate 
School of Business at Columbia University. Brown had been the chief administrative aide to 
Frank Abrams, CEO of Standard Oil of New Jersey (now Exxon). No one could have 
seemed safer to entrenched faculty interests than a person of Brown's background. 

5. This occurred at the University of Kansas City when a large contingent of institutional 
economists from the University of Texas, of whom I was one, descended on the business 
school, determined to revamp its curriculum in radical ways. See the monograph by William 
C. Frederick and T. R. Brannen, A Program of Education for Creative Leadership in 
Business (Kansas City, Missouri: University of Kansas City Press, 1959). 

6. At the University of Pittsburgh, this winnowing-out process began in 1960 with the 
appointment of Marshall A. Robinson as dean of the business school and continued well 
into the later years of that decade. 
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7. This paper does not attempt to tell the complete story of how new programs were being 
created in other universities around the same time. Through grants, workshops, and policy 
statements by its officers, the Ford Foundation encouraged numerous experiments on 
various campuses. George Leland Bach, dean of Industrial Administration at Carnegie Tech 
(now Carnegie Mellon University) and one of the authors of the Carnegie Corporation 
report, was a key reform figure in the 1950s and 1960s. As early as 1958, Bach was urging 
reform on the business schools in "Some Observations on the Business School of 
Tomorrow," Management Science 4, no. 4 (July 1958): 351-364. Similar efforts were soon 
under way at the University of California in Berkeley and Los Angeles, at the University of 
Washington, Arizona State University, the University of Pittsburgh, and others. 

8. Professor Smith's new course was listed as Business Responsibilities in American Society, 
quickly reduced to double-entrendre acronym status by students and famously known as the 
BRAS uplift course. 

9. Walton quickly found Columbia colleagues and allies eager to support his initiatives. They 
included lvar Berg, Neil Chamberlain, and James Kuhn. Chamberlain himself produced a 
classic work in the evolving field: The Limits of Corporate Responsibility (New York: Basic 
Books, 1973). Berg and Kuhn continue today as active contributors in their respective 
universities. See Ivar Berg's paper for this conference, "Leadership in Crisis: The Columbia 
Case" (1968) and James W. Kuhn and Donald W. Shriver, Jr., Beyond Success: 
Corporations and Their Critics in the 1990s (New York: Oxford University Press, 1991). 

10. Two years before the Bowen book was published, Frank Abrams, CEO of Standard Oil of 
New Jersey (now Exxon), outlined the essential elements of corporate social responsibility 
in an article entitled "Management's Responsibilities in a Complex World," Harvard 
Business Review (May 1951). I once remarked to Dean Courtney Brown that I had always 
considered the Abrams article to be the beginning of the modern social responsibility 
movement. Chuckling, Dean Brown, who had been Abrams' right-hand assistant, said, "Yes, 
I [ghost] wrote that article." For a brief personal appreciation of Dean Brown's role, see the 
Appendix to this paper. 

11. The highly popular contemporaneous commentaries written by John Kenneth Galbraith and 
Robert Heilbroner, while highly critical of some aspects of business behavior, tended to 
concentrate on the various shortcomings of the economic system considered as a whole and 
on needed policy reforms to correct such deficiencies. During the early period before 
standard Business and Society textbooks had begun to appear, both of these authors' books 
were frequently included as core reading. 

12. The authorial genealogy of this long-lasting text begins with Davis and Blomstrom (the first 
three editions), continued with Davis and William C. Frederick (the fourth and fifth 
editions), was extended with Frederick, Davis, and James E. Post (sixth and seventh 
editions), continued on with Post, Frederick, Anne T. Lawrence, and James Weber (eighth 
edition), and a ninth edition being prepared by Post, Lawrence, and Weber. 

13. See Epstein's paper for this conference, "Clarence C. Walton on Management Education: 
Perspectives and Contributions." 

14. Robert A. Gordon and James E. Howell, Higher Education for Business (New York: 
Columbia University Press, 1959); Frank C. Pierson, et al., The Education of American 
Businessmen (New York: Carnegie Corporation, 1959). 

15. Gordon and Howell, op. cit., 114, 206-207, 267-268. They generally meant courses about 
the economic-legal-political-social environment within which business decisions are made 
and the business process takes place (267). The Carnegie Corporation report used similar 
language and made similar recommendations. 

16. With good humor, members quickly began referring to themselves as SIMians, a monicker 
the staid Academy authorities might well have considered unworthy of professionally 
dignified members of The Academy. Nevertheless, it stuck. 

17. In these negotiations, Klein was joined by the late Lynn Peters, SIM's second chairperson. 
See Walter Klein's paper for this conference, "Recollections on Implementing the Ideas of 
Conceptual Foundations." 
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TO BREAK THE PENTAMETER--ETHICS COURSES 
I M P L I C A T I O N S  FOR BUSINESS E D U C A T I O N  * 

CLARENCE WALTON 

It may seem strange--possibly bizarre to some-- to  introduce an analysis of  a business 
curricular problem with a quotation from one whose political philosophy was 
reprehensible, whose personal lifestyle was off-beat, and whose stylistic writings often 
deny full comprehension. Thus forewarned, consider, then, the level of Ezra Pound: 

(To break the pentameter, that was the f irst  heave) 

The line comes from a part of  Pound's Pisan Cantos. It is a phrase that intrigues. 
Was not Pound suggesting that the pentameter had, over time, become a repressive 
instrument which imprisoned the artist's natural instinct for freedom and denied to poetry 
its birthright of a living speech rhythm? Although there is some irony in the fact that the 
poet himself regularly slipped back to employ that which he denounced, Pound was 
reminding everyone that the form artists select to express themselves is a special way of 
signaling their understanding of reality to others. 

In a real sense, a curriculum for a profession is the form chosen by scholars to 
express their views of  the world and how apprentices should be prepared for effective 
participation in that universe. At one time business professors often called their 
institutions "Schools of Accounting and Finance" because they believed that intensive 
preparation in those two fields adequately prepared individuals for business careers. 
Later emphases were on "commerce" or "business administration" or "management." 
The titles are significant because they reveal the scholars' preferred form for articulating 
a perception of  business reality and for the optimal way to educate students to cope with 
it. While there may be no need to change titles for institutions there is need to reconsider 
whether the substance of our educational content is too restricted. I shall argue that it is. 

Using Pound's rather off-hand expression, let me raise three questions: Have we 
business faculties created certain of  our own "pentameters" which have the effect of 
denying to students insights into the philosophic rhythms of contemporary business life? 
Have we fashioned academic formats which reveal our own ambiguous moral attitudes to 
the political and social problems of the times? Do we find it more comfortable to discuss 
general business values than to analyze specific ethical criteria? 

Having suggested that we business deans and faculty have fashioned curricula 
along a too-restrictive form--an expression of  our own pentameter--let me record the 

From Modem Values in Business and Management: Proceedings from the 1979 AACSB Annual 
Meeting, prepared by Robert H. Bock, American Assembly of Collegiate Schools of Business, St. 
Louis, MO, 1979. 
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reasons why majority opinion overwhelmingly supports exclusion of specific courses in 
business ethics, and why I find six good reasons for dissent. 

There has arisen, as a subset of the business-environment discussion, a question 
regarding the appropriate role of business and corporate ethics: Are specific business 
courses in ethics necessary? Professor Harold Berkman of Miami put the issue neatly 
with a question: "As long as the employees draw their regular paychecks, and as long as 
the stockholders get their dividends, and as long as the company does not fail, who really 
cares about corporate ethics?" ~ Berkman cares but evidently feels that many others do 
not. And even those who feel deeply about the importance of courses in ethics raise 
other issues. Harvard's President, Derek Bok, asked provocatively, "Can ethics be 
taught?"--and pointedly noted that "professors are often reluctant even to talk about this 
subject because it is so easy to seem censorious or banal. Nevertheless, the issue should 
not be ignored if only because higher education occupies such strategic ground from 
which to make a contribution." 2 

The Prevailing View of  Business Faculties 

Through a series of questionnaires, interviews, and campus visits, Rogene 
Buchholz has presented a comprehensive estimate of  dean-faculty opinion toward 
business ethics and its place in the study of  business and the environment. When the 
question was asked whether ethics should be taught as special courses, the overwhelming 
majority said "no" and expressed a preference for an approach that would introduce 
ethics and values into other courses when this seemed appropriate. Further, when the 
question was asked why business ethics courses should not be formally introduced into 
the curriculum, the responses overwhelmingly indicated that the effort would require 
someone with an advanced degree in ethics. 3 I think both judgments are wrong. My 
conclusion is that formal courses in ethics should be offered by business schools and that 
such courses should define their boundaries to include ethics of the business system, of 
the corporation's obligations in that system, and the individual manager's responsibilities 
to himself, the firm and society. 

Since the conclusion positions me with a very small minority, let me suggest six 
propositions to support the judgments and then briefly explore the implications of each: 

(1) The normal evolution of the business-society area has led to acceptance of values 
and ethics as important components of the environment. 

(2) Understanding the business system requires not only economic but sociological- 
anthropological and historical-philosophical analyses as well. Furthermore, this 
comprehensive form of conceptualizing is already far enough along to demonstrate 
its usefulness to business scholars and to indicate a need for more thorough ethical 
inquiry. 

(3) Behind the current debate over government regulations lies a much more 
fundamental ideological difference between two intellectual elites who are working 
to shape, or reshape, the future of the political and economic systems. The 
ideologies must be judged according to ethical criteria. 

(4) Because American managers are expected to think broadly about the nation's 
problems and assist in providing solutions, they must necessarily understand and 
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participate in the debate mentioned above. To be effective, they must approach the 
debate with rather sophisticated ethical understanding. 

(5) The complexity of the modern organization (including more demanding standards 
for ethical behavior by all organizational employees and changing judicial 
interpretations on what constitutes personal responsibility) has intensified the need 
for instruction in management ethics. 

(6) Certain misguided expectations of what are the appropriate goals of courses in 
business ethics are hampering curricular innovations and adaptations in the area of 
values. 

Proposition I: 

The normal evolution of the business-society area has led to acceptance of values 
and ethics as important components of the environment. 

In 1970, the American Assembly of Collegiate Schools of Business appointed a 
committee to examine the future of management education. When, on December 5, 
1975, this committee issued its report, a key conclusion was expressed in this sentence: 
"The rules, regulations, and game plans by which American managers must operate 
today are dramatically changed from the bottom-line management philosophy of even a 
decade ago." 4 In that same year there occurred a very important workshop at Berkeley 
which gave particular emphasis to the state of the art and to future programs. The 
gathering included deans, scholars from a variety of disciplines, and business leaders. 
The planners duly noted that the field of business and society had undergone rather 
severe growing pains and that the growing pains would undoubtedly continue because 
the field itself was not simply "interdisciplinary" but it was "multidisciplinary" as well. 
As a consequence of its nature, this scholarly area caused a certain degree of discomfort 
among teachers within it; however, it was clear to the planners that "the compelling 
issues of the economy today (whether they be social policy, government intervention, 
post-industrial capitalism, corporate governance, or whatever) cannot be discussed 
independently of the great philosophical issues of our times." 5 

The study by Rogene Buchholz reported the joint efforts certain deans and by a 
committee of the Academy of Management to spell out, in even greater detail, the 
meaning of the field and ways of teaching it. The conclusions stated in the Buchholz 
Report are worth repeating: there must be 

"a comprehensive approach that considers at least the political, social, 
economic, legal, and ethical aspects of the environment." A critical fourth 
recommendation is this: 

The focus of the approach should be on management rather than political 
science, social science, economics, law, or ethics, but all relevant disciplines 
ought to be brought to bear on the subject matter. The managerial focus 
should consider how the environment impacts the management of business 
organizations and how management might respond to meet the challenges 
public policy issues present. Emphasis should also be given to the ways in 
which the "rules of the game" are changing for business and other 
organizations in society as a result of changes in their environments." 9 
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The conclusion is clear: all analytical roads lead to an intellectual city called 
VALUES! Value analysis is destined for incompleteness and inadequacy if it does not 
make room for a serious component called ethical inquiry; and ethical inquiry, in turn, 
can be most rigorously carried out in separate courses taught by competent scholars who 
understand what the field of business-environment involves and the specifically ethical 
issues it incorporates. 

Proposition II 

Understanding the business system requires not only economics, but sociological- 
anthropological and historical-philosophical analyses as well. 

It is axiomatic that individuals cannot manage well that which they poorly 
comprehend. While no single manager has overall responsibility lbr the business system, 
those individuals (particularly when charged with obligations for the larger corporation) 
do have responsibilities toward the system: to maintain its strength, assure its vitality, 
increase its productivity, and provide fair distribution of goods and services. A good 
working hypothesis is that understanding is best promoted when provided on many 
levels; this multi-level analysis is, in fact, already going on and a simple illustration 
demonstrates the fact. 

Scholars from economics, sociology-anthropology and history-philosophy examine 
the business system from different perspectives which, in the aggregate, are enriching 
and reinforcing. Economists see the system's essential characteristics in terms of market 
exchange, open competition, profit-and-loss possibilities, and reliance on private 
initiative for the production of goods and services. Obviously, questions of efficiency, 
capital formation, cost-benefit analyses, and the like are undertaken and normally 
reported in quantitative terms. Yet economists are quick to point that important concerns 
are not treated from the economist's tool kit. The market system generates no personal 
loyalties, calls for no sacrifices for the public interest, provides no vision of the good 
society. 10 

On another level, anthropologists and sociologists work to position the business 
system within a larger society and the classic study by Talcott Parson and Neil Smelser 
provides a good starting point for appreciating how these descriptions enlarge our 
perceptions. H Developed in rather elegant detail is the argument that the values of 
economic rationality (and therefore the values of the market) are always tempered by 
other rationalities; consequently, the business system cannot be self-contained because 
its influences--and is influenced by--various political and social considerations. This 
formal sociological analysis reminds students of the relative youthfulness of our market 
system and of the fact that other societies operated under other rubrics of rationalism to 
satisfy needs: students learn that the reciprocative system which, marked by gift-giving 
among families and clans and by collaborative efforts such as the farmers would 
undertake at harvest time, got along without economic calculations of prices, payments 
and wages. The sociologists-anthropologists also call attention to the redistributive 
system--a society where economic goods and services are brought to a central place and 
then passed through to the rest of the population. Highly progressive tax structures allow 
the central government to play this role in contemporary societies: each class of 
recipients receives out of the common pool (and according to an accepted standard of 
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equity) what it needs. The third pattern, which is the most recent, is the one we know as 
our business market system. 

The questions arises: what do anthropologists and sociologists give to our 
understanding of  business systems that economists generally ignore? It is a sense that all 
social systems--reciprocative, redistributive, or exchange--have trade-offs. The inquiry 
quickly dispels the notion of  perfection in any social structure. This course of inquiry 
can add its own special dimension by asking which of  the systems, in a complex, 
industrialized society such as ours, can best be fashioned to serve the needs of man. 
Such comparative studies deepen understanding of the market system. 

The third form of analysis might be characterized as historical-philosophical. 
Working within this field, scholars seek to probe the meaning of the modern liberal state 
and its supporting doctrine. If  students have learned from sociologists and 
anthropologists that the market system was a "great transformation" occasioned by 
changes in conceptions of  land, labor, and capital, this level of inquiry seeks to ask why 
such changes were accepted in the first place, and whether the supportive ideological 
system is still valid. It becomes clear that a liberal society stands in sharp contrast to the 
post-feudal aristocratic system of fixed social ranks: social position no longer defines 
political status and all men achieve a formal equality under the law; private property is 
looked upon as the surest guarantor of  individual liberty; and individual liberty is, in 
turn, viewed as the most precious of all human attributes. 

The preeminence of private property, individual liberty, and the credo of progress 
characterize the contemporary liberal state even when it evolved into an industrial 
society: mass production for mass consumption became its distinctive mode of 
economic activity. To protect the personal life, both economic and moral, the 
government was restrained from invading individual privacy. This principle is 
recognized as primary. 

The philosopher will often take us one step further to ask embarrassing questions: 
If no person or group is inherently legitimized to exercise power and if we esteem mass 
consumption, do we not implicitly accept the premise that those who can manipulate man 
and nature for productive goods are rightfully the leaders of society? Is not human 
reason then more preoccupied with ends rather than means? Has society possibly 
become an association not of  mutually supportive persons but of separate individuals 
who, by and large, are fated to struggle one against the other? If  the individual's hunger 
for some relationship with the transcendent is privatized, what public form will 
individuals seek to establish a relationship with the transcendent? Is the inevitable 
outcome of  a liberal society a strong social inclination to play down the mediating roles 
of other social bodies like the church and the family? 

In making this brief exploration into the economic, sociological-anthropological, 
and historical-philosophical realms, there is no thought of offering definitive judgments 
on the correctness or incorrectness of the varies analyses. Rather the purpose is to 
demonstrate the necessity of  ethical inquiry if we are to deal with those things that are 
important to a society: freedom and quality, justice and fraternity. 

Proposition III: 

Behind the current debate over government regulations lies a much more fundamental 
ideological difference between two intellectual elites who are working to shape, or 
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reshape, the future of the political and economic systems. The ideologies must be 
judged according to ethical criteria. 

We have seen that the evolution of the business-society field already has 
incorporated the concept of values, including ethics, and that understanding of this area 
literally cries out for ethical analysis. The need is compelling because of the growing 
interaction between government and business and because of profound challenges to the 
basic institutions which support the free market and the representative government. 

A fierce ideological battle is shaping up whose results are of great importance to all 
Americans and that the current debate on government regulations is simply the tip of  this 
ideological iceberg. A review of the current scene may be helpful. 

We are at a point where Joseph Schumpeter's prophecy (that intellectuals would 
turn against the capitalist society which sustained them and destroy it) is now more than 
a remote possibility. J4 Historically, the intellectuals' pattern of hostility to their own 
societies is so well known that it needs no elaboration. While no elite group is 
monolithic (and their own feudings and differences are sometimes notorious), one 
astonishing point of near unamious agreement exists among contemporary intellectuals. 
Most agree that the life of the industrialist and business person is contemptible, 
degrading, and unworthy of serious commitment. 

The new intellectuals are not like the old vintage--are not like the old vintage-- 
outsiders ranting against the system and talking largely to themselves. The contemporary 
group profoundly influences a larger audience. They entertain the view of  a society 
where the State will become the secular god, dispensing justice in an even-handed way. 
Unlike the brain-trusts of old (whom Franklin Roosevelt used but then wanted to "keep 
out of politics"), the new breed has defined government and politics as the center of 
action. They want a piece of that action. 

Profound questions are being addressed, the government is becoming the major 
instrument for the working out of  these historic social changes, and debate over ethical 
issues is inescapable. 

If  these observations are true, then it follows that the moral presuppositions of both 
the "old" and "new" class of intellectuals must be examined through rigorous ethical 
inquiry. Future managers cannot be indifferent to these forces, and cannot assume that 
because they understand how interest groups operate, lobbyists perform, or government 
bureaus react, they have a genuine understanding of the dynamics of the society of which 
business is an essential part. The environment of business is not changing simply by the 
addition of more regulatory bodies or by a change in the nature of the regulatory process; 
it is being challenged--and possibly altered--by groups of people, largely nonelected 
and often anonymous, who seek control to shape the future of society. 

Murray Weidenbaum insists that the new regulators are bringing about a second 
managerial revolution. The first such revolution involved the displacement of the old 
and small bourgeois class by corporate managers; the second is directed toward 
transferring power from the corporate classes to the government. Unaware of the ethical 
values and the social philosophy of the new regulators, many businessmen are joining 
their ranks to demand a dismantling of regulations: to corporate executives regulations 
mean added burdens of cost. To the new class the old regulations mean protection of 
business. An "odd couple" partnership has thus developed which calls for dismantling of 
regulations but for different reasons. One may conjecture which kinds of regulations 
may go and who will be the ultimate "victor." When economic policy becomes the 
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enemy of the market we know that the stakes are greater than simply solutions for energy 
or inflation problems. 

Proposition IV 

Because American business managers are expected to think broadly about the nation's 
problems and assist in providing solutions, they must necessarily understand and 
participate in the debate mentioned above. To be effective they must approach the 
debate with rather sophisticated ethical understanding. 

Thus far, the basic argument has unfolded in this manner: the business system and 
its cultural environment are undergoing severe stress and there are some who are 
responding to the stresses by seeking to restructure society and business according to a 
new philosophy. Philosophy rejects the traditional emphasis on private ownership of  the 
means of  production as natural and inherently legitimate and a classical view of human 
nature of one primarily motivated by a rational and calculating utility maximization. 

In brief, there are people who believe with law professors Arthur Miller and Lewis 
Solomon that the time has come to put "constitutional restraints on the corporate beast" 
by having the Supreme Court "regard the giant corporation as a true government entity." 
22 One has no sure way of measuring the degree of support for such a view. The 
important note is that the examples simply demonstrate the thesis that sharp 
philosophical differences are dividing the opinion-molding elites of the United States. 
Such divisions have serious ethical implications, the substance of which can be probed 
most effectively by those students who wish to do so in specific ethics courses taught by 
competent business ethicists. 

The likelihood is that these philosophical debates will intensify and that 
involvement by business leadership will be accepted by the American people because 
such involvement can contribute significantly to sharpening the dialogue. 

The American manager has a great opportunity to become what David Finn has 
called "the corporate oligarch." 24 It is this oligarch - -  broadly experienced, widely 
traveled, well educated, socially committed - -  who has a profound stake in the outcome 
of the ideological debate and the potential for making major contributions to it. If  such 
oligarchs are often faulted by the critics for political naivet6, that ingenuousness is 
disappearing. But their greater political sophistication must be accompanied by greater 
ethical sophistication and the time to begin the process occurs when an individual is at a 
graduate school of business - -  and, most particularly, when the individual has had some 
practical experience. 

Proposition V 

The complexity of the modern organization (including more demanding standards for 
ethical behavior by all organizational employees and changing judicial interpretations 
on what constitutes personal responsibility) has intensified the need for instruction in 
management ethics. 
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Since the emphasis in the foregoing treatment has been on the external environment 
it is appropriate now to turn to the enterprise itself in order to examine the nature of 
management ethics. Quite clearly, in a practical order, lines between the external and 
internal environment cannot be simply drawn. As a general proposition, however, it can 
be said that on top management primarily rests the responsibility for scanning the 
environment, adjusting to it, seeking to preserve it, or working to change i t--and always 
with the good of  the enterprise and the society in mind. At lower managerial levels, 
behavioral problems are related to the foregoing but in a more diluted way and certain 
issues can be distinctly different. 

Because courts are placing more specific responsibilities on individuals for 
malfeasance or nonfeasance, because the public is demanding moral performance from 
every organizational employee, and because it is in the interest of the enterprise itself to 
follow ethical standards, it is important to provide students with opportunities to study 
what they and their superiors confront as ethical issues. In its quintessential form it is a 
way of  carrying out Alfred North Whitehead's observation that education's primary 
objective is to develop the imagination in all of  its aspects. The moral imagination can 
be disciplined, and, by discipline, enlarged. And this process, in Whitehead's view, 
occurs best during periods of  youth when the individual is imaginative and idealistic and 
has the enormous advantage of  not being burdened by major responsibilities. 25 What 
happens, however, is that the young are usually put to routine work and prolonged 
routine can dull the imagination. The consequence is that "qualities essential at a later 
stage of the career are apt to be stamped out in the earlier stage". It becomes the 
function of  the university to prepare for "an intellectual career, such as modern business 
or one of the older professions, by promoting the imaginative consideration of the 
various general principles underlying that career." 

Ethical questions at this level can take a variety of forms and the following are 
suggestive only: Are we producing products that society really needs? Are the products 
safe? Are lines of  communication such that differences of opinion can be frankly 
expressed without fear of retribution? The first ethical obligation for managers is to 
determine what responsibilities belong to them. If the responsibilities are such that they 
cannot be discharged with integrity, then the next obligation is to seek redefinition in 
such positive ways that ready support will be given to this proposition: "the task of 
ethical management is to have seen the conflict coming-- to have deployed, rearranged, 
or created resources so as to reconcile human welfare with the requirements of the 
institution." 33 

From the perspective of management ethics, an organization is not simply a 
machine of interchangeable personnel parts; it is, rather, a web of moral relationships. 
Moral relationships breed moral responsibilities and such obligations cannot be 
discharged unless they are first understood. One of  management ethics' central concerns 
is the exploration of the interplay between self-interest and concern-for-community--and 
the organization's claim as well. Not many business courses provide opportunities for 
structured analysis of this tension, and for intensive scrutiny of  moral criteria which 
provide guidance to managers in business decision-making. Possibly the most 
overlooked aspect by business faculties is the fact that they are teaching teachers. In a 
democratic and participative society, managers retain power and achieve goals no longer 
by role or unchallenged power but by the strength of their logic and morality. The 
American manager is no hidden persuader. He is out in the open: visible, vulnerable, 
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vital. The persuasive power of such leadership comes only when it carries the stamp of 
total authenticity. 

Proposition VI 

Certain misguided expectations of what are the appropriate goals of  courses in business 
ethics are hampering curricular innovations and adaptations in the area of values. 

Suppose for the moment that the prevailing opposition to separate courses in 
business ethics begins to accept the argument as it has been presented thus far. Has a 
definitive case been made for the inclusion of applied ethics courses in the business 
curriculum? Not necessarily! Major matters of  legitimate controversy still touch on the 
purposes and content of such courses, the modes for teaching them, and the kinds of 
individuals necessary to carry the added academic burden. 

Let us recall the Buchholz Study which reports that business faculties see "two 
approaches to dealing with ethics in a classroom situation: the first to use cases to 
sensitize students" to the ethical problems they will confront as managers and "the other 
is to examine ethical variables in management decision-making through formal structures 
of moral reasoning. Most people interviewed favor the first approach, in large part 
because they felt more comfortable with it and were not equipped to deal with ethics in a 
formal manner. The latter approach would require someone with an advanced degree in 
the field of  ethics." 35 

A few observations are in order. "Feeling comfortable" is scarcely a solid reason 
for not venturing into new academic ground when so many reasons exist to demonstrate 
the appropriateness of curricular adaptations. Secondly, "sensitizing students" is really 
not the same as "educating students" and it may be presumed that the latter is preferred 
to the former. As a third item it should be noted that, by restricting discussion to the 
"classroom situation," the inference is drawn that the majority of business scholars do 
not attach great importance to original research into problems which require the 
application of  ethical judgment. And, finally, the majority opinion that teaching 
management decision-making "through more formal structures of moral reasoning . . . 
would require someone with an advanced degree in ethics" is a viewpoint that recent 
developments challenge. 

There are a growing number of institutes and centers concerned with a variety of 
ethical problems. Among the many, mention might be made of the Hastings Center, 
directed imaginatively by Daniel Callahan, because this Center has established an 
enviable track record in advancing the frontiers of medical and bio-medical ethics. The 
Hastings people have now turned their attention to business ethics--an initiative which 
itself suggests insufficient attention on the part of the business faculties. Examining the 
appropriate qualifications for teaching ethics, Daniel Callahan (whose own degree, 
incidentally, is in philosophy from Harvard) opened the analysis in these words: 

Who is qualified to teach a course in ethics? On the face of  it, the 
question would appear simple to answer: anyone who has received a 
graduate education in the field of ethics. That answer, however, is too easy. 
First there are a number of academically solid courses in ethics being taught 
by those who do not have graduate training in the field. Second, effective 
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courses in applied and professional ethics usually require knowledge of 
material drawn from a wide range of otherfields and disciplines, e.g., law, 
medicine, the social sciences. Third, credibility in the teaching of applied 
and professional ethics seems, on occasion, to require not only academic 
knowledge but personal experience of the kinds of moral problems 
encountered in personal or professional decision-making. Fourth, a case 
might be made that in at least some circumstances personal traits and 
unusual pedagogical skills are more important than academic credentials. 
Fifth, just what is "the field of ethics"? There are at least two important 
streams in Western ethics itself, one stemming from religious and the other 
from philosophic traditions. Moreover, within many professions there are 
independent traditions and mandated practices stemming from professional 
codes and time-honored mores. 36 

Pursuing his own observation, Callahan recognizes the need for firm academic 
grounding in the subject matter of  ethics but rejects that form of disciplinary chauvinism 
"which contends that only those who have advanced degrees in moral philosophy or 
moral theology are properly qualified. That is correct in only one respect: they, and 
only they, are properly qualified to teach courses that fall strictly and entirely within their 
own disciplines. But the subject matter is very different for the teaching of applied 
ethics and professional ethics. It is at this point that the field becomes, of  necessity, 
interdisciplinary, requiring knowledge both of ethics and of the other fields to be 
analyzed . . . it is ethics and law, ethics and biology, ethics and journalism, (ethics and 
business) and so on. A person trained exclusively in ethics will not be fully qualified to 
teach such courses; other knowledges will have to be required. Yet, by the same token, 
someone trained in a discipline other than ethics can become qualified to teach ethics if, 
in addition to training in his or her own field, additional training is required in ethics." 37 

If we reflect on the intellectual odysseys of those scholars already engaged in the 
business-society area we find that they have already undergone "additional training" 
through formal course work, workshops and a regimen of self-study. Indeed, one can go 
beyond this one field to note that the majority of senior business professors now teaching 
courses in organizational theory, decision-making, personnel management and the like 
have undergone "additional training." The question must be asked; therefore: what 
justifies the belief that only those having advanced study in ethics can meet the 
specifications? 

The Buchholz Report, however, indicates that business scholars are also concerned 
over (a) the purpose of courses in ethics, (b) the content of such courses and (c) the 
modes of teaching. Comments on each are in order. 

(a) Purposes 

What goal should a business faculty have in mind if it approves a new course in 
business ethics? Analogical reasoning may help at this point. When a person teaches 
accounting the obvious goal is to provide learners with information and analytical skills 
that enable them to function effectively as auditors, comptrollers and the like. The goal 
is to so educate students that they may apply professional skill within the accounting 
field. So, too, with the surgeon or the dentist. A skill is put to work. The goal of the 
business ethics teacher cannot be placed on identical grounds. If  the well-trained 
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accountant practices a sophisticated art and science, so does the well-trained manager--  
but with this difference: whilst managing others the individual simultaneously manages 
himself/herself. Ethical instruction involves not simply moral issues but moral agents: 
the former are usually complex and the latter are always free. Complexity and freedom 
invariably induce tensions. To conclude, therefore, that teaching ethics provides 
assurances that the managers will master his ethical self is to create a false goal. 

And the question of assuring competent performance is always put to some 
challenge in any area of instruction. Should courses in investment analysis be dropped 
because poor market forecasts are often made? Ought industrial relations courses be 
eliminated because strikes continue? Should market analysis be downgraded because the 
"Edsel Syndrome" has appeared in more than one enterprise? Should we reduce the 
range of accounting courses because of some conspicuous auditing failures? 

Yet it is reasonable to hope that greater understanding will produce higher ethical 
behavior; certainly, ethical competence should improve the quality of managerial 
decision-making because a professor of ethics will raise moral questions that others may 
not have even perceived and, having fulfilled this critical function, will offer an array of 
answers that will be tested on rational grounds. Further, the language of the ethics 
course is normative and the idiom, distinct from the descriptive-analytical language of 
the social sciences, will have a certain value in enlarging the students' appreciation of 
moral dilemmas. 

(b) Content 

One important aspect in the discussion over content turns on those specific actions 
or policies taken by businessmen when the law is either silent or ambiguous or where the 
public seems indifferent. Such things as conflict of  interest, privacy, confidentiality, 
whistle-blowing, political involvement or influence, comparative advertising, are 
examples of this genre. The deeper dilemma, however, touches on the content of ethical 
criteria themselves and how they are determined. 

Since we live in a world where business and industrial managers have the power to 
alter the lives of people dramatically--for good or for evil--it  seems more imperative 
than ever that formal consideration be given to questions of such momentous importance. 
Whether such consideration can be given adequately as part of  a course in business 
policy or organizational theory or business and society is highly problematic. 

The normative content of courses in business ethics may be developed in diverse 
ways--from a religious heritage, by the human instinct to ask questions regarding what is 
right and wrong, or from a legitimate interest in the social-moral significance of 
decisions made by corporation executives. If ways of presenting the sources of ethical 
norms differ, so, too, do modes of  ethical reasoning differ. But the student will come to 
appreciate the distinctions between, say, the deontological and consequentialist forms of 
reasoning, or between Kantian and utilitarian speculations. In some cases both teacher 
and student may be able to work out certain intellectual reconciliations. The very nature 
of ethical inquiry is different from that employed in other courses. And the prospect is 
that decision-making will be improved when managers have learned how to examine 
their own moral presuppositions, the ideological content of the business system, and the 
value assumptions in company organization and policy. 

(c) Modes of Teaching 
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Since business professors are greatly attracted to the case method of teaching, it is 
well to bear in mind the important distinctions made by Emmanuel Kant between and 
understanding and judgment. The apposite quotation is from The Critique of  Pure 
Reason: 

Though understanding is capable o f  being instructed, and of  being equipped 
with rules, judgment is a peculiar talent which can be practiced only, and 
cannot be taught. It is the specific quality o f  so-called mother-wit; and its 
lack, no school can make good. For although an abundance o f  rules 
borrowed from the insight o f  others may indeed be preferred to, and as it 
were, grafted upon a limited understanding, the power of  rightly employing 
them must belong to the learner himself" and in the absence of  such a natural 
gift no rule that may be prescribed to him for  this purpose can insure against 
misuse . . . A physician, a judge, or a ruler may have at command many 
excellent pathological legal or political rules, even to the degree that he 
may become a profound teacher o f  them and yet, nonetheless, may easily 
stumble in their application. For although admirable in understanding, he 
may be wanting in natural power of  judgment. 46 

If Kant's insights are applied to business teaching it is recognized immediately that 
case analysis can help students apply judgments but that case analysis alone can, to use 
Kant's words, "weaken at effort which is required of the understanding to comprehend 
properly the rules in their universali ty. . ."  The challenge for teachers of business and 
management ethics is to mesh the disciplined theorizing that enlarges understanding to 
the practical applications of  ethical criteria through cases that require judgment. 
Pragmatically oriented and usually anti-historical, business students tend to rebel against 
structured, formalized theorizing in ethics. There is also some rebellion against the 
exclusive use of the case method. The good manager possesses both understanding and 
judgment. The good teacher seeks to enhance both capabilities. 

Conclusion 

Profound issues trouble America today. Freedom and responsibility, respect for 
persons, Third-World claims against the industrialized nations, the multinational 
corporation's rights and duties are all examples. Each involves profound ethical issues. 
No one can speak of integrity of the corporation or the integrity of the government or the 
integrity of the university without recognizing a simple maxim: To achieve integrity 
every organization must be true to its purpose, faithful in its execution, honorable in its 
standards. 

The debate on whether to incorporate separate business and management ethics 
courses into the curriculum is following the very same debate that occurred over the field 
of business-and-society. This area has, by and large, achieved its own niche within the 
business curriculum. I share the view expressed by Harvard's President, Derek Bok, 
when he said: 

I f  a professional school divides the responsibility for  moral education among 
a large number o f  faculty members, most instructors will not have a 
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knowledge of ethics that is equal to the task. Many of them will give 
shortshrifi to the moral problems and concentrate on other aspects of the 
course materials that they feel more equipped to teach. The difficulties are 
clearly illustrated by the findings of  a recent report from a prominent 
business school. After listing a wide variety of  moral issues distributed 
throughout the curriculum, the report described the reactions of a sample of  
students and faculty: "Almost without exception, the faculty members 
indicated that they touch on one or more of these issues frequently but while 
they were certain they cover the issues, they often had second thoughts about 
how explicit they had been. Almost equally, without exception, students felt 
the issues are seldom touched on and when they are, are treated as 

• , ,  4 8  afterthoughts or digresstons. 

Afterthoughts? Digressions? Are we not at the point where the instructors might 
heed the instructed? Students are coming to professional schools fully aware of 
significant institutional failures in their own lives. As socializing instruments which 
inculcate values, the American family has failed, the elementary and secondary schools 
have failed, the church has failed, and the university has failed. 

The restoration of rigorous courses in professional ethics, however, is not likely 
unless the recent history of both the professions and the universities is well understood. 
The professions turned to the universities for training shortly after the beginning of the 
twentieth century--and almost precisely at the time when universities were renouncing 
ethical instruction as part of their basic mission. Value-free inquiry was deemed to be 
the legitimizing force for any respectable discipline and for established fields of 
professional study. Dominated by a positivist philosophy, scholars felt comfortable that, 
after describing and analyzing effectively, they would then present optimal ways for 
accomplishing a particular goal. Goals themselves remained immune to scholarly 
criticism: means, not ends, counted. The argument was seemingly plausible; since 
examination of goals incorporated value-analysis, such inspections invariably led to 
preference or advocacy. The line between education and propaganda, therefore, could 
not be maintained. 

Nicely ignored, or evaded, were equally pressing questions: Can a profession 
achieve its own moral maturity without ethical inquiry? May the natural inclination of 
the critical intelligence to look at values be denied access to the normative? If 
Americans are schooled to esteem liberty above all else, is it not true that universities 
must teach people how to discharge the responsibility that goes with freedom? It must 
be remarked parenthetically that the need for such "civic" training has been intensified 
by the complexity of public life and by the developing relationships between 
corporations and government: business managers play a significant part in the interplay. 

Viewed from long historical perspective, the professional schools might well recall 
the fact that the medieval university, though often hailed as the paradigm for liberal 
education, always stressed the professional schools--theology, law and medicine. 
Medievalists never lost sight of the important nexus between theory and practice, 
between conceptualization and realization. The ideal of liberal learning, long ago 
exemplified with the medieval university through its professional schools, is also a 
challenge to our time. 

Liberal learning has always incorporated a moral and ethical content. As heirs to 
that liberal tradition professional schools, including business, have precedents to inspire 
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and challenges to meet. We must ask whether we have ignored our long tradition and 
accepted uncritically our recent history. There have been self-imposed restrictions. 
Some are valid and some have grown out of a preference for value-free inquiry. But has 
not the time come (to use Pound's intriguing l i n e ) -  

to break the pentameter? 
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William C. Frederick made it quite clear in his paper why Conceptual Foundations o f  
Business was a book that made a difference) With its publication in 1961 Richard Eells 
and Clarence Walton provided "much food for thought" for the leaders of the corporate 
community, schools of business administration, and makers of public policy. The 
purpose of this paper is to reflect on what it was like trying to implement these and 
similar ideas. Would these ideas encounter a friendly or hostile environment? Would 
business school faculties be eager to present them to their students and to embrace and 
expand upon them in their research? Who would teach and research these new, 
multidisciplinary concepts, ideas and theories? Would an infrastructure develop to 
support an emerging business and society field of  management study? If so, would it 
become an integral part of the management education establishment? Was the national 
accrediting agency for collegiate schools of business prepared to provide the leadership 
needed to meet the challenges that these ideas presented to management education. 
These ruminations about such issues span a period of approximately twenty years 
beginning around 1960. 

Since the infamous sixties constitute much of  this time period, one might quickly 
conclude that nothing more need be said. We all know that it was an uncertain, turbulent 
time within the halls of  ivy as elsewhere. Many students and some faculty began to 
question the need for core curricula, required courses, and course prerequisites. These 
were the trappings of the academic establishment. So, student teach-ins were conducted 
to educate the professoriate. Frequently these were conducted while the students were 
on strike. It was hardly a placid time to be talking about changing the curriculum, an 
undertaking which in the best of times and under the best of circumstances ushers in 
philosophical rumblings, appeals for change and the status quo, and political actions to 
protect one's turf. 

But, was it different in schools of business and management? Hadn't the harsh 
criticism in the Carnegie and Ford Reports of 1959 about how students of business were 
being educated "softened things up" so that those inside the business school 
establishment were eager to cooperate in restoring its good name? 2 That certainly was 
the view expressed almost thirty years later in a follow-up study commissioned by the 
American Assembly (formerly Association) of Collegiate Schools of Business (AACSB), 
the national accrediting body for schools of business and management: 
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Earnest introspection had been the mode for annual meetings during the 
decade of the fifties: the business school establishment was ripe for reform. 
Thus the Gordon and Howell and Pierson reports, backed by the prestige (and 
money!) of the Ford and Carnegie Foundations, had a ready audience which 
had been 'softened up' to accept and act on recommendations [italics 
added] .3 

This view, in my judgment, is the exact opposite of what the few of us who were working 
for management curriculum reform experienced in the sixties and seventies. 

A wide range of factors and circumstances accounted for this resistance. For most 
collegiate schools of business there wasn't a good name to be reclaimed. While schools 
and departments offering business courses had existed on many campuses for decades, 
they were generally viewed as not appropriate or legitimate by the rest of the university. 
I recall overhearing an economics professor telling a group of students at a career fair 
that if an economics student ended up teaching in a business school it was because s/he 
couldn't make it in an economics department within a College of Arts and Sciences. I 
also recall attending a College of Arts and Sciences faculty meeting while a teaching 
assistant at a major state university. The issue before the faculty was an inquiry from the 
university administration about taking the unit in Arts and Sciences that taught business 
courses and spinning it off as a separate school. The only concern raised was what 
would happen to the dollars that business students contributed to the budget. The 
students, faculties, and administrators of all too many business schools went into the 
sixties accustomed to being "second class citizens" and to having their schools 
considered "dumping grounds" and "cash cows." 

Furthermore, it was easy for those within schools of business and management to 
rationalize the findings and recommendations of the Ford and Carnegie Reports. For 
instance, economists played a heavy hand in writing those reports. All one had to do was 
read the curriculum standard and you suspected that economists also had too much 
power within AACSB. "At least forty percent of the total hours required for a bachelor's 
degree must be taken in subjects other than business and economics provided that 
economic principles and economic history may be counted in the business or nonbusiness 
groups" (italics added). Then there was that "little gem" that if you had a doctorate in 
economics, AACSB considered you terminally qualified to teach almost anything within 
the business schools. Furthermore, the economics major was the close competitor for the 
business curriculum. So, the economists along with business professors from elitist 
graduate schools of business administration, who in the 1959 reports argued for a broad, 
professional education in management and recommended that the forty percent in 
nonbusiness courses be raised to fifty percent, were simply trying to get a bigger slice of 
the management curriculum lor arts and sciences in general and economics in particular. 
Who were these self-serving economists to tell those inside schools of business that their 
"houses were not in order?" 

And, who on the inside was eager to act on the recommendations? The very 
overspecialization, course fragmentation, vocationalism, and first job orientation that the 
reports castigated resulted from, and were protected by, functionally designed, 
organizational structures. The accounting, business law, finance, marketing, and 
production departments were well entrenched fiefdoms, eager and well-positioned to 
defend their turf against all comers, especially economists with whom they had a love- 
hate relationship. 
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In the 1989 follow-up report, Porter and McKibbin suggested that at least AACSB 
was eager to act on the recommendations of  the Carnegie and Ford Reports. This was so 
because "earnest introspection had been the mode for annual meetings during the decade 
of the fifties." But, while in existence for almost half a century, AACSB was not in a 
position to exert effective leadership. Even Porter and McKibbin acknowledged that 
"AACSB operated rather like a gentlemen's c lub--a  club comprised of business school 
deans,"and that "expulsion or, for that matter, probation, while provided for in the 
AACSB's  constitution, was essentially unheard of  for a member school. ''4 The 1959 
Carnegie Report was extremely critical of AACSB: 

Membership in the Association provides no guarantee of  excellence. It is 
merely a certificate of a minimal and conventional kind of 
respectability .... Widespread and significant reform will be difficult to achieve 
through the Association, which thus far has not been noteworthy for bold and 
vigorous action or imaginative and progressive leadership. 5 

Only one in every five schools of business was a member of AACSB going into the 
sixties. The main entrance requirements were that the unit offering business education 
be autonomous in terms of  having its own budget and having a voice in hiring and 
promoting its faculty. Entrance was attained with accreditation of the undergraduate 
program. There were no standards set for graduate programs. Member schools were 
relatively free to design their own curricula, and many member schools, according to the 
1959 reports, were not in compliance with the minimal standards. 

For example, Gordon and Howell reported that "our analysis of  the undergraduate 
curricula of a sample of thirty-seven Association members revealed that 38 per cent were 
violating the 'forty per cent rule'."6 Machinery for reaccreditation was nonexistent. So, 
no stigma or penalty was attached to noncompliance. The business or management 
faculties of member schools went about their daily routines unhampered by AACSB 
standards or regulations. Many of the faculties of both member and non-member schools 
were unaware of  AACSB's  existence or of knowing, much less caring, whether their 
deans were members of the "gentlemen's club." So, AACSB entered the sixties having a 
lot of organizational building and development work to do before it could effectively 
pursue its rightful role as leader of the business education establishment. It certainly was 
not well-positioned to champion new challenges like Conceptual Foundations. 

This is a snapshot of the world that Conceptual Foundations in Business entered in 
1961. It was, however, not all negative by any means as William Frederick made clear 
to us. Insiders might easily rationalize the reports and eschew Conceptual Foundations, 
but they could not vanquish them. The very cultural and social unrest of the sixties, the 
anti-establishment frenzy, the debate about corporate social and environmental 
responsibilities, and rising concerns about ethics in general, and business ethics in 
particular, were among the powerful driving forces that presented challenges and 
demanded changes. 

Conceptual Foundations benefited directly from the major curriculum 
recommendations of the Gordon and Howell and Pierson reports especially those calling 
for an expanded and improved role for liberal arts instruction in the business curriculum. 
The reports urged faculties of business schools to work with their colleagues in the arts 
and sciences to reform the teaching of  liberal arts in undergraduate colleges. It was 
hoped that these joint efforts would extend well beyond simply creating an appreciation 
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for the liberal arts. "Rather the stress should be on developing in the student the capacity 
to appreciate, understand, enlarge upon, and use in his daily life what he learns in his 
liberal arts courses. ''7 With Conceptual Foundations of Business Eells and Walton 
started us down the road of  how this might be done. But such a multidisciplinary road 
map would not fit neatly into the discipline-oriented, functionally organized halls of 
higher learning. 

The stream of literature following the 1959 reports and Conceptual Foundations 
greatly enlarged and enriched the knowledge pool, kept the issues alive, and raised and 
sustained the momentum. The Committee for Economic Development, Business Week, 
and many others entered the foray. St. John's University devoted several issues of its 
Thought Patterns series to business education. In an article in one of these volumes 
William Frederick, then the Dean of the Graduate School of Business at the University 
of Pittsburgh, commented that: 

The nation's collegiate business schools are undergoing a revolution .... The 
revolutionary movement will never be understood if we restrict our viewpoint 
to the college campus. It did not originate there, nor is its main support to be 
found in the halls of ivy. We must turn instead to a still broader realm of 
explanation--the total culture, of which both the university and the business 
enterprise are parts--in order to achieve a full understanding of  the 
transformation of today's collegiate business schools. 8 

Employing a multidisciplinary brush similar to the one used by Eells and Walton, 
Frederick went on, just as he did for us today, to explore the inexorable cultural forces 
responsible for the revolution. He concluded that: 

... [T]he three central programmatic features of those schools--administrative 
theory, human relations, and social responsibilities of  business--are traceable 
in somewhat indirect but distinct ways to three massive cultural developments 
of twentieth century America--the organizational revolution, a renewed 
emphasis upon humanism, and a resurgent expression of  democracy. 9 

Clarence Walton was, of  course, a major and influential contributor to this stream 
of literature. For example, he and Joseph W. McGuire edited the Wadsworth Series, 
Problems in a Business Society, whose objective was to provide business students with 
knowledge of "the world outside of business and the relationships between business and 
its environment." Walton himself contributed to the series with the publication in 1967 
of Corporate Social Responsibilities, which eloquently explored the various meanings of  
corporate social responsibilities, set forth the positive and negative arguments for 
corporations undertaking such responsibilities, and initiated exploration of various 
models or ways by which that undertaking might be realized. 

His books frequently contained powerful teaching aids. ~° One that I used from 
Corporate Social Responsibilities was the case "Racial Justice: Employment and 
Promotion Policy in the Public Interest--United States Steel." I used it to introduce our 
MBAs to the corporate social responsibility debate. The case portrayed how, on 
September 16, 1963, the day after a bomb exploded in the Sixteenth Street Baptist 
Church in Birmingham, Alabama killing four black children, a white attorney told the 
Young Men's Business Club that the northern absentee owners and directors of  
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Birmingham's industries, especially United States Steel, bore the guilt for those tragic 
murders. He contended that they had not done anything to advance the cause of racial 
and social justice in Birmingham. U.S. Steel's response and subsequent events were well 
publicized in the press and even made the Congressional Record. It was the event that 
brought national attention to the debate. The case was excellent for providing a 
historical context for considering the pros and cons of corporate social responsibility. 

In addition to the question of whether U.S. Steel should have used its power to 
further the cause of racial and social justice in Birmingham in 1963 was the question of 
what would have been the consequences if it had used its economic power to pursue 
those ends. For the purpose of speculating about this issue and, more importantly, to 
demonstrate the role of theory in business and society, I "married" the case to Edwin M. 
Epstein's dimensions of corporate power. H I asked the students to use the dimensions of 
power to analyze what would have occurred if U.S. Steel had used its economic power in 
that situation at that time. And, if they concluded, as many did, that the use of  economic 
power would have worsened the situation, they were asked about alternative ways that 
U.S. Steel could have used its power to contribute to those ends. Students began to view 
power as a variable rather than an constant and to analyze that multidimensional variable 
when formulating and executing corporate social and political strategies. I still consider 
this one of the most effective course modules that I developed--historical, economic, 
social, political, and ethical influences were quickly brought together in a dynamic, 
relevant context. 

Not only was Walton a pioneer in the study of what knowledge managers needed 
to know about business and its environment and how it should be taught, he showed 
many of us how to actually do curriculum reform and development. He had done 
undergraduate curriculum revision as Dean of the School of Business at Duquesne 
University from 1953-58. He then went to Columbia University's Graduate School of 
Business as a University Dean and Director of Curriculum Revision. So, in September 
1962, it made sense for me, as a newly appointed dean at Villanova University 
responsible for curriculum and faculty development in the College of  Commerce and 
Finance (C&F), to go to Columbia and consult Clarence. My appointment to this new 
position was a move toward fulfilling the University's commitment to have its business 
school accredited by AACSB. 

Clarence advised the establishment of a Curriculum Task Force consisting of five 
committees. One committee would serve as the steering committee. Three committees 
would work on identifying "the common body of knowledge," that is, what knowledge 
should be taught to each undergraduate of the business school. Each of these committees 
was given a particular area to investigate: business and the internal operations of the 
firm, quantitative analysis of business, and business and its external environment. The 
fifth committee would investigate teaching methods. To minimize turf battles, a hard 
rule was set down that the committees were not to discuss courses. After the common 
body of knowledge was identified and prioritized, the Steering Committee would take up 
the task of structuring that knowledge into courses. Almost every faculty member was on 
one of the committees. Each committee had a mix of senior and junior faculty and a mix 
of disciplines. So, for example, the number crunchers on the Quantitative Analysis of  
Business Committee would have to convince the behavioral scientists and lawyers on the 
committee that analysis of covariance should be included in the "common body of  
knowledge." 
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The Curriculum Task Force looked at both the business and the general or 
nonbusiness core in keeping with C&F's  mission statement: 

The Curriculum is constructed on the belief that specialized knowledge is 
professionalized in the acquisition of general knowledge and with one's 
ability to unify both kinds of learning. Hence, a carefully planned integration 
of  general and specialized education in method and content is desired to 
accomplish this objective--a well-rounded and integrated professional 
education. The responsibility of preparing professional students for effective 
citizenship and cultivated living is thus a responsibility of professional 
education that it cannot wholly delegate to general education; therefore, the 
College of Commerce and Finance believes its faculty the best qualified to 
determine what general knowledge integrates best with the specialized 
knowledge offered by the College. Nevertheless, since education for the 
business world can and ought to be studied within the main stream of the 
liberal arts tradition, guidance will be sought from the University's College of 
Arts and Sciences. 

The mission statement with this bold proclamation was approved by the University 
administration before setting up the task force. The common wisdom at that time held 
that only the liberal arts faculty could pontificate about what should be the content of the 
general or liberal arts core. So, we got away with heresy in a Catholic university. This 
bold, some would say arrogant, pronouncement produced some interesting results. For 
example, the Political Science Department was perplexed when informed that we no 
longer would require business students to take the university core course, American 
Government. In its place we wanted them to take Introduction to Political Science, a 
more analytical course that political science majors were required to take. The 
Curriculum Task Force had concluded that this change along with others that were made 
would provided a better liberal arts foundation upon which to build its vision of  a broad, 
professional education in management. 

Villanova was but one of many colleges and universities and I was but one of many 
university deans that benefited from Clarence's good counsel. Shortly thereafter, I had 
the good fortune to nominate him for an honorary degree. Villanova quickly concurred 
and awarded the degree in 1966. It was the second of 20 honorary degrees that Clarence 
has received. The first one was awarded by his alma mater, the University of Scranton. 

As a university dean from a school seeking AACSB accreditation I started to attend 
their annual meetings. In 1964 the meeting was held in Chicago. As part of the 
registration package one had the option of purchasing a ticket to see How to Succeed in 
Business Without Really Trying, quite an appropriate play for deans of collegiate schools 
of business. Upon arriving at the theater, I found that I was sitting next to Clarence. He 
mentioned that he really shouldn't be there; he should be back in his room at the Pick- 
Congress Hotel working on the luncheon address that he was to deliver the next day. 
The ten-minute or so standing ovation that followed that luncheon address was 
something I had never witnessed before or since. I have often wondered if Clarence got 
any sleep that night. There will be more about that speech later) 2 

It was 1969 before any major changes in AACSB's  curriculum standards became 
effective. This occurring ten years after the Carnegie and Ford Reports tells us 
something about how ripe the business school establishment was for reform. 
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Incidentally, "What Should be the Basic Subjects in Collegiate Education for Business?" 
was the theme for that 1964, AACSB meeting in Chicago. The phrase "common body of 
knowledge" (CBK) came into use with the 1969 changes, and the content of the business 
core or CBK was significantly restructured. Undergraduates at member schools would 
no longer be required to take courses in seven disciplines (accounting, business law, 
economics, finance, management, marketing, and statistics). They would now receive at 
least one year of work or instruction in the five fields compromising the CBK: the 
functional areas of business, quantitative analysis of business, external environment of 
business, organizational theory and behavior, and "integrating analysis and policy 
determination at the overall management level" or business policy. Note how closely the 
fields of  the CBK corresponded to the structural design that Clarence had recommended 
for Villanova's Curriculum Task Force seven years earlier. 

It was not until 1971, however, that those members of  the Academy of Management 
(AOM) who had a scholarly interest in the business-society interface had an opportunity 
to come together as a learned professional body. AOM organized into divisions, and 
established Social Issues in Management (SIM) as one of its ten divisions. It is 
reasonable to assume that it was the urgings of Keith Davis and George A. Steiner, past 
presidents of AOM, and of  Sumner Marcus, SIM's first Chairperson, that led to SIM's  
establishment as an AOM division. Attendance at the first few business meetings was 
quite small, in the 15-25 range. 13 SIM sessions were held during the annual AOM 
meetings, and members of SIM (SIMians) frequently had a hard time finding the tiny 
rooms in those big hotels where the SIM sessions were scheduled. 

The usual procedure for academic meetings is for the Program Chairperson to send 
out a call for papers, pick the best with the help of reviewers, and then arrange them into 
a meaningful program given scheduling constraints. I attended my first SIM meeting in 
1972, participated in a panel discussion devoted to course and curriculum development, 
and walked away from the meeting having been elected Program Chairperson for the 
1973 meeting. Sumner Marcus quickly took me aside and said that when you send out 
the call for papers you will not get many submissions. So, start putting the 1973 program 
together on your own right now. What sage advice that turned out to be, and it was 
fortunate that the 1973 meeting was in Boston, my home base. Sumner also suggested 
that it would be nice if at the next annual meeting SIM could award $100 for the best 
doctoral dissertation in the field. The award went to James E. Post, a doctoral candidate 
from the University of Buffalo. Incidently, his dissertation dealt with management and 
social change in the American insurance industry. 14 Post is a dedicated SIMian who has 
served as Division Chairperson. 

An early action by AACSB after the 1959 reports helped SIM to build its 
membership. AACSB opened its doors to corporate members. At that time General 
Electric had as one of its objectives: "To lead in research in all fields of science and in 
all areas of work relating to the business, including managing as a distinct and a 
professional kind o f  work" (italics added), is So, GE quickly became an active member 
of AACSB. GE was then deeply involved in developing public/social issues life cycles, 
environmental scanning, socio-political forecasting, and probability-diffusion matrices as 
tools for long-range strategic planning. 16 GE was also encouraging the corporate 
community to respond proactively to social and political issues, that is, to respond to 
those issues while they were in the early stages of their respective life cycles. It was their 
belief that such action would help forestall government regulation and maintain 
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corporate decision-making autonomy. Incidentally, Aetna Life and Casualty was quick 
to follow GE's lead in having a strategy for managing corporate external affairs. 17 

As part of  its effort to communicate this message, the General Electric Foundation 
with the assistance of  AACSB sponsored conferences at University of  California at Los 
Angeles from 1971-1979 under the direction of George Steiner, a former president of 
the AOM, a recognized strategic management scholar, one of  the founders of SIM, and 
an author of one of the earliest textbooks (now in its seventh edition) in the emerging 
business and society field. These conferences brought together faculty members who 
were teaching or about to teach business and society. George made sure they learned 
about SIM. The Foundation also funded a similar series of conferences jointly 
sponsored by Catholic University and Columbia University while Clarence was the 
president of Catholic University. 

SIM, in 1974, did not allow its small size to deter it from trying to influence 
AACSB. SIM was concerned that the business and its environment standard, known as 
Standard IV(b), was not producing the intended changes in business education. This 
standard which became effective in 1969 called for instruction in the common body of 
knowledge devoted to "(b) a background of  the economic and legal environment as it 
pertains to profit and/or nonprofit organizations along with consideration of the social 
and political influences as they affect such organizations." What was really new was 
calling for instruction about social and political influences. Instruction in economics and 
business law were well entrenched in the curriculum long before 1969 and supported 
inside by strong academic departments and outside by strong professional associations. TM 

SIM believed that many business schools were seeking easy ways of meeting Standard 
IV(b). 

For example, prior to 1969 courses in Contracts and/or Negotiable Instruments 
provided the evidence that member schools were meeting the business law portion of the 
curriculum standard. After 1969, many schools broadened the content of these courses 
or introduced courses in U.S. Jurisprudence and Legal Environment of Business. These 
were then proffered as evidence that they were meeting Standard IV(b). 

By 1974 it seemed to SIM that another questionable "end-run" around Standard 
IV(b) was developing. In 1969 Standard IV(e) was also added. It called for the 
inclusion in CBK of "a study of  administrative processes under conditions of uncertainty 
including integrating analysis and policy determination at the overall management level." 
While the standard did not specifically call for a required course in business policy, that 
in fact is what happened. Business Policy became the required, capstone course in 
undergraduate business and MBA programs. Business Policy and Planning (now 
Business Policy and Strategy) was one of the divisions that the Academy of Management 
established when it divisionalized in 1971. Standard IV(e) helped it to become one of  
the Academy's largest divisions. 19 Some schools started proffering their business 
policy course as evidence that they were meeting Standard IV(b) as well as Standard 
IV(e). 

Strong arguments could be made that that was indeed the case, because the 
business policy field was being driven by the same cultural forces that were driving the 
business and society area. H. Igor Ansoff, one of the early pioneers in the development 
of business policy (now generally called strategic management) as a discipline, observed 
that: 
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...[D]uring the past twenty years, a major escalation of environmental 
turbulence has taken place For the firm it has meant a change from a familiar 
world of  marketing and production to an unfamiliar world of strange 
technologies, strange competitors, new customers attitudes, new dimensions of 
social control and, above all, a questioning of the firm's role in society 
[italics added]. 2° 

He suggested that a firm's strategy needed to be extended beyond its 
"product/technology interface with the market" and assume "a new set of responsibilities 
with respect to the environment, and with establishing a new basis of social legitimacy 
for the firm." Ansoff saw the response to these concerns emerging in the form of 
concepts of capability strategy, of social responsibility strategy, and of political strategy. 

What Business Policy offered to member schools electing to use it as an "end run" 
around Standard IV(b) was: strategy as an unifying concept; the strategy formulation 
process for integrating the functional areas of business; 2~ strategy as matching the firm's 
internal resources with its external opportunities and threats; the social response process 
as the way businesses responded to social issues; 22 and chapters on environmental 
analysis and cases dealing with corporate social responsibility in business policy texts 
and casebooks. And, one of  the ways to evaluate a strategy was to examine whether the 
strategy fully exploited external opportunities and coped with environmental threats. 
Hence, the search for opportunities and threats became business policy's way of  doing 
environmental analysis. References were sometimes made to stakeholder analysis as 
another way of doing environmental analysis. Business Policy became not only the 
capstone course, but also the integrating course in undergraduate and graduate programs. 
So, if a school was seeking AACSB accreditation or reaccreditation, why not contend 
that Standard IV(b) and IV(e) were being met by requiring instruction in business policy, 
economics, and business law (especially U.S. Jurisprudence and/or Legal Environment 
of Business)? 

SIMians, however, in the mid-70s began to question whether Standard IV(b) was 
accomplishing what was intended. Their view was that little was being done to 
introduce instruction about social and political influences into management education. 
As Chair of SIM's  Curriculum Development Committee I reported to the membership 
that: 

While Business Policy is recognized as the case-oriented, integrative, 
capstone course in undergraduate and graduate programs within schools of 
business and management, cases that deal with the formulation and 
implementation of corporate social policy/strategy, if covered at all, tend to be 
appended rather than incorporated into the mainstream of the course. This 
add-on trend of  the 70s, which is evident when one reviews course syllabi and 
leading texts in the field, seems to be more a gesture to the corporate social 
responsibility debate of  the late 60s and early 70s than a recognition that 
corporate social policy might have some intimate connection with overall 
corporate strategy formulation. 23 

The two or three add-on cases tended to be "exotic cases" like "Campaign GM," "The 
Polaroid Experiment in South Africa," and "Xerox (A) and (B)" (dealing with Xerox's 
social service leave program). These were cases that did not even provide good 
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opportunities for students to learn about the social response process, much less learn 
about the pitfalls encountered when implementing that process. So, in August 1974, 
during the AOM's  annual meeting in Seattle, SIMians voted unanimously to establish a 
Committee on Curriculum and Standards. Its mission was to develop a position paper 
that expressed the membership's  concern about the wording and interpretation of 
AACSB's  Standard IV(b) and to arrange for a meeting with AACSB' s  Standards and 
Operations Committee to present those views. 

Amazingly, just four months later, and on very short notice, Lynn Peters and I, then 
SIM's  recent past and current chairpersons, found ourselves in St. Louis about to meet 
with AACSB's  Standards and Operations Committee. I say amazingly because it 
happened so quickly, and I am not sure what path got us there. Later on, the president of 
AOM informed the membership that our encounter with the standards committee was the 
first time that the AOM had that kind of interaction with AACSB. 

As SIM's  representatives we emphasized the principal points contained in the 
position paper that SIM's  Governance Committee had prepared. Each member of 
AACSB's  standards committee had received a copy of the paper before the meeting. We 
urged that Standard IV(b) and/or its interpretation be changed to reflect an integrated 
understanding between business and society employing relevant postulates and 
appropriate methodologies from cognate disciplines. The position paper argued that: 

To permit this subject to be met by being frittered away as a matter of 
secondary concern in other courses, no matter how well taught, is to distort 
the perceived significance of the subject matter in the mind of the student. 
This condition remains the case whether the standard is conceived of as 
satisfied by some course or courses in any one of the underlying disciplines, 
(e.g., sociology, law, political science, cultural anthropology, history, or 
philosophy) generally taught outside a school of business or management, or 
as part or whole of a course built around one of the functional areas of 
business (e.g., marketing, finance, accounting, production, etc.). The question 
at hand is not a partial one, but a total one, dealing with business as a whole 
and society as a whole. 24 

What we were lobbying AACSB for was a pedagogical dimension, namely, integration. 
Business and Society should be an integrated course. The position paper had made this 
quite clear: 

Although it may seem unusual to precede a statement on content with one on 
methodology. It is here felt appropriate. The reason is that although there can 
be, we feel, a considerable difference in the content of  the course that still 
permits the attainment of a common goal, such is not the case with 
methodology . . . .  to permit the satisfaction of the subject matter by specifically 
denying the necessity of  integration is academically dysfunctional. Although 
several different courses could alternatively meet the requirement of 
integration, courses that only inferentially or peripherally deal with the 
subject matter are no effective substitute for the shaping of student thought 
and effort around the integrative process [italics added] .25 
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We hoped, I presume, for the kind of  success that Business Policy was experiencing as 
an integrative course. And, more importantly, it was an oblique way of saying that 
instruction in business law and economics by themselves, while necessary, should not be 
considered sufficient to meet Standard IV(b). 

The paper concluded that: 

It is the entire organization that is under study, and to fractionate the study of  
the relationship of the organization to its environment leaves the impact of the 
sum of the parts significantly less than the whole. 26 

While members of AACSB's  standards committee readily agreed that an integrated 
approach was clearly the intent and spirit of  Standard IV(b), they would not recommend 
to the full Assembly that it be written into the standard or its interpretation. To do so, 
they contended, would mean prescribing a course, a move that was directly opposite 
from that taken in 1967 when AACSB moved away from evaluating courses as a basis 
for accreditation. 27 The SIM representatives countered that the present wording and the 
way the standard was being interpreted favored the maintenance of the status quo. In our 
judgment there was nothing in the wording of the standard or its interpretation that 
conveyed to member schools that anything other than an incremental change was needed 
to maintain accreditation. It was argued that what SIM was proposing would "put some 
teeth" into the standard and help stimulate the kind of search for innovative course and 
curriculum developments that was intended by the new policy. 

During the meeting, members of AACSB's  Standards and Operations Committee 
frequently voiced their concern about the need for a general consensus about what 
constituted the common body of knowledge in business and society. We responded that 
SIM shared that concern and was interested in developing such a consensus. Again, we 
proposed that changing the wording of the Standard IV(b) and/or its interpretation would 
serve as a potent way of stimulating the kind of interest and activity on campuses that 
would accelerate the formation of a broad-based consensus. 

An underlying issue during the meeting was who was going to fight the political 
battles that would ensue. The deans who made up AACSB's  standards committee joked 
among themselves about not needing another battle with their respective faculties. We 
countered that a dean with strong backing and leadership from AACSB had far more 
clout when engaging in a "friendly battle" with her/his faculty than a lonely SIMian or 
two within that faculty. We stressed that the emerging business and society field was a 
proper and urgent area for the exercise of strong AACSB leadership given what a more 
effective Standard IV(b) could contribute to a broad, professional education in 
management. Their response was that the leadership role belonged to SIM, and it should 
return when it had obtained a general consensus about the common body of knowledge 
in that field or had developed integrative frameworks (e.g., Epstein's dimensions of 
corporate power). 

There were follow-ups to the December 1974 meeting. AACSB's  Executive 
Secretary and the Chairperson of its Standards and Operations Committee participated in 
a SIM panel discussion, "Business and Society Course and Curriculum Design in Light 
of AACSB Standards IV(b)," during AOM's  1975 annual meeting. And, a SIM 
representative participated in a panel discussion of business ethics during AACSB's  
1976 annual meeting. 28 SIM's Governance Committee continued to work on the position 
paper with the intent of making its views known throughout AACSB. In April 1976, 
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William C. Frederick, then SIM's chairperson, sent to the deans of the member schools 
a copy of the revised position paper. The cover letter urged each dean to take three 
actions: "First, please share our position paper with appropriate faculty in your school. 
Second, send us your comments and reactions to our guidelines. And, third, we hope 
you will use your influence to improve the wording and practical interpretation of  
Standard IV(b) concerning social-environmental studies." 

To get still wider coverage, the position paper was submitted to the AACSB Bulletin 
for publication. In response to the Editorial Board's request that the paper be shortened 
by 20 percent, another round-robin revision was undertaken. Clarence was a member of 
the SIM's Governance Committee while much of this was happening. During this 
iteration, it was suggested that the article be cast in the form of guidelines "for use by 
visitation teams considering schools for membership in the AACSB Accreditation 
Council as well as for periodic review of member schools. ''29 The Bulletin article 
offered the following list of questions that could serve as guides in assessing business 
and society curricula: 

1. Does the school have an integrated, managerially oriented threshold 
course dealing with broad interrelationships between business and 
society, preferably offered on a required basis? 

2. Do the functional courses include coverage of relevant social issues? 
3. Does the policy course devote a significant amount of time to social 

environment matters and issues? 
4. Are advanced business and society electives available on a regular 

basis? 
5. Is there within the faculty a coherent, multidisciplinary view and 

approach to business and society and especially to the threshold 
course? 3° 

The article called for the threshold course having two additional pedagogical 
dimensions, namely, comprehensive or multidisciplinary coverage and a managerial 
orientation, while reiterating the need for an integrative dimension: 

The basic recommendation, therefore, is for an integrated course, covering a 
wide range of subject matter in the business and society interface, utilizing all 
relevant disciplines in analysis with a managerial orientation, and emphasizing 
the whole and the interrelationships among the parts. There are several 
possible approaches to meeting this objective, provided that the basic 
components mentioned here are kept in the forefront of course and curriculum 
design. 31 

SIM voted during its business meeting in August 1975 to establish a permanent 
Curriculum Development Committee to replace the Committee on Curriculum and 
Standards. This was a clear change in strategy. SIM embarked upon an even more 
active leadership role in developing the emerging business and society discipline. 
Assistance was offered to faculty members about to teach the course for the first time and 
to schools and faculty interested in developing courses and curricula. Work on the 
design of a state-of-the-art survey was undertaken during 1976 to determine what was 
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being taught about the business-society interface. The forward to the joint 
AACSB/CSAB 3z Report explained what happened to that project: 

While the study was being developed, it was learned that the Curriculum 
Development Committee of the Social Issues in Management Division of  the 
Academy of Management was considering a similar study. The chairman of  
this committee was contacted and graciously agreed to coordinate the efforts 
of the committee with this study to avoid duplication of effort 33 

It was easy for SIM to acquiesce to the Center for the Study of American Business since 
the joint study was being conducted by Rogene A. Buchholz, an active SIMian who 
served the division in many capacities including Division Chairperson. Besides, CSAB 
had funding for such a study, SIM didn't. 

According to the Buchholz Report, as the joint report became known within SIM 
and elsewhere, there was around 1977 general agreement within AACSB that improved 
course work and curriculum were needed in the business and society area. Schools of 
business and management were not responding fast enough to what was occurring in the 
external environment. Reform was needed if the schools were to adequately prepare 
future managers for the world in which they would be practicing their profession. It was 
in this context that: 

The Governmental Relations Committee of  the American Assembly of  
Collegiate School of Business thus took the lead in initiating a study to assess 
the 'state of the art' regarding the business environment/ public policy 
dimension in business schools and to make recommendations for 
improvement of course work and curriculum. The Center for Study of 
American Business at Washington University in St. Louis agreed to jointly 
sponsor the study as part of its ongoing research program in business and 
economic affairs. 34 

SIMians like to think that their December 1974 meeting with the AACSB's  standards 
committee and the follow-ups to that meeting played a significant role in convincing 
AACSB to take a more active leadership role in the development of business and society 
as a field of  study. And, AACSB called on many SIMiams in the next few years to help 
carry out that expanded role. 

In general, the Buchholz Report supported SIM's position paper including 
acceptance of the pedagogical dimensions for the threshold course. As to content, it 
recommended that: 

...[E]nvironmental and public policy material be combined in a single 
comprehensive required course .... This comprehensive course should cover a 
variety of environmental forces and factors. Perhaps the most important are 
the social, political, legal, and economic environments. 35 

It came out even stronger than SIM for a course having a management orientation: 
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This (management orientation) is different from an economic, political 
science, or philosophical orientation and makes a course of this kind in the 
business school a unique offering for which there is no substitute. 36 

And, the joint study recommended that Standard IV(b) be changed accordingly: 

A comprehensive background of the interrelationships between profit and/or 
nonprofit organizations and their external political, social, economic, legal, 
and ethical environments along with a consideration of  the public policy 
process and issues that arise out of these environments. 37 

Among what was new in the Buchholz Report was the explicit reference to the ethical 
environment and calling for specific instruction about the public policy process and 
issues. It is interesting that this 1979 AACSB co-sponsored report recommended a 
specific or threshold course when ten years earlier it had adopted the policy of  no longer 
evaluating specific courses for accreditation. 

Standard IV(b) was amended in April 1976 to make it explicit that instruction in 
ethical considerations was to be included in the common body of knowledge. Perhaps 
the most active group lobbying for this amendment was the National Association of 
Concerned Business Students (NACBS). It was formed by MBAs at Stanford University 
and became an influential and effective force calling for corporate change during the 
seventies. NACBS benefited from the dynamic leadership of  Kirk O. Hanson, one of its 
founders. He is now an active SIMian, teaching business ethics at Stanford University. 
He also served as the first president of The Business Enterprise Trust when it was 
founded by Norman Lear in 1989. 

The new ethics amendment provided some member schools with an opportunity to 
try yet another "end-run" around Standard IV(b). Undergraduates in business schools 
affiliated with Catholic colleges and universities were required to take philosophy and 
theology courses in the general or nonbusiness core. These were frequently offered as 
evidence that the ethical considerations provision of the amended standard were being 
met. I recall the consternation at Boston College when it was learned that an AACSB 
visitation team at another Jesuit university had judged otherwise. 

After serving as President of Catholic University of America, Clarence, in 1979, 
was back at Columbia University as an Adjunct Professor and was appointed the first 
holder of  the C. Lamont Post Chair of Ethics and the Professions at The American 
College. Once again, he was called upon to address the annual meeting of AACSB. The 
theme for the meeting was "Modern Values in Business and Management." Clarence 
emphasized that "the normal evolution of the business-society area has led to acceptance 
of values and ethics as important components of the environment," and that "the 
conclusion is clear: all analytical roads lead to an intellectual city called V A L U E S !  ''38 

SIM responded to the growing concern about business ethics by making it explicit in its 
domain statement to the AOM that business ethics instruction and research were integral 
parts of SIM. 

After the Buchholz Report, AACSB maintained its leadership role in making 
business and society and business ethics integral parts of a broad, professional education 
in management. And, it continued to call on SIMians to aid in carrying out that role. It 
sponsored conferences and workshops for faculty teaching, or preparing to teach, in 
those areas. For example, in 1979 an AACSB conference devoted to Business 
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Environment/Public Policy was held at the State University of  New York at Buffalo 
under the direction of Lee E. Preston. 39 In 1981 two AACSB conferences devoted to 
the same topic were held at the University of Maryland and at the University of 
California at Berkeley under the direction of Lee E. Preston and Edwin M. Epstein. 4° 
Both Preston and Epstein are SIMians and have served the division well in many 
capacities, including serving as division chairpersons. So, after debating each other in 
1974 about which one was better suited for the leadership role, AACSB and SIM ended 
up sharing that role. 

Clarence in 1979 and 1980 helped to give an international dimension to the 
business-environmental nexus and business ethics. He played a critical role in a joint 
AACSB and EFMD (European Foundation for Management) project devoted to the 
education and development of managers for the twenty-first century. He edited the final 
report of the Paris Conference that called for expanding "the business environment and 
public policy dimension of the management curriculum," and for having management 
schools and institutes develop "analytical approaches to courses in managerial and 
business ethics and to the impact of differing societal expectations on basic values. TM 

A final, and most important force at work throughout this 20-year period was the 
shortage of individuals qualified to teach business and society courses and curricula. It 
had to be uppermost in the minds of the deans who served on AACSB's  standards 
committee when Lynn Peters and I met with them in December, 1974. We can get some 
idea of just how bad the situation was if we return with Clarence to Columbia in 1958. 
One of the purposes in writing Conceptual Foundations of Business was to provide text 
material for a new course, Business 103, in the revised MBA program. A doctoral study 
that chronicled Columbia 's  experience in revising its MBA program reported that: 

A staffing problem for the near future was indicated by the need to offer at 
least five sections of Business 103 in autumn of 1960 and again in spring of 
1961. Other than Professor Walton there were no full-time faculty members 
qualified and interested in teaching the course. It was not easy to find, even 
among the younger faculty members not yet dedicated to a specialization, the 
broad interdisciplinary background required for the generalization and 
integration needs of this course. 42 

Later on, when several universities started to turn out students with appropriate 
doctorates, another problem arose, namely, getting those new faculty members promoted 
and tenured. 43 As you know, this university process calls for external evaluations of the 
research and publications of those nominated for promotion. Writing reviews for these 
nominees were some of the most difficult letters I have ever written, because the 
infrastructure supporting business and society as an academic discipline was just 
forming. You had to be quite creative not only in your defense of the candidate, but in 
your defense of business and society as a legitimate field of management study. 

There are, of course, regrets and second-guessings. My big one is that in the 
various iterations of  SIM's  position paper and in the 1974 meeting with AACSB's  
standards committee we never linked Standard IV(b) with the nonbusiness or liberal arts 
core. As indicated earlier, "What Should Be the Basic Subjects in Collegiate Education 
for Business?" was the theme of the 1964 AACSB meeting in Chicago. One of the 
points that Clarence made in his luncheon address at that meeting was that designating a 
40:60 (or whatever) liberal arts to professional course ratio did not solve the problem of 
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the academic content for collegiate schools of business. Yet, while AACSB stressed the 
importance of a broad education for professional management education, it never moved 
much beyond ratio setting. I wish we had suggested to the standards committee on that 
cold December day in 1974 that each school seeking AACSB membership or 
reaccreditation should be asked to explain why, and how, a major portion of its liberal 
arts core provided the conceptual foundations or common body of  knowledge upon 
which it built its professional core or management. 

With such a framework, our case for Business and Society as an integrative, 
comprehensive, multidisciplinary, management-oriented course would have been, in my 
judgment, much stronger. And, acceptance of such a provision would have helped 
schools of business to, in Clarence's words, "take this dedication to professionalism 
seriously." Accept the challenge to professionalize, was the powerful message that 
Clarence conveyed so effectively in that AACSB luncheon address in Chicago in 1964. 
And, it clearly merited the prolonged standing ovation it received. It was an extremely 
bold challenge to propose since: 

. ..[G]eneral and professional courses have been taught so truly in parallel that 
they have never met ... Only the joinder of humanistic and technical 
education in method and content so as to constitute a well-rounded and 
integrated professional educational can bring this (professionalization of 
specialized knowledge) about. 44 

Conceptual Foundations of Business provided clear insights as to how this might 
be done without professionalizing the liberal arts. Some have claimed that such an 
accreditation provision would professionalize the liberal arts. Rather, it would have been 
an attempt to professionalize specialized knowledge by "developing in the student the 
capacity to appreciate, understand, enlarge upon, and use in his daily life what he learns 
in his liberal arts courses" as urged in the Gordon and Howell or Ford Report. 45 I guess 
that in 1974 we were too focused on Standard IV(b) and "missed the forest." But, as 
stated earlier, the deans on the AACSB standards committee were reluctant to engage in 
political battles with their own faculties; imagine their reactions if we had suggested that 
they take on the faculties of arts and sciences. 

So, what was it like trying to implement ideas like those of Walton and his co- 
partners during the sixties and seventies? It wasn't easy. The external forces made it the 
best of times. The internal forces made it the worst of times. The internal forces were 
by and large unfriendly, uncooperative, and unsupportive; the business school 
establishment definitely was not "ripe for reform." Joseph W. McGuire, an early SIMian 
and former Chairperson of  the Division, frequently referred to a cadre of  early SIMians 
as "defrocked economists." One of  those "defrocked economists" was asked why he 
taught in a business school rather than in a college of  arts and sciences. He replied that it 
was where the action was. This certainly was true of schools of  business and 
management during the sixties and seventies. Those of us involved in the early struggle 
for business curriculum reform still recall the frustrations, still bear emotional scars, and 
still share common goals and ideals. We built new and lasting friendships, enjoyed the 
scholarship and camaraderie, reveled in the successes, and expanded our aspirations. 
And, we are deeply grateful to Clarence for holding the torch high thus making it easier 
for us to find our way along a very bumpy, uncharted road. Conceptual Foundations in 
Business was indeed a book that made a difference. And, Clarence Walton's efforts in 
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behalf  of  those ideas and ideals provide a sterling example that one individual can make 
a difference, even a very big difference. 46 
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BUSINESS ETHICS: 
WIDENING THE LENS* 

CLARENCE WALTON 

When the field of  business ethics is discussed, critics call it soft and muddled---even pale 
in the shadow-gray world it so often depicts. What critics overlook, however, is the 
ability of moral philosophers to help them think through critically important value issues. 
A mode of thinking that is better than other forms of moral analysis is what ethicists seek 
to promote. From its critics, however, ethicians hear fusillades that sound something like 
this: Business ethics is useless, irrelevant, dangerous, and confused. By such standards, 
business ethics should never have been conceived. If  these descriptions were accurate, 
moral philosophers would find their feet in ankle-high canons of scholarship. It is well, 
therefore, first to address each of the charges before considering the main task, namely, 
learning what other social sciences can offer to business ethicists. 

The State of  Business Ethics 

THE "USELESS" ARGUMENT 

Influential people like Wall Street Guru Felix Rohaytn and MIT Dean Lester Thorow 
have stated publicly that teaching business ethics to adults makes little sense: People 
learn values at their mother's knee, or they never learn them It is comforting thought--  
without substance. In the light of so many corporate aberrations, parents either do not 
teach or cannot teach--or  many of their offspring are abysmal learners. The fact is that 
all life is a moral journey. New experiences provide new challenges, and new responses 
require new insights. To say, therefore, that the moral life is lived without moral 
learning runs counter to reality. There is, furthermore, empirical evidence from 
psychologists that shows that roughly between ages 18 and 30 significant advances are 
made in moral understanding. So it is time to dismiss the "useless argument" as useless. 

T H E " I R R E L E V A N T ' A R G U M E N T  

No one conversant with the literature on business ethics can fail to be impressed by the 
recurrent use of an argument made over 20 years ago in the page of the H a r v a r d  

Bus iness  Rev iew.  The proposition was advanced by Albert Z. Carr who wrote that 
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business, like poker, had its own rules. The trick is to learn the rules, obey the rules, and 
pledge total fealty to the organization. Moral codes for one 's  personal life were salutary 
but "in their office lives managers cease to be private citizens; they become game 
players who must be guided by a somewhat different set of  ethical standards." It should 
be noted that Carr was more circumspect than many of  his followers who came to believe 
that the development of  other rules for either market operations or for business careers 
might well produce ethical schizophrenics. 

Here again, critics overlook an important point. Individuals do not automatically 
shed their moral codes the moment they enter office doors. If  no effort is made to 
sharpen moral insights, the result is a business world peopled by moral eunuchs where a 
Gresham's Law of  morality develops: Bad ethics drive out good ethics. The relevance 
of  honesty, truth, and fairness to the efficient operation of the market system (and to 
organizations operating within it) is demonstrably true. To conclude in this fashion is 
not to say that there are no rules of the game in business. It is to say that without moral 
rules the game turns nasty. 

A variant of the "irrelevant" theme has been made by economist Milton Friedman 
who argues that business ethics provides two cr i ter ia- -and two only: (1) use resources 
efficiently and (2) obey the law. By doing so, all other blessings will come. But 
efficiency and equity do collide, and laws can be ineffective or poorly administered. It is 
lawful to peddle pornography. It is legal to pay minimum wages to the nonunionized. It 
is legal to lead a takeover assault---even when the takeover artist has absolutely no 
interest in promoting stockholder interests. It is legal to engage in leveraged buyouts by 
management when the game strategy is solely to preserve the boss 's  job. The litany 
goes on. What is lawful can be unethical. 

In sum: There is some truth in the charge that business moralists have much to do 
to put their house in order. But to cease seeing value in ethical inquiry is like ceasing to 
see value in legal or economic inquiry: Learned judges reverse other learned judges; 
respected economists critique other respected economists- -and so on. The utility of 
ethical inquiry, like the value of other forms of critical investigation, is found in the way 
individuals learn the art of moral reasoning, an art demanding the same levels of 
analytical sophistication that are found in other of the nonphysical sciences. 

The Art of  Moral Reasoning 

What, then, are managers and students to make of all this? Are moral judgments the 
results of gut reactions? Is one person's morality as good as another's? Pleasant though 
an affirmative answer may be (it removes from our mental shoulders the heavy freight of 
hard thinking), its results are a form of  moral relativism that threaten an organization's 
success and a government's effectiveness. Carried to extremes, moral relativism negates 
a basic purpose of university education, namely stimulation of the student's reasoning 
faculties on all aspects of reality. 

So managers and managed, as well as pupils and pedagogues who enter the moral 
thicket, sense that a word made famous by Ren6 Descartes is the name of the game: 
cog#o, "I think." Critical thinking about moral issues releases people from the bondage 
of dogmas and ideologies. Individuals so involved may seek resources for their business 
philosophies in diverse places--Puri tanism or [Confucianism], Judaism or Islamism, 
Catholicism or Protestantism, Kantianism or Benthamism. The attempt is to reconcile 
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individual and societal needs--what philosophers call the One and the Many. So a 
learner may find an inspiration in a single major philosopher--Aquinas or Anselm, 
Bentham or Kant; on the other hand, mentoring may come from many--Aquinas and 
Anselm, Bentham and Kant. Sorting out the best from each may be the best we can do. 
Whether the approach is toward synthesis or sorting, it demands the thinking element. 

THE "SIDGWICK CIRCLE" 

An example of the thinking effort can be found in Henry Sidgwick, a late nineteenth- 
century English philosopher whose great contribution to managers and students was a 
clear description of his own intellectual odyssey. It was a struggle that moved from 
conviction to confusion and back again to conviction. Sidgwick was first attracted to the 
Intuitionists, a badly split group heavily influenced by Kant, who claimed that through 
the union of understanding and sense-acquired knowledge one could discover canons of 
morality. Finding Intuitionism quite unsatisfactory (they were hopelessly loose in their 
definitions and axioms, said Sidgwick), he became a Utilitarian because Bentham and 
Mill struck him as having made a good case for the argument that an act was good when 
it promoted the greatest good of  the greatest number. He then began to build his own 
logic for supporting Utilitarianism, but construction was halted when Sidgwick 
discovered flaws in Bentham's and Mill's reasoning. One that particularly upset him was 
the ambiguous meaning they attached to happiness, a key concept in their vocabulary. 
So Sidgwick retraced his steps to intuition via Aristotle's theory of commonsense 
morality (veracity and good faith are the authentic ethics) and Kant's principle ofjusticeo 
By combining the two he constructed Utilitarianism of different principles: "I was a 
Utilitarian again, but on an Intuitional basis . . . and I could find no real opposition 
between the two." 

Divorced from jargon, Sidgwick's reasoning goes something like this: A duty ethic 
of Kant (do no harm) is a good place to begin. However, because harm is the 
consequence of  an action, concern for consequences cannot be dismissed. What 
consequences are, therefore, to be sought? Bentham, speaking for the Utilitarians, has a 
quick answer: the greatest good of  the greatest number. So far, so good. But 
consequences of what sort, asks the increasingly frustrated inquirer? Pleasure is the 
utilitarians' reply. But problems persist: Is it not possible that one person's pleasure is 
another's pain? Is it not possible to contribute the greatest good of the greatest number 
while harming a minority, especially a helpless minority? Finally, it is possible to be 
sure that actions intended to serve the greatest number are what the greatest number will 
deem to be in their best interests at some future date? 

Uncertain answers to one or all questions begin to dampen enthusiasm for total 
acceptance of Bentham's argument. So back to Kant, aware that you have already found 
his ethic deficient. Nevertheless, his do-no-harm ethic involves not simply action and 
result: It also involves the motive that precedes the act, not simply the consequence that 
follows the act. Motive is important. Emerging is a possible combination of criteria 
from Kant and Bentham, a Kan-Ben ethic that says: Will no harm and do no harm but, in 
addition to avoiding harm, do things that help the large majority of the community. 
Willing no harm eliminates casually hurting any minority. Willing a "good" means 
serving others effectively. What Kan-Ben ethics stresses are the rights of others. The I- 
Thou maxims must remain secure. Sidgwick's journey may be repeated by those who 
seek to sharpen their modes of moral thinking. It is likely that "cogito" managers and 
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students will run full circle before breaking out to develop their own moral logic. In the 
so-called real world, they know that recipe answers to different moral questions are hard 
to come by. They also know that answers have to be made. In the response process, 
comfort comes from the fact that some logical defenses are more trustworthy than others, 
but they have to be discovered, ironically enough, in what are often called "self-evident" 
truths. 

CLOSING THE CIRCLE 

To end with analogy: Ethical reasoning is like a tourist taking the Circle Line river 
tour around New York. Schedules and piers are published, and after a leisurely 2-hour 
cruise visitors return to the same dock. But they are not exactly the same people. 
Different perspectives of the skyline have resulted in different perceptions of the 
metropolis. The urban image becomes more complex--and more exciting. Perspective 
sharpens perception. Consider, for example, the story told by A.A. Achenbaum (then a 
senior vice president and director of marketing services at the J. Walter Thompson 
advertising agency) who describes his experience at a meeting on general semantics and 
information flow. 

At that meeting, a group of twenty executives were told to sit in a circle. The 
group leader asked us to describe an apple, and passed one to the first person 
he came to. The obvious answer of the first person was to say that it was red. 
The next--fol lowing the color lead--sa id  it was also yellow; another said it 
had green in it; the next said it was mostly red. 

There then followed a whole series of descriptions on its shape (some 
saying it couldn' t  be measured) until someone remarked that we were only 
talking about the outside. How about cutting it in half and describing the 
inside? Once more, someone mentioned its color and said it was white; the 
next person said it had pits which were brown and black. This was followed 
by statements that it had a peel, it felt moist, it was cold, it contained water, it 
was pulpy. And then someone realized that the poor apple had turned 
somewhat brown and a bit gray on the inside. The dynamics of this began to 
play a role in the description. Now we noticed that it was softer than before, it 
lost its stem, etc. It was well over an hour, after hundreds of descr ip t ions--  
this was truly a creative group, none of  whom ever wrote a piece of copy to 
my knowledge--and not one thought of tasting the apple, or trying to describe 
its taste, or how it could be used or eaten. 

But once that subject was brought up, another plethora of descriptions 
came forth until the question of nutrition was raised. And off we went on 
another track. The exercise, I must tell you, continued for two hours. In the 
meantime, over four thousand words or phrases were used to describe the 
apple, or trying to describe its taste, or how it could be used or eaten. 

My point (and the point of the exercise in perception) is quite simple. 
Any tangible item has an almost infinite number of descriptions, and to 
communicate...all of them is virtually impossible. 

If  difficulties mark efforts to describe a small fruit, one can imagine what 
difficulties attend the search for descriptions of such intangibles as truth and beauty, 
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right and wrong, responsibilities and rights, intuitions and judgments. Like the observers 
of the apple and the excursionists on the Hudson tour, perceptions change with 
perspectives. A widened lens helps make a wiser moralist and all of us, after all, are 
moralists who need large perspective. 

Moral Philosophies 

Everyone philosophizes--and the questions raised in normal conversation reveal the 
extent to which each one of us does so. Why am I here? Where am I going? What do I 
need to be happy? How do I get what I need? Sometimes overwhelmed by change, the 
individual--to reverse Reisman's famous thesis--is the "crowded lonely." Help is 
needed from professionals who extend Everyman's questions and provide greater 
systematicity in arriving at the answers. A common criticism of philosophers, however, 
is that they are too diffident when questions are asked about specific and too bold when 
questions are asked about the universals. Often the truth falls between the two. 

The Challenge for Philosophers 

Ethicists are wisely diffident on specifics because they know that problems in particular 
areas are generally best understood by those in that field; they recognize that sound 
moral theory needs postulates from social scientists, especially from psychologists who 
track the child's socialization process from infancy to adulthood. Few moralists, for 
example, ignore the work of the famous Swiss psychologist Jean Piaget or of the 
American Lawrence Kohlberg. The latter claimed that everyone can pass--albeit may 
not pass--through three irreversible levels of moral growth: the obey-or-pay level, the 
give-and-get level, and the reflect-before-react level. Possibly more influential than 
either Piaget or Kohlberg is B.F. Skinner's carrot-without-stick hypothesis: good results 
come more from rewarding good acts than by punishing bad acts. 

There remains, nonetheless, an important corner in the world of theory for moral 
philosophers because, whereas psychologists describe behavioral patterns, moral 
philosophers prescribe for them. Drive to the defensive by criticism by managers and 
economists because of their reluctance to quantify, the counterattack by pointing to the 
imprecision of their critics. Consider, for example, the differences on projected deficits 
between the administration's Office of Manpower Budget (OMB) and the Congressional 
Budget Office (CBO), as shown in Table 3.1. Both are staffed by large numbers of 
economists and statisticians--and remember that these experts are talking about 
differences in billions. Imprecision is not the philosopher's monopoly. 

Not surprisingly, moral philosophers feel more confident in their judgments about 
how individuals ought to behave then economists feel in their predictions about how the 
economy will behave. So philosophers examine the findings of sociologists, 
anthropologists, and other social scientists on the meaning of a specific culture to 
discover how--or  whether--individuals should mold their private lives according to 
society's dominant values. To do this philosophers ask key questions: 
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• What should I believe? 
• What life and career goals should I set? 
• What is life's purpose? 
• What am I really worth? 
• Is the market system ethical? 
• How should conflicts between personal and role values be reconciled? 
• How do I know if I am right on moral questions? 
• Is obedience to the law the best ethic? 

If  legal rules come from legislatures and judges, where do moral rules come from? 
Nearly a quarter century ago, when Raymond Baumhart made the first systematic effort 
to find how managers answered the question, he discovered that most of them felt that 
ethics came from intuitions--"what my feelings tell me is right." Nearly a quarter of  the 
respondents said their intuitions flows from their religious convictions. While 
acknowledging the importance of intuition, philosophers deem it inadequate. Hitler 
intuited a moral code for Germany; Khomeni forged his own version of Islamism for 
Iran; de Sade intuited a sexual "code" for males. Intuition must therefore be reinforced 
by reason, which, in our friend Tocqueville's view, "reckons with a standard above the 
will of the majority--and even above the usually morally binding constitutions." 

The message is clear: everyone needs "moral space," that is, moral rights of the 
kind the Founding Fathers recognized but did not create in Philadelphia. Foremost 
among rights are equality, liberty, and the justice that results from their proper exercise. 
If laws do not define the amplitude of moral space, neither does ethics. Ethics does, 
however, require systematic reflection about what is right and wrong, good or bad, 
benign or baleful. As a subfield of moral philosophy, business ethics concentrates on 
the nature and operation of the market system, the corporation as a moral agent, the 
behavior of those who work within it, the meaning of fiduciary responsibility, conflicts 
between role values and personal values, and the cluster of issues related to them. 

The question of integrity is of  particular interest to business ethicians. Integrity 
includes such moral virtues as "industry, reliability, justice, a sense of  social 
responsibility, empathy and courage, the possession of which leads to a clear sense of  
identity, principled consistency and self-control." These qualities lead managers to act in 
such a manner that one person's "expression of  integrity must increase, not decrease, the 
likelihood that other individuals will be able and willing to express [their] integrity." 
This modest excursion into the meaning of  integrity is enough to show that rights and 
wrongs do not come in bunches like grapes; they do, nevertheless, come with sufficient 
frequency that people, especially those in leadership positions, continually ask whether 
their moral decisions are logically defensible. Trouble immediately begins with the word 
logical. 

• Is it logical to accept the anthropoligists' argument that moral values are 
culturally relative? 

• Is it logical to accept the conscience-is-king argument when two different 
consciences whisper two different moral messages? 

• Is it logical to believe that this country's ethical pluralism means that the 
individual's only secure refuge is in society's civil religion? 

• Is it logical to agree with those moral absolutists who believe that all moral 
principles (basic and derivative) are the same for all people at all times? 
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Is it logical to think that morality is simply an attempt by human beings to 
adopt principles to govern human society in ways that help them to live 
together and abide by the rules that all of them, in their reasonable and 
objective moments, would accept? 

Values in the Broad Context 

The search for the meaning in these different kinds of values goes apace with every 
generation and with pervasive consistency. There is agreement that the values of  truth or 
justice, of beauty or liberty, become useful only as they are truly understood. Even the 
Apostle Paul reminded his followers in the early Church of his fervent prayer that "your 
charity may more and more abound in knowledge and all discernment so that you may 
approve the better things." Charity, though the supreme value, require discriminating 
knowledge to be generally effective. 

The path to such knowledge is so tortuous and confused that man often understands 
through analogy what he cannot explain analytically in logic. The prophets speaking in 
allegory and Christ talking in parables have been pace-setters for secular value theorists. 
Three centuries ago, Bernard Mandeville employed allegory to satirize the conflict 
between morality and economics in The Fable of the Bees. In this tale, one day a hive 
began to behave most virtuously--and with horrendous results. Whereas pride, envy, 
and vanity "were ministers of industry, now humility and contentment became the bane 
of  business and the destroyer of industry." In a more recent fable by Walker Percy a 
man who had been lost at sea recovers consciousness on a utopian island. Remembering 
nothing of the past, he gives himself to full use of the island's magnificent schools and 
museums, its superb food and its convivial company. Yet a vague discontent stirs within 
him because he senses that he is a castaway. This small doubt drives him to search the 
beaches for a bottle which he hopes fervently will be washed ashore with a message 
revealing his true identity and his real home. The moral of the Percy fable: A man does 
not know what message the conclusion of life will bring or whether it will, in fact, ever 
arrive; he nonetheless knows he is a castaway and must not live under the pretense that 
the earthly island is his true home. The questing is at the core of man's concern with 
religious values so that there is much truth to the comment that if God did not exist man 
would have to create him. 

A value becomes something which fulfills the basic needs of  man. What he shares 
with other animals (food, shelter, sex security) are values; what he possesses as unique 
endowments of his nature (capacity to create and appreciate beauty, to pass judgment on 
his own conduct, rationally to assess consequences of proposed actions, to speak truth or 
falsehood) are also values. The process of value determination is the element of 
calculated choice from alternative courses of action. A value fulfills human nature in its 
individual and social aspects. The social aspect is revealed in a particular setting and it 
is precisely this awareness of the importance of  a specific time-place relationship and its 
effect on the search for a more satisfactory environment that leads men in different 
epochs to produce a certain "style" for seeking values and for verifying their 
relationships to human solidarity and community effectiveness. 
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The traditional style, from Aristotle to Aquinas, accepted the fact that a 
"philosophic truth" started with self-evident principles which led logically to other truths, 
whereas a "scientific truth" meant the promulgation of a hypothesis and its comparison 
with direct observations to determine a consonance. But during the eighteenth and early 
nineteenth centuries, flushed with Newtonian techniques, the emphasis was on 
empiricism: What  was experimentally verified was the truth. Later in the nineteenth 
century there was a shift from experimentalism (verification of the here-and-now) to 
geneticism as exemplified in the historical approaches of  Hegel, Marx, and Croce (how 
things come to be as they are.) It might be noted parenthetically that historical 
exposition itself changed dramatically from the ancient's approach to history as (a) a 
technique for moralizing on individual ethics, even at the expense of factual accuracy 
and causality (Sallust, Caesar, and Livy) to (b) history as a kind of "professional" ethic 
for statesmen (Machiavelli and Guicciardini), and finally to (c) history simply as 
reconstruction of the past in terms of  causality alone. 

How, then, does an executive go about the business of making a practical judgment 
on an issue which involves a conflict of values? He may rely on intuition, employ 
economic criteria exclusively, examine the prevailing practices of  his industry, hire a 
consultant to make the decision for him, or even consult a moralist. He may employ one 
norm to reach a judgment or combine a variety of values in a "balancing-out" process; he 
may draw on the wealth of valuable data emerging from the social sciences. But as a 
true professional who feels real responsibility both for the success of the enterprise and 
the well-being of his employees, he realizes that scientific techniques are tools; 
consequently awareness of the implications of their use involves a profound sensitivity to 
human values formed by ethical judgments. 

In his first great book of ethics, Aristotle derived the term from ethos which, in 
turn, found its source in "ethimos" which means regularity and routine. To many 
contemporaries, ethics is so regular and routine that it is incredibly dull. One need only 
note that the reformer and ethician are both profoundly concerned with morality, but 
whereas the revolutionary incites to radical alteration of values, the ethician calls for 
calm reflection on the problem of reconstruction. Compared to the revolutionary who 
wishes to destroy outmoded values and create new ones, or even compared to social 
reformers who seek to redress social inequalities, the ethician is bound to be dull. 
Aristotle is not so exciting as Socrates; Kant is pedestrian beside Lenin; Pierce is 
pompous compared to Paine. 

But first impressions are deceptive. Admittedly, ethics need not appeal to exciting 
faiths or to establish creeds. It has no symbolism or ritual. It eschews naked power in 
favor of the authority of reason. It subordinates exhortation to persuasion. Ethics then 
becomes a practical science designed to test logically the rightness or wrongness of 
human acts. Reason is the supreme arbiter in ethics; belief is the cutting edge for 
theology. 

Ethics postulates the existence of a "reasonable man" and therefore shares kinship 
with the English common law and with classical economics; it holds that dialogue 
among informed and disinterested men can produce consensus. An ethical judgment 
requires an "advertence of the intellect," that is, paying attention to what one is doing 
here and now. Finally, to the idea of human reasonableness is added the quality of 
freedom. Man can do right or wrong, but he is under obligation to do right. Ethics 
becomes a study of  norms because it seeks to provide a set of propositions which do not 
simply amuse, instruct, or enlighten a man on some issue but rather demand the 
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commission or omission of a given act. Because there can be no ethical judgment of  an 
act performed by one who is irrational, or who is not free to select one of several options, 
it may be said that freedom can never be divorced from ethical responsibility. 

There is biological evidence for human freedom in man's way of selecting and 
creating his environment and in determining, by his decisions, what he and his 
descendents will become. Ren6 Dubos states it quite simply when he wrote: "Man can 
truly make himself consciously and willfully. He has the privilege of responsible choice 
for his destiny--probably the noblest attribute of the human condition." Since man is 
also social by nature, ethics takes into account this human quality and tells man what he 
owes to himself, to others, and what others owe to him; it gives priorities to the kinds of 
different human communities man may construct to achieve certain kinds of  necessary 
human goals. 

Unlike sociology which is descriptive, ethical norms are, by definition, prescriptive. 
Wayne Leys of  Roosevelt College remarked that "you never know when a man expresses 
an interest in 'ethics,' whether he craves wisdom for a complex decision, or whether he is 
seeking salvation." Because businessmen rarely volunteer for membership in any kind of 
"Salvation Army" it follows that when a businessman talks ethics he is concerned with 
finding criteria for making decisions that appear "good" and "right" for him and for 
society. While the prospect of an eternal reward or punishment is not nearly so real in 
his calculations as the prospect of  immediate earthly and temporal gains or losses, he is 
acutely aware that some forms of behavior are good or bad in and of  themselves and this 
awareness is often based on ethical considerations. 

This last statement is not infrequently loaded with dilemmas because ethics rest on 
important postulates and assumptions regarding human nature. One can ask, for 
example, whether the assumption of the "reasonable-man" concept, crucial to every 
ethical system, has survived the devastating onslaughts of  the neo-Freudians? Has the 
civilized premise, "right makes might," withstood the batterings of Hobbes and his 
intellectual progeny, who have reduced ethics to assumptions of man's insatiable appetite 
for power? Can we safely conclude that every man has an innate sensitivity to others' 
needs which causes him to intuit what is right? If so, on what base does this "moral 
sense" rest? Can an ethical system of rights and wrongs, of do's and don'ts, be properly 
based on the utilitarian views of  Jeremy Bentham, who insisted that pleasure is the 
greatest good and pain the greatest evil? Or is it based on Sartre's existential view that 
man cannot know his real pleasures and pains, much less his missions, but still must act 
to achieve them? Is the response to a concrete ethical dilemma determined solely by the 
context in which the decision is to be made? Or is it influenced by the natural law which 
affords more universal, more timeless, and more durable objective guides for human 
behavior? If  it is the natural law, what kind of natural law is intended--the Stoicist 
version inherent in the writings of F.S.C. Northrup or the natural law interpretations by 
the late John Courtney Murray? And, if one opts for a relativistic ethic, are all relativists 
agreed on basic premises? 

In short, are we doomed to fulfill Orestes Brownson's prophecy that "Anglo-Saxon 
gods are turning into Mammon and Cant--Cant pious, Cant liberal, Cant philosophic?" 
Or is ethics about to be subsumed into a more precise science which will provide great 
predictive value to the policy-maker? There is an affirmative response to this last 
question by men like Russell Ackoff and C. West Churchman--names well known to 
businessmen because of their role in developing the operations-research field. 
According to this version the oughts of a society are determined by analysis which 
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describes the high-frequency behavior of the key actors within the system. Objective 
measurement provides a scientific framework for the normative judgment. But objective 
measurement suffers from two defects. In the first place, if science can determine that 
people will behave a certain way under certain conditions it is unnecessary to be 
concerned with the ought problem: What is, is right; and what will be, will be. 
Therefore moral oughtness becomes irrelevant. On the other hand, if determinism is 
absent, the existing patterns of  behavior would not provide any criterion for determining 
whether they ought to be followed in the future. 

What then are our premises for a business ethic? We assume that ethical inquiry 
can yield valid first-level propositions like these: Life is more precious than property, 
basic human needs are superior to the normal craving for luxuries, representative 
government is theoretically preferable to totalitarianism, liberty to choose a profession 
should not be subordinated to decisions by the state, and so on. From these primary 
propositions (many of which can be arrived at through a priori reasoning) are derived 
secondary and tertiary ethical criteria. The workers' right to form labor unions, to 
bargain collectively and to strike, the individual 's right to higher education in an 
advanced economy, the right to private property, the right to unemployment 
compensation and similar benefits, are examples of ethical derivatives. A sense of the 
hierarchy of  values and the sources of different values are the normal result of ethical 
analysis; such thinking does not product a predetermined mode of  behavior or a code of 
definite rules to govern all human problems. Ethical statements, therefore, are not 
statements of fact but are judgments and, as such, represent an intellectual achievement. 
An important distinction, therefore, is being drawn between sentences of fact and 
sentences of value. Thus, it is a fact that the sun is hot, that Lincoln felt deeply about 
slavery, that copper is a conductor of electricity; it is a sentence of value which refers to 
the determination of the goodness or badness of something, or what ought or ought not to 
be done. In these terms one could say, for example, that Hurricane Hazel was bad, that 
school segregation has produced bad results, that atomic energy should be for peaceful 
purposes and not for Mars destruction. These should, oughts, goods, and their opposites 
are values. But the valuation process incorporates other criteria which do not necessarily 
involve ethics and yet remain an important part of the total ethos. This is true because 
man is a believing as well as a thinking creature, and sheer faith has led him to move 
mountains which reason enjoined him to avoid. 
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I am often asked, "What is the future of  business ethics? .... Is it simply a fad or does it 
have staying power?" I think there is no question that business ethics is not a fad. It is an 
issue for business throughout the world and business people throughout the world are 
discussing it. And academics throughout the world are busy studying and writing about 
it. Business ethics is no longer a monopoly for American academics; societies for 
business ethics exist in Western Europe, in the new capitalist countries in Central Europe 
and in Russia. There are organizations for business ethics in capitalist Japan, but there 
are also fledgling organizations in mainland China. The profusion of scholarly journals, 
books and texts speaks well for the staying power of the discipline. And besides, in the 
U.S., we now have the Federal Sentencing Guidelines. 

What is less clear about business ethics in the next millennium is what its content 
will be. Will it be the province of  one discipline? Will it be independent of  other 
disciplines both in business schools and in business itself? One could imagine that, in 
major corporations, business ethics would be handled by the law department or perhaps 
the public relations department. And one could also imagine that business ethics would 
become one of many topics discussed by scholars in the Social Issues in Management 
Division of  the Academy of Management and that it would become one issue, among 
others like government regulation and business lobbying of Congress, in a Business, 
Government and Society course. And if so it would not be clear that an ethicist would be 
in charge. It could be a lawyer or a social scientist. Would there be anything the matter 
with that state of  affairs? Perhaps not but the danger with that state of affairs is that the 
ethics would be lost. 

What I am really concerned about is the centrality of ethics in business ethics and 
the centrality of the role of moral philosophers in articulating the normative claims of 
ethics in the realm of business. It is all too easy for philosophers to assume that they have 
been and that they will be the central players in discussions of business ethics. It 
certainly is correct to argue that the current flurry of  activity in business ethics has been 
driven by the work of philosophers over the past twenty-five years. It is tempting for 
philosophers to date the birth of  business ethics at the time of Richard DeGeorge's 
conference on business ethics at the University of Kansas in 1972. Others might choose 
1977 since that is the year in which at least three anthologies edited by philosophers 
appeared on the scene. (All three by the way are still in print although Robert Frederick 
has replaced Jennifer Moore as coeditor with Michael Hoffman.) Ironically, Clarence 
Walton, in an address published in 1977 at a time when Clarence could not be aware of 
what was forthcoming from the philosophers, ended his address with the following 
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comment: "Will 1977 and beyond be vintage years for corporate ethics? Interesting 
question, n'est-ce pas? 'a 

1977 certainly was the year of the philosopher in business ethics but the pivotal role 
of the philosophers was not limited to the introduction of  philosophical business ethics 
anthologies and texts. The creation of all three journals in the field as well as the creation 
of the professional society in the field has been the work, primarily, of philosophers. 
Thus this 25 year period from the early seventies to the late nineties has been the 
generation of the philosophers in business ethics. 

However earlier generations of business ethics were not under the sway of  
philosophers and there is no necessity for future generations to be under their sway 
either. It is just at this point where the work of Clarence Walton is so important. First 
Clarence's  work covers two generations, not one like most of  us, and in that earlier 
generation Clarence argued persuasively and vociferously for the importance of ethics. 
Clarence is a bridge to a generation in business ethics which few philosophers know. 
Secondly, Clarence was right in seeing that business ethics was primarily concerned with 
business culture and as a result ethics per se was just one part of business ethics. 
Clarence's  vision regarding the place of ethics in business ethics strikes me as essentially 
correct. In fact if philosophers do not follow his example, I do not think the future of 
business ethics belongs to us. 

What has been and is Clarence's view of ethics? The ethics of business ethics must 
be integrated with the cultural and economic milieu of business. Ethics is not an abstract 
discipline to be imposed as an alien force on business. Rather ethical norms coexist with, 
affect, and are affected by other cultural and economic norms in business. In 1986 
Clarence put these ideas in the form of a proposition: The challenge to management 
rights will be joined in others in ways that will force the subdiscipline called business 
ethics to expand its boundaries and assume an important role in the education of  future 
business leaders. 2 In this essay I will first show that in the previous generation, that is in 
the period before 1977, that Clarence contributed to ethics by arguing that ethics 
deserved serious attention in business schools. I will then use his full array of writings in 
business ethics to illustrate how ethics can be fully integrated into the language of 
business life. 

Business Ethics In the Sixties 

During the 1960s business ethics was one topic among many covered in business and 
society courses and significantly the business and society curriculum dominated the field 
in the business schools right through the seventies. 3 A business ethics course in a 
business school was a rarity even in the seventies. 

Of particular interest during the dominance of business and society courses was the 
work of a number of  Catholic scholars who found a prominent place for business ethics 
in their teaching and writing. Four of the leading figures of  this period were Richard 
Baumhardt, Tom Garrett, Theodore Purcell and Clarence Walton. 

Clarence had written an award winning book: Ethos and the Executive, published 
by Prentice Hall in 1969. The subtitle of the book was Values in Managerial Decision 
Making. The subtitle accurately captured the contents of the book. Among the values to 
be discussed were ethical values which "are derived through rational assessment of 
human nature and experience. "4 Ethical values are the domain of the philosopher, but 
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ethical values were not to be practiced or written about in isolation. Managerial decision 
making usually involved religious values flowing from the Judaic-Christian tradition and 
cultural values unique to American business. Thus Clarence refused to write about 
ethical values alone, but rather he insisted that religious, ethical, and cultural values in 
business be considered together. 

Participants in business and society courses were familiar with discussions about 
business values. These courses were often organized around business values on the one 
hand and counter anti-business values on the other hand--values held by business critics 
like Ralph Nader, government regulators and academic Marxists. And of course students 
in Catholic universities were no strangers to discussions of religious values and their 
application to business. But Clarence always insisted that articulation of the religious and 
cultural values of business were insufficient by themselves. Business practice needed to 
be assessed by the rational standards of ethics itself. In Ethos and the Executive Clarence 
defined ethics as "a practical science to test logically the rightness or wrongness of 
human acts." He said, "Reason is the supreme arbiter of ethics. ''5 

It was a decade later when Clarence made his most explicit plea for ethics, as he 
understood it, to be included in the curricula of the business schools. His audience was 
the 1979 annual meeting of the American Assembly of the Collegiate Schools of 
Business (AACSB). The issue for Clarence's lecture: "Are specific business courses on 
ethics necessary?" In answering that question in the affirmative, he nonetheless admitted 
that most business school deans would answer the question in the negative. Clarence 
thought he could support his affirmative answer to the question by articulating six 
propositions which would illustrate the necessity for courses on business ethics. 

1. The normal evolution of the business-society area has led to the acceptance of 
values and ethics as important components of the environment. 

2. Understanding the business system requires not only economics, but sociological- 
anthropological and historical-philosophical analysis as well. The functional job for 
philosophical analysis here is to provide the legitimacy for the liberal state. 

3. Behind the current debate over government regulations lies a much more 
fundamental ideological difference between two intellectual elites who are working 
to shape or reshape, the future of the political and economic systems. These 
ideologies must be judged according to ethical criteria. 

4. Because American business managers are expected to think broadly about the 
nation's problems and assist in providing solutions, they must necessarily 
understand and participate in the debate mentioned above. To be effective they 
must approach the debate with rather sophisticated ethical understanding. 

5. The complexity of the modern organization (including more demanding standards 
for ethical behavior by all organizational employees and changing judicial 
interpretations on what constitutes personal responsibility) has intensified the need 
for instruction in management ethics. 

6. Certain misguided expectations of what are the appropriate goals of courses in 
business ethics are hampering curricular innovations and adaptations in the area of 
values. 6 

What can be noted from these propositions is that the argument for business ethics 
in the business schools rested squarely on the needs of business and society. In his 
discussion of the various propositions Clarence recognized that in the 1970s there was 
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far more disagreement about what constituted right and wrong in business as well as 
disagreement about the function or purpose of business than in earlier times. There also 
seemed to be an increase in the conflict between the values espoused by individuals in a 
business and the values espoused by the business. Ethics courses were needed because 
ethics brought rational critical reflection to bear on value conflict. 

However, as indicated in the sixth proposition, there were misguided expectations 
about what was desirable in business ethics courses that stood in the way of their 
adoption. Clarence concluded that making business people moral was an inappropriate 
goal for such courses. Most ethics professors would agree. Clarence then cited a 
February 1979 Rogene Buchholz study, in which business faculty reportedly saw two 
ways to introduce ethics into the curriculum: 1) case studies that sensitized students to 
ethical issues and 2) an examination of ethical variables in management decision making 
through formal structures of moral reasoning. 7 Most favored the first approach. Clarence 
favored the second. As he so nicely put it. "Ayn Rand and Mother Theresa may be 
presumed to feel that they possess great sensitivities. ''8 Score one for the philosophers. 
And even when rational reflection replaces sensitivity, Clarence believed the case study 
method was not sufficient. Clarence thought the case method could provide judgment but 
that only ethical theorizing could provide understanding. Clarence thought you needed 
both and he quoted Kant to make his point. 9 Harvard and Virginia take note. 

But secondly Clarence noted with approval Daniel Callahan's recommendation that 
teachers of  applied ethics should be versed in two disciplines-ethical theory and the field 
to which the ethical theory was being applied. Philosophers take note. And Clarence also 
pointed out that just as the ethical theorist could become trained in business, law or 
medicine, a professor of  business, law, or medicine could also become trained in ethical 
theory.~° Philosophers beware. 

In taking that stand it seems to me that Clarence functioned as a good applied 
ethicist. He applied his theoretical understanding regarding the importance of the 
integration of  ethical values into the cultural and the economic values of business to the 
content of business ethics courses and the qualifications of those who teach them. To 
appreciate the strength of Clarence's way of handling an issue in business ethics one 
could do no better than to read his book length discussion of corporate social 
responsibilities published in 1967. This book is still a rich source of  information for me 
even after the passage of thirty years and it is a perfect example of the integrationist 
theme that will occupy the remainder of this paper. 

Clarence's contribution toward establishing ethics in the curriculum extended 
beyond AACSB. In the mid-1980s Arthur Andersen and Company began discussions 
with a number of  prominent business ethicists on ways to integrate business ethics into 
the business school curriculum. Clarence chaired the Council for those early years before 
turning his duties over to Patricia Werhane. Ultimately Arthur Andersen committed over 
five million dollars to train teams of professors of  accounting, finance, management and 
marketing from over two hundred universities in ethical theory and in ethical issues in 
the functional disciplines. The Arthur Andersen program is the single most influential 
program in the establishment of business ethics courses in the business school 
curriculum. As was to be expected, Clarence played a leadership role. 
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Integrating Ethics 

In a 25-year period from 1967 to 1992 Clarence wrote four books on business ethics: 
Corporate Social Responsibilities, 1967; Ethos and the Executive, 1969; The Moral 
Manager, 1988; and Corporate Encounters: Ethics, Law & the Business Environment, 
1992. Although the issues discussed reflect the times at which the books were written, 
there is an underlying theme in all of them. A business person who reasons ethically 
reflects on the relation of ethics to the other values exhibited in corporate life and in the 
broader community which sustains corporate life. The attempt to integrate ethics in this 
way has not been a hallmark of the philosopher business ethicists and it shows. None of 
the philosopher business ethicists are mentioned in the 1988 book, The Moral Manager. 
A few are mentioned in footnotes in Corporate Encounters, the 1992 book. (By the way 
neither Pat Werhane nor I even warranted a footnote in that book: perhaps the invitation 
to deliver addresses on this occasion makes up for that.) Although contemporary 
philosopher business ethicists seemingly had little impact on Clarence's work, traditional 
philosophers certainly did. There are numerous references in all four of the books to 
traditional philosophers like Kant, Aristotle, Rousseau, Mill and an occasional reference 
to Rawls. Thus it is not surprising that Clarence's writings on the subject of business 
ethics look very different from the writings of the contemporary philosopher business 
ethicists. 

Now it might be tempting to say that this divergence is to be expected. Clarence is 
an old business school associate dean after all and is more in tune with the social issues 
in management people than he is with the philosophers. Besides many of the prominent 
people in social issues in management are discussed in Clarence's books. But that 
explanation ignores a number of facts. Clarence's writings are much more normative 
than they are descriptive and his account of ethics is explicitly philosophical in nature. 
The social issues in management people, on the other hand, usually try to be descriptive 
since most of them are social scientists. 

The real reason for the divergence, I suspect, can be found in the way Clarence 
handles issues in business ethics. Consider employee rights. The contemporary 
philosopher business ethicist would provide a Kantian based autonomy argument on 
behalf of employee rights and perhaps provide a property rights argument against 
employee rights. That would be the end of the matter. Clarence, on the other hand, would 
and did address the issue of employee rights by exploring the history behind the conflict 
over employee rights. He would draw upon Kant but he would also draw upon church 
teaching, business values, court decisions, and the changing mores in society as well. In 
this way the conflict over employee rights represents a clash of values among those 
constituencies that view employee rights from different perspectives. In this remaining 
section of the paper I hope to illustrate how Clarence integrated these competing values 
and I want to argue that contemporary philosopher business ethicists have much to learn 
from Clarence's approach. 

Let us begin the analysis by turning to Clarence's 1969 prize-winning book, to pick 
up the integrationist theme that would dominate Clarence's intellectual life in business 
ethics. A strange word appears in the title. What is an "ethos?" And why would an ethos 
play a central role in a discussion of values in managerial decision making? For Clarence 
"ethos" designated the "all embracing field within which different types of values-- 
religious, ethical, socio-economic and cultural are found. ''H A complete understanding 
of business values, what I shall call business ethics in the ideal sense, requires an 
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understanding of  the complete ethos. What is remarkable is that Clarence's four books 
on business ethics provides just that complete understanding. For Clarence business 
ethics in the ideal sense requires a weaving together of the religious, ethical, socio- 
economic and cultural values of  business and the society in which business operates. It is 
this comprehensive understanding which is apparent in Clarence's own reflections on 
business ethics. 

And this comprehensive intellectual understanding is not a mere intellectual tour de 
force. It is required because in its absence ethics is mere theory. The issues in business 
ethics arise, Clarence thinks, from the tensions that result in the clash of  the values in the 
ethos. As you recall, ethics for Clarence serves as sort of an intellectual arbiter. In Ethos 
and the Executive ethics is characterized as the first dimension and is defined as "a 
practical science designed to test logically the rightness or wrongness of human acts." 12 

With this way of framing the issues Clarence can analyze the position of  the 
executive from various levels. The executive has a set of personal values, she is also a 
professional and has acquired role-related responsibilities and obligations as a result of 
being a professional. Since the manager is in business in a capitalist economy she is 
subject to the norms and understandings of that realm. Finally the essence of a manager 
is not to be defined simply by her job; she is a manager in a wider community as well. To 
understand the ethical responsibilities of a manager, one must understand how a manager 
ought to function in all those contexts. And each context provides it own array of moral 
problems. For example, in the broader economy the manager must deal with issues of 
pricing and deceptive advertising while in the broader community the manager faces 
issues of racial injustice and poverty. Clarence believes that one's religious and cultural 
tradition provides helpful guidance as the manager seeks to live a moral life in all these 
dimensions. However, at the apex of guidance and justification is ethics. 

With the publication of  The Moral Manager in 1988 Clarence had simplified the 
structure. Ethic replaced ethos as the driver of the analysis. But the unifying concept of 
ethic was not the ethics of the philosopher. Part I "The Ethic of Culture" addressed the 
issues of ideology and power in corporate culture. In a section of that book entitled 
"Elements of American Culture" Clarence distinguished the psychological elements, the 
religious elements, the political elements, the technologic elements and the economic 
elements.~3 Clarence believed that the recommendations of the business ethicist could not 
ignore America's individualism, its pragmatism, its moral absolutism, and its prejudices. 
Yet standard texts and journal articles in business ethics teaching and research ignore 
three of these four elements. And the fourth, prejudice, is only sometimes woven into 
philosophical debates about affirmative action. 

In The Moral Manager, "The Ethic of Concepts" provided an analysis of  mid-level 
theoretical concepts in moral philosophy such as equality and justice, truth and freedom. 
There is also a very brief discussion of  the two main ethical theories, deontology and 
utilitarianism. However, Clarence's analysis does not proceed in the way typical of most 
moral philosophers. An ethical theorist would defend one of the major traditional ethical 
theories, she would then show how that theory could illuminate such concepts as freedom 
and justice. With those concepts defined in terms of the theory, one was then ready to 
apply ethics to the real world. 

But for Clarence, the concepts of  freedom and justice are understood primarily in 
terms of our culture, especially our business culture. It is never clear what role the 
discussion of  Kant and utilitarianism is supposed to play. 
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The final section of The Moral Manager is entitled "The Ethics of Character." That 
section focuses on the manager and his personal ethics as contrasted with the role-related 
ethics of the manager in an organization. The chapter on the personal dimension 
emphasized the concept of  character and Kohlberg's theory of moral development. The 
chapter on the organizational dimension focused on social scientific theories of  human 
nature and the qualities of  leadership. Again in these chapters there was almost no 
discussion of traditional ethical theory. There were a few references to Aristotle but there 
was nothing resembling an Aristotelian theory of character. 

Another feature of  Clarence's thought philosopher business ethicists are just 
begining to pay attention to is the importance of organizations in business ethics. Most 
traditional ethical theory is directed at the individual and most of the problems discussed 
are the moral problems of  individuals in business. Clarence's attention to organizations 
reminds the philosopher that the problems of business ethics, even when they are the 
problems of individuals, are nonetheless, problems of  the individual IN BUSINESS. 
Clarence's concern with organizations anticipates the growing interest by business 
ethicists in such questions as " Can a Corporation Have a Conscience? ''14 as well as with 
the moral climate of organizations and issues of organizational justice and organizational 
citizenship. Thus The Moral Manager contains an explicit discussion of  an 
organization's character and an organizational philosophy. 

Clarence's most recent book, Corporate Encounters, has a table of contents that 
looks more like a traditional business ethics book. There are chapters on mergers and 
takeovers, insider trading, the environment, and ethical issues in international business. 
However, these discussions are not informed by traditional ethical theory. For example, 
the discussion of insider trading provides no mention of a utilitarian defense nor of a 
fairness critique of insider trading. 

As Clarence has developed his thoughts in both these books, it is clear that for him 
ethical theory does not have the defining role that it has for many business ethicists. The 
book begins with a theory section, which Clarence calls "Foundations." Notice that there 
are three foundations that guide the discussion: a political foundation, a business 
foundation, and a moral foundation. More interestingly, look to the chapter "The Moral 
Foundation." You will see that ethical theory is only one main topic out of four main 
topics in that chapter) 5 

Well if ethical theory plays such a limited role in Clarence's thought, how does the 
ethical analysis which he so strongly supports take place? It is significant to note that 
whereas Clarence has emphasized the importance of  philosophical ethics in all four 
books, only in his most recent two books is there any discussion of what the philosophers 
recognize as ethical theory, discussions of utilitarianism and deontology for example. 
What is the moral philosopher to make of this? 

Clarence's writings present the ethical theorist with an interesting paradox. On the 
one hand Clarence has consistently extolled the importance of ethics and has often given 
it first place as the arbiter of clashes in values. Yet ethical theory has played only a minor 
role in Clarence's thought. To speculate on the future of  business ethics is to speculate 
about the cause of this paradox. Did Clarence make a mistake or do the ethicists have to 
change their view regarding the centrality of ethical theory to business ethics? 

To get a handle on this issue it might be useful to examine in more detail how 
Clarence dealt with specific topics in business ethics. Consider how Clarence handles 
questions concerning international business ethics in contrast with the way the 
philosophers deal with international business ethics. Philosophers such as Tom 
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Donaldson, Richard DeGeorge, and I have focused on the ethical issue that arises when 
there is a conflict between home and host country morality. In other words we are all 
interested in the dispute between relativists and universalists with respect to the norms of  
international business ethics and the three of us are universalists--at least to a 
considerable degree. 

Clarence begins by spending three pages on the issue of defining the multinational 
firm and showing briefly how the multinational has developed historically. He then 
moves to a section entitled "Relations with Host Countries." (Later it becomes clear that 
Clarence is talking about relations with host countries that are rather poor and 
economically underdeveloped.) At this point the philosopher might expect a discussion 
of relativism, but Clarence begins the section with a discussion of the debate between 
Gustave Guitierrez and Michael Novak regarding liberation theology. Only then does 
Clarence move to an explicit discussion of  ethics; however, he does not discuss 
relativism but rather provides four ethical guidelines that can assist multinationals to 
behave ethically in host countries. Clarence then provides a number of examples of 
companies that have not followed these principles. He concludes the section by 
enumerating practical suggestions of things companies could do to improve their 
relations with host countries. Clarence concludes the chapter by discussing the relations 
of American MNC's  to advanced countries, especially the European community. He also 
has a section that features the conflicts that can arise between MNC's  and governments. 

The contrast between Clarence's chapter on the multinational and chapters on 
multinationals in the standard business ethics texts is striking. What is missing from the 
philosopher's account is the rich historical, cultural, and religious background. The 
philosopher's discussion takes place abstractly as if this background did not matter. On 
the other hand what is missing from Clarence's account is the rational analysis that an 
ethical arbiter can provide and what, on his own account, an ethical analysis should 
provide. The chapter should contain a discussion of  relativism; it should also contain a 
justification of  the four ethical principles that are to serve as guidelines in dealing with 
underdeveloped host countries. 

This analysis leads me to a couple of tentative conclusions. First, ethical theory 
should provide reasoned argument to support policies and decisions in business. Absent 
the reasoned argument and you are left with much factual information on board a ship 
without a rudder. Disagreement with no possibility of resolution is not a good place for 
business ethics discussions to be. 

On the other hand, what the philosophers need to do is to apply their analysis to the 
actual conditions that businesses face with a knowledge of the history of  the problem and 
of  the other values that may bear on this situation. I have long doubted the value of the 
fanciful but causally impossible examples that have been inflicted on ethical theory. I 
have no doubts about their uselessness in applied ethics, especially business ethics. 
Applied ethics is not the place for perfect compliance reasoning or for theories that apply 
in all possible worlds. 

What are the religious, cultural and economic values that philosopher business 
ethicists should study and reflect upon if the philosophers are to have a future in business 
ethics? First, the economic values. Business people want to survive and to do that they 
need to make a profit. For the publicly-held firm there is a legal and moral obligation 
that they make a profit. Ethical theorizing that ignores this goal--and in many cases this 
obligation--is utopian. Philosophers, and I might add the general public, must stop being 
more extreme than Kant with respect to the motivation of business people. To expect 
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business people to do the right thing, irrespective of  its impact on business and only for 
the purest of  motives, is unreasonable. On that point I am in agreement with Andrew 
Stark. 16 The more we can show that being ethical often affects the bottom line in a 
positive fashion, the more seriously business people will take us. And in making those 
arguments philosophers are not selling out and they are not saying when ethics and 
profits conflict go with profits. 

Philosophers working with management theorists have as their first obligation to try 
to manage the firm so that the conflict between ethics and profits cannot arise. In making 
the case for the positive relation between profits and ethics, we have Plato as our 
legitimate forbearer. And in the business schools we need to realize that ethics is in a 
paradigm struggle with a model that in saying that every person is a utility maximizer 
espouses psychological egoism. In that struggle we must first point out that business 
research, business education, and business practice have moved ahead when the 
assumptions of standard economic theory have been relaxed. Transaction cost economics 
is the first example. Now there is path breaking work being done in the area of 
economics under asymmetrical information. We have to make the case that business 
research and practice will improve when we relax the utility maximization assumption. 
We philosophers need our own Ollie Williamson. 

We also need to integrate our work with the research of our colleagues who are 
concerned with issues such as trust, conflict of interest, auditor independence, and 
conflicting norms in international business. We need more jointly-authored papers with 
our colleagues in strategy, organizational studies, and accounting. Our work needs to be 
infused with the language of management theory as well as the language of philosophy. 
Some of  this work has taken place or is underway but quite frankly I am surprised that 
more has not been done. 

Business ethicists need to be more conversant with what is happening in the 
popular culture that affects business. In advertising ethics we have arcane discussions of 
the conditions for deception in advertising. Yet many ethicists quite understandably 
avoid watching much television. But where then do our examples from advertising come 
from? How can we really do a thorough job  discussing ethical issues in advertising if we 
are not familiar with advertising? We business ethicists, more than most, need to be 
familiar with popular culture if our business ethics cases are to have relevance and if we 
wish to be heard. 

We also need to hear and read people with whom we disagree philosophically and 
politically. Most business ethicists are liberal humanists. We are put off by the arguments 
from law and economics, cost-benefit analysis, and advocates of limited government. But 
advocates of these positions have had a powerful influence on both business and 
management education. We need to be intelligent critics here. 

Finally we philosophers need to take religion more seriously. Most of us have been 
involved with religion at some point in our lives but most of us do not let it enter into our 
intellectual musings. However, many business persons who take business ethics most 
seriously have been strongly influenced by their religious upbringing and they are not 
ashamed to say so. And hardly a session of  executive education goes by when I don' t  get 
a question like, "Well isn't  religion important and shouldn't  this session on business 
ethics be concerned with what Christianity says about business ethics?" Surely we are 
right in reminding the questioner that in a multicultural workforce many people are not 
Lutherans, not even in Minnesota, and thus we cannot address business ethics simply 
from that one religious perspective. But in providing that answer, we should not give the 
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impression that religious values are not important. One of  the strengths of Iwao Taka's 
piece, "Business Ethics: A Japanese View," is his open acknowledgement of  the 
dependence of  Japanese business ethics on its Confucian and Buddhist religious 
heritage. 17 In many ways that piece reminds me of  the kind of work Clarence Walton has 
done over the years. 

Thus we philosophers are greatly in Clarence Walton's debt. In the early years, he 
championed ethics as one more discipline that deserved the attention of business schools 
and their students. Now that we philosophers have made it in the business schools--at 
least to some extent--we should not forget Clarence's vision for ethics. It is that ethics 
should take its legitimate place in the intellectual discussion of  business. We are not 
preachers from the mountaintops; we are not disciplinary specialists who bring one more 
piece of  expertise to the students who then have the responsibility to figure out what it all 
means. Rather we are participants in a conversation and if the conversation is to be 
successful we must understand what the other conversationalists are saying. In effect I 
am calling on the philosophers who are business ethicists to be generalists. The Japanese 
have shown us the dangers of over-specialization on the assembly line. We must beware 
of the dangers of  over-specialization in the academy. And here again Clarence can be an 
inspiration because he is the generalist par excellence. Let this generation of 
philosophers who have struggled for recognition and have to some extent received it 
simply declare victory and join like-minded colleagues from whatever discipline or 
specialty in the pursuit of business practices that are both profitable and humane. As 
Clarence said in his 1977 essay: 

"Life is not so simple" marks the beginning of ethical wisdom. When life has 
become so complex that it literally spews forth problems, we have great 
difficulty--and great opportunity. Seizing the opportunity is the current 
challenge.IS 

And nine years later in his 1986 lecture at Penn State University, Clarence said: 

Liberty, Justice, Equality. When the poet sings these words, hearts are 
moved. When the philosopher defines these words, minds are stretched. When 
the executive lives these words, humanity is enriched. The three (poet, 
philosopher, and practitioner) make up the equilateral triangle within which a 
civilization is created and safeguarded. Each has the high duty to answer those 
commercial writs of  quo warranto that new generations always serve on their 
elders. And the writs are answered by moral concepts understood by moral 
persons, which is to say, by individuals with a passionate concern for business 
ethics. J9 
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C O R P O R A T E  S O C I A L  RESPONSIBILITIES:  
T H E  D E B A T E  R E V I S I T E D  * 

CLARENCE WALTON 

In 1950, two events occurred that, though given little public attention, may well have 
been harbingers of major ideological changes in the world of corporate America. The 
first was an action by the New Jersey Legislature, which in 1950 declared it to be part of 
public policy that "corporations organized under the laws of this state should be 
specifically empowered to contribute such monies as, in a judgment of the governing 
boards, will conduce to the betterment of social and economic conditions, thereby 
permitting such corporations, as creations of this State, to discharge their obligations to 
society while, at the same time, reaping the benefits which essentially accrue to them 
through public recognition of their existence within the economic, social, as well as 
within the legal, structure of society." 

In that same year, New York University celebrated the golden anniversary of its 
business school. The theme selected for its commemorative Bernays Lecture Series was 
devoted to the social responsibilities of management (New York University Press, 1950). 
In itself, the topic appears to have no particular significance until it is realized that the 
university's business school had begun - as most early schools of business had begun--  
as an institution established to prepare students for careers in commerce, accounting, and 
finance. The theme takes on significance because of  two reasons: it revealed a faculty 
moving out of  the normal functional areas of instruction and toward the managerial 
aspects of  business; second, by focusing on the social responsibility issue, it indicated 
that the topic of major concern to executives at that time was not production or markets 
or personnel, but an elusive new issue that defied easy definition. 

With the legislative framework having been established in New Jersey and with the 
issue's primacy having been stated in New York by academics, the rest of the scenario 
was predictable. Three years after both events a case came before the New Jersey 
Supreme Court that was to challenge legal precedent in a very significant way. At that 
time corporate executives behaved circumspectly within a legal fence built by the courts 
some 60 years ago in the famous Dodge  Brothers  v. The Ford  M o t o r  Company.  The 
case was precipitated by Henry Ford's decision to cut dividends to a "paltry" 200 percent 
of invested equity per year in order to raise wages and reduce prices--and by so doing, 
to behave responsibly by sharing profits with employees through better wages and with 
customers through reduced prices. The Michigan Supreme Court told Ford that his 
motives were simply wrong because a corporation existed to maximize returns to the 
shareholders. The reasoning of the Dodge case continued to prevail in executive suites 

Excerpt from "Corporate Social Responsibilities: The Debate Revisited" in Journal o f  Economics 
and Business 34 (1982): 173-187. 
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so that managers simply did not think of such adventurous things as company donations 
to private institutions. But this was precisely the issue raised in the Smith Manufacturing 
case. And the operating premise----or, at least, the hope--was that New Jersey would 
prove more amenable to corporate philanthropy than the old Michigan law had allowed. 

Because of  its importance, it is appropriate to capture the flavor of  that decision in 
the words of Judge J. C. Stein, who rendered the decision. 

"I cannot conceive of any greater benefit to corporations in this country 
to build, and continue to build, respect for and adherence to a system of free 
enterprise and democratic government, the serious impairment of either of 
which may well spell the destruction of all corporate enterprises. Nothing that 
aids or promotes the growth and service of the American university or college 
in respect of  the matters here discussed can possibly be anything short of 
direct benefit to every corporation in the land. The college-trained men and 
women are a ready reservoir from which industry may draw to satisfy its need 
for scientific or executive talent. It is no answer to say that a company is not 
so benefited unless such need is immediate. A long-range view must be taken 
of the matter. A small company today might be under no imperative 
requirement to engage the services of a research chemist or other scientist, but 
its growth in a few years may be such that it might have available an ample 
pool from which it may obtain the needed service. It must also be 
remembered that industry cannot function efficiently or enjoy development 
and expansion unless it has at all times the advantage of enlightened 
leadership and direction. The value of that kind of  service depends in great 
measure upon the training, ideologies, and character of  the personnel 
available....What promotes the general good inescapably advances the 
corporate weal. I hold that corporate contributions to Princeton and 
institutions rendering a like public service are, if held within reasonable 
limitations, a matter of direct benefit to the giving corporations, and this 
without regard to the extent or sweep of the donor's business. The benefits 
derived from such contributions are nation-wide and promote the welfare of 
everyone anywhere in the land. 

"Here then, are supportive actions in behalf of  a cause that is intimately 
tied to the American way of life. Such giving may be called incidental power, 
but when it is considered in its essential character, may well be regarded as a 
major, though unwritten, corporate power. It is even more than that. In the 
court's view of the case, it amounts to 'solemn duty. '" 

The Debate: Phase One 

While there had been general interest in the question of correct behavior by large 
organizations in a highly complex economic system, the Smith decision helped to induce 
greater concerns among businessmen and theorists over the meaning of the concept of 
corporate social responsibility. What it was for an individual who owned and operated 
his own business was easy to understand and the observation of  one scholar provides a 
handy reference. Commenting on the death of Henry Ford in 1947, Sigmund Diamond 
(1955) noted that Ford was generally viewed as a responsible businessman because his 
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philosophy rested on two assumptions: 1) the "entrepreneurial quality was used to 
provide better products" and 2) Ford's "social outlook stressed service rather than profit 
as the basic motivation for enlightened business." This view had been expressed earlier 
by a French visitor, Abb6 Felix Klein, who said of American businessmen that their 
motivation "to make money was only half the task; the other half is to use it well" 
(Handelin, 1949). Klein discerned three behavior styles. In the first a wealthy 
businessman could leave his fortune to offspring, but this was both selfish and unwise 
because the legacies were often squandered by children; in the second, a businessman 
could create a foundation, but this was less than fully responsible because management 
was turned over to others and charity became impersonal; the most attractive route was 
to make large donations during a lifetime, and this represented the greatest fulfillment of 
social obligation by a businessman. 

This tradition dating back to Puritan times undergirded the Protestant ethic that 
stressed hard word and frugality and imposed on those who succeeded within the system 
a duty to help the less fortunate. The new question was different: could boards of 
directors take earnings that properly belonged to stockholders and, in the board's 
discretion, use a portion of those funds for causes they deemed essential to the public 
good and organization's welfare? If  the answer had a somewhat confused legal status 
because of the differences between the Michigan and New Jersey viewpoints, it was also 
in difficult psychological straits; despite Klein's observations, a comment by the dean of 
English letters, V.S. Prichett, may be nearer the mark. In an interview with Edward 
Fuller of the Wall Street Journal, June 12, 1981, Sir Victor contrasted his country to 
America in these words: "It 's partly because England is very small, incredibly small, 
immensely overcrowded. We have this social consciousness because we constantly have 
to bump our way down the street against each other. We simply cannot get away from 
each other. In America, obviously people can get away from each other to a greater 
degree. You have enormous space; the country appears to an outsider to be 
underpopulated. Tennessee, I think, is remarkable: four to five million people in a state 
of this size is fantastic. Therefore, the individual doesn't feel the same strict obligation 
to society. In America, there is a curious nonchalance...." 

What the English came to do quickly by instinct, Americans came to do slowly 
through persuasion. One of the first scholars to argue on behalf of the idea of corporate 
social responsibility was John Maurice Clark of Columbia University (1957) who 
published a series of essays rejecting an either/or relationship between self-interest and 
public interest. Managers are judged not simply by a bottom line criterion but also by 
the way "they handle relationships with other people, including many they shall never 
see, and by the reasonableness with which they conduct those relations so that businesses 
will be useful to all whose lives are affected. To argue, therefore, that business 
leadership should be interpreted as excluding considerations of others would be as 
contrary to human nature as it is contrary to a world of pure altruism since it would place 
everyone on a merciless, competitive struggle in which security is shattered--not only in 
an economic sense but in a much more basic and profound psychological sense." 

Capitalism's hallowed work "enlightenment" must be expanded to mean concern 
for others, and if a businessman went this far--and still wished to insist that his regard 
for community interest was still good business--this was perfectly acceptable to Clark. 
But his point is simple: no businessman has a broadened conception of good business 
until the idea becomes a moral one. "But if he has not gone this far, and if his 
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enlightened self-interest is merely far-sighted shrewdness, one can be sure that at some 
point or other the shrewdness will not be far-sighted enough and trouble will result." 

The generally recognized intellectual father of the corporate social responsibility 
idea is Howard Bowen. A careful reading of his seminal book, which appeared four 
years before Clark's analysis, shows that he was very cautious in expectations about the 
extent of fruitful results that might be obtained when corporations voluntarily took on 
social responsibilities (Bowen, 1953). Despite such guarded optimism, Bowen made 
clear that business activity could be harnessed to the social interest effectively only if 
business executives accepted social responsibility as one of  their major professional 
assignments. By 1953 there was no doubt that discussions of  business social 
responsibilities had become--as  Bowen noted--"quite fashionable." 

The significance of the new intellectual fashion cannot be minimized. It 
represented a direct challenge to the philosophical utilitarianism of John Stuart Mill, 
whose teachings and preachings had become the intellectual blanket under which 
Americans had lived comfortably and snugly for nearly two centuries. Philosophical 
utilitarianism asserted that every individual acted to promote pleasure and to avoid pain, 
and that achievement of pleasure was an expression of the individual's maximum good. 
When corporations acted in the same fashion, they were simply acting a role harmonious 
with, and parallel to, the way individuals fulfilled their own roles. It was this form of 
enlightened self-interest that was being put to a critical test by Bowen and Clark. 

The Counterattack 

In view of the assault on a long philosophical tradition and on legal precedent, it is not 
surprising that counterattacks would be mounted. Given Henry Ford's prominence in the 
early days of the century it is somewhat ironic that Thomas Reid, a Ford executive, 
should later express some skepticism toward the corporate social responsibility 
movement when he declared that the job of an executive was to respond swiftly and 
efficiently to consumer wants as expressed in the marketplace; as are all other citizens, 
the managers is well advised to stick to his knitting, mind his store, and guard his 
interests. 

Substantial representation from the academic community also voiced opposition to 
the new concept. Theodore Levitt of  Harvard, Milton Friedman and Frederick Hayek of 
Chicago, Ludwig von Misis of  New York University, and Ben Lewis of Oberlin were 
among those who spoke out against management's use of corporate income for purposes 
other than stockholder benefit. Four common threads were entwined in the critique: the 
first was a feeling that corporate oligarchs had simply too much power and were using 
corporate responsibility as a way of  soothing troubled consciences; the second was a fear 
that corporations were extending their "tyranny" over other sectors of society and that 
freedom would be the casualty if the idea and practice were not promptly squelched; the 
third was that while corporate executives were adept in handling market situations, they 
had no expertise to apply to social problems; the fourth was a claim that the new 
movement was basically unethical because it violated the property rights of stockholders. 
The common element was Friedman's (1962, 1970) assertion that "there is one--and 
only one social responsibility of business: to use its resources and engage in activities 
designed to increase its profits so long as it stays within the rules of the game, which is to 
say, engage in open and free competition without deception or fraud." 
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The philosophic dimension of the issue was expressed by Mortimer Adler, who felt 
that control of the modern corporation must rest "with those who own it and not with 
those who merely run it. For management of a corporate enterprise to dispose of what 
rightfully belongs to its stockholders without their free, present, and affirmatively 
expressed consent is despotism, and it remains despotism no matter how benevolent or 
wise management is in acting for what it thinks to be the best interests of  its 
stockholders." (Kelso and Adler, 1958) 

What cements this relationship between economists and philosophers is their shared 
belief that commercial republicanism, although small and petty in outward appearance, 
has the great virtue of  discouraging noble crusades that, upon examination, often turned 
out to be so ill-conceived that they were destined to be ill-fated. This preference for a 
form of economy limited in scope flows also from capitalism's success as an engine of 
growth (Bator, 1957). 

Critique of Market Capitalism 

Dissatisfaction with neoclassical welfare economics had led analysts and executives to 
perceive that pure market allocation is impossible over the long term and to reject the 
Friedmanlike explanations of  contemporary capitalist systems. Shortly after Friedman's 
blistering attack on the "responsibility" doctrine a refutation appeared from Donald S. 
MacNaughton, chairman and chief executive officer of the Prudential Insurance 
Company of America. The speakers stature, the company he directed, and the audience 
he addressed combine to make the statement worth repeating. 

The law says ownership rests with the stockholder. Of course it does; 
but is this as important as it used to be? His claim to ownership is based on 
his having risked his capital in the venture--the old proprietorship theory. 
However, the early proprietor was the sole proprietor of capital. Today's 
stockholder isn't even the primary source of capital. True owners, in Daniel 
Bell's terms, 'are involved directly and psychologically in the fate of an 
enterprise.' This definition of ownership does not usually fit today's 
stockholder. In fact, employees come closer to that mold. Today's 
stockholder, in Bell's terms, 'is often an "in-and-out" person with little 
continuing interest in the enterprise.' His risk is as much dependent on the 
vicissitudes of the marketplace as it is on the perils of  a particular business. 
And, as institutional buying of equities continues to grow, the schism between 
equity interest and true ownership widens. The market behavior of a stock 
may be a measure of company performance, but it is less and less an 
indication of ownership . . . In essence, it [the corporation] can best be 
described as a business organization whose managers act as trustees for all 
who have an interest in the enterprise--the stockholders, employees, 
suppliers, consumers and the public. And if this is the case, then the private 
enterprise institution is truly a social force with all the duties and 
responsibilities of  a social organization. The managers are not owners, nor do 
they have the right to behave as though the prerogatives of  ownership and 
property rights have been delegated to them because they were elected by 
stockholders. The interests of the enterprise and their managerial 
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responsibilities are much broader and the citizenry tunes out when the 
corporate manager sounds off on the protection of property rights." 
(MacNaughton, 1971.) 

There is also growing support for the proposition that in any allocation or 
reallocation of resources, the "winners must be able to compensate the losers and the 
actual distributional change brought about must either be...favorable or not so 
unfavorable as to o u t w e i g h . . ,  the fact that some have gained more than others have 
lost." (Calabrese and Bobbit, 1978.) Supporters of the corporate social responsibility 
doctrine hold that since pure market allocation is defective and, since someone must 
provide a visible hand to steady the invisible hand of  the market, it is better for the 
vitality of the entire voluntary sector if business extends a helping hand for those things 
where it has competence and an interest in the result. Markets rest on performance but 
any simplistic application of the performance ethic to the actions of all members of a 
society would probably destroy productivity and the market's social structure as well 
(Goode, 1967). 

But, if there is growing support among executives and academicians for the concept 
of corporate social responsibility, why is discussion about it still so intense? The answer 
must take into account two factors: 1) the performance record of  corporations espousing 
a social responsibility doctrine and 2) continued difference over the meaning and 
dynamics of the term. 

Rhetoric And Performance 

If three decades of discussion and debate have persuaded managers of large 
organizations to subscribe to the doctrine of corporate social responsibility, has the creed 
produced appreciably better corporate conduct? Are large corporations more sensitive to 
community needs? to employees rights? to integrity of the physical environment? to the 
viability of the market system? to the vitality of the entire voluntary sector? The list 
could be extended but the questions give a fair sense of the range of matters that 
corporations presumably would address under the rubric of corporate social 
responsibility. 

Looking back at an idea and a movement where he has served as mentor and 
monitor, Howard Bowen reported his experiences in these terms: 

"I have detected few gains in the quality of business stewardship over 
that time. Corporations have increased their participation in community 
affairs and their financial support of activities in health, education and 
welfare. However, they have scarcely been wildly generous in the amounts of 
their charitable contributions--perhaps for good reason, since such cost 
would be passed on to consumers in higher prices. Moreover, the charitable 
giving has been regarded almost universally as an adjunct of public relations. 
Corporations have also accepted and adjusted to collective bargaining with 
labor unions. In doing so, however, they have routinely raised prices to 
compensate for higher labor cost, and it is easy for the onlooker to suspect a 
kind of subconscious but effective collusion between organized labor and 
corporate enterprise, or to suspect a game in which concessions are made to 
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labor which are immediately withdrawn by raising the price of what workers 
buy." (Epstein and Votaw, 1978.) 

Two studies by two able analysts tend to support Bowen's gloomy assessment. 
Columbia University's Melvin Ashen (1980) declared that the revelations of business 
misbehavior clearly suggest "that while moral creeds may have been sincerely 
articulated, they have not been administered with the systematic discipline that has 
applied to the annual operating budget. The record also suggests that operating 
managers often encountered difficult conflicts between the admirable standards of 
business conduct, described in company philosophies and official ethical precepts, on 
one side, and the pressures created by short-term financial goals of the realities of 
competitive markets, on the other." The second critic is Edward Herman of the 
University of Pennsylvania, who, having set out to reexamine the old Berle-Means 
(1932) data regarding the implications for corporate responsibilities when managers are 
no longer property holders, contended that, in this 50-year span (1931 - 1981), managers 
have continued to preserve their autonomy, have presided over organizations that are 
much like government bloated bureaucracies, and have subscribed to a philosophy that 
profit is king. Although businessmen mouth pious platitudes about their responsibilities 
to the public, they behave in private as hard-driving realists who recognize that corporate 
social responsibilities--such as achieving or exceeding affirmative action targets---do 
not send its stock soaring among cynical Wall Street actors (Herman, 1981). 

One other point about business behavior is frequently cited as one more example of 
the continuance of irresponsible and hard-boiled tactics of yore. This aspect is found in 
business's alleged proclivity to deny responsibility for any wrongdoing and its refusal to 
cooperate with legitimate government requests. 

Opposing the critics are those who see a new and better face in corporate behavior. 
They point to a variety of facts that indicate an enlarged ethical sensitivity by corporate 
leadership and a more acceptable philosophy of social responsibility. 

1. Nearly three-quarters of all major corporations have developed written codes of 
ethics and their leaders report a strong belief that the codes assure better business 
conduct by all their representatives (Opinion Research Corporation, 1980; The 
Foundation of the Southwestern Graduate School of Banking, 1979). 

2. A more responsible attitude toward nature is revealed in the growth of a new quasi- 
profession called "the environmental auditors." (Harrison, 1981). 

3. The advertising industry has shown remarkable improvement in upgrading its 
ethical performance through the National Advertising Division of the Chamber of 
Commerce and through an appeals instrument called the National Advertising 
Review Board (1980). 

4. There is obviously greater concern for employee career needs and even small 
enterprises in highly competitive industries have given, and are giving, substantial 
professional help for employee self-development. 

5. Many companies now have on their boards of directors explicitly designated "ethics 
committees," and the number is growing (Purcell, 1978). 

6. Corporate disclosure policies are going well beyond the stiffer rules mandated by 
the Social Security Commission in late 1980 by including reports on employee 
health and safety, affirmative action hiring, support of universities, hospitals, 
museums, and symphonies, and related programs. Their philosophy was stated by 
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Bank America's Thomas Clausen: "We believe that our business, within obvious 
constraints of confidentiality and competition, is the public's interest." Recognized 
is the need for an arithmetic of quality. 

Definitive determination of the relative merits of arguments by critics or defenders 
is a practical impossibility and the conclusion could readily induce skepticism toward the 
whole CSR movement. But skepticism is tempered by recent developments. There has 
been a reopening of the argument; terms not sufficiently clear when the idea itself was 
initially discussed are being refined; the frame of  reference is seen as having serious 
implications for the effectiveness, or ineffectiveness, with which corporations discharge 
their responsibilities toward society in the future; the political and intellectual climates 
appear to be changing. These developments require a thorough-going reappraisal of the 
direction of the corporate responsibility drive. 

A New Beginning 

If  the challenge to business is in terms more direct than ever before, it follows that 
business must reassess its rationale for meeting festering social issues and this rationale 
must satisfy a majority of stockholders and workers, local communities, the nation, and 
even the international order. It is a substantial intellectual challenge where theory and 
model building may have limited applicability because both tend to build on central and 
persisting tendencies in a society in the hope that prediction will thereby be made more 
accurate. 

How corporate leadership responds is influenced by the way it defines the terms. 
Without doing violence to the various subtleties that can be brought to an understanding 
of corporate social responsibilities, it is nevertheless possible to suggest an analytic 
framework that takes into account three major strands. The first views responsibility in 
terms of a pragmatic reaction to changing social conditions. The second stresses the 
notion that good leadership comes from leaders who are good because they possess 
certain identifiable virtues, one of which is a moral obligation to take into account the 
needs of others----even when those "others" are relatively unknown or have no explicit 
and clear right to press a claim against them. The third positions corporate social 
responsibilities as obligations that leaders of all organizations o w e  to society. A 
commentary on each is appropriate. 

Responsibility as Response 

Disturbed by the ambiguities that surrounded the initial articulations of the idea of 
corporate responsibilities--such as are lbund in many earlier works--scholars like 
William Frederick (n.d.) urged the abandonment of the term "responsibility" in favor of 
"response." The coinage has certain indubitable advantages. A reactive posture relieves 
the corporation of any charge that it intends to manipulate the form and shape of  
contemporary society. Since manipulation is the "ugliest face of power," corporate 
executives simply cannot afford to show such a face to the public (Goodwin, 1980). The 
response method is also less threatening to other organizations because it allows them to 
be the initiators of challenge. Finally, the response method provides rich opportunities 
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for social audit trails. Primarily the work of academicians and consultants, the 
conceptually elaborate social audits first advanced were considered unworkable by 
corporate leaders. 

Perhaps the most singular advantage of  the response mechanism--and its 
supporting arguments--is its flexibility. Managers respond to threats as well as to 
opportunities. 

Hostility is perceived from the domestic government. Professor Richard Eells 
(1981) of Columbia University has voiced grave concern over the persistent way that the 
camel of state control has pushed into the private sector's tent. There has been a 
fundamental shift in the scope and philosophy of federal regulations. Unlike the past 
when the old-style regulators focused on markets, rates, and service to customers, the 
new-style administrators stipulate the conditions under which goods and services are 
produced, the physical characteristics of  the manufactured products, how much pollutant 
manufacturers may emit, the safety criteria for products, and other detailed facets on the 
manufacturing process. As a result, the business manager has fewer degrees of freedom. 
It is this fear of  state intrusion by legislators, regulators, and judges that has galvanized 
the business community into action, or more properly, reaction and response. 

There is also a series of  normal responses that every business must make in a 
competitive environment: response to opportunity both in the market and beyond it. 
Market-oriented responses are paralleled by community-paralleled responses to housing, 
learning, and cultural needs. Response in the latter is most usually defined as the 
exercise of  corporate social responsibility. 

Yet there are conceptual weaknesses in the "response" rationale. A response is 
nothing more than an answer and an answer always deals with something already begun. 
A corporate response is an attempt to answer questions raised by others, framed by 
others, and judged for adequacy by others so that in a subtle but real sense, businessmen 
are locked in. 

Efforts to move the debate from any kind of CSR-1 (defined as responsibility) to 
CSR-2 (defined as response) have not been overwhelmingly successful, and other 
definitions must be considered. This does not suggest that the response mechanism is 
unusually defective; insofar as it goes, it is quite helpful. But it does suggest that other 
approaches are needed to round out the picture. One such complementary approach is to 
view responsibility as unique to executives who, as moral agents, possess great power 
and must behave virtuously in the use of that power. 

The Virtuous Agent 

Virtue is not a highly esteemed term in contemporary society and to many it is 
pejorative, yet it has direct relevance to any discussion of corporate social responsibility; 
indeed its absence from the debate is one measure of the power of the prevailing culture 
to foist some arbitrary and unnecessarily narrow definitions on us. 

The sharp difference between seeing corporate responsibility as response and 
viewing it as the product of virtuous leaders is easy to suggest. Whereas response is 
more passive, virtue is more active; response urges us to stop, look and listen before 
moving, while virtue pushes individuals forward, but with awareness born of  practical 
wisdom that signals cannot be ignored. Response enjoins people to do no harm; virtue 
impels individuals to do good. 
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No one can talk meaningfully of a corporation's social responsibility without asking 
two questions: what is a corporation? what is a corporate manager? 

If  a corporation is viewed exclusively as a bureaucracy, those who run it must 
follow the morality of  the bureaucracy. Since the rules managers follow may exist 
outside the realm of normal morality, the moral assignment is not to decide on 
appropriate ends but to discharge assigned duties. Such persons feel virtuous if they are 
punctual, efficient, honest, and cause no unnecessary damage to others (Smith, 1978). In 
organizations where even top management feels captive to rules they have not made and 
to which they have given only partial assent, personal moral passivity is predictable. 
Bureaucrats heed directives but see no visions, and a "keep-your-nose-clean" philosophy 
becomes commonplace--and reassuring. 

To see the organization as a vast impersonal machine has even more powerful 
appeal in the practical order. Under the organizational ethic, it is possible to examine a 
company's ethical code to determine its collective judgment on moral behavior, 
including its response to social responsibilities. The written code may be examined by 
others, challenged by others, supported by others. It is simple, visible, direct, and the 
observer can assess how organizational leadership feels toward corporate obligations. 

Yet the corporation, viewed in quite another light, can be conceptualized like the 
household management of  ancient times in that its ultimate purpose attends more to 
people than to things; it exists to promote the good of humans more than the good of 
property or wealth. To advance the good of humans requires identifiable virtues in 
managers, which includes prudence and justice, fortitude and temperance. If government 
effectiveness is not automatic and not divorced from its human agents, neither is the 
corporation's automatic and divorced from its human agents. One college president 
wrote that "for our Founding Fathers, self-government could not work without the 
traditional republican virtues of self-control, self-reliance, citizen participation, and a 
concern for the common good." (Rainsford, 1976.) Neither can corporate governance 
work without those same "republican virtues" being practiced by executives who take 
their obligations as moral agents most seriously. 

This does not suggest that the virtues of a good individual and the virtues of a good 
executive are identical. As a private person an individual may sacrifice all for the good 
of others, follow a regimen of  self-denial, even surrender certain rights for a larger 
cause. The business executive can do no such things. By definition, a business 
enterprise is engaged in an economic process and disciplined by scarcity of resources 
and competition for such resources; its existence is geared to the production of goods 
and services for others; the need for capital must be met. No corporate executive can 
impose personal values that subvert the institution. He is a social person interacting with 
others in certain socially prescribed patterns; yet in this performance virtue cannot be 
blunted by indifference toward injustice or by actions that harm the common good. Wise 
managers bring to their work a set of virtues that enable them to make the corporation an 
instrument for both narrow, and larger, goods. 

From this perspective executives can find legitimacy for actions subject to attack by 
the "Friedmanites" of  the world; in this sense, virtue impels them to seek modifications 
in the law when statutes deny them the right to use their organization for larger goals, 
even when they tend to be perilously close to the self-serving model developed by Judge 
Stein in the Smith Manufacturing case. Furthermore, virtue provides essential "career 
anchors" that Edgar Schein (1978) defines as reflections of the underlying needs and 
motives which the person brings into adulthood; they also reflect the person's values and, 
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most important, discovered talents. By definition there cannot be an anchor until there 
has been work experience, even though motives and values may already be present from 
earlier experience. It is the process of  integrating into the total self-concept what one 
sees oneself to be more or less competent at, wanting out of life, one's  value system, and 
the kind of person one is that begins to determine the major life and occupational choices 
throughout adulthood. The career anchor is a learned part of  the self-image which 
combines self-perceived motives, values, and talents. What one learns is not only a 
function of what one brings to the work situation, but also reflects the opportunities 
provided and the feedback obtained. Consequently, the anchor is determined to some 
degree by actual experiences, not only by the talents and motives latent in the person. 

Aristotle spoke of virtue in similar terms. It turns out that what looks like 
unabashed exhortation has a highly practical content verified by empirically derived 
data. Without anchor, executives float aimlessly; without leaders with anchors, 
organizations float aimlessly. But there are dangers. If carried to excesses of self- 
righteousness, the virtuous executive easily slips into arrogance and self-indulgence. 
That danger is unlikely if executives recognize that the ideal is disciplined by practical 
wisdom even as it is directed toward social justice. Aristotle defined a virtuous citizen as 
one who knew both how to devise laws and how to obey them: the same qualities are 
needed for businessmen. 

CSR as Obligation 

Somewhere between the "response" and "virtue" models for corporate behavior is the 
responsibility model that was, and is, the term most widely used by both theorists and 
executives. Like the virtue paradigm, the responsibility model interprets the manager's 
role in terms of economic, social, and moral perspectives. Hunger for growth or for 
profits does not exculpate the executive from the freight of ethical obligations that every 
human being carries. Ends do not justify means; the market is not the sole, or primary, 
determinant of values. Humans are seen not simply as head (reason) or belly (material) 
or heart (sentiment) but as intricate beings whose connectedness is achieved ultimately 
by spirit--a force clearly present and unclearly explained. 

Unlike the virtue model, the latter is more cautious, sharing a kinship with the 
response model by taking into most serious consideration the changing nature of  the 
culture. Since the culture gives the basic signals on what is deemed important by society, 
it becomes the function of the executive to respond to those signals, largely in the 
interest of organizational survival and organizational success. But where the response 
approach would incline executives to stay within these parameters (survival and 
profitability), the responsibility approach stresses quite forcefully the moral obligation to 
use corporate resources for the common--as  well as the particular--good. 

There is, then, a subtle but important difference between the response and the 
responsibility models in that the latter takes the word responsibility itself as a serious 
intellectual challenge. First it seeks to define the meaning of responsibility--no easy 
task since multiple interpretations are given. Five ways of understanding the term are 
illustrated by questions: Are corporations responsible for all consequences, however 
distant, of their actions? Or are corporations responsible for results they did not seek--  
or even could not have anticipated? Are corporations and their leaders responsible for 
results that might have been foreseen through prudent decision making, even when the 
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results were not intended? Or is responsibility judged only in terms of results that 
corporate leaders intended to produce? Finally, is responsibility simply what others 
would do under similar circumstances? (Deutsch, 1975.) 

To pose the question is to indicate that managers seek meaningfulness by first 
undertaking an intellectual assignment that when completed is incorporated into 
company objectives and made public to stockholders, employees, and the larger society. 
Of the foregoing definitions, it is quite probable that corporate leaders prefer their 
actions to be judged only in terms of  results they intended to produce--and common 
sense tends to support that decision. But society is actually not agreeing with that 
definition. Given the resources available for effective forecasting and the powerful 
impacts that inappropriate managerial decisions have on the rest of society, the public 
tends to define responsibility in terms of  results that could have been foreseen through 
prudent decision making even when the results were not intended. While differences of 
interpretation persist, shifting public opinion suggests that executives should enlarge 
their own interpretation to accord more closely with the public's view. 

Having worked through the definitional problem and promulgated it, the next step 
is to answer a few significant questions on how the maxim may be practiced. Since 
responsibility cannot be divorced from accountability, corporations are asked to declare 
publicly their understanding of prioritized obligations to different constituencies. Just as 
individual responsibility begins with self-accountability, so too does corporate 
responsibility begin with the organization itself. While it does not end there, it accepts 
that survival is a sine qua non. Massive capital formation needs (or the lack thereof) 
force managers to recognize that today's earnings are simply the cost for staying in 
business tomorrow, and that if the business does not earn these costs, it will vanish. 
Peter Drucker has persuasively reasoned that such earnings "are not future costs but 
rather costs incurred now, though not paid out until later. They are accrued or deferred 
costs ... and the business that does not earn the accrued cost of staying in business 
impoverishes the economy and is untrue to its first social responsibility, namely, to 
maintain the weal-producing and employment-producing capacities of  the resources 
entrusted to the enterprise and its management." 

In addition to assuring survival, the corporation pledged to responsible 
performance will read society's signals in terms of providing expanded and enriched 
work opportunities for employees. Continuing education programs, career counseling, 
and health care facilities are examples; the organization will institute processes to protect 
workers' job security and due process. Responsibility to stockholders whose interests 
have been constricted, possibly unduly, by other pressures on the organization is 
forthrightly acknowledged. Appropriate disclosure policies, stockholders' input on 
board elections, closer correlation between dividend returns and wage increases 
(including, especially, executive salaries and other perquisites), are essential. Corporate 
governance reform effort is a step in this direction. 

Finally, there is that ill-defined "outside" world that is the source of the signals and 
the heart of  the problem. What responsibilities have business organizations for the 
health of public ones? Should higher education have high priority? If  so, is the 
relatively niggardly support (niggardly in terms of the 5 percent deductible allowed 
under tax laws) a reflection of  caution, or confusion? Should the bulk of support go to 
public institutions? to the private voluntary sector? to both evenhandedly? One 
conclusion seems inescapable: defining, prioritizing, and publicizing accurately the 
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corporation's sense of its own mission is probably harder, not easier, than fulfillment of  
that mission. In most discussions of responsibilities, it is usually the other way around. 

Practical Decision Making 

What makes application of even an enlightened policy of  corporate social responsibility 
difficult is that invariably the issue is not one of good or evil, black or white, right or 
wrong. The problem is usually rooted in harsh dilemmas occasioned by economic or 
social transformation for which the enterprise may be only partially responsible. Such a 
case occurred in February 1981 when General Motors, faced with declining sales and 
mounting deficits in 1979, decided that plant renovation was absolutely necessary. It 
scheduled a $500,000,000 investment for a new facility to boost its production of 
Cadillacs and Fisher body frames. The plant will take approximately 500 acres of  land 
located in an old and historic area called Poletown as well as part of an adjacent area and 
a portion of the site now occupied by Chrysler's defunct Dodge plant. 

Since 6000 new jobs and the potential for better dividends and better products are 
attractive prospects, Detroit's leaders had worked mightily to move the project forward; 
Michigan desperately needed jobs and Detroit needed tax income in the face of  an 
impoverished state budget. But the people of Poletown, mostly elderly, protested. They 
wanted to keep their houses and their old church, and this meant that the new plant could 
not be built there. Both union and church leadership faced dilemmas. So far as the 
union was concerned, the United Automobile Workers was known since the days of 
Walter Reuther as a socially responsible union and President Fraser of the UAW wished 
to maintain that image. But union membership had dropped from a record high of  1.5 
million in 1979 to about 1.25 in 1981; its income had fallen by nearly a million dollars 
monthly; within the past 16 months it had sacrificed over one million dollars in 
negotiated wages and benefits in a last-ditch effort to save jobs at Chrysler. Should the 
union support General Motors by favoring construction of the new plant? Or should it 
back the nearly helpless people of Poletown? Union leadership wrestled painfully with 
the question but M.L. Douglas, Vice President of Local 22, responded, "We have 
feelings about uprooting a lot of older people, but with the way things are going now, we 
can't  afford to lose those jobs." (Brown, 1981.) 

The church faced another problem. John Cardinal Dearden, leader of the 
archdiocese, was known for his liberal views. By virtue of his own personality and 
priestly commitment, it could be reasonably inferred that, in the face of perceived needs 
by the poor and elderly, the Cardinal's response would be in their favor. Through a 
church bulletin, the parishioners learned that an agreement had been signed on February 
16, 1981, with the City of Detroit whereby the diocese would sell the two churches of 
Poletown. The reactions were initially stunned surprise--and then anger; one 
parishioner expressed the common revulsion when he said: "They have sold us out to the 
city and to General Motors for thirty pieces of silver." (The Philadelphia Inquirer, 
February 22, 1981.) 

Were the governor and mayor, Douglas Fraser and John Dearden, respectively, 
socially irresponsible? Which of the three models of corporate social responsibility 
could be applied most logically to test their decision? If the "response" model is used, 
the decision makes good sense: jobs are needed, the people of Poletown lack a power 
base for effective counterattack, time will still dissent, a better economic future is 
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assured for the corporation, the city, and the state. On the basis of a "virtue" model, the 
logic of the decision becomes less defensible since the good of the larger number cannot 
be used as a rationale for destroying the good of a smaller number. On the basis of a 
"responsibility" model, the decision of the political, union, and corporate leaders has an 
inner logic and persuasive defensibility because all three acted in terms of 
responsibilities to their respective primary claimants: the governor and the mayor have 
to be concerned with the fiscal solvency of their respective units; union leadership has to 
discharge its primary obligation toward workers; corporate leadership has to worry about 
workers and stockholders. 

Perhaps the hardest decision fell on the church leaders who espouse, as a primary 
obligation, response to the sorely oppressed. Did they view Poletown residents as 
oppressed or simply inconvenienced? The difference in perception has major 
significance for the moral assessment of their decision. The legitimacy of the 
churchman's arguments has been sharply challenged. On the other hand, obligations to a 
larger group of workers cannot be summarily discounted since social justice wears more 
than one face. 

Conclusion 

Since the 1950s the debate over corporate social responsibilities--their meaning, 
theoretical framework, implementation---has gone on. Skeptics could conclude that 
neither the argument nor the practice of corporate social responsibility has advanced 
appreciably; yet further reflection brings on observations that cannot be summarily 
dismissed. In view of the state of the art, the following conclusions are gaining gradual 
consensus: 

1. Corporate social responsibility is, despite concerns of traditionalists, here to stay. 
2. Widespread acceptance of corporate social responsibility means a fundamental 

realteration of theory on how the contemporary market economy should proceed. 
3. The models for corporate social responsibilities are not mutually exclusive since 

each adds a significant and enriching element to an understanding of the term. 
4. Attempts to attribute a relative ascendancy to any one model tend to put the 

"responsibility model" first because 

• the virtue model carries overtones of  a benevolent despotism and executives 
are rightly fearful of such an image; yet 

• the response model restricts business to areas established by the challenger and 
is often narrowly self-serving; 

• the paradigm of the future is suggested by a General Electric task force that 
reported, in discharging corporate social responsibilities, one "cardinal 
principle must be adhered to: act, not react." (Dunckel et al., 1970.) 

. To implement its broadened commitments, organizations now provide for social 
audits and have established special board committees to study and monitor ethical 
performance. 
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Given the substantial intellectual change represented by the movement, and given 
the ambiguities that have surrounded the new apologetics, it is not surprising that some 
confusion continues. As Miriam Beard (1938) reminded Americans when the dark 
shadows of Hitler and Stalin fell across the world, the American business "finds, in 
reality, no guidance in foreign methods....No precedent can be found for his situation." 
What is surprising is that so much has been achieved in so short a t ime--and in this 
achievement is the best formula for both corporate success and national prosperity. A 
significant step has been take in business's as Beard phrased it in concluding her history, 
"search for credo and character." There is both a new credo and a new character for the 
commercial republic. 
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In short, the country stands poised on the edge of developing a style of 
life that probes more deeply than the material and physical realm. Somehow, 
say the advocates of  the artistic model (of corporate social responsibility), 
men are suddenly remembering what a typical renaissance man said to his 
fellow beings. Pico della Morandoal heard God saying to man: 

You alone are not bound by any restraint, unless you will adopt it by the 
will we have given you. I have placed you in the center of the world that you 
may the easier look about and behold all that is in it. I created you a creature, 
neither earthly nor heavenly, so that you could be your own creator and select 
whatever form you may choose for yourself. 1 

Predicting how we will come to understand corporate social responsibilities in the 
future is inextricably linked to today's definition of the corporation. As numerous 
business ethicists have come to realize, discussions of corporate social responsibilities 
necessarily entail more broad-based and fundamental discussions of  the definition, 
nature, and function of the modern business corporation (see, for example, Walton, 1967 
and 1992, Donaldson, 1982, Gilbert, 1992, Solomon, 1992, Donaldson and Dunfee, 
1994, Frederick, 1995, Hartman, 1996). Before one can answer the question of what are 
corporate social responsibilities and how will our understanding of these responsibilities 
evolve in the future, one has to grapple with the prior question: What is the business 
corporation? 

The primary goal of this study is to identify and discuss two plausible, yet distinct, 
definitions of the corporation and to trace how both definitions lead to unique versions of 
the concept of corporate social responsibilities. The first definition, which I label the 
commodity-based view of  the corporation, is the dominant, if unarticulated, view in 
most business ethics discussions. For example, it supports and is consistent with the 
prevailing stakeholder model, discussed below. In this view, corporate players are 
assumed to efficiently promote their pre-existing preferences. This definition is then 
contrasted with an alternative which I call the meaning-based view of the corporation. 
This definition, derived primarily from the work of James March, Jeffrey Pfeffer, and 
Robert Nozick, challenges the primary assumptions on which the commodity-based view 
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of the corporation is built, especially its static view of human preferences and identities z 
The meaning-based view of the corporation simultaneously enlarges and complicates the 
discussion of the future of  corporate social responsibilities by embracing a more 
ambiguous view of  human nature. No doubt the definitions offered here are extreme and 
more nuanced versions are eventually called for. Nevertheless, the preliminary 
caricatures drawn here are useful in providing the foundations for a discussion of  the two 
kinds of business ethics identified in the remainder of this paper. 

1-The Commodity-Based View of the Corporation 

This dominant view of the corporation suggests that business corporations are humanly- 
created institutions primarily devoted to producing and allocating goods and services to 
various stakeholder groups in society. Corporations, or more precisely, human beings 
acting in their roles as members of corporations, are exclusively concerned about the 
material well-being of society. This is not to say that in other aspects of their lives 
corporate players ignore non-material concerns, but as participants in the corporation, 
these concerns are systematically ignored. The key to this view is that before individuals 
enter the corporate world they know who they are and what they want. Preferences and 
identities are pre-determined, stable, and exogenous. 3 The corporation is thus defined 
as an instrumental tool to satisfy established wants and preferences. According to 
this definition, the primary business ethics question is how to allocate fairly the material 
goods and services (i.e. commodities) produced by the corporation--in light of given 
individual preferences and identities. 

2-The Meaning-Based View of the Corporation 

An alternative definition of the corporation introduces the concept of ambiguity. The key 
to the second view is that while individuals tentatively enter the corporate world with 
answers to the questions about who they are and what they want, they also are well aware 
that the very act of  participating in the corporation will itself undoubtedly affect these 
answers. Following Michael Walzer, we note "Men and women take on concrete 
identities because of the way they conceive and create, and then possess and employ 
social goods. ''4 Here, it is understood that while a corporation can satisfy established 
wants and preferences as above, the most important characteristic of  the corporation is its 
ability to help create, nourish, and alter wants, preferences, and identities. This view 
explicitly recognizes the ambiguous nature of organizational life and is derived from the 
work of James March (1994), Jeffrey Pfeffer (1981), and Robert Nozick (1993). March 
defines ambiguity in decision making as follows: 

When a situation is described as ambiguous...what is meant is that a 
decision maker is less confident that any one thing is true, or that the world 
can be partitioned into mutually exhaustive and exclusive states, or that 
information will resolve the lack of clarity. Ambiguity refers to features of 
decision making in which alternative states are hazily defined or in which they 
have multiple meanings, simultaneously opposing interpretations. Students of 
ambiguity argue that information may not resolve misunderstanding of the 
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world; that the "real" world may itself be a product of social construction, 
thus not so much discovered as invented; that interpretation of experience and 
desires may be fundamentally ambivalent rather than simply uncertain; and 
that ambiguity may be used to augment understanding through imagination. 5 

A definition of the corporation consistent with March's view quoted above recognizes 
that the corporation produces and allocates goods and services, but insists that the 
primary characteristic is that it serves as a location where human beings interpret life. In 
this alternative definition of the corporation, meaning takes center stage. Paraphrasing 
Edelman, corporate activity is understood as both instrumental and expressive. 6 

Jeffrey Pfeffer has elaborated on this view from the perspective of corporate 
managers. Placing meaning at the top of the corporate agenda, he suggests that the most 
important function of management is to provide: 

rationalizations or reasons that make sense of and thereby explain the 
organization's activities. These rationalizations or explanations for behavior 
are constructed so as to legitimate the organization to its constituents both 
within and outside its boundaries, in that the explanations for activity provide 
reasons for organizational action that are consistent with social norms, values, 
and expectations for the organization. This legitimation occurs to ensure 
support not only from the organization's environment but also to ensure the 
continued participation and, indeed, acquiescence, enthusiasm, and 
commitment of the organization on the part of its employees or members. 7 

A meaning-based view of the corporation points out that corporate players are 
ultimately more interested in symbols, ceremonies, stories, myths, and language than 
contracts, budgets, and annual reports. The key business ethics question, from this 
perspective, is not how to allocate commodities fairly, but focuses attention on how 
meaning is interpreted and how symbols are understood and apportioned. As March 
notes, "The reason people involved in decision making devote so much time to symbols, 
myths, and rituals is that they care more about them" (emphasis added). 8 

This view, where symbols can trump commodities, is elaborated by Harvard 
University philosopher, Robert Nozick (1993), in his fascinating account of human 
decision making. He writes: 

A large part of the richness of our lives consists in symbolic meanings 
and their expression, the symbolic meanings our culture attributes to things or 
the ones we ourselves bestow. It is unclear, in any case, what it would be like 
to live without any symbolic meanings, to have no part of the magnitude of 
our desires depend upon such meanings. What then would we desire? Simply 
material comfort, physical security, and sensual pleasure? And would no part 
of how much we desired these be due to the way they might symbolize 
maternal love and caring? Simply wealth and power? And would no part of 
how much we desired these be due to the way they might symbolize release 
from childhood dependence or success in competition with a parent, and no 
part either be due to the symbolic meanings of what wealth and power might 
bring? 9 
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Nozick's insights about the "richness of our lives" are consistent with the views of 
March and Pfeffer cited above. Where the commodity-based view of the corporation 
does not necessarily reject the notion of meaning outright, it seems to suggest minimally 
that it has no legitimate role to play within the firm boundaries of the corporation. The 
crucial point for the purposes of this essay is that the meaning-based view, by contrast, 
would suggest that any attempt to understand business ethics, in general, and more 
particularly, corporate social responsibilities, will at best, be only partially successful if it 
ignores our expressive natures and our primary attachment to symbols. 

While corporate players are no doubt interested in increasing consumption, a 
myopic focus on consumption to the neglect of everything else yields a sparse 
conception of the corporation and its social responsibilities. Nozick explicitly notes an 
interesting implication of his view related to our topic. He suggests minimum wage and 
anti-drug laws can be explained in part by our symbolic attachment to them. Even if 
minimum wage and anti-drug laws are not completely efficient in helping the least well- 
off members of society as they are designed to do, the laws symbolize our deep-felt 
concerns for these problems. Nozick further notes that any attempts to reform minimum 
wage or anti-drug legislation had better factor in the symbolic values attached to such 
programs. In reference to these kinds of legislative packages, he writes, "Simply halting 
the current action would deprive people of its symbolic utility, something they are 
unwilling to let happen. ''~° 

Meaning Versus Commodity-Based Definitions: 
The Parable of  the Sadhu 

To further clarify the distinction between commodity-based views and meaning-based 
views of business, it is useful to consider "The Parable of The Sadhu," an ethics case 
written by Bowen McCoy and first published in the Harvard Business Review. 
Although the case does not deal explicitly with business concerns, it provides a stark 
point of departure for this essay (for a slightly different interpretation of this case see 
Pava, 1997: chapter 2). l~ 

In 1982, Bowen McCoy, an investment banker with Morgan Stanley, enjoyed a rare 
opportunity. He was the first participant in the bank's new six-month sabbatical program. 
He spent the first half of the sabbatical in Nepal, "walking 600 miles through 200 
villages in the Himalayas and climbing some 120,000 vertical feet. ''12 His only western 
companion was an anthropologist friend named Stephen. 

The high point of the expedition occurred halfway through the Himalayan part of 
the trip. McCoy and his companions faced an 18,000 foot pass over a crest that they 
would have to climb to reach Muklinath, an ancient holy place for pilgrims. On an earlier 
expedition McCoy had experienced severe altitude sickness at only 16,500 feet. McCoy 
was naturally both apprehensive and excited about the prospect of traversing the pass. By 
his own account, McCoy considered the climb "a once in a lifetime trip." On the day 
before McCoy and Stephen would attempt the climb, at about 14,500 feet, they were 
joined by a group of four climbers from New Zealand. In addition, Japanese and Swiss 
groups were not far below. 

Finally, the day of the ultimate ascent arrived. At about 15,500 feet, Stephen and 
some of the porters accompanying them began to show signs of altitude sickness. The 
Sherpa guide, accompanying McCoy and Stephen, became even more anxious about the 
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group's ability to get across the pass. It was at this point that the hikers suddenly faced 
an excruciatingly difficult ethical dilemma. In retrospect, McCoy described the situation 
as follows: 

Just after daybreak, while we rested at 15,500 feet, one of the New 
Zealanders, who had gone ahead, came staggering down toward us with a 
body slung across his shoulders. He dumped the almost naked, barefoot body 
of an Indian holy man- -a  sadhu--at my feet. He had found the pilgrim lying 
on the ice, shivering, and suffering from hypothermia. I cradled the sadhu's 
head and laid him out on the rocks. The New Zealander was angry. He wanted 
to get across the pass before the bright sun melted the snow. He said, "Look, 
I 've done what I can. You have porters and Sherpa guides. You care for him. 
We're going on!" He turned and went back up the mountain to join his 
friends. ''13 

After taking the sadhu's pulse and determining that he was still alive, McCoy, 
concerned about his own ability to function at this altitude immediately proceeded 
toward the summit without Stephen. Again, his own words are worth quoting: 

Without a great deal of thought, I told Stephen and Pasang (the Sherpa 
guide) that I was concerned about withstanding the heights to come and 
wanted to get over the pass. I took off after several of our porters who had 
gone ahead. TM 

After McCoy abruptly left, Stephen tried to convince Pasang to order some of the porters 
to carry the sadhu to a lower altitude, but Pasang resisted the idea arguing that the porters 
would need all of their remaining strength to get over the pass themselves. Stephen also 
tried to convince the Japanese party to let him borrow their horse to transport the sadhu 
to a lower altitude, but the members of  this party also refused. Stephen, in deep despair, 
finally left the sadhu lying on the ground listlessly throwing rocks at the Japanese 
group's dog. To this day, neither Stephen nor McCoy knows if the Indian holy man is 
alive or dead. 

McCoy and his fellow hikers, high on adrenaline and expectation, unexpectedly and 
inadvertently stumbled into an ethical dilemma. To be sure, at the time, the hikers failed 
to recognize it as such. The hikers inability to adequately meet the needs of the helpless 
Indian holy man parallel many of today's modern business failures. 

The tremendous depth and power of  "The Parable of the Sadhu" derives, in the 
final analysis, in large measure from McCoy's  vulnerable, honest, and perceptive self- 
criticism which ultimately lead him to embrace a meaning-based perspective: 

What would have happened had Stephen and I carried the sadhu for two 
days back to the village and become involved with the villagers in his care? In 
four trips to Nepal my most interesting experiences occurred in 1975 when I 
lived in a Sherpa home in the Khumbu for five days recovering from altitude 
sickness. The high point of Stephen's trip was an invitation to participate in a 
family funeral ceremony in Manang. Neither experience had to do with 
climbing the high passes of the Himalayas. Why were we so reluctant to try 
the lower path, the ambiguous trail? ~5 
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McCoy's  final conclusion is unintelligible from a purely rational approach. His language 
is the language of appropriateness rather than self-interest, and thus places his analysis 
squarely into a meaning-based context. Focusing specifically on business ethics, he 
anticipates March, Pfeffer, and Nozick's observations above when he concludes his 
essay, "What is the nature of  our responsibility if we consider ourselves to be ethical 
persons? Perhaps it is to change the values of the group so that it can, with all its 
resources, take the other road. ''16 This answer necessarily presupposes the reality and 
importance of ambiguity, symbolism, and meaning in managerial decision making. The 
ethics failure, as McCoy sees it, was in his inability--in the heat of the moment-- to 
reinterpret the purpose of his climb. 

Such a conclusion in no way resembles a vastly alternative solution offered to me 
recently by one of my graduate students. After laying out the case of sadhu, she 
suggested the following recommendation. She eloquently argued, McCoy should have 
paid off some of the other members of the climbing expedition, possibly one of the other 
climbing groups (Japanese, New Zealanders, or Swiss) to carry the sadhu down to safety. 
McCoy wins (he reaches the summit), the other group wins (they willingly put off the 
climb to accept McCoy's  cash payment), and even the sadhu potentially wins (he is 
carried down to safety). Her solution, offered with lawyerly exactness (not surprising 
given her earlier training as an attorney), illustrates with perfection the commodity-based 
solution. The problem, according to my student, was not whether McCoy's  goal was 
valid or not, but was simply how to structure the situation so that McCoy could achieve 
his goal without violating commonly accepted ethical and moral norms. She suggested 
that contrary to McCoy's  own conclusion cited above, the problem can be likened to 
cutting a pie into "fair-size" pieces, but the pie itself is fine just the way it is. 

Who can say whether McCoy's  version of business ethics or my student's is 
correct? The lesson to be learned for our purposes is more straightforward and doesn't 
require a final answer to this question. Our understanding of  corporate social 
responsibilities and how to meet them will necessarily depend on whether we adopt a 
commodity-based or a meaning-based view of  the corporation. In the next two sections, 
we further examine the two kinds of business ethics. 

3-The Commodity-Based View and the Future of Corporate Social Responsibilities 

Defining the corporation as an instrumental tool to satisfy established wants and 
preferences does not necessarily entail an amoral view of the business corporation. 
Although some variant of  the commodity-based view would certainly seem to be a 
necessary underlying assumption of extreme libertarian conceptions of the modern 
corporation, which, in fact, do embrace amoral visions it does not follow that all 
commodity-based views end up with similar conclusions. ~7 The best example of a 
normative theory built upon a commodity-based view of  the corporation is the 
stakeholder model of  the corporation. 

Stakeholder theorists suggest that corporations recognize responsibilities to various 
stakeholder groups. At the most general level, these obligations minimally consist of  
responsibilities (1) to customers to produce safe, high-quality products at reasonable 
prices, (2) to suppliers to treat them honestly and with integrity, (3) to employees and 
managers to provide profitable work opportunities and to be rewarded in an open an just 
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way, (4) to local, national, and global communities to be good corporate citizens, and (5) 
to shareholders and creditors to earn a fair return on invested capital. Evan and Freeman 
(1988), describe stakeholder theory as follows: 

The concept of stakeholders is a generalization of the notion of 
stockholders, who themselves have some special claim on the firm. Just as 
stockholders have a right to demand certain actions by management, so do 
other stakeholders have a right to make claims. The exact nature of  these 
claims is a difficult question that we shall address, but the logic is identical to 
that of  the stockholder theory. Stakes require actions of a certain sort, and 
conflicting stakes require methods of  resolution.... TM 

Although the stakeholder model has been interpreted and advocated as a purely 
descriptive theory of the corporation, or as an instrumental view, it undoubtedly also has 
normative aspirations as well. The clearest and least equivocal statement of this 
characteristic of the theory has been given recently by Donaldson and Preston (1995). 
They write that "The stakeholder theory is unarguably descriptive. It presents a model 
describing what the corporation is. It describes the corporation as a constellation of 
cooperative and competitive interests possessing intrinsic value. ''19 Further, the authors 
write that firms which carefully follow the advice of stakeholder strategists will 
outperform (in terms of financial measures) other firms which are managed under more 
traditional views. Thus, the theory is also instrumental.  But the authors finally conclude 
forcefully: 

the fundamental basis (of stakeholder theory) is normative and involves 
acceptance of the following ideas: 

(a) Stakeholders are persons or groups with legitimate interests in 
procedural and/or substantive aspects of corporate activity. Stakeholders are 
identified by their interests in the corporation, whether the corporation has any 
corresponding functional interest in them. 

(b) The interests of all stakeholders are of intrinsic value. That is each 
group of stakeholders merits consideration for its own sake and not merely 
because of its ability to further the interests of some other group, such as the 
shareowners. 2° 

Although it is difficult, if not impossible, to produce a once and for all list of the 
critical issues related to corporate social responsibilities, the stakeholder model outlined 
above provides a useful framework for investigating and pinpointing corporate 
responsibilities while at the same time providing a convenient "club" to wield to remind 
us that stockholders are not the only legitimate stakeholders. Further, the theory allows 
us to examine such responsibilities without abandoning the commodity-based view 
outlined above. That this is the case is obvious in the Donaldson-Preston formulation 
where they simply take it as self-evident that stakeholders come to the table with known 
"interests," and, in fact, the authors explicitly claim that stakeholders are identified by 
these pre-existing "interests" in the corporation. The stakeholder theory denies outright 
the possibility for ambiguity in decision making which is, of  course, at the heart of  the 
meaning-based view. As the stakeholder theory has developed thus far the picture of  the 
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corporation which emerges is better thought of as "a tool designed to satisfy established 
wants and preferences" than "as a location where human beings interpret life." 

Accordingly, stakeholder theorists must necessarily conduct the business ethics 
debate under cover of  the large shadow of existing power relationships. In fact, 
stakeholder theory, and the commodity-based view of the corporation upon which it is 
built, would seem to suggest that the substance of  business is about gaining and using 
power to promote one's own interests. The commodity-based view, with its static view of 
human preferences and identities and its rejection of  the notion of ambiguity, would not 
seem to leave much room for anything else. As Michael J. Sandel notes "To imagine a 
person incapable of  constitutive attachments...is not to conceive an ideally free and 
rational agent, but to imagine a person wholly without character, without moral depth. ''21 
Here, learning, human development, community, and individual and organizational 
transformations are meaningless constructs. Power, defined classically as "the possibility 
of imposing one's will upon the behavior of  other persons" is the ultimate currency in 
which business transactions are conducted 22 Care should be taken here to emphasize that 
this is not to suggest that power relationships are not to be constrained by perceived 
corporate social responsibilities. From a stakeholder view, Donaldson and Preston are 
surely correct when they insist that "each group of stakeholders merits consideration for 
its own sake" and that stakeholders are "persons or groups with legitimate interests 
in...aspects of corporate activity." But, in essence, corporate social responsibilities, 
properly conceived, are constraints on the fundamental "corporate activity" of 
business--which is to exercise power. When one finally opens up the black box into 
which most stakeholder theorists locate business, what one finds is naked power. 
Stakeholder theory views this power  as legitimate, if and only if, it is appropria te ly  
constrained. 

Defining corporate social responsibilities as "power constraints" is meant to 
encompass a wide range of alternative suggestions with regard to the proper contours of 
corporate social responsibilities. Consider Clarence Walton's extremely useful typology 
of  corporate social responsibilities as outlined in his 1967 book: 

A-The Austere Model- The only legitimate group of  stakeholders are 
stockholders. "Vigorous pursuit of  the stockholder's interest becomes the 
socially responsible function of corporate management. ''23 

B-The Household Model- "Human resources are a firm's most precious 
asset; consequently, anything that depersonalizes the employee or assigns him 
a low rating in the corporation's list of priorities is to be rejected as 
unsound. ''24 The claims of  both managers and blue-collar workers are 
potentially superior to those of stockholders. 

C-The Vendor  Model- Consumers are the forgotten man of  modern 
economics. "Forgotten because big business and big unions have produced a 
species of accommodations where the rewards of increased productivity are 
shared with these groups rather than with the consumer. ''25 This model suggest 
the illegitimacy of "deliberately engineered product obsolescence, shoddy 
service on consumer durables, excessive and hidden charges for credit, and 
the withholding of new products from the market. ''26 

D-The Investment Model- Stretching the notion of stakeholder beyond 
shareholders, employees, and customers this view defends corporate 
charitable donations to universities and other groups useful to the corporation. 
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Such giving is defended strictly in terms of the firm's "enlightened self- 
interest. ''27 

E-The Civic Model- Shareholders are not the owners of the corporation. 
"In a sense, possessors of liquid property do not own the corporation, for they 
can pull out at a moment's notice, they do not nourish or care for any real 
property, and they seek only their own gain without concern for the social 
responsibilities attached to all real property. Hence, the corporation has a 
responsibility to the industrial system and the political system, which is the 
former's protective mantle. ''28 Among other implications, this view suggests 
corporations should attempt to alleviate unemployment and dampen chronic 
business cycles. (Note: a sixth model, the Artistic Model, will be discussed 
below.) 

The scope and reach of  these five models are great. In each case, Walton 
emphasizes an alternative stakeholder group with a legitimate claim on the corporation. 
After carefully identifying these claims, proper constraints are called for. In some cases, 
governmental solutions are demanded and in other cases discretion is given to 
managerial decision makers. For example, in the Household Model, Walton notes, 
"Legally, a corporation must recognize the rights of employees to organize and bargain 
collectively, must bargain in good faith, and must honor the collective agreements 
produced through such bargaining. The model rejects however, the view 'that the ethical 
obligation of  corporate employers of consequence...is equated with their legal 
obligation. '''29 Walton emphasizes, in this case, that the law is an incomplete guide to 
social responsibilities. 

As different as each of these "stakeholder" models are, unquestionably, the 
common thread which runs through all five of  them is the underlying definition of  the 
corporation as a utilitarian tool designed to satisfy established wants and preferences 
among the various stakeholder groups. The models present alternative formulations for 
legitimately constraining corporate power, but the assumption that stakeholders are 
solely interested in power, as in all commodity-based views, is never seriously brought 
into question. Even in the Household and Civic Models (which border on a meaning- 
based conception), the relevant stakeholders are still primarily seen to be struggling 
against one another to promote their own preconceived interests. In the Household 
Model, the corporation needs to be structured in such a way as to ensure that employees 
get what's coming to them. "The assertion of the claims may be vigorous in some 
industries and through some unions and relatively weak in others." 30 But, it is taken as 
self-evident that the key activity is "the assertion of claims." Similarly, even the Civic 
Model seems to be primarily defended more in terms of constraining power than in 
building a republican democracy. Walton cites Adolf Berle's view as representative of 
the Civic Model: 

You make money, yes. But you don't  know what your efforts cost the 
community around you. If  those costs were added to your cost, businesses 
very much in the black now would find themselves in the red--and vice-versa. 
This means, in substance, that we are all cogs in a vast machine. Sometimes 
the cogs are very big--but  big or little there is no escape from your being in 
the machine. 31 
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Walton himself emphasizes the precise distinction we are making here by noting in 
regard to the Civic Model, "Public-mindedness does not necessarily produce public- 
spiritedness, and social consciousness is not social conscience. ''32 In Walton's view, 
"public-mindedness" and "social consciousness" can be understood as commodity-based 
concepts, whereas "public-spiritedness" and "social-conscience" require a meaning- 
based view. 

The commodity-based view of the corporation holds a powerful sway over our 
thinking. It emphasizes the distinctiveness of the economic sphere and suggests that we 
can set hard and fast boundaries around the business enterprise. The cliche, "business is 
business" is apt here. In many ways the commodity-based view of the corporation is a 
conceptual discovery which has unleashed the great potential for economic growth and 
human development which had lain dormant for centuries. No longer do religious 
authorities set the just price and enforce fair profits. Michael Novak describes the huge 
benefits of  drawing well-marked boundaries as follows: 

It is a distinctive invention of democratic capitalism to have conceived a 
way of differentiating three major spheres of life, and to have assigned to each 
relatively autonomous networks of institutions. This differentiation of systems 
sets individuals possessed of the will-to-power on three separate tracks. 
Political activists may compete for eminence in the political system, economic 
activists in the economic system, religious activists and intellectuals in various 
parts of the moral-cultural system. But the powers of each of the three systems 
over the others, while in each case substantial, are firmly limited. 33 

No doubt, many of today's and tomorrow's corporate social responsibility issues 
will be framed and ultimately decided in language drawn strictly from the commodity- 
based view. Consider the following questions consistent with the five models outlined 
above. 

A-The Austere Model-What kinds of  information are shareholders 
entitled to? 

I tem 1: Shoney's, the big restaurant chain which settled one of the 
nation's largest racial discrimination lawsuits in 1992, is at the center of a 
debate between large investors and the Securities and Exchange Commission 
over shareholder resolutions about workplace issues. Shareholders have called 
for a vote on a proposal at Shoney's Inc. 's annual meeting. The measure, if 
approved, would require Shoney's to account publicly for its efforts since 
1994 to reverse discriminatory and purchase practices. 34 

B-The Household Model-Who are the members of the "household" and 
who decides? 

I tem 2: One of the nation's largest supermarket chains agreed yesterday 
to pay $81.5 million to settle accusations that it systematically denied 
promotions, raises and preferred assignments to women .... The company 
admitted to no wrong doing...saying it was in full compliance with all fair- 
employment laws (emphasis added). 35 

Item 3: Federal law suits in which large numbers of employees team up 
to complain of  systematic racial, sexual, and age discrimination by their 
companies have more than doubled in the last four years. The suits now cover 
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at least 100,000 employees, according to authorities on employee 
discrimination. 36 

Item 4: As hospitals merge and shrink under pressure from managed 
care, a large and growing number of senior doctors and nurses have found 
themselves suddenly dismissed or demoted at the height of their careers. With 
their high salaries and roots in old-style medicine, older doctors and nurses 
are natural targets for hospitals trying desperately to economize, health 
experts s a y .  37 

C-The Vendor Model-Are some products so dangerous that they should 
be taken off the market completely? If these products remain on the market to 
what extent do managers of these corporations have to disclose the known 
dangers to customers and other interested parties? 

Item 5: It was very difficult when you were asked, as chairman of a 
tobacco company, to discuss the health question on television. You had not 
only your own business to consider but the employees throughout the 
industry, retailers, consumers, farmers growing the leaf, and so on, and you 
were in a much too responsible position to get up and say: 'I accept that the 
product which we and all our competitors are putting on the market gives you 
lung cancer; whatever you might think privately. '38 

D-The Investment Model-Is "strategic philanthropy" still philanthropy? 
Item 6:Philanthropic and business units have joined forces to develop 

giving strategies that increase their name recognition among consumers, boost 
employee productivity, reduce R&D costs, overcome regulatory obstacles, 
and foster synergy among business units. In short, the strategic use of 
philanthropy has begun to give companies a powerful competitive edge. 39 

E-The Civic Model-To what extent can society rely upon the business 
corporations to "factor in" the environmental impacts? To what degree should 
corporation be allowed to participate in political campaigns? 

Item 7: Corporations are recognizing the benefits to the community and 
to their long term corporate profitability of reducing environmental 
impacts...Environmental protection and economic growth have become 
closely aligned, both in the growth of the environmental technologies business 
and the movement to reduce environmental impacts, improve production 
efficiency, and reduce c o s t s ,  a° 

Item 8: Corporations vigorously participate in the political process, 
donating huge sums of money to candidates and parties and taking out op-ed 
type advertisements in major U.S. newspapers. Corporations are not only 
expected to play by the rules, but corporations help make the rules. 

The above questions and items, culled from the popular media, are meant to be 
illustrative (rather than exhaustive) of the kinds of issues which currently dominate (and 
will no doubt continue to dominate for the foreseeable future) the social responsibility 
agenda. All of the items listed above comfortably fit with the commodity-based view of 
the corporation. The business ethics question which is repeated each time is how to 
allocate fairly the corporation's output (including goods, services, employment 
opportunities, etc.) among competing stakeholders. Each of these issues potentially calls 
for a particular kind of constraint on existing power relationships. Should the SEC and 
investors constrain managers to produce more and better disclosures? What is the best 
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and most efficient way for women, minorities, and the elderly to gain and hold a fair 
share of  the corporate pie? To what extent should customers' rights be protected? Can 
corporations help meet communities needs while they simultaneously justify corporate 
giving in terms of overcoming "regulatory obstacles"? Will market-based arguments 
constrain managers to protect the environment? These questions all assume business is 
about power, and business ethics is about how best to constrain this power. 

4-The Meaning-Based View and the Future of Corporate Social Responsibilities 

The meaning-based view of  the corporation agrees with the commodity-based view that 
business is about power. But, contrary to the commodity-based view, it would suggest 
that it is not only about power. James March provides the most articulate description of 
decision making as understood from a meaning-based perspective. His view is worth 
quoting at length: 

Theories of choice usually assume that a decision process is to be 
understood in terms of  its outcome, that decision makers enter the process in 
order to affect outcomes, and that the point of life is choice. The emphasis is 
instrumental; the central conceit is the notion of decision significance. As the 
construction of  meaning has been explored .... the argument has been 
developed that a choice process does many things beyond providing a basis 
for action. It provides an occasion for defining virtue and truth, for 
discovering or interpreting what is happening, what decision makers have 
been doing, and what justifies their actions. 4~ 

At first glance a meaning-based view of the corporation consistent with March's 
description might seem quite esoteric, and so at odds with the way we normally think 
about business and business decision making, that its importance might, at best, be 
described as marginal and of little significance in the real world. A little reflection, 
though, about the nature of advertising contradicts this conclusion. In fact, most 
marketing experts, with the responsibility for expending billions of dollars per year on 
advertising, would seem to accept something like the meaning-based view discussed 
here. Is Coca-Cola selling more than a high-fructose carbonated beverage? When one 
buys an automobile, is he merely purchasing transportation? These questions, of course, 
answer themselves. Marketing experts know that business is not only about dividing up 
the pie, but business provides an opportunity to explore, discover, and display meaning. 
That the "meaning" inherent in these two examples may not offer the best in human 
thinking (to say the least) in no way undercuts the important observation that the 
commodity-based view with its insistence that preferences are stable has significant 
limitations in explaining much business behavior. James March puts this same point 
more formally as follows: 

Dale Carnegie saw selling (and more generally influencing decisions) as 
involving a fundamental trade: In return for buying a product, a buyer is 
offered self-esteem. "If you will buy my pots and pans, I will give you respect 
and love." The heart of the Carnegie theory lies in two assumptions about 
self-esteem: The first is the meaning assumption: Decisions have symbolic 
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significance for self-esteem. The second is the scarcity assumption: For most 
people, self-esteem is a scarcer (thus more desired) good than are specific 
product properties. The implication is that one who wants to influence a 
decision is well-advised to spend less time extolling properties of  the 
preferred decision and more time articulating its symbolic meaning for the 
self-esteem of the person being influencedY 

If marketing experts can adopt (and exploit) something like the meaning-based view of  
the corporation, surely business ethicists should examine its implications. 

The essential point of the meaning-based view of the corporation is its insistence 
that preferences and identities are shaped and influenced by humanely constructed 
business institutions. There is a dialectic at work here which suggests that on the one 
hand human beings create business institutions, but on the other hand, business 
institutions help create human beings. The commodity-based view recognizes only the 
first part of  this formulation. Perhaps the most famous statement of this, in a more 
general context, is by Peter Berger and Thomas Luckman in their often cited work, The 
Social Construction of Reality: 

Identity is formed by social processes. Once crystallized, it is 
maintained, modified, or even reshaped by social relations. The social 
processes involved in both the formation and the maintenance of  identity are 
determined by the social structure. Conversely, the identities produced by the 
interplay of organism, individual consciousness and social structure react 
upon the given social structure, maintaining it, modifying it, or even reshaping 
it. Societies have histories in the course of which specific identities emerge; 
these histories are, however, made by men with specific identities. 43 

Or, consider Michael J. Sandel's formulation: 

For to have character is to know that I move in a history I neither 
summon or command, which carries consequences none the less for my 
choices and conduct. It draws me closer to some and more distant from others; 
it makes some aims more appropriate, others less so. As a self-interpreting 
being, I am able to reflect on my history and in this sense to distance myself 
from it, but the distance is always precarious and provisional, the point of  
reflection never finally secured outside the history itself. A person with 
character thus knows that he is implicated in various ways even as he reflects, 
and feels the moral weight of  what he knows. 44 

A major goal of this essay is to explore some of the implications of these ideas for 
understanding the future of  corporate social responsibilities and business ethics. 

The notion of a meaning-based perspective is not new. It is, for example, I believe, 
consistent with Clarence Walton's sixth model of corporate social responsibility cited in 
the epigraph of this paper: 

F-The Artistic Model--Indistinct, rudimentary, but perceptibly present 
in the statements of corporate executives and, to a lesser degree, in their 
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actions is a kind of social responsibility that can be explained only in terms of 
a new approach, which is called the "artistic" model. 45 

Walton notes that the spirit of the Artistic Model is best captured by Neil Chamberlain in 
the following quote: 

The real managerial satisfaction must come in conjuring up ways in 
which this organization...can now be used by you to accomplish objectives 
beyond the imagination and even beyond the interest of those who form its 
several parts...The managers to whom we tend to give the accolade are--as 
in the case of the artist--those who can accomplish their functions while 
building into their work some purely personal expression, which will be the 
mark of their uniqueness and vision" (emphasis added). 46 

Walton (following Chamberlain) suggests that, at least according to one view of the 
corporation, the goal is not the accumulation and exercise of maximum power, but to 
create a medium to explore and communicate a meaningful human expression. 

A major thesis of this paper is that a meaning-based view of the corporation alters 
our understanding of corporate social responsibilities. To some extent the impacts and 
controversies of the meaning-based view have already begun to emerge. Consider the 
following items: 

Item 9: Close to 4,000 companies (including RJR Nabisco Holdings, 
Hudson Foods Inc., and Hall Graphics) are overcoming their misgivings and 
are hiring ordained Christian ministers and priests to tend to their employees' 
emotional and spiritual needs, even as they will publicly admit (as Hudson 
Foods Inc. explicitly does) that such practices represent a "financial drain" on 
the company. The Dallas Theological Seminary now offers the first master's 
degree program for corporate chaplains. "Although nearly all the active 
industrial chaplains are Christian, most companies insist they leave their 
religious affiliations and any penchant for preaching at the plant door. ''47 

Item 10: In response to the more than 250 million children under age 14 
who are currently working in developing countries (according to a United 
Nations estimate), the notion of "fair trade" seems to be taking hold. 
According to Mimi Stephens, the executive director of the Fair Trade 
Federation, the group now includes 95 American organizations. These 
organizations work in different ways. Some will buy crafts and clothing only 
from factories in developing countries which follow acceptable labor 
practices. Any profits are returned to the producers. Other organizations 
simply certify that the commodity was produced under fair and reasonable 
conditions. Still others, like big sporting goods manufacturers, will set and 
enforce minimum standards like banning child labor or convict labor. 48 

Item 11: The NFL wants to use its valuable post Super Bowl prime-time 
television spot for presentation ceremonies and player interviews focused on 
the game. In spite of the controversy, Reggie White of the Green Bay Packers 
uses his time to offer a prayer to God. 

Item 12: The New York Times asserts that progress in the day care 
industry will be at best piecemeal. After recognizing the high cost of day care, 
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the article concludes "the largest impediment of change is Americans' failure 
to acknowledge, for better and worse, that the 1950's world of 'Leave It to 
Beaver,' and 'Father Knows Best,' is history and that Mom is working outside 
the home for good. Until attitudes reflect the reality, day care is likely to 
remain the latch-key kid of public policy ''49 

No matter what side one takes in the above controversies--whether or not one advocates 
corporate ministers, "fair trade", prime-time prayers, or industrial day care--i t  should 
be obvious that these issues are different in kind from those items cited in the previous 
section. 

The above examples demonstrate that while the business corporation produces and 
allocates goods and services, it also serves as a location where human beings interpret 
life. People care deeply about the issues cited above not because such care necessarily 
promotes preconceived interests, but because the resolution of these issues will 
ultimately impact who we are and who we are becoming. Peter Drucker noted recently 
that "Not so long ago, we talked about 'labor'; increasingly, now we are talking of 
'human resources. ' ' 's° Will corporations (Item 9) and sport leagues (Item 11) evolve 
further and formally and bureaucratically recognize that employees are not just "human 
resources," but are also human beings with religious and spiritual aspirations and needs? 
Consumers, manufacturers, regulators and others care about fair trade (Item 10) not only 
as a means of constraining the power of big business, but because the resolution of this 
issue will symbolize and teach us much about the meaning of business. Any attempt to 
resolve the disputes about day care, must surely recognize that this debate is not only 
about "who gets what", but, in the final analysis, it is about how we and our children will 
choose to interpret the meaning of our lives. 

Unquestionably, the meaning-based view of the corporation complicates the 
corporate social responsibility debate by significantly enlarging our understanding of 
what a corporation is. Here, the corporation finally bursts out of the familiar boundaries 
of the commodity-based view. Because it complicates the business ethics debate, some 
have argued that it is not a practical approach for business managers. If one of the goals 
of business ethics is to help managers resolve "real-world" ethical dilemmas, it is fatal to 
the business ethics enterprise to suggest that it is not "pragmatic". Andrew Stark (1993), 
for example, has criticized Norman Bowie's powerful suggestion that the primary 
obligation of  the business enterprise is "to provide meaningful work for...employees" 
(emphasis added) on precisely these grounds. 51 Stark writes, "Even if one believes this 
assertion to be true, such a claim is so alien to the institutional world inhabited by most 
managers that it becomes impossible for them to act on it. ''52 Stark's criticism, however, 
is deeply flawed. If the corporation was only an instrumental tool to satisfy wants and 
preferences, as the commodity-based view suggests, perhaps he would be correct. What 
Stark fails to recognize explicitly, however, is that corporations are also locations where 
meaning is actively interpreted. Business ethicists haven't "taken in the world of 
practice" because they recognize that interpretations on the meaning of business are 
continually being contested by sophisticated stakeholders, rather than taken as self- 
evident. 53 

It is from this perspective, of course, that Bowie's suggestion becomes a plausible 
and practical understanding for the purpose of the business corporation. For Stark's 
criticisms to hold, what he really must state and defend (but never does) i s  that the 
commodity-based view is ethically superior to the meaning-based view of the 
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corporation. By ignoring the notion of something like the meaning-based corporation and 
implicitly advocating the commodity-based view, Stark's conclusions comes perilously 
close to being a mere tautology. If  business ethics was only about power constraints, 
Bowie's suggestion would, of  course, make little sense. If, however, managers and other 
stakeholders are aware of  the symbolic and expressive characteristics of decision making 
(as Jeffrey Pfeffer [1981], cited above assumes), Bowie's counsel becomes a logical and 
acceptable extension. Stark wants to put the "meaning" genie back into the bottle; at 
minimum, he needs to carefully explain how he plans to do it. 

5-The Meaning-Based View and the Commodity-Based View: Toward an 
Integration 

Assuming the legitimacy of both the commodity and meaning-based views of the 
corporation the single most important question about the future of  corporate social 
responsibilities is how to integrate these distinct views. The commodity-based view of 
the corporation is familiar and convenient. It often allows us to divide up the economic 
pie in a non-controversial manner. It allows men and women from different cultures, 
societies, and religions to engage in commerce with one another and to produce 
unprecedented wealth with a minimum of conflict. We come to work with the attitude "to 
each his own." In seeking profit, it's not so much that we ignore meaning, but no such 
category exists. As noted above, the great benefits of the commodity-based view should 
not be underestimated. The meaning-based view of the corporation, by contrast, insists as 
James March noted, "The reason people involved in decision making devote so much 
time to symbols, myths, and rituals is that they care more about them. ''54 We care about 
them, because we care about the meaning of our decisions. 

The position taken here is that a coherent integration of both views will have to 
start with the meaning-based view as prior and the commodity-based view as derivative. 
The point is that while it is possible to begin with a meaning-based view of the 
corporation and then subsequently carve out an appropriate and limited commodity- 
based view as part of a much larger vision, the reverse is impossible. This is true because 
a meaning-based view might quickly recognize its own limitations and exploit some of 
the benefits of a commodity-based view. It makes sense to say that a limited commodity- 
based view is appropriate because it is ultimately more meaningful. The reverse, 
however, is not true. It is impossible to start from a commodity-based view and entertain 
any thoughts of meaningful action. The commodity-based view simply has no vocabulary 
in which to communicate and express meaning. In other words, while the meaning-based 
view can encompass the commodity-based view, the commodity-based view can not 
encompass the meaning-based view. Hence, it is the meaning-based view which is 
axiomatic. 

In practical terms, an implication for this observation is that an important and 
perhaps overriding task for business ethicists will be to help draw the appropriate 
boundaries between the meaning-based and the commodity-based views of the 
corporation. Under what specific conditions would a meaning-based view retreat in favor 
of the commodity-based view? Or, alternatively, when would the meaning-based view 
assert its priority over the commodity-based view? On the strength of this last 
observation, this essay concludes with the following five specific predictions about the 
future of  corporate social responsibilities. 
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A. Managers will no longer perceive of employees as the "property" of 
the corporation. The distinction between the corporation and its employees 
will become increasingly blurred. 

This prediction suggests that in the area of employer and employee relationships a 
meaning-based conception will become increasingly important. A key issue in predicting 
the future of corporate social responsibilities will be in trying to better understand this 
fundamental business relationship. While it remains true that corporations hire 
employees, it is also equally true that corporations are defined by their employees. This 
is, of course, especially true in the emerging high-technology industries which have 
become the dominant players in the post-industrial society. As the relative importance of 
expensive capital recedes, the "knowledge based" worker has emerged as the cornerstone 
to a successful business. 

In light of these changes, Peter Drucker (1993) provides the following managerial 
prescription: 

"Loyalty" from now on cannot be obtained by the paycheck; it will have 
to be earned by proving to knowledge workers that the organization which 
presently employs them can offer them exceptional opportunities to be 
effective...This implies that it is the individual knowledge employee who 
decides in large measure what he or. she will contribute, and how great the 
yield from his or her knowledge can or should b e y  

Drucker's advice to downplay typical "instrumental" managerial tools like pay in favor 
of creating "exceptional opportunities" is consistent with Bowie's meaning-based notion 
(cited above) that the primary obligation of the business enterprise is to provide 
meaningful work for...employees. 

Although numerous examples could be cited to support Drucker's observation, one 
will suffice. Consider the case of a large software company which recently paid a 
significant purchase premium to buy out a smaller competitor operating in a foreign 
country. Employee salaries at the foreign subsidiary were competitive, but less than six 
months later, many of the key programmers and systems analysts had become 
disgruntled, left the company, and taken jobs elsewhere. To be sure, the buyer still 
owned the subsidiaries' buildings, computers, and other tangible assets, but the 
investment was now virtually worthless. The value of the investee was derived primarily 
from the top employees. To say that "when the key employees left, the corporation was 
no more," is no mere rhetorical exaggeration. Managers of the investing company would 
have been well advised to adopt a meaning-based view of the corporation where they 
would have openly communicated with the new employees and might have discovered 
together with them exactly what it was that they had purchased. In viewing the 
employees as commodities and their demands as, at best, "power constraints", the new 
owners destroyed a potentially important and expensive business relationship. 
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B. Religious and Spiritual Values will Increasingly Impact Business 
Decision Making. 

For good or bad, the issues, problems, and opportunities raised by items 9 and 11 cited 
above will become increasingly urgent. Experts on corporate social responsibilities will 
have to consider not only how to ensure that religious men and women are not 
discriminated against in the workplace, a typical commodity-based issue, but will be 
called on to consider how the corporation can best accommodate and appropriate 
religious values. To some extent this is already happening as many business practitioners 
and academics are turning to religious sources as a way of approaching and answering 
difficult questions related to business ethics not only at the level of the individual but at 
the level of the organization. There now exists a relatively large literature which attempts 
to integrate business decisions and religious values. The integration, however, is not 
without difficulties. 

For many, religious ethics provides the basis and the ultimate authority for a 
morally meaningful life. Yet, at the same time, in certain contexts, it is often 
inappropriate to rely and to publicly justify action on the basis of these ethics. Most 
importantly, is a religiously grounded business ethics consistent with the idea of  political 
liberalism? While this question is fundamental and straightforward, to date it has 
received little, if any, careful attention. 56 Donaldson and Dunfee's observation that "The 
Chicago-based Service Master corporation (which has a fundamentalist Christian 
orientation) may utilize religious values as an important source of economic standards ''57 
is probably correct, but in the context of a political democracy it demands significant 
qualifications and further consideration. 58 

C. Business Will not Only Ask "Is There a Demand for this 
Product/Service ?" But Will Ask "What Human Needs and Aspirations 

is this Product/Service Fulfilling ?" 

In part what this means is that we need to develop a new language in which to conduct 
business. As the famous Ford Pinto case illustrates, cost/benefit calculus is often 
necessary, but rarely sufficient as a criterion for business decision making. The 
controversy surrounding Milos Forman and Oliver Stone's film hailing Larry Flynt (the 
publisher of the notorious Hustler magazine) as a first amendment hero, is to a large 
extent a function of whether or not it is at all practical and/or appropriate to expect 
business managers to ask "what human needs and aspirations is this product/service 
fulfilling?" The People Vs. Larry Flynt, painting with bold strokes and comic-book-like 
proportions, suggests that the only ethically significant issue from the public's standpoint 
is free expression. Forman and Stone would apparently have us believe that even if as 
individuals we may find it reprehensible to depict a woman being transformed into a 
hamburger by a meat-grinder, the public interest is best served by an almost complete 
endorsement of a free press to the neglect of everything else. 

In the simple world of  Milos and Stone, good guys want more individual freedom 
and bad guys (especially the religious right) want less. What director and producer 
ignore, however, is that the public's legitimate right to free expression can only be 
supported and maintained by an equally forceful and prior endorsement of socially 
responsible behavior. A Hustler-permeated society is not in social equilibrium. 
Inevitably, if members of  society misuse the right of free expression, the society will 
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come to enjoy less--not more--freedom. As vast numbers of  people are offended, they 
will understandably band together and demand and get increasingly tougher restrictions 
on free expression. Flynt, far from being a hero to first amendment advocates, should be 
uncovered for what he is, a great threat to the legitimate exercise of free expression. 

Important as it is to ask "what human needs and aspirations is this product/service 
fulfilling?", here especially, the case should not be overstated. While there is a legitimate 
need for this question, in most cases (unlike with Hustler Magazine), it will not be the 
paramount issue. Stated in the positive, I think in most cases the demand for a product 
itself should be viewed as prima facie evidence that it is more or less fulfilling a 
legitimate need. The commodity-based notion of consumer sovereignty should not be 
rejected for spurious reasons. There is a definite role for a meaning-based conception to 
play in industries like publishing, entertainment, tobacco, and alcohol. Nevertheless, if 
we are to err here, it might be better to err on the side of "the consumer knows best" (the 
commodity-based view), rather than adopting overly paternalistic corporate attitudes 
grounded exclusively in a meaning-based perspective. 

D. Increasingly, accountants and others will be called on to measure 
"corporate social performance." 

Few corporations claim to promote "meaning" and fewer still would attempt to measure 
it. Nevertheless many, if not most, major U.S. corporations pledge allegiance, in some 
fashion or another, to the notion of corporate social responsibilities. For example, even a 
cursory examination of a random sample of  annual reports would indicate the existence 
of at least some disclosure of corporate social responsibility activities. Preston (1981), 
for example, concluded that well over half of the Fortune 500 companies presented some 
social disclosure material in the annual report. Pava and Krausz presented evidence 
which suggests that not only do companies report about social responsibility activities, 
but there exists a positive statistical relationship between perceived corporate social 
responsibility and corporate disclosures in the President's Letter to Shareholders. 59 

In spite of the existence of verbal disclosures and very general statements about 
meeting corporate social responsibilities, little quantitative data is supplied by U.S. 
corporations to aid investors and other interested parties in evaluating such claims. There 
is more than a kernel of truth in Robert Kaplan and David Norton's recent observation 
about the need for quantification. The authors, echoing Lord Kelvin's dictum, write, 
"Measurement matters: If you can't measure it, you can't  manage it. ''6° One of the great 
disappointments in the business ethics literature is the lack of successful measures in the 
area of corporate social responsibility. A suggested litmus test to evaluate the 
importance of corporate social responsibilities from a managerial perspective will reside 
in the usefulness and reliability of social responsibility measures. 

Kaplan and Norton's innovative notion of  the "Balance Scorecard" represents a 
positive step toward building a meaning-based corporation, even if the authors 
themselves would surely distance themselves from this observation. The following 
extended quote suggests the flavor of the Balanced Scorecard: 

Information age companies will succeed by investing in and managing 
their intellectual assets. Functional specialization must be integrated into 
customer-based business processes. Mass production and service delivery of 
standard products and services must be replaced by flexible, responsive, and 
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high-quality delivery of innovative products and services that can be 
individualized to targeted customer segments. Innovation and improvement of  
products, services, and processes will be generated by reskilled employees, 
superior information technology, and aligned organizational procedures. 

As organizations invest in acquiring these new capabilities, their success 
(or failure) cannot be motivated or measured in the short run by the 
tradit ional financial accounting model. This model developed for trading 
companies and industrial age corporations, measures events of the past, not 
the investments in the capabilities that provide value for the future. 

The Balanced Scorecard is a new framework for integrating measures 
derived from strategy. While retaining financial measures of past 
performance, the Balanced Scorecard introduces drivers of future financial 
performance. The drivers, encompassing customer, internal-business 
process, and learning and growth perspectives, are derived from an explicit 
and rigorous translation of the organization's strategy into tangible objectives 
and measures. 61 

Although Kaplan and Norton are careful to distance themselves from the business 
ethics literature, 62 the book has some important contributions to make in understanding 
how to measure corporate social responsibility. This is true for two distinct reasons. 
First, the Balanced Scorecard, with its insistence on multiple measures of performance, 
helps wean managers away from myopic, bottom-line thinking. Where the traditional 
measure of corporate performance creates the impression that there exists a single 
measure of corporate performance, the Balanced Scorecard lays out the case for a more 
nuanced and realistic approach. Consider for example the company in their sample which 
undertook safety audits across all operational areas, tracked customer loyalty, employee 
satisfaction, and environmental performance, and set key targets from internal 
environmental audit program as part of the balanced scorecard approach. 63 

A second advantage of the Balanced Scorecard approach lies in its vigorous and 
unapologetic introduction of the notion of corporate learning and ambiguity which are at 
the heart of the meaning-based view. 

Today's information age organizations operate in more turbulent 
environments, and senior managers need to receive feedback about more 
complicated strategies. The planned strategy, though initiated with the best of  
intentions and with the best available information and knowledge, may no 
longer be appropriate or valid for contemporary conditions. The metaphor is 
closer to that of sailing in a highly competitive race, under changing weather 
and sea conditions, than that of steering an isolated ship, through a stable 
environment, to a destination. In a sailboat race, a chain of command still 
exits. But the captain is constantly monitoring the environment, being highly 
sensitive and often responding tactically and strategically to shifts in 
competitors' behavior, team and boat capabilities, wind conditions, and water 
current. And the captain must receive information from a myriad of sources, 
such as personal observation, instrumentation and measurements, and 
especially, the advice of tacticians on the boat who also survey the conditions 
so that they can devise plans to take advantage of environmental changes and 
to counter competitor behavior. 64 
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To be sure, the Balanced Scorecard is still a purely commodity-based approach (one 
might even be tempted to call it "stakeholder accounting"). The ambiguity that Kaplan 
and Norton embrace is a "constrained" ambiguity about the best means for achieving 
shareholder goals. That shareholders care only about the maximization of profits is not 
an ambiguous proposition. The authors consistently defend the Balanced Scorecard in 
traditional financial terms. Nevertheless (and, in spite of the authors' own qualifications), 
the Balanced Scorecard represents a positive development towards building useful and 
pragmatic measures of corporate social responsibility. 

E. Corporations will be understood as "symbols" and not just tools. 
but what will whey symbolize ? 

Paul Tillich (1957) once described the difference between signs and symbols as follows: 
While both the sign and symbol "point beyond themselves to something else," only the 
symbol "participates in that to which it points. ''65 A stop sign is merely a sign, but a flag 
is a symbol. According to this distinction, corporations are surely symbols. But, symbols 
of what? 

James March, in exploring the rich language and varied rituals associated with 
decision making in the modern corporation suggests one possible answer: 

The processes of choice reassure those involved that the choice has been 
made intelligently; that it reflects planning, thinking, analysis, and the 
systematic use of information; that people have acted appropriately as 
decision makers; that the choice is sensitive to the concerns of relevant 
people; and that the right people are involved. At the same time, the processes 
of choice reassures those involved of their own significance. In particular, the 
processes are used to reinforce the idea that decision makers and their 
decisions affect the course of history, and do so properly. 66 

In short, March suggests that the rituals of decision making symbolize our deep 
attachment to the rational pursuit of human interests. In March's writings this becomes 
an exciting, encouraging, and seemingly accessible proposition. And maybe we should 
stop here. 

Nevertheless, I am prodded on and tempted to suggest that corporations might 
eventually come to symbolize even more. The talmud offers the following trenchant 
criticism of the Roman Empire: 

In times to come, the Holy One, blessed be He, will take a scroll of the 
Law in His embrace and proclaim: 'Let him who has occupied himself 
herewith, come and take his reward.'...the Kingdom of Edom (Rome) will 
enter first before Him...the Holy One, blessed be He, will then say to them: 
'Wherewith have you occupied yourselves?' They will reply:...'we have 
established many marketplaces, we have erected many baths, we have 
accumulated much gold and silver, and all this we did only for the sake of... 
Torah.' The Holy One, blessed be He, will say in reply: 'You foolish ones 
among peoples, all that which you have done, you have only done to satisfy 
your own desires. You have established marketplaces to place courtesans 
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therein; baths to revel in them; (as to the accumulation of) silver and gold that 
is Mine, as it is written: Mine is the silver and Mine is the gold, saith the Lord 
of Hosts (Hag 2:8) (Avodah Zarah 2b) 

As this hypothetical conversation illustrates, the satisfaction of desires alone is not a 
sufficient justification for engaging in economic activities. The author of  this rabbinic 
parable understood the importance and necessity for "marketplaces," "baths," "gold," 
and "silver." He does not suggest that engaging in "secular" activities is inappropriate. 
Rather, the point is that economic activities are never to be viewed only as ends in 
themselves. Economic act ivi t ies--at  the individual, organizational, and national l e ve l - -  
are a means toward building a just and caring society in which the best of human and 
values might flourish. Might corporations, someday, also come to symbolize an 
attachment to human meaning? 
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LEADERSHIP: BY WHAT AUTHORITY?* 

CLARENCE WALTON 

In the waning days of  medieval history, Englishmen gave great attention to the precise 
ordering of relationships between crown and community because of fears that 
overbearing monarchs were threatening their rights as free people. So it was that barons 
maneuvered to wrest pledges from the king not to tax without parliamentary approval or 
to interfere with their personal freedoms. Brooking no interference in their private lives, 
they sought to erect protective walls through a famous writ called quo warranto, which 
required officials to show by what authority they held a public office or performed a 
duty. 

In a very real sense, each new generation issues its own quo warranto writs on those 
who had, or have, power in their society. Challenged are established values, the utility of  
major political and economic institutions, and the acceptability of certain roles within 
these institutions. At issue in every case is the question of legitimacy, always an 
important domestic challenge facing democracies. Subsumed into the challenge are 
questions of tradition and of logic because practices are often continued without 
understanding the reasons which brought them into existence in the first place. 
Harvard's distinguished legal historian, Harold Berman, noted this in reference to the 
American legal system when he wrote: 

If a sane man is convicted of murder and sentenced to death, and thereafter, 
before the sentence is carried out, he becomes insane, his execution will be 
postponed until he recovers his sanity. Generally speaking, this is the law in 
Western countries and in many non-Western countries as well. Why? The 
historical answer, in the West, is that if a man is executed while he is insane 
he will not have had the opportunity freely to confess his sins and to take the 
sacrament of Holy Communion. He must be allowed to recover his sanity 
before he dies so that his soul will not be condemned to eternal hellfire but 
will instead have the opportunity to expiate his sins in purgatory and 
ultimately, at the Last Judgment, to enter the Kingdom of Heaven. But where 
none of  this is believed, why keep the insane man alive until he recovers, and 
then kill him? 

This is only one of a barrage of quo warranto writs being fired at the legal 
profession--and when the Law is troubled, other basic institutions are vexed because 
they, like the Law, ultimately derive their legitimacies from moral sources. To assess 

Excerpt from "Management's Rights and Prerogatives: Quo Warranto?" in The G. Albert 
Shoemaker Program in Business Ethics, monograph, College of Business Administration, The 
Pennsylvania State University, 1986. 
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where American institutions are positioned requires theoretical analysis; and that, in turn, 
conjures up the rather painful reminder that "theories are intellectual conceits [and] none 
is adequate to explain the fearful volume and complexity of  events." J. H. Newman put 
the matter well in warning scholars "how little syllogisms have to do with the formation 
of opinion; how little depends upon inferential proofs; and how much upon those pre- 
existing beliefs and views, in which men either already agree with each other or 
hopelessly differ, before they begin to dispute, and which are hidden deep in their nature 
or, it may be, in personal peculiarities." Despite the difficulties occasioned by bias or 
ideological preferences, conceptual windows and mirrors can both be used to outline 
what contemporary America is--and is not. Since first impressions often make lasting 
impressions, it is useful to put them to a more critical test. 

The American Dream---or Nightmare? 

Since its founding, foreigners have peered so often through this nation's windows to see 
what the new land and its people were like that it has become commonplace to believe 
that what was seen and reported actually profiled reality. The country's past partially 
explains present obsessions--certainly among intellectuals--over what others see in us 
and say of us. Nothing seems more propulsive of insiders' examinations than outsiders' 
appraisals. Yet so often has appraisal become harsh criticism that hostility to the United 
States has become a staple among foreign intellectual elites. However, if the critic's 
reputation is limited to select circles, the attack is usually ignored. Very few Americans, 
for example, worry over the ritual denunciations made by writers like Chilean poet Pablo 
Neruda (who, incidentally, never renounced his loyalty to communism even after the 
exposure of Stalin's terror), or even Colombia's Nobel laureate, Gabriel Garcia 
Marquez, or Argentina's brilliant Julio Cort~izar. But if the attack comes from someone 
like Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn or Mexico's famous poet and distinguished diplomat, 
Octavio Paz, ears open quickly. The former shook Americans when he berated them for 
having lost all sense of commitment to the values on which their nation was founded. 
Sharing the Russian's view, Paz wrote that the United States "is disunited, repeatedly 
torn apart by dissensions that do not have the least element of grandeur, eaten away by 
doubt, undermined by a suicidal hedonism, dazed by the ranting of demagogues. It is a 
society divided, not so much vertically as horizontally, by the clash of tremendous selfish 
interests: great corporations, labor unions, the farm bloc, bankers, ethnic groups, the 
powerful communications industry." 

Precisely at the point where indignation is about to explode at foreigners whose 
own national houses are in disarray, native voices howl the same lamentation. The 
highly respected former diplomat, George Kennan, thought it grotesque to spend 
enormous energy opposing a much-weakened Soviet Russia in order to save a West 
honeycombed with bewilderment and a profound sense of  internal decay: "Show me 
first an America which has successfully coped with the problems of  crime, drugs, 
deteriorating educational standards, urban decay, pornography, and decadence of one 
sort or another--show me an America that has pulled itself together and is what it ought 
to be, then I will tell you how we are going to defend ourselves from the Russians." 
Cultural historian Christopher Lasch indicted bourgeois societies everywhere for having 
lost the capacity to confront difficulties which threaten to overwhelm them: "The 
political crisis of capitalism reflects a general crisis of Western culture, which reveals 
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itself in a pervasive despair of  understanding the course of modern history or of 
subjecting it to rational direction. Liberalism, the political theory of the ascendant 
bourgeoisie, long ago lost the capacity to explain events in the world of the welfare state 
and the multinational corporation; nothing has taken its place. Politically bankrupt, 
liberalism is intellectually bankrupt as well." 

Are critics, foreign and homegrown alike, correct in assuming that a foul cancer is 
eating away at the social fabric of American society? Indeed, has the United States ever 
been without someone incorrectly diagnosing it as mortally ill? Over a century ago, 
Walt Whitman saw American culture as "a sort of dry and fiat Sahara, crowned with 
petty grotesques, malformations, phantoms, playing meaningless antics; in shop, street, 
church, theater, barroom, official c h a i r . . ,  are pervasive flippancy and vulgarity, low 
cunning, infidelity; everywhere the youth puny, impudent, foppish, prematurely ripe; 
everywhere an abnormal libidinousness; everywhere shallow notions of beauty, with a 
range of manners--or  rather lack of manners--probably the meanest to be seen in the 
world." Yet the country as a whole went on to refute their poet 's  accusation by 
producing muscular youth who helped turn away the tides of evil in two great wars, and 
people whose "shallow notions of beauty" designed skyscrapers, filled art museums, and 
created a jazz form in music that attracted worldwide acclaim. 

Today, when new pessimisms again threaten to bury America 's  optimism, evidence 
at least as reliable as armchair personal opinions suggests a different reading. Relevant 
is a Japanese-sponsored poll which found that young American took more pride in their 
country than did young people in eight other countries surveyed. If the results are 
reasonably accurate, the nation's youth not only do not share the gloomy outlook of 
some of their elders but feel that America remains a promised land which tolerate 
diversity in race, religion, and politics--theirs may not be the ideal country, only the best 
of the imperfects on an imperfect planet. 

Since America is so large, so heterogeneous, and so contradictory, assessments can 
be made to yield, almost at will, either condemnation or celebration. When the point of 
self-flagellation is reached, however, it is time to recall the prophecy brilliantly 
proclaimed by one of the century's distinguished economists, Joseph Schumpeter. 
Schumpeter held that the capitalist process itself, by destroying the power of 
intermediary institutions, creates intellectual elites that have a vested interest "to work up 
and organize resentment against business, to nurse it, to voice it, and to lead it"; the 
intellectuals--created, educated, and subsidized by capitalists--angrily resent their "kept" 
status and use the "real power of the spoken and written word" (without having to 
assume responsibility in action for what they have said) to bring down the economic 
order; beset by psychological insecurity because they are unsuited for hard work and 
economically unemployable in the commercial professions, they sit on society's 
margins--resentful, angry, powerful. And their power base grows because of increases 
in collegebound youths who learn from professors hostile to business and because of 
techniques which permit media types to disseminate their negative views widely. The 
hostile elite thus constitutes a formidable "antiestablishment" establishment. 

Refuge in wholesale denials or vague excuses for the existence of social wrongs is 
scarcely an appropriate response from business. Needed, rather, are frank admissions 
from corporate leaders that the capitalist system in which they operate is an engine of 
change; when change comes disruptions occur, and neither business nor government has 
been overly sensitive in the past to the hardships suffered by those most vulnerable to 
massive social and economic transformation. The country has experienced many 
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watersheds and evidence of another is compelling: the economy has moved from its 
primary manufacturing base to a service industry; the majority of the workforce is no 
longer blue- but white-collar; minorities clamor for access to jobs and to power; trade 
imbalances have reached staggering proportions; the national debt climbs steadily under 
a conservative president; unprecedented communist penetrations are occurring on an 
American continent no longer shielded by the Monroe Doctrine. Carnegie-Mellon 
University President Richard Cyert talked of the present as a "revolutionary" era which 
will be seen by future generations as the time when America lost its manufacturing 
capability or when executives made critical decisions which preserved the future of U.S. 
industry. 

Defining business's position is this maelstrom may not be easy--but it is important. 
A halting first step can be taken by advancing this one key proposition: Corporate 
executives must move beyond their historic role as scanners o f  markets to become 
semioticians o f  the total culture. 

The importance of semioticians to organizations is borne out by two examples-- 
one a trend-setter for an industrywide effort in the service sector, the American Council 
of Life Insurance in Washington; and a second, General Electric, which has pioneered in 
the manufacturing area with an in-house staff of signal watchers. Those organizations 
began with such practical matters as demographics, market segmentation, consumer 
preferences, fashions and foods, but then went on to analyses of those fundamentals that 
hold society together: art and science, religion and morality, language and mythology. 
Each interacts with the others and each offers the primary ways for explaining the 
functioning and nature of society and men. Examples of sloppy semiotic efforts, on the 
other hand, include Baldwin Locomotive, whose managers could not bring themselves to 
believe that diesel power would ever replace the steam engine; Detroit auto 
manufacturers, who reached the peril point by ignoring the small-car phenomenon; 
central city merchants, who missed the significance of the first suburban shopping malls; 
and political and business leaders, who ignored signals from blacks, women, and other 
minorities. 

Signal watching today goes under various guises in well-managed organizations-- 
environmental scanning, futuristics, social auditing, megatrend analysis, and the like. 
This kind of endeavor, however, is essentially reactive in nature and rather typical of 
business leaders in the past when elites (clerics, philosophers, politicians) wrote the 
script which businessmen dutifully read. The irony was that businessmen, bold and 
innovative in their economic roles, were so cautious and staid in politics that historian 
Miriam Beard once called them moral eunuchs who, like Alfred Nobel, drifted like 
purposeless wrecks "with no lovely memories of the past and no false illusions of the 
future." That a simple reactive posture by business is no longer an option has been noted 
by Irving Shapiro, DuPont's former chief executive, who called on his business 
colleagues to join forces in an activist campaign to shape the nature of America's "third" 
revolution to make real the notions of social justice and equality. In his view, this moral 
revolution equals in importance the eighteenth-century political revolution for freedom 
and the nineteenth-century industrial revolution for economic growth. As the 
revolutionary drama unfolds business will, of course, receive signals. But Shapiro's 
point is that, in the present scenario, business must also give signals which tell other 
segments of society its views of the "good society." Neither business nor any other 
group can play such a role without having developed a public philosophy--and a public 
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philosophy is best articulated by leaders who themselves have a well-developed personal 
philosophy. 

Culture 

Culture is a term more difficult to define than semiotics. Societies that borrowed from 
Latin sources used culture to describe individuals considered to educated and cultivated; 
toward the end of the eighteenth century, culture was applied to groups which had moved 
toward more enlightened values; in the twentieth century, anthropologists appropriated 
the term to describe "the customs, tradition, and values that together produce a 
distinctive way of life." It is in the latter sense that culture is presently used. Individuals 
are born into a culture that usually outlives them; it sometimes works directly by 
establishing explicit rules for individual behavior while, at other times, the culture works 
so subtly that individuals are unaware of  its power, as when Utko Eskimos disapprove of 
anger and Americans dislike crying by men. 

Everyone--judges and legislators, executives and employees, professionals and 
nonprofessionals--are creatures of their culture; its ideas are their ideas, its methods 
their methods, its limitations their limitations. Understanding one's own culture has not 
been made easier by the internationalization of  the American economy. When domestic 
affairs, always complicated in a dynamically changing society, are overlaid with global 
problems, clashes of cultural values are inevitable and challenges to leadership in both 
public and private sectors become monumental. A case in point occurred in 1984 when 
the United States unsuccessfully sought to secure Swiss support in prosecuting Marc 
Rich, who had admitted to resorting to lies and faked documents. The maneuvering 
between two governments, so much alike in economic and political organizations, 
prompted the Wall Street Journal to editorialize that 

this culture class is going to be expressed in repeated ways, some of  them 
more uneasy, as financial markets grow ever more international. Consider 
the feud that is brewing between the U.S. and Europe over what to do about 
insider trading [when] authorities in most European countries rarely, if ever, 
concern themselves with insider t rad ing . . .  As the cultural clash grows, one 
possibility to consider is whether America could improve its markets not by 
forcing others to live by its rules but by easing its own blanket o f  regulations. 
Price-control schemes, for  example, are a recipe for  arbitrage, and making 
arbitrage a crime will add to the confusion. Insider trading is probably best 
understood as a victimless crime. When already uneasy U.S. policies lead to 
international anomalies, do we really want to insist on pushing around the 
rest o f  the world? I f  we do, we will undercut our own interest in maintaining 
our role as leader o f  the international marketplace. 

But what is "pushing around?" Are Americans wrong in reacting negatively to cultures 
where grease money and payoffs are commonplace, nepotism is a family obligation, 
economic stability is preferred to economic growth, church and state act as one, and class 
distinctions are sharp and unchallenged? It is "pushing others around" to say that 
bureaucracy in the Middle East is an immoral nightmare? Egypt's symbol of 
bureaucracy, for example, is a large stone structure in Cairo's Rahrir Square, called the 
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Mogamma--a complex center of paper-maze that makes law-school students' paper chase 
look tame; when it was learned that Libyan terrorists were planning to blow up the 
Mogamma, the public applauded. A 1974 investigation showed that only fifteen percent 
of  the Egyptian government workers regularly came to work on time, that the average 
civil servant worked solidly for twenty minutes to two hours per day, and that 
bureaucratic idleness added up to a daily 2.5 million lost man-hours. Because frustrated 
petitioners had hurled themselves from the eleventh-story balcony of the Mogamma, an 
ambulance is permanently parked outside. General Motors, for example, waited over 
three years for approval to build trucks in Egypt. Other companies simply give up. The 
country continues to live out Max Weber 's  description of Pharonic Egypt as the classic 
example of the undiluted bureaucratic state. 

It follows therefore, that when an internationalized economy means a clash of 
cultures, Americans will be forced to determine what in their own culture should be 
defended at all costs, what might be traded off, and what might be unconditionally 
jettisoned. 



MANAGING IN CRISES: "LEGITIMACY" IN BUSINESS AND ACADEMIC 
CORPORATIONS 

IVAR BERG 
Professor o f  Sociology 
University of  Pennsylvania 

A spate of books on universities and the late sixties have served well to remind us of the 
innumerable issues the joinings of which culminated, by 1968, in very militant 
demonstrations that rocked campuses from Berkeley to Cambridge. A few issues at 
Columbia, a subject of this paper, were local--the proposed construction of a segregated 
gymnasium in Morningside Park in West Harlem that would admit only Columbia's 
tenants several hundred feet above the park, on Morningside Drive, marked a particularly 
touchy version of "town and gown problems." Most of a congeries of other issues 
involving our horrors in Vietnam, defense-related research, wider-ranging interracial 
matters, "the draft," "sexism," the patronizing attitudes toward students concerned with 
the "relevance" of established curricula by universities' leaders, and the 
"commodification" of educational credentials, were among the common controversial 
topics over which angry and clamorous debates were organized on many campuses. The 
radicals' buzzword of the times was "the system" and its dominance by the "elites" in 
Big Business, Big Labor, and Big Government. 

The one denominator truly common to what are today called "the discourses" 
characterizing the times, meantime, was the question of the legitimacy, or rather the 
illegitimacy, of this "establishment," the leaders of the nation's institutions and those 
agents in their charge who articulated the principles that "the movement" abhorred: the 
conflation of "wars of national liberation" with "Godless communism," the rank 
materialism of pro-market corporate apologists, and the hypocrisy of intellectuals on 
campuses who sold their souls to "the military-industrial complex" or who stood idly by, 
otherwise, while resident business schools and ROTC units trained those who would lead 
the polluters, the napalm manufacturers, and the commanders of troops, carpet bombers 
and South Vietnamese tyrants who were destroying Vietnam. Thus spake the drafters of 
"non-negotiable demands," Port Huron statements, and the speeches given at mass 
demonstrations on the steps of the Pentagon. 

The invitation to join in the celebration of Clarence Walton's professional career 
that included a sojourn at Columbia, encouraged me, for reasons discussed herein, to 
think about the legitimacy issue more generally and to conclude (1) that it has generally 
been neglected in modern times as much in studies of business as in those of academic 
corporations; and (2) that it might well be instructive to look at Columbia--Clarence's 
and my setting in 1968--and, say, Dow Chemical and Honeywell, both of which were 
visited with the wrath of the so-called movement's hostilities toward defense contractors 
but with negligible consequences. The two types of organizations experienced and 
responded to these crises in very different ways. 
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On the matter of  authority's legitimacy, we may note first, a sustained but relatively 
marginal group's interest in Max Weber 's  thoughts on the subject; second, another 
longtime but marginal group's interests in Berle and Means' provocative apprehensions 
in 1932 about "the separation of  ownership from control," the consequent advent of 
professional managers, and the emergence of "managerial apologists" (the "human 
relations" tradition) bent on legitimating this new breed; and third, interests in and uses 
of  Chester Barnard's endlessly reprinted The Functions of the Executive which appeared 
in 1932, among business school professors in executive programs. Barnard's classic 
became part of the endless "managerial apologues" that appeared thereafter; Barnard's 
work had an especially anti-union "subtext" in today's argot. 

A fourth interest in the legitimacy of authority may well be shared by larger 
numbers of corporation-friendly analysts, in more recent years, who are either 
enthusiastic about or hostile towards the interesting and stimulating discussions currently 
revolving around the matter of "relationship investing." This topic focuses essentially on 
managers' legitimacy v i sa  vis the market and on the stockmarket losses that some take 
to be the well deserved "corrections" of managers who fail to attend to owners' due; 
"legitimacy" has thus moved, with this new subject, from the desks of egghead 
institutionalists in the 1930s, to the computers of the Milkins and Boeskeys (with their 
putatively pro-stockholder-serving assaults on assertedly undervalued equities), to the 
desks of legislators, the benches of judges, the counting rooms of pension fund 
strategists, and back to the booklined studies of academic researchers, like Berle and 
Means earlier, who write in the institutionalist tradition. 

To put it crisply, it may be timely--with the benefit of  over a third of  century's 
time, since Tom Hayden's "Port Huron Statement" in 1962--to revisit The Second 
Battle of  Morningside Height's, 1967-1968, with a focus on "the authority problem." 
The authority problem relates very simply to the high or low probabilities that an 
organization's leaders are beheld by stock--and other stakeholders--as deserving their 
generous indulgence to do their jobs as they see fit. Executives deserve this confidence if 
their ends are legal and more than socially acceptable, and if the means adopted and 
adapted to secure those ends are respectable and reasonable in cultural, scientific and, 
especially in "economical" terms. The precise authority of leaders is proportionate to the 
width of what Barnard called "the zones of  acceptance/indifference" with which leaders' 
initiatives are greeted by their charges. It is thus legitimate, by this logic, for me to ask a 
student to open a third floor window; I exceed my authority if I direct him to jump out of  
that window. 

It will be my aim, in these pages, to compare the experiences and responses of the 
leaders of academic and business corporations during their sometimes explosive 
encounters with the noisy but articulate leaders of the many causes assembled under the 
colors of  what was called The Movement, with essential attention accorded to the 
question of  legitimacy in these very different settings. I suggest these themes: 

(1) Though sharing a "Constitutional" basis for their 'rights, privileges and 
immunities,' (Dartmouth College vs Woodward, 1819), and growing up as parallel 
structures (1819-1945), academic and business organizations began in the 1890s, slowly 
to enjoy different claims to their autonomy, based on their normatively different social 
roles; while corporations' autonomous roles were contested by labor, by critical social 
scientists on the Temporary National Economic Committee, and by some Democrats, 
corporations' essential raisons d'etre were only tempered, not rejected. Universities and 
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corporations began to become rather different breeds of corporate animals quickly after 
WWlI, however, in part because of academics' successful wartime undertakings. 

Business corporations continued to function as valuable social technology for 
mobilizing resources and for producing and distributing goods and services for a profit. 
Academic corporations, meantime, became significant elements in the production of 
"human capital" and, related thereto, the production of knowledge or "intellectual 
capital"; both were celebrated in the early 1960s. Like airports, highways and military 
defense, universities' valuable contributions were not seen to be likely "products" of 
conventional markets, but products of a new generation of business leaders, a better 
educated population, who began to think more attentively of their "social 
responsibilities" as results of their own exposures to the learning enterprise. 

Authority in business corporations was long rooted, otherwise, in the logics of a 
kind of paradigm that Weber described as legal-rational; universities had evolved slowly, 
by the 1950s, away from the sovereign controls of what Veblen called the Strongmen 
(presidents beholden to businessmen trustees) and into collegial systems. The latter 
arrangement, come to think about it, was a distinctive American version, of the publicly 
advertised "democratic centralism" of the USSR's Communist Party. America's 
universities became progressively more democratic, in the sense of more faculty 
involvement within their somewhat baronial schools and departments, while the USSR's 
party system became both more "central" and less democratic. 

(2) The evolution of universities over the long period after WWI left them with 
gradually elevated statuses. In American society, by the 1950s, statuses that were once 
attributable to colleges' and universities' production of "free professionals," were now 
rewards, in no small degree, for universities' signal contributions to the war effort. In 
very short order, thereafter, universities became intimately connected to their 
surrounding business system, given the enormous increases in that system's needs of: 
more "better educated" employees (to swell the Census Bureau's category of "managers, 
professionals and technicians"); more basic "R" to accompany corporations' growing 
capacities to do mostly "D"; and for more secularization of Americans' values and 
beliefs, as business thinkers saw things, in favor of 'consumerism'; more widespread use 
of credit; and more intellectually respectable blessings on economic growth as a primary 
social goal. By 1968 most critics saw more malevolence than benevolence in all of these 
academic props to American corporations, even as they sought to hold the academy to its 
loftier promises as sanctuaries for independent and detached thinkers. 

It was academics, including many theorists in the social sciences, who equated 
credit card indebtedness with savings in our national accounts and who thus helped 
Americans to back off, a bit, from their long time puritanical reluctance, abetted by 
Franklin's Poor Richard's aphorisms, to become chronic borrowers. And it was 
academics, Keynesians especially, who pushed "demand side" economics--to "pump 
prime" consumption--after the debacle of the Great Depression. There were also 
academics who routinized marketing techniques in the service of oligopolistic producers 
who learned well, as Schumpeter demonstrated in his paean to "non-price competition" 
(in 1942), to favor "brand" or "managed competition" and "creative destruction" over 
price competition. 

Universities had grown ever closer to big government, 1950-1960, as government 
rewarded veterans with the GI Bill, with payments directly to Bursars, and awarded 
federal contracts and grants to scientists, and preferred grants to hundreds of faculty with 
the two (now controversial) National Endowments. All three sectors of society, business 
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(with billions in defense contracts), government, and academia, benefited from the 
oligopolistic character of the economy's huge manufacturing "core"; the profits from 
managed competition supported expanded corporate fringe benefits, "R and D," unions' 
wage demands, and support for higher education. These developments were important 
elaborations on what Galbraith termed the salutary benefits, later, of The New Industrial 
State. 

The business and academic communities were impacted in distinctively different 
ways, however, by the Cold War, by Senator McCarthy, and by the virtually tectonic 
shifts in cultural, intellectual, and ideological thrusts that affected just about all of our 
traditional values. A university's nominal but implicitly advertised detachments from the 
workaday world were almost entirely soluble in the heady elixir of Congressional 
Committee invitations to testify on all manner of subjects, of corporations' allegedly 
booming needs for graduates and consultants, of the "garrison economy's" needs of ever- 
smarter-and deadlier weapons, and of the welfare state's needs of "social accounting" 
methods, life saving medications, legions of social workers, teachers(!), licensed 
"therapeutics," and an expanded federal establishment with expanding payrolls to fight 
LBJ's war against poverty and to pay for the American Legion's pet, The Veterans 
Administration. 

(3) Tocqueville had long ago pointed out that America was always a nation of 
unsynthesizable opposites, individualism and "associationism" most prominently among 
them. The period heading into the mid-sixties was indeed an "age of antinomies" unto 
itself! By 1954--Brown v. the Topeka School Board--the education establishment, writ 
large, was already in the front rank of those agencies challenged by new ideas about 
public policy issues, for example, whether to bus students or to live by "neighborhood 
schools." NATO was born that year as the joys of 1945 yielded to the realities of the 
Cold War as over against the revival of American Firsters' hostilities to "foreign 
entanglements." 

Universities gave us defense-related labs; they gave us reams of research on the 
social and human costs of "separate but equal"; they gave us an American version of the 
existentialist movement, in Western Europe, in theories about persons and their 
responsibilities, theories that gave us down payments on relativistic perceptions that 
became the core of the "postmodern" ethics that stood in glaring opposition to 
absolutists' hardnosed demands for law and order. Universities gave us post-WWlI 
amendments to Keynesian perspectives in economics regarding the role of an already 
growing "positive state" with assurances that our economy could be "fine tuned." They 
gave us what Philip Rief called the age of the therapeutic: the Karen Horneys, the Harry 
Stack Sullivans, and the Gissels (on child rearing), and the Margaret Meads and Gregory 
Batesons, even as they warned us against declining moral standards. The social science 
community, with elaborations on Freudian teachings, gave us victims in place of guilty 
deviants. David Reisman and Nathan Glazer gave us lessons about our expanding 
numbers of pitiable "other directed" conformists, and Erich Fromm offered us clinical 
pictures of pitiful "escapees from freedom" who had been trained earlier, i.e., without the 
sympathetic parenting techniques of Dr. Spock. 

Other academics, many in flight from their City College radicalism of other days, 
Dr. Irving Kristol most notably, helped to give us elaborations on "containment" policies 
regarding communism. Scientists gave us the research projects that presented us with 
The Pill in 1959, a medicant that helped divorce passion from consequence and thus 
invited the "sexual revolution." Universities aided and abetted the "Beats" who 
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resuscitated the spirit of the dissenters, in the 1920s, of the "Lost Generation." 
Academics gave us a major political controversy by endorsing the addition of fluoride to 
drinking water, even as they gave us the odd mixtures of William Buckley's God and 
Man at Yale, Reinhold Niehbur, General McArthur, the two McCarthys (Douglas and 
Mary), SANE (the antinuclear group born on campuses), as well as the (conservative) 
Hudson Institute, both Oppenheimer and Teller, and replies to the "growth school" 
(among academics) from the anti-growth Club of Rome. Academics brought us the grist 
for The Feminine Mystique, and, of course The Wasteland (in two editions, by T. S. Eliot 
and in Congressional testimony by Newton Minnow). University folks gave us The 
Kinsey Report on The Sexual Behavior of  the Human Male (from Bloomington, Indiana, 
of all places), and Michael Harrington's Other America. 

The early sixties, otherwise, gave us weekly news of major new civil rights 
developments; a "High Noon" rendezvous with the Soviets over missiles in Cuba (in the 
late 1960s, assassinations in Dallas, Memphis and Los Angeles); buildups of "advisory" 
groups in Vietnam, in expression of draft exemptions for universities' enrollees during 
the Chinese War--whom John Hanna, Michigan State's President, and Anna Rosenberg 
(President Truman's manpower advisors in 1950) called "the cream of American 
manpower", in a 1950 deferment decree that led us finally in 1969-1970 to "an all 
volunteer Army." 

Put crisply: by the late sixties, American campuses were awash in highly charged 
and increasingly acerbic debates about race and gender; about The Cold War (including 
the hot ones with China, euphemistically called the Korean Police Action and, later, with 
North Vietnam); about nuclear energy, defense contracts, drug use, "rock and roll," and 
much more. 

Until demonstrations occurred at Dow and Honeywell, business corporations' 
managers only heard about environmental issues, about The New Frontier and The War 
Against Poverty, about protests and the rest, from their TV sets, not from the direct 
experience with intra-organizational factions. C. Wright Mills had identified corporate 
leaders as part of The Power Elite already in the mid-1950s, and William H. Whyte 
called these managers' armies of bureaucrats' Organization Men, but these were not 
exactly bottom-line questions for Generals Motors, Electric and Foods. Indeed C. 
Wright Mills made almost no impact on readers beyond universities' parietal walls. Wm. 
Whyte's book served only to confirm the suspicions of a small number of snobbish 
intellectuals who did not, however, publicly contest the movements of their grads to 
Vick's Chemical, Anaconda, Proctor and Gamble, and G.E., the four "hottest" campus 
recruiters of the mid- 1950s. 

The foregoing review will serve to persuade younger readers that the academy's 
status as something of an exemplar of legitimate authority was increasingly challenged, 
by 1965, by upper-middle class students especially, whose predecessors had been 
encouraged to view the world of universities as autonomously and abstractly lofty 
precincts; they were not "the real world," but collections of truth-bent intellectuals 
governed in "collegial" structures. Very few 1950s undergraduates were provoked by 
the dawning civil rights debate, or debates over "secret research," "lonely crowds," 
McCarthyism, or nuclear war. Would-be students of the fifties were encouraged to view 
our academies as politically liberal "safe houses" and as refuges against both totalitarian 
ideologies and grubby consumerism, as sponsors of meritocratic standards, as protectors 
of free speech, as founts of medical progress, and as generous (non-profit) publishers of 
highbrow (low sales) books and journals about exotic subjects. 
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The opposites academics once entertained--the pros and cons of  big government, 
popular and religious morals, conformity and autonomy, and all the rest, were proof of 
their openness, their catholicity, their sense that mankind's mansions had many rooms, 
and that while Picasso and Leonardo did not necessarily belong in the same gallery, they 
certainly deserved inclusion in the same museum. These contentious issues were debated 
by professors; for students they were not privy to the dogmatic arguments among some 
academic antagonists, in the sixties and seventies, but to evidence of  academics' 
contrariness about legitimate "academic questions," and to signs of  life, of  spirited 
disagreements, not signs of  the highly partisan debates--to come in the 1960s. Saved 
from foxholes by ROTC and by deferments, the students of the 1950s viewed the 
academic contestants of the 1950s as eccentrics, figures to be amused by, not as prophets 
to whose contrary views of civil rights, social justice and poverty to which the students 
of  the 1960s attended. Eleanor Roosevelt, in my junior year political science class in 
1948, was viewed by most of  my Colgate peers as a "Harriman" Democrat who with the 
governor and her late husband was a harmless "traitor to her class." 

By the mid-sixties, however, a great many upper income students came to see our 
academies as ambivalent if not downright enthusiastic suppliers, at least, to Eisenhower's 
menacing "military industrial complex," given that there were growing numbers of 
professionally polite critiques of defense-related research. Some at Morningside Heights 
believed (or hoped) that Ike's apprehensions, expressed in his Farewell Address, had in 
some measure been nourished by his pre-White House stint in Morningside Heights as 
Columbia's President. It was a kind of legacy of  Ike's laid back presidency that 
Columbia's basic directions were clearly no longer staked out by Nicholas "Miraculous" 
Butler, one of Veblen's longtime Strongmen. Instead, Columbia was directed by top 
administrators who were "collegially" disposed, and whose basic academic leadership 
would eventually be in the hands of  such vaunted intellectuals as Jacques Barzun, 
Columbia's olympian provost until just before the "disorders," whose misgivings about 
"sponsored research" were given frequent and eloquent expression, but who was 
implicitly obliged to go, if reluctantly, "with the flow" of government funds. 

Barzun's abiding contempt for the poisoning of the intellectual well and those who 
drank heartily and self-destructively from its waters, however, was palpable in his "body 
language," his wry commentaries and, by 1968, following his retirement in his 
formidable critique, in print, in The American University (1968). He correctly 
anticipated the fragmentation of  the university and its growing parasite-like attachments 
to an exploitative host, and its loss of what little intellectual and ideological innocence it 
still had after securing its compromising role as a moblizer of human capital. 

It is the case, of course, that both universities and corporations had been 
"bureaucratized" long before the 1960s. In Weber's model the authority of these 
rational-legal organizations' leaders rested on a legal tradition and on their rational-legal 
character. Legally, they were persona ficta with many of  the rights, privileges and 
immunities of natural persons, under the Bill of Rights, particularly. Their legitimacy, in 
a secular political-economic system, also rested on their rational structures, i.e., 
organizations whose designs--schools, departments, and institutes--were embodiments 
of rational means to legal but, more significantly, to serious intellectual ends. 

Still, corporations and universities were also different; these differences help one to 
understand why even the most vulnerable and now targeted corporations came out almost 
unscathed while a great many leading universities were quite permanently scarred by the 
events of the 1960s. I am thus concerned now, first with what Columbia and The 
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Catholic University on one side, and, say, Monsanto or Dow Chemical had--and still 
havemin common, as organizations and, thereafter the different bases for the authority of 
those who direct business and academic corporations. Clarence Walton and I served at 
Columbia University during the sixties; he went on to become president of The Catholic 
University. 

It is my sense and thus my thesis that the differences in the responses of  business 
and academic leaders to the crises of  the sixties inhere not in basic differences between 
their organizations' substantive missions--they were both "in and o f '  American society 
far more than academics liked to admit--but in their very different conceits: business 
corporations could argue (and still do) that they needed, ultimately, to answer only to the 
courts and to their stockholders, while academic corporations answered: (1) to the 
imperative of baronial disciplinary structures and the charge to advance basic principles 
of  scholarship; (2) to principles of academic freedom, and to the rules of what we may 
call collegial etiquette; and (3) to a pair of competing--almost contradictory rules--the 
rules of  evidence embodied in the logics of  science, and the rules of  survival in a world 
of differentiated markets. Both corporations were bureaucratic but for one of them its 
bureaucracies were both significant means and, for careerists, ends; for the other, in 
academia, these bureaucracies were necessary evils, and the more they were 
bureaucratic, the more difficulties they had in dealing with the three aforementioned 
imperatives, principles and rules. 

For business leaders (and their admirers) their structures were widely admired 
social technologies at their highest stages of  development; for the citizens of  academic 
structures they were "red tape" woven by inexperienced leaders who were, not 
exclusively but for the most part, refugees from indifferent scholarly careers. As a 
wonderfully relaxed and older colleague told me, upon my becoming dean of Columbia's 
14 faculties in 1969, "Deans are to faculty as fire hydrants are to dogs." Such contempt 
could not reassure universities' leaders and their sensibly skeptical deans that they would 
enjoy much "legitimacy" in efforts to manage their large organizational cultures in calm 
times, let alone in a crisis! They could offer initiatives and sound alarms, but they must 
rule by consensus. 

A Common Conceptual Foundation but an Uncommonly 
Different Pair of Structures 

Foregoing a rehearsal of the origins of corporations in the common and in "natural law," 
elegantly and eloquently reviewed in Clarence Walton's The Conceptual Foundation of 
Business, as Professor Epstein reports elsewhere in this volume, I would like to suggest, 
very quickly, that modern American corporations' most dispositive legal claims to 
legitimacy were the derivative statuses they were accorded in 1819 by Chief Justice 
Marshall at the behest of Daniel Webster (an alum who argued Dartmouth's case against 
Woodward) as legal entitiesJ The Chief Justice held that Dartmouth College's charter 
made it a "legal person," and it was thus protected by a contract with its charterer that 
enjoyed constitutional protection, which is to say that it enjoyed constitutional rights to 
pursue the enforcement of its several rights under the Bill of Rights in a court of law. 
Without these status-enhancing rights (and thus remedies) a corporation could not use or 
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deploy its property nearly as expeditiously as it needs to in an environment that would 
already encumber it with more than enough other potentially paralyzing uncertainties. 

Subsequent events implicitly imputed a kind of moral authority to the corporate 
personaficta, a persona, that is, that could be tried, in court for example, and punished if 
guilty of crimes in accord with laws that were affected with a degree of  moral weight. In 
any event, it is ironic, indeed, that the students and many faculties' attacks on Columbia 
in the 1968 uproar were frequently and specifically targeted by its young critics for its 
alleged illegitimacy, when, indeed, a major source of Columbia's legitimacy involved a 
constitutional case involving not only another academic corporation but a sister Ivy 
League institution! However much American business leaders may take the numerous 
constitutional rights assured them for granted (or be foolishly tempted to curse "activist" 
jurists) they are all indebted to a 19th Century activist constitutional jurist, to a lawyer, 
and to a college! 

Consider the far greater irony, however, in the charge by a leader of the Students 
for a Democratic Society, that Columbia's refusal to discuss amnesty for the building 
occupiers proved that "Columbia is acting like a corporation!" Despite the charge this 
leader failed, however, to see the useful revolutionary implications of publishing selected 
pages from Columbia's consolidated budget--a  3" thick document that sat, face down, 
on the President's desk when Mark Rudd led the occupation of the President's office! 
The salary data on faculty would have alienated almost the entire faculty! I could, from 
memory, offer salary comparisons to many pairs of several former colleagues that would 
induce apoplexy in the lower paid fellow, even 30 years later. The point is that 
Columbia was, indeed, a corporation but that it was its non-corporate-like character that 
left it vulnerable to Rudd's and his followers' attacks. 

By 1968, Columbia's protesting students insisted that Columbia had defaulted on 
whatever marginal legitimacy it might claim, because of its partnership in the military- 
industrial complex and, especially, because of  its involvements with the Institute for 
Defense Analysis; because it was a 'sexist' and 'racist' organization; and because it was 
an "unindicted co-conspirator" in the immoral war in Vietnam, etc. According to the 
rebels many of Columbia's constituent members, its teachers, should have their free 
speech impaired by the occupation of five buildings for six days, in retribution for its 
sins. One bad turn more than just deserves another, they urged, reminding their recruits 
to their cause of the napalming of Vietnam villagers, about training business students to 
be corporate exploiters, about defense contracts, and about the conversion of the 
academy into a giant sluice down which flowed prospective corporate bureaucrats. 

As students occupied four other buildings the president and the provost of the 
University joined advisors in equivocating, for what seemed like an eternity, over what 
many conservative Columbians felt were their agency obligations as administrators to 
protect the corporation's rights to secure relief from the righteousness-pleading zealots' 
criminal trespasses. These zealots literally lectured Columbia's officers about their 
faculty colleagues' hateful defense-related research grants, about the university's 
unforgivable willingness to host an NROTC unit, and a multitude of other "crimes." 

They also railed about Columbia's provost's allegedly unacceptable political 
science teachings in books in which Dr. David Truman commended the value of  
compromise in and among our political parties and in our legislatures' democratic 
processes, and in which he commended the roles of  responsible and well-educated elites 
in dealing with a political jurisdiction's "developing emergencies. ''2 The student critics 
also blistered academic leaders' and their trustees' decision to build a multi-story bi-level 
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(segregated) gymnasium, noted earlier, with a ground floor entry for Harlem youths in 
Morningside Park and a Morningside Drive entry, perhaps 30 floors higher, for 
Columbians. In this case, a well-intentioned but extraordinarily ill-conceived plan was 
characterized, in vitriolic terms, as heavy-handed racism. We should note that the 
rebellious students focused on all the left-sided of the academic undertakings alluded to 
in the laundry list of issues in my introductory comments. 

Monsanto and Dow, our nearest "victimized" business corporation peers, 
meantime, suffered contemporaneous demonstrations because of their roles in producing 
chemicals and weapons with specifically military applications--napalm, defoliants, 
"smart" bombs, and the rest--but they were only barely visited with the articulately 
caustic language, the indignities and the massive disruptions of the university. 
Columbia's classes were conducted in local parks, faculty apartments, university lawns 
and elsewhere in an essentially ad hoc fashion for several weeks, for example: final 
exams were generally canceled in favor of pass/fail grades, and there was both an official 
and a "countercultural" commencement (Harold Taylor, Emeritus President of Sarah 
Lawrence College, spoke at the latter). I do not recall that either Dow or Monsanto lost 
any of the lethal and much maligned output they were producing, in order, as Dow 
understandably insisted, to assure that our fighting forces have the resources they 
needed. 

Universities, with endless numbers of entryways, ample residences, onsight dining 
facilities, and abundant lounges made it very easy, in the words of the rebels, to do "their 
thing." It was clearly easy for the majority of sympathetic students to sleep in decent 
beds in a dorm and to protest by day than to join the more dedicated, and thus more 
affectedly ascetic "camp ins" in university buildings. It was also convenient to know that 
Gabe Pressman, together with his six o'clock network colleagues on the two other New 
York based channels, would set up their "mobile units" at 4:45 (for "photo ops" with 
stray faculty, until 5:45), and then ready themselves for the more newsworthy, live 
interviews with Mark Rudd, with leaders of an African-American "sit in" in Columbia 
College's own offices and if they happened to be visiting Morningside, from Berkeley or 
Ann Arbor, Jerry Rubin, or Tom Hayden (he of "The Port Huron Statement") 
respectively. 

Then there was, of course, given the New York City setting, William Kunstler. 
Older readers will recall that he was and continued for many years to be a favorite among 
radicals, both untrodden and downtrodden. He led a march in 1970 (in his words over 
the students' F.M. radio station) mobilized to "burn the University's library." Kunstler 
played Robespierre to a female graduate student who acted out the role of Madame De 
Farge. In his interviews he compared what he regarded as the trivial misfeasances of the 
rebels he aided with the unconscionable behavior of Columbia's innumerable pacts with 
devils in corporate labs, in the Pentagon strategy rooms, and in well-bunkered command 
posts in Vietnam. 

"Culpable" corporations, in comparison, were treated only once over lightly by the 
different subsets of noisy rebels, largely (and most significantly) so because they 
represented conservative America, and conservative Americans were most assuredly not 
the targets of Columbia's "rebels," nor were they the targets, earlier, at either Berkeley 
or, later, at Harvard and Cornell. When I asked a few of my "radicalized" students about 
their actions they all explained, unfailingly, that they sought exclusively to push what 
were later called "talk-the-talk-liberals" into action; i.e., to push liberals to act decisively, 
on their ideals, to forsake "the establishment," to eschew compromise ("it's 
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unprincipled," as Gingrich would say, a generation later), and to "embarrass' em," "make 
'em walk-the-walk." 

Universities' leaders meantime, even after the events at Berkeley earlier, and even 
with their considerable numbers of conservatives, did not see themselves as targets; their 
defense-related research, for example, was incidentally defense-related; they were, after 
all, "doing basic science." One ranking administrator urged in a conversation, during 
Kunstler's charge on the library, that the scientists with defense-related contracts were, 
after all, acting on their academic freedom. It was business managers' corporate conceit 
that corporations had legal and fiduciary, not moral obligations; it was the universities' 
essentially unexamined conceit that the search for truths, however temporary a truth may 
be, was an end above all ends that justified just about any means, including the 
manipulation of research subjects in psychological experiments; "human subjects 
protections" were still primitive in 1965. 

We must recall that scientists at Vanderbilt pumped radioactive substances into 
Nashville matrons in 1946 and that African-American sharecroppers in Alabama had 
been injected with syphilis spirochetes, earlier. In both instances the investigators had 
made successful claims that these "treatments" were "for approved research purposes." 
Academic radicals, unmindful of the double edge character of academic freedom, were 
prepared to dispense with such freedom if it protected sin. This position has since been 
widely adopted by universities through the use of contract review offices. The long term 
effects of "qualified academic freedom," in avoidance of "sins" are not yet easy to gauge. 

Absent any substantive or coherent institutional reply to the often truly 
embarrassing charges by the rebels, meantime, administrators were dissuaded by nervous 
and anxious segments of liberal faculty from calling in the police. Most of these 
faculties disapproved of the building occupations, but sympathized with the students' 
criticisms. The institution's duly constituted authorities thus beseeched, implored, and 
neutralized, hunkered down and talked, among themselves, about a network of 
underground tunnels that could be (and were) eventually used by the NYPD's Tactical 
Patrol Force, complete with light blue helmets (Columbia's color) and pilot-style 
sunglasses, to clear the buildings. The strengths of arguments, later, about the need to 
have acted immediately were tested by Harvard in 1969; their symbolically charged 
University Hall, housing what a faculty member called "a dither of deans" was occupied 
by students on an April Tuesday at 4:30 PM and emptied by Boston's finest at 2:00 AM, 
on a Wednesday. The academic nachtspeil in Cambridge lasted just as long, however, as 
Columbia's, i.e., up to and beyond the commencement period, weeks later. 

The students at Morningside made a great deal of the hypocrisy of liberals and the 
hypocrisy of universities; this is a critically important point. Hypocrisy in this context 
refers simply to the articulation of lofty academic values at convocations and 
commencements, coupled with the seamier sides of academic politics and the 
"entrepreneurial" pursuits of faculties. 

We may note here that such a charge could not be so readily leveled at business 
corporations in which only a tiny subset of constituents, The American Advertising 
Council, for example, ever identify corporate authority with any moral principles while 
there is nothing fundamentally wrong about seeking profit from legal commerce, least of  
all to students with credit cards, stereos, spring breaks in Ft. Lauderdale, and so on; the 
radicals we must recall were overwhelmingly second generation collegians from upper 
middle-class precincts. 
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A manager, here and there, may seek to act out of conscience; "nice guys" may 
indeed not "finish last," but "whistleblowers" are not awarded stock options. And 
competitors with fewer scruples will, in economists' famous "long run," far more likely 
finish in the money! Corporate conceits were derived from their regularly encouraged 
sense that their functions, in Barnard's terms, were 'economic' ones, first, last, and 
always. Shirt-sleeve sociology, potentially productive of contented workers since the 
days of Barnard and Mayo at the Harvard Business School, offered valuable skills, the 
better to perform the corporation's longer range functions in the marketplace of 
commerce free of unions and in control of workers' productivity. Put simply: while we 
demand that corporations meet payrolls, abide by the law, and that they do minimum 
harm otherwise, we have been encouraged by academicians to have higher expectations 
of universities that are "non profits" by legal easement, enjoy a variety of public 
subsidies, and trumpet their faculties' willingness to substitute "psychic rewards" for 
sky-high salaries. 

Academics' conceits, meanwhile, were rooted, first off, in the principle of 
maximally free speech about ideas which were to be traded in what Oliver Wendell 
Holmes termed "the marketplace of ideas," not in the "cash nexus." Second, they were 
rooted in beliefs about the protection of peaceable dissenters, as in Clark Kerr's 
wonderful formulation that "Universities do not make ideas safe for people; they make 
people safe for ideas," i.e., they make their students critical. 

The student critics, in the late sixties, simply denied this implicit claim to scholarly 
institutional objectivity as Harvard's dean McBundy had joined JFK's staff (to serve, as 
the radicals regarded him, as a hardcore "Cold Warrior"), as the Pentagon and the CIA 
organized Project Camelot (a program in which selected academic social scientists 
served dictators, in Latin America, in need of "pacifying" controls over "dissenters"), 
and as professional school faculties regularly visited with their government and business 
clients. Some lectured to IBM's executive "charm schools" at Sands Point and Armonk, 
N.Y. about humane personnel policies (that would help "union avoidance" at Big Blue); 
others lent their expertise to Martin Marietta, Lockheed, Grumman, and Dow Chemical. 

Six days after the occupations began, Columbia's president and provost called in 
the Tactical Patrol Force--a kind of SWAT--and demonstrators (including sympathetic 
faculty from both liberal and conservative precincts who opted to line up between police 
and students in buildings), made their exits from occupied buildings as suffering, i.e., 
bleeding servants of "the movement." Six days of coarse taunts had, by police standards, 
invited the violence for which, in truth, a great many of the "rebels," in need of martyrs, 
had held high hopes. The mounted TPF, whose horses (like others' mounts in the First 
Battle of Morningside in the 1770s) had littered Broadway, and then liberated Columbia 
from its self-appointed student liberators in the wee hours of April 23. 

Early the next day, the faculty (about 150 Arts and Sciences faculty and a handful 
from Law) and senior staff were invited to St. Paul's chapel for an ad hoc faculty 
meeting where unsympathetic members looked, with puzzlement, at a significant number 
of commuting faculty friends of injured students, many of whom shed tears as they heard 
about the nocturnal "bust." Soon thereafter the trustees, urged on by the Business School 
dean and a few of his peers, sent the president packing and apparently informed the 
provost (widely accepted as the most likely successor, way back in the calmer fall, 
should Grayson Kirk someday resign) that he was no longer a candidate to follow Dr. 
Kirk. A group of senior, more or less moderate faculty, led by a business professor, a 
law professor, a professor of government, and an economist, later convened to set about 
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reconstruction efforts. 3 As a result, an Executive Committee of the Faculty met, over the 
summer of 1968, to set up an interim program for the governance of  the university that 
was in due course to be vetted by the trustees. By the end of  that spring term we had an 
acting president, a new vice president for Academic Affairs, a new provost, and a new 
vice president for Finance, and the news that the university was living with an $11 
million operating budget deficit. The latter had the useful effect, by the fall of  1968, of 
sobering very nearly all the campuses'  interest groups, given interests in budgets; Marx 
wasn't  wrong about everything. The concerned faculty, that summer, were one third 
angry with the outgoing provost, one third confused, and one third conservative and 
happy that the students had been chastened. The students were suddenly almost all 
sympathetic towards bloodied building occupiers. 

The rival commencement exercises and student departures for the summer recess 
gave way to a peaceful, if tense, summer. The radicals needed the closing weeks of the 
academic year to make the coalition they needed more coherent and were thus wise to do 
their rowdiest work as the sun set on the academic calendar. With little that they 
calculated could be resolved, many rebels told me that they thus had set a "natural" 
boundary around their own efforts, a late spring boundary that left them with martyrs, a 
Pyrrhic victory, and an "enemy" that was reeling. There was accordingly no armistice, 
nor was there a dialogue between the combatants and the institution; the university was 
for several days in need of interim leaders, to find and apply bandages for its 
hemorrhaging legitimacy; the "establishment" was at least as tainted and compromised 
by the "police bust" as the radicals were by their vigilantes. 

The demonstrations--without building occupat ions--began anew in another 
precinct, during the summer of 1968, as "revolutionaries" across the nation awaited the 
bigger show to come, at the Democratic Convention in Chicago. The city 's  Mayor Daley 
and his police force there acted out a drama parallel to ours at Morningside Heights that 
was designed, staged and provoked to further embarrass the liberal wing of the 
Democrat 's  party, once again, into "walking the walk." A colleague of mine, who would 
join Mr. Nixon in the White House in January 1969, commented to me at the time that 
the main beneficiary of  the Chicago spectacle we saw on TV would be neither the 
demonstrators nor those they claimed to represent, but Mr. Nixon, the likely candidate to 
be nominated by the Republican Convention. He correctly saw that traditional liberals 
among Democrats would be encumbered, like the Ancient Mariner, with an albatross. 

The radicals had indeed, intentionally and successfully, driven a long-existing 
wedge far deeper between garden variety liberals and very liberal Democrats, by 
offending the party 's  Hawkish trade unionist members (who had long ago disapproved of  
school bussing and of LBJ 's  executive order on affirmative action even before the 
"quotas" later introduced by Nixon) and by opposing a war, more recently, that afforded 
the defense jobs coveted by many otherwise liberal trade unionists, steel workers, 
construction locals, teamsters, tower controllers (!), and machinists. Mr. Nixon's  later 
liberal ini t ia t ives--EPA and OSHA---functioned as a kind of repayment to liberals of his 
debt of gratitude, perhaps, for hosts of trade union dissenters'  pre-election campaign 
support. The later "targeting" of  Columbia for a "debarment" of research funds (1971) 
was mistakenly interpreted by his Morningside critics as Nixon's  retribution for new and 
boisterous demonstrations against his "incursion" into Cambodia in 1970. In fact, the 
debarment was an entirely justifiable response to a totally fraudulent affirmative action 
compliance report prepared, I regret to admit, by one of my own administrative juniors 
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whose not-so-handiwork I had indeed neglected to review as a member of the 
overworked post-revolutionary "interim administration," 1969-1971. 

Note here that the legitimacy of Curators Universitatis, the academic corporation, 
was always fragile; one foot was planted on the firm foundation of the Dartmouth 
College Case, the persona ficta. But the other foot was planted not in the rational-legal 
structure of a modern business corporation, but in a curious tradition, an amalgam really, 
of (1) "academic freedom"; (2) Veblen's admiring notion of academics' "idle curiosities" 
as their "monitors"; (3) exceedingly heavy duty and putatively meritocratic peer review 
principles; (4)a putatively unique educational merit system for career preparation 
matched only by the "up or out" policy found in the military; and (5)a formidable 
system of examinations and reviews for academic aspirants. To work with these 
amalgamated ingredients as the stuff of legitimacy may be likened to sculpting fog! We 
should note, here, that the "tenure" principal makes real sense to probationers only when 
they have won this uncommon occupational benefit; they may covet the status during the 
one to seven year period of probation, but they rarely see most of their seniors-- 
especially the "maturest" ones--as being not in the least deserving of their immunities in 
a clogged labor pipeline. These sentiments are expressed quite literally and 
institutionally twice-yearly decanal offers of early retirement "buy out" benefits. 

The word discipline in the academy, moreover, has most typically (and 
etymologically) denoted discipleship as a mode of learning; and it has meant very 
precariously bounded but meticulously defended systems of knowledge--physics, art 
history, geology, classical studies--or blocks of learning attached to the "free 
professions"--medicine and law, for example. On Monday, Wednesday and Friday 
these divisions of labor made intellectual and administrative sense; on Tuesday, 
Thursday and Saturday they protected themselves against "encroachments" of "area 
specialists," embryo deconstructionists, "interdisciplinarians," and colleagues whose 
scholarship spilled over into adjacent disciplines as with historians, sociologists, 
economists, philosophers, demographers, and anthropologists, for example. 

It was colleagues' muses, meantime, that truly had unquestioned power, i.e., 
"legitimate authority." Tenured faculty acted as if their disciplines--their baronies-- 
were like republics: a great many departments, a great many muses. Tenured faculty 
"truths" commanded at least (temporary) respect in personnel and other standing 
committees that trust only accounting-type evidence more. Sensibilities to the poet's 
rhyme, the writer's plight, the music of the physicist's spheres, and the historians' Clio, 
could be stirred only by appeals to reason, evidence and imagination. The consciousness 
of academics may be "raised" but only if it is consciousness of good taste and civility. 4 
Deans grant degrees engraved in Latin by "powers vested" in them, to be sure, but they 
are vetted by faculty. Deans and faculty, in these events, at best have only what Veblen 
felicitously termed "a certain ceremonial adequacy." The regents of the several states 
define the highly schematic requirements for most university degrees but curricula are 
generally designed by faculties--"collegia." 

Indeed, the entire system of governance (beyond the management of snow removal, 
window cleaning, blackboard washing, and the endlessly proliferating tasks of 
"supporting staff") at Columbia and elsewhere was "collegial." Absent what a few 
economists (in quest of explanations not generated by the highly limited "paradigms" 
driven from "price theory") call "exogenous events," the collegial system works--or 
worked--well. Dissent, well-mannered and civilized, could be "incorporated" in accord 
with the luxury of indecisiveness afforded by lecterns, and the terms of a debate could be 
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delineated in deliberative seminars, refereed journals, and before review committees. 
"Non-academic" issues--salary scales, for example---could be discussed and essentially 
muted in faculty committees that served advisory roles, committees that issued reports on 
"the academic status of the faculty," and eloquent pleas (not "non-negotiable demands") 
for remediation of faculty members' "genteel poverty." Faculties could grouse, even 
petition, but they could be "split off '  by rewards to enough faculty that they could be 
neutralized or "cooled out." Even an underfunded "endowed chair" could generally be 
depended upon to pacify a grievant. 

Administrators, in short, could play games at the margins of the university's main 
missions, teaching and research. Unlike hierarchical corporations, with clear lines of 
super and subordination, universities are organized around a delicate consensus intormed 
by shared values of laissez-faire. Indeed, universities are governed by the free enterprise 
system that business leaders seek, at least in rhetorical terms, in their larger political 
economic environments, but decidedly not in their bureaucratic factories. Marx had it 
right in his preface to Das Kapital--managers abhor communism because "it would 
make a factory of all society." Educators abhor the factory as a template for governance, 
but are not uncommonly well disposed (as are CEOs) toward a helpful central 
government. 

The terrain on which the second academic foot treads was not, as the immediate 
preceding paragraphs may suggest however, populated exclusively by ascetic scholars, 
students with insatiable appetites for learning, inspired thinkers, aesthetes, objective 
translators, dedicated scientists exploring nature's secrets, and contemplative 
theoreticians in search of unified field theories. The academy, like clergy, physicians, 
and lawyers, has its own scalawags, showmen, opportunists, ideologues, Fausts, and of 
course, as at Columbia, the equivalents of quiz show frauds! The academy's legitimacy 
as a collection of responsible self governing baronies had gradually been undermined by 
too many of what C. Wright Mills called "academic entrepreneurs" who hid behind the 
freedoms claimed by sincere scholars, and who sold their own versions of others' 
important ideas as academic retailers to student consumers. 

Indeed, a great many of those who fit the (idealized) job descriptions of the 
academy were also honest agnostics about received wisdom; they were debunkers and 
demystifiers of cant, skeptics (not a few absolute cynics among them), and semanticists. 
Anthropologists study norms, rites, social structures, and ideologies as "social 
constructions" with behavioral consequences that are not "givens" in nature and thus 
vulnerable to criticism. Physicists seek to "plumb the mind of God," as the Nobel 
Laureate and dear friend Polkarp Kusch liked to put it, but a few also sought, after all, to 
split the atoms that "melted down" two Japanese cities. English professors defended 
Joyce against would-be censors and were, of course, heard attentively and happily by 
pornographers. Adam Smith, a professor of moral philosophy who had written A Theory 
of Moral Sentiments before The Wealth of Nations, was honored by the ranks of those 
who would teach the modal brand of economics from which we would learn that "a thing 
worth doing at all, is a thing worth doing--until marginal cost exceeds marginal 
revenue." Historians, Charles Beard among them, taught us that our founding fathers 
really meant it when they referred to their "sacred fortunes," in their pledges to the 
Revolution in 1775, and to the Constitution, later. Chemists could give us polyester 
slacks and Agent Orange, as well as vitamins, blood coagulants and antiseptics. And 
sociologists could offer us elaborate theories in their "functionalist" defenses of the 
status quo, regarding, for example, income distribution. 
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Not a few professors, in short, regularly contested established "higher truths" in 
favor of laissez-faire social policy, relativistic ethics, science as a servant of military 
efficacy, and literature that allegedly belittled (or ignored or demeaned) women, while 
ignoring the abundant cultural productions of minorities, so the radicals reminded us. 
There is a short distance between questioning the status quo and savaging those who 
sense cynicism in its operations, as with David Truman's thoughtfully tentative 
acceptance of the genius of the role of compromise in American politics. One major 
reason for the higher grades accorded by humanists and social scientists thus becomes 
clear: professors hesitate to mark down students who contest their professors' 
interpretations of the phenomena under study in their examination booklet; why waste 
time in office hours with grade grubbers and a few others whose lips get tired when they 
read? 

Students, furthermore, did not fail to see many professors as tin pot emperors with 
leather-elbowed tweeds, i.e., as they were: as brilliant, kind, reflective, and talented 
scholars but also as "grant-grubbers," anxious to be cold warriors on National Security 
Councils, manipulative of subjects in psychology experiments, and as consultants to 
"urban renewal" designers, advertising agencies, red-lining bankers, and corporate anti- 
antitrust departments. Michigan State University president John Hanna, added on- 
campus training programs for the South Vietnamese police establishment with its 
notorious "tiger cages." A Columbia officer sought to accept funds for his medical 
school from a donor who claimed that he had invented a magical "Strickland" filter that 
would rid cigarette smoke of carcinogens; at least two different medical school deans 
elsewhere were caught fudging experimental results; Columbia's president was maligned 
for his memberships on corporate boards for whom "doing good" (the Texaco 
corporation's Saturday opera broadcasts, for example) was made possible by "doing 
well" in the "grey markets" for oil in the 1950s. Not a few academics, the critics had it, 
have extraordinarily high tolerance levels for the "cognitive dissonance" generated by 
the lacunae 'twixt realism and idealism. 

We have abundant evidence, of course, of more essentially felonious behavior 
among business than among academic leaders--General Electric was, notoriously, a 
major criminal recidivist (especially involving "labor laws"); in line with 28 other 
manufacturers it rigged bids on heavy electrical equipment from 1935 to 1959. And 
Ralph Nader was confirming, to his innumerable campus admirers' vast satisfaction, that 
auto manufacturers were profiting "to an obscene degree" from the production of cars 
and tires that were "unsafe at any speed." There is no dearth of such cases. The Wall 
Street Journal lists several thousands of serious violators in brokerage firms of S. E. C. 
regulations every year by legions of college grads. The miscreant behavior of 
academies--padded expense accounts on grants, fudged data, absenteeism from class, 
years long recycling of yellowed lecture notes, overlooking colleague's shortcomings in 
trade-offs for their indulgences and so on, are not the stuff of scandals regarding 
exploding fuel tanks on cars. 

Academic structures, like those in business, were organized around apparent 
hierarchical as well as collegial principles. The academy was far less adequately 
equipped, however, than business corporations, by instinct, by will, or by design, until 
recently to "behave itself," to police itself against violations of academic indiscretions, 
poor judgments, or compromises with lofty values. While the federal grants and 
contracts awarded to universities are only rarely profitable to academic accountants, the 
overhead reimbursements to investigators' institutions does add to cash flow, and Uncle 
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Sam does pay part of the salaries of many teachers, while affording costly equipment to 
their institutions. The "strings" attached to this largesse are not readily palpable, but 
they do carry with them some obligation to be circumspect in dealings with benefactors; 
the wages of straying too far from the loftier of academic principles, meantime, are by no 
means trivial. 

The laissez-faire blessings upon business conduct are implicated in the academy by 
a very similar excuse for "anything goes": "academic freedom" can and often does cover 
a multitude of what we may gently term problematical ways and means! "Politesse" in 
the academy very often meant "behind-their-backs" criticisms of a given group's work, 
by members of  a different 'sect,' in the hallways of annual national professional 
societies' meetings. A3%r the 1960s virtually all critical scholarly reviews were, 
admittedly, both more venomously acerbic and public than they were ante bellum; the 
civility coefficients in professional society elections, for example are generally low. 

The academy, moreover, has only rarely ever been entirely monastic in its ways; as 
Veblen pointed out back in 1918, the academy was bound, hand and foot, to America's 
business system; it was this system's beneficiaries, after all, who founded Chicago, 
Carnegie Tech, Drexel, Duke, Stanford, Cornell, Yale, and so on, and on. 

And our public universities were, of course, founded by leaders of legislatures 
whose practical members sought perforce to secure their states' needs for all manners of 
skills, and all manner of sciences. The residual beneficiaries of cloning animals, after the 
satisfaction of molecular biologists' "idle curiosities," are sheep ranchers, blanket 
makers and, conceivably, lamb chop consumers. Undergraduate chemistry majors' 
curricula are still designed by the American Chemical Society, whose members are 
predominantly private sector scientists. 

Business (and even medical) schools have had ethicists and "worldly philosophers" 
on their faculties since the early 1960s, but these academic superegos are vastly 
outnumbered by colleagues with earthier and widely applauded concerns about workers' 
productivity, marketing strategies, investors' whims and pioneering medical treatments. 

Teachers in these "functional" areas generally do not go beyond legal issues in 
describing the options open to plant superintendents, advertisers, and investment 
managers, respectively, except to reply to a stray "moral" question raised by a student 
nai l  probably with a philosophy major back in college. Students would discover later, 
meanwhile, that the fates of "whistle blowers" were not at all enviable. An Eastern 
Airline pilot who warned of  a flawed cockpit lever whose accidental torch thereafter 
caused a crash and the loss of over 100 lives, was sent to psychiatrists, like Soviet 
dissenters, and was hounded for years thereafter. 

Note also that, though no one has elected them, as citizens elect officials who 
appoint higher ranking public officials to their offices, the academy's officers of 
instruction quite literally operate what amounts to America's human resources sluice 
gates. We train/educate and then vet the credentials of  nearly all those of their youthful 
fellow student citizens who are generally determined to populate the two top deciles of 
incomes awarded in a land in which scholars have essentially abandoned Marshall's 
insistence that it was a fool's or a knave's errand to treat education in "human capital" 
rather then in consumption terms. Indeed, the relatively high earnings of college grads 
are regularly confounded by a battalion of economists with their productivity, 
productivity that has been generated by academics who, in turn, are paid to talk in others' 
sleep. 
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Students in college in the late sixties, enjoying deferments from the devastating war 
in Vietnam, quite generally and perhaps deservedly felt guilt about their blessed 
circumstances and hundreds of them told me that their militant opposition to that war, 
and the availability of universities' plazas in which to demonstrate against the war's 
brutalities and bestialities, helped them to accept their good fortunes with less guilt; not a 
few veterans of the war came to agree with the protestors back home, as in the film Born 
on the Fourth o f  July, and thus served to add a sense of the legitimacy of militantly anti- 
war sentiments. As a "two-time" loser, the only student called to active duty (USMC) 
from Colgate in June, 1950, I would have had even more respect for these "entitlement" 
beneficiaries if they had rebelled, in uniform, as many of our fellow servicemen did (in 
the Philippines and elsewhere) before an equitable point system was developed for 
"demobilization" in 1945. As it turned out, the rebels of the 1960s gave us, point for 
point, the logics in support of the exact opposite of what they intended, as I will suggest 
in my closing section. 

The tumultuous new student left of the 1960s knew their universities in ways that 
most of their faculty mentors only came to know them, at least a little bit, during and 
after the disorders. While almost no faculty really approved of building occupations by 
protectors, or agreed with all the particulars of the demonstrators' escalating "non- 
negotiable demands," they did learn to re-examine "the groves of academe" and found 
that they had not been looking closely at the ease with which the orchard had afforded 
considerable shade to a great many not-so-admirable harvesters. 

The achievement of the demonstrators, so to say, was to recognize and exploit the 
curious and extraordinarily delicate balance, in the academy, of collegial with 
bureaucratic authority, of idealism with vulgar pragmatism, of selectively thoughtful 
tolerance with the most rampant postmodernist relativism, of measured and qualified 
rights with unfettered license, of cautious freedom with reckless abandon, of skepticism 
with cynicism, of morals with unscrupulousness, and finally, of scholarly cautiousness 
with reputation-enhancing overstatement, deconstructionist excesses, and McCarthyism 
dressed up as what I will be forgiven for calling frustrated post-liberal dissent. 

The students, radicals and sympathetic bystanders alike, knew that many faculty 
held admirably lofty principles-SANE, mentioned earlier, a case in point. They also 
knew well that the middle-aged and older members of the academy had helped set the 
terms of a lively, productive and intellectually energizing kulturdebatt during the post 
WWII era, as aspiring intellectuals flocked to universities in the 1950s, and to this end, 
thereby, had produced a long tradition of "public intellectuals" whose idealism in a few 
cases, like Lillian Hellmans, darkened into apologias for Stalin, but who generally 
avoided the compromises of academic liberals. 5 Irving Howe, for example, was one of 
the most admirable among these autonomous "leftists." And the male radicals knew, 
autobiographically, that they were the beneficiaries of grade inflation born of Middle 
America's reluctance to send eligible college youths but not exactly reluctant to send the 
non-collegians to a second bloody and undeclared war. References were made, 
regularly, to the disproportionate numbers of low income blacks in uniform; but I never 
heard the objection, by draft-exempt students or their families, to the enormity of the 
damage inflicted on our democracy by draft deferments to those in college. 6 

It would be hard to minimize the benefits to the millions of now incarcerated adult 
felons, meantime, if they had been drafted when they were 18. Even Mark Rudd, whose 
dad was a retired colonel, could quite conceivably have benefited from three months at 
Parris Island; he would, at the very least, have learned a little bit about self control and 
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the rules of military engagement, and about dishonoring one's own causes, "liberation" 
for example, by holding freedoms hostage. The returning veterans against the War very 
rarely rioted. 

But the radical and self righteous students also saw the academy's own conceits and 
urged, contra La Rochefoucauld, that virtue was paid no homage whatever by the 
quotidian academic hypocrisies that too often made truth lay down with perversion, 
beauty with deceit, and convictions with expediency. The "marketplace of ideas," it 
turns out, like the markets hallowed by economic science, knows nothing about a 
conscience. 

The potential courage of the many liberal professors who might have been more 
concerned about the academy's Augean stables, but were not deeply engaged in public 
policy issues, 1950-1965, could give way easily to acquiescence when the science 
community supported the founding of the National Endowment for the Humanities, the 
National Endowment for the Arts, and the National Defense Education Act. 7 "It takes so 
little to make you happy" either my own or a colleague's Grandmother once said, "that it 
is a shame you can't have it all the time." The fully conscious but unengaged, i.e., 
"detached" academic liberal is generally an institutional blessing and may even "speak 
out," occasionally on controversial issues--they add to the civility of  academic life. 
Unlike conservatives however, they tend not to count for much when 'push comes to 
shove' and SDS correctly reckoned as much! Not many liberal faculty joined in efforts 
to outline a position, a firm position, a position that they were sympathetic with many 
rebels' preachings but unforgivingly critical of their means. Indeed many of the last to 
become non-conservatives of the 1960s broke away from their City College legacies 
when liberals failed to condemn the radicals. 

The legacies of the core of  the protestors' grievances might well--and very well 
may have been--predicted by David Truman, Columbia's provost, one of the riots' two 
main human victims and the author whose political science teachings were maligned by 
the radicals. The "vital middle," Arthur Schlesinger Jr.'s phrase in emendation of Keats, 
and a unified middle that David Truman found necessary to our version of democracy, 
didn't hold. Its members divided among themselves into multiple "single interest" 
groups that later gave us, among other scary things, another conceit, the conceit clearly 
implied in the term "tolerance," i.e., the intolerance captured later in the term "political 
correctness." My own sense of  the proliferation of simple interest groups leads me, in 
my classes, to refer to it as "crippling pluralism." The radicals wanted to believe that 
"the movement's" segments would cohere; they did not and have not yet "jelled" into a 
proper movement. These groups often act like the departments in universities who 
pursue their own parochial interests. 

Central administrations weakened by "autonomous" faculty with a collective 
license to do their own thing (!), with grant-support, with nationwide competition for 
their services and knowledgeable, furthermore, that they needed celebrated "world class" 
faculty members more than celebrated faculty needed them, were in no position to lead, 
never mind manage faculty. Faculty and their baronial departments and schools followed 
their several individual institutional lights without much fear that they would be impeded 
as long as they served minimal teaching standards and lived within the ubiquitous rules 
governing such wonts--"one day in five" or "one day in seven" and, of course, no 
conflicts of interest, please, in their "consulting." 

David Truman might well have predicted the next development, post-riots, as well: 
university leaders presiding over ubiquitous university "councils" and "senates," whose 
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elected members represent all non-exempt personnel, "supporting" white collar staff, and 
students, as well as faculties and senior administrators. These new fangled collegia 
advise top level leaders in an approximation of worker participation programs, though 
the parallel is never drawn, on campuses across the map. These councils' roles have 
come to counsel presidents on everything from asbestos removal to zoological calamities 
in the care and feeding of chimpanzees, from benefits (everybody's benefits) to annual 
academic calendars, and from "sexual harassment" to whether or not a recently 
discovered mid-year holiday celebrated by African-Americanists should be added to the 
holidays on which quizzes may not be administered. 

The Post Revolutionary Legacies of "The Movement" 

Beyond the developments that Provost Truman might well have predicted there are 
others worth noting because they reflect the naivete, the ahistorical sensitivites, and the 
arrogance of the radicals of the left. Robert Merton's phrase, "the unanticipated 
consequences of purposive actions" comes readily to mind. 

Consider that the academy lost a great deal of "moral authority" as a result of 
revolutionaries' charges (clearly, on TV), on one side, and of its management of crises, 
on the other. Conservative politicians lost no time, following the Democratic convention 
in 1968, in labeling much of higher education with the sins articulated by the far left's 
critics and with the sins of the self-styled revolutionaries themselves. We heard echoes 
of these labels from Presidents Reagan and Bush and, again, from Speaker Gingrich in 
his 1994 campaign; in these events the labeling was imaginatively distilled into the 
regular disparaging Republican references to "the L word." 

Next, the immediate heirs of the radicals' own intolerance were the intolerances 
captured in the demiurges that sponsored institutionalized political correctness programs, 
a movement unto itself, with undertones of the McCarthyism of the 1950s. 

And, of course, there is the newfound confidence of academic administrators, 
abetted by their enlarging fiscal problems, that managerialism, complete with 
consultants, downsizing, subcontracted bookstores with monopolistic franchises, and 
requirements of part-time instructional staffs. Faculties have become little better than 
twitching ganglia in the nervous systems of universities; even our once well-heeled 
faculties are scrambling to bypass peer review processes by urging their institutions to 
sign bilateral contracts with government and corporate "clients" for research that will, in 
the end, be as secretive as those with the old defense establishment, given the need to 
protect potentially valuable patents and copyrights. 

Finally, the far left on campuses condemned welfare policies (for breeding 
dependency); big government; the draft; and economic growth. The far left's targets, 
with the exception of the draft, reappeared in The Contract With America in 1994; the 
draft was eliminated in 1970 and the rest is also, well, history. 

In all, one is thus reminded by the upheavals and what Gaetano Mosca called the 
"residues and deviations" of Weimar Germany. The Weimar Republic fell when the far 
right and the far left went at each other without reservations; the liberal center did not 
hold. Indeed, the liberal center is not particularly well situated in any of the world's 
democracies these days, a fact celebrated by the Wall Street Journal in its list of "The 
Freest Nations in 1997"--in which southeast Asian countries headed the list, with 
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Singapore in first place! My Norwegian chromosomes shuddered: Norway was 35th 
and the U.S. barely made the top 15. 

Weimar fell when liberals' confusions left them as paralyzed as those on 
Columbia's campus who sympathized with many of  the far left's ends but were incapable 
of condemning their means, their building occupations. A few days later they were torn 
by the police "bust." 

None of  this is to say that the particular blend of rational-legal authority with claims 
for a variety of exemptions from "worldly pressures" (including market pressures) 
because of  the academy's service to "the higher learning" was not a vulnerable blend; 
Thorstein Veblen reported as much already in 1918 (The Higher Learning in America) 
and concluded that universities were already signatories to a Faustian pact with the devils 
of  "pecuniary finance." Indeed, Nicholas Murray Butler (later, "Nicholas Miraculous" at 
Columbia!) was one of Veblen's prototypical front men for big business. 

In several senses, the far left of  Columbia's 1960s played directly into the hands of 
conservatives that gave us de-regulation (regulations having been the FDR centrists' 
means for taming rather than undermining capitalism) under Carter. Nixon gave the 
Center some respite: energetic enforcement of  affirmative action and the introduction of 
EPA, OSHA, and the end of the draft. Thereafter, the far left's critique of big corporate 
bureaucracies was ironically accorded conventional legitimacy by Michael Milken's 
version of conservatism during the Reagan-Bush years, once again "to save capitalism" 
by savaging "big business." Speaker Gingrich put the finishing touches on the rebels' 
"revolution"--his word; Columbia's revolutionaries thus hastened the collapse of 
America's liberal center; they did not end it, but their intentions to demolish the liberal 
center's legitimacy was never in question. 

It is perhaps not ironical, viewed in these terms, that the functional equivalent in 
1998 of  SDS 1968, 30 years later, is the Christian Coalition with its own "true 
believers." Mr. Nixon, as one pundit provocatively put it in a TV panel discussion in 
1997, may thus go down in history as the last Democratic President and Mr. Clinton as 
the last Republican President, as the latter helped reform welfare, worked hard for 
NAFTA without any liberals' strings attached to the pact, and heartily endorsed the 
"devolution" of federal powers to the states. The fiscal problems of universities, 
meantime, have now added chores to their leaders principal functions as the trainers of 
America's youths; these fiscal problems drive universities to become even more 
corporate in their styles. 

It is worth noting, finally, that when the Ivies plus MIT and Stanford were cited for 
years-long violations of antitrust regulations in their distribution of  financial aid to 
students, in 1986, their defense was exactly the same as Roger Blough's defense of price 
similarities in the steel industry before Senator Kefauver's senate anti-monopoly 
committee in 1957: identical prices are more democratic than competitive prices, he 
assured his listeners, because customers are thereby freed to pick the supplier they favor, 
rather than being forced to repair to the supplier with the lowest cost. 

As universities become more corporate in their styles, they will share the 
invulnerabilities positions enjoyed by Dow Chemical in 1968--they are legitimately 
doing what the markets---especially labor markets and markets for corporate research-- 
ask them to do. The fiscal endorsements compel responses over which their faculties 
will have little or no influence. 
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Coda 

The esquisse offered here, in honor of Clarence Walton, my mentor, colleague and very 
dear friend, is not a cheerful one. But it is a source of great satisfaction to end on a 
positive note: Dean Walton was indeed, one of the few reassuring figures on 
Morningside Heights in 1968. When nearly all about him were losing their heads his 
was clear. Unlike our other leaders, he met with his teaching colleagues and senior 
students, organized a defense of his building, and used his office as his full time 
residence for nearly a week. His wife had instructions, on the day the occupations 
began, to call the FBI should he not check in, by phone, at pre-arranged times. 

He willingly met with "revolutionary" leaders in debates "on the school house 
steps," on his own terms and hoist them with their own petards. He told one particularly 
obnoxious SDS spokesman who urged, with threats, that the dean vacate his premises, 
that he would stand his ground; this scene was repeated in the other occupied buildings 
(and at Harvard's University Hall) without much response from the buildings' tenants. 

Our honoree was one of the few liberal arts academicians at Columbia to reject the 
rebels' basic demands. He understood his alienated visitors' grievances, he told them, 
but was not obliged to contaminate even the most decent of their ends with the 
illegitimate means they had chosen, given that they included circumscriptions around 
academic freedom. One of the radical "negotiators" moaned and grunted in mock 
despair and conspicuous impatience. "What is your name?" Dean Walton asked. "F 
Y !" the radical replied, like Damon Runyon's "shut up, she explained." Dean Walton, 
offering the wry smile that has charmed innumerable audiences on the other side of this 
lectern, then said, "Well, Mr. F Y , I do not intend to budge from this door." The 
surrounding crowd roared in a chorus of laughter. The vulgar and now "delegitimized" 
antagonist walked off, the laughter drowning out the reply he offered on his way. Later, 
importuned by Mark Rudd "to talk" and with Rudd's feet on his desk, Dean Walton, the 
onetime naval officer he was, nearly knocked Rudd off his tilted chair when he 
ceremoniously shoved Rudd's booted feet off his furniture. Rudd, momentarily "denied 
his command," left in a huff, again accompanied by the laughter of the dean's associates. 

There were very precious few other assertions of legitimate authority that would 
have disarmed and humiliated those who sought to lead by demonstrations and by 
unaccustomed and unacceptable incivilities. The university's president, at his desk, 
could have usefully and productively coupled dignity with wit when his office was 
overrun by petty smart alecs; one cannot be authoritatively dignified in absentia. 
Regularly, our leaders dithered, like the mass of deans one year later, in Harvard's 
University Hall, who acceded like sheep, to the vulgar noisy and shoving thugs. It is a 
hallmark of bullies that they back off when contested. The tale, in these pages, can 
report only one administrator who was made of "the right stuff." 

Notes 

1. He was "under 30," so he would likely have been tmsted by Mark Rudd, leader of 
Columbia's "Ruddites" and by Mario Savio at Berkeley and Tom Hayden of Ann Arbor. 

2. David Truman, The Governmental Process: Political Interests and Public Opinion (1957; 
1971). For a recent and somewhat partisan critique of Professor Truman's role in 
Columbia's disorders and of his scholarship, see Ira Katznelson, "The Subtle Politics of 
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Developing Emergency," in Andre Schiffren, The Cold War and the University, N.Y. The 
New Press, 1997. 

3. Earlier, during, the occupations, a group of concerned faculty were represented in 
discussions with the Provost, by a psychology professor, the Dean of the College, and a 
leading humanist; all were conservatives and all urged caution about a "police bust." 

4. "Consciousness raising" was later to become a battlecry for "the Barbarians at the gate," most 
assuredly not a summons exclusively to thoughtful debate. 

5. See Russell Jacoby, The Last Intellectuals (N.Y. The Monday/Press/Farver, Straus and 
Giroux), 1987. 

6. I have never heard a selfstyled revolutionary admit later, to the damages to a democracy of a 
"volunteer Army," a shift accomplished by Mr. Nixon after mobilizing hostility to the draft by 
suspending deferments in favor of a lottery in 1969 and 1970; it took Middle America no time 
at all to liquidate the draft (two draft lottery runs, 1969,1970) and, thus, for Nixon to have solid 
support for liquidating the war, though it took endless Paris peace talks to do so. Others 
wanted peace when they read about the fiscal costs of Vietnam published by the Chicago 
Tribune, and heard from Walter Cronkheit, in Vietnam, that we "couldn't win." 

7. Perhaps, in the context of this paper, the fact ought not to be consigned a footnote but it is an 
important fact that a majority of tenured American faculty acknowledged that they had censored 
their lectures, during McCarthy's high tide, to avoid accusations and charges involving their 
"loyalties." See P. Lazarsfeld and W. Thielens, The Academic Mind (C. 1971). 



THE MORAL MANAGER AND DECISION MAKING* 

CLARENCE WALTON 

CEOs see themselves in a mirror and are seen by others through a window. A 
mirror view reveals the caricature drawn by an unknown author, who wrote: 

As nearly everyone knows, an executive has practically nothing to do except 
to decide what is to be done; to tell somebody to do it; to listen to reasons why 
it should be done in a different way; to follow up to see if the thing had been 
done; to discover that it has not; to inquire why; to listen to excuses from the 
person who should have done it; to follow it up again to see if the thing has 
been done, only to discover that it has been done incorrectly; to point out how 
it should have been done; to conclude that as long as it has to be done, it may 
as well be left where it is; to wonder if  it is not time to get rid of a person who 
cannot anything right; to reflect that he probably has a wife and a large family; 
and that certainly any successor would be just as bad, and maybe worse; to 
consider how much simpler and better the thing would have been done if one 
had done it oneself in the first place; to reflect sadly that one could have done 
it right in twenty minutes, and, as things turned out, one has had to spend two 
days to find out why it has taken three weeks for somebody else to do it 
wrong. 

Like all caricatures, the description has an element of truth, and the ethical 
inferences to be drawn therefrom are important because they profile some of the more 
serious moral entrapments managers face. Time in one such trap. It has been estimated 
that 80 percent of  the executive's work goes to trivia while major issues occupy only 20 
percent of  the time. This "tyranny of trivia" often spawns such indifference to value 
issues that ethical concerns are discussed infrequently in executive suites until crisis 
strikes. Time entrapments, therefore, often mean moral entrapments, and multiplicity of 
rushed interpersonal contacts dull sensitivities. Reviewing his years as chairman and 
CEO of Baxter Travenoll Laboratories, Wil l iam Graham asked, "How can anyone 
possibly keep up with the people you want to see?" But Warren Bennis, a former 
university president, thought the reverse: too many people wanted to see him. He 
reported conversations with many new presidents of widely different enterprises during 
which each one told me the biggest mistake he made was to take on too much, as if 
proving oneself depended on providing instant solutions, and success was dependent on 
immediate a c h i e v e m e n t s . . .  People were following the old army game. They did not 
want to take the responsibility or bear the consequences of decisions they properly 

Excerpts from The Moral Manager, Ballinger Publishing Co., Cambridge, MA, 1988 and Ethos 
and the Executive, Prentice Hall, Englewood Cliffs, NJ 1969. 
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should make. The motto was "Let's push up the tough ones." The consequence was that 
everybody and anybody was dumping his "wet babies" (as the old State Department 
hands call them) on my desk, when I had neither the diapers nor the information to take 
care of them. 

Life in executive suites is a pressure cooker with recurring temptations to move in, 
take over, and move out. Henry Mintzberg acclaimed study of the manager's hectic 
workday may have intrigued scholars but only confirmed what they already know: time 
for reflection was overwhelmed by time for reaction. Short-term priorities have been 
institutionalize--in political life (four years for the American president, six for a senator, 
a meager two years for a congressperson), in academic life (five-year contracts for 
university presidents), in business life by the annual report (now supplemented by 
quarterly reports requested by the Securities and Exchange Commission), by investor 
sensitivity to daily company performance, and by a brutal disciplinarian called Wall 
Street .... 

From a window view, outsiders have a quite different impression. They see 
managers as people who earn a living by pressuring others to earn theirs; in a sense, 
managers are primarily nonproducers who alternately persuade and cajole, command and 
coerce, and praise and condemn to suit their need. Since all elements are part of 
administration, it is easy to focus on the less attractive activities and conclude that 
managers are primarily tyrants or manipulators. Further, since managers must assess 
society's needs to determine which ones their organization will attempt to satisfy, 
probability of error in forecasting is relatively high. Mistakes are more remembered than 
accuracies, and the luxury of Monday-morning quarterbacking is one leisure pursuit that 
nonparticipants in the game do not readily surrender. To be effective, therefore, 
managers need three kinds of skills, technical, conceptual, and human. Technical 
expertise reflects the ability to use methods, techniques, and equipment to get the job 
done; conceptual skills enable managers to see their organizations as systems of 
interacting and interdependent subsystems that must be linked; and human skill is the one 
that most directly touches the moral dimension of managerial activity because it involves 
the capacity to get the best from others by having others get the best from themselves. 
Of the three, the last is the most difficult to acquire because its competence rests on 
dealing with the physical, psychological, and moral needs of those persons the manager 
cannot do without: consumers, workers, and stockholders. 

Even when acquired, the human skill can be jettisoned by managers who come, 
perhaps slowly, to prefer fast returns--for themselves and their organizations--over 
slow but enduring rewards . . . . .  

In the long run, image without substance is too fragile a reed on which to build an 
organization legitimized by public acceptance of its role. More than most people, 
managers walk on terrains laced with moral land mines. The position and influence they 
have, the goods and services they provide, the changing demands they must satisfy, and 
the tension between role expectations and personal goals--all combine to make their 
work especially vulnerable to criticism. To speak, however, of a need to restore values is 
to raise hackles. Some managers fear another muckraker crusade that will make them the 
source of all evil. In ways reminiscent of Tennyson's attacks on literary critics as "lice 
on the locks of literate," businesspersons fear they will be made the louse on the locks of 
society. While some criticism represents a festival of stupidity, literate executives are 
sensitive to the power of  dramatists and novelists. Before their minds flash memories of 
Arthur Miller's Death of a Salesman, F. Scott Fitzgerald's The Last Tycoon, Sinclair 
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Lewis's Babbit, and many other works of  this genre. Rarely popular among the people, 
corporate executives simply cannot afford to fuel the discontent by their own misdeeds. 

II • • 

The Art of Management 

The art of management derives sustenance from a philosophy of  administration more 
commodious than that conveyed through even the more sophisticated management 
manuals. As a matter of  fact, it is accurate to speak not of one but of many philosophies 
of  administration, because individual managers are drawn to different approaches 
through their personal value systems. Since the managerial art is practiced within an 
entity which does a specific kind of business, it is evident that the environmental 
dimension is also of critical importance. The owner-manager of a small and relatively 
new firm differs significantly in role expectations from an executive employed by a very 
large and professionally managed corporation; public utility executives face problems 
somewhat different from those in highly competitive industries. If, therefore, the corpus 
of traditional literature is insufficient to explain fully the present state of the art of  
management, it is also deficient in indicating the special character of the business unit 
which influences the exercise of the managerial craft. 

Empirical evidence demonstrates rather convincingly that the successful manager is 
ambitious, innovative, and energetic; the data, however, do not reveal the number of 
persons who possess these characteristics and yet fail to reach the top, or achieving pre- 
eminence fail to hold command for any considerable period. Lack of ambition, 
imagination, or energy does not explain the story of William C. Newberg who, after 
twenty-seven years with Chrysler, was appointed to the presidency only to be summarily 
fired one month after the appointment because of  an alleged conflict of interest. Nor was 
it a lack of  ambition that caused the downfall of Prudential's president Carroll Shanks, 
who was forced to resign when company directors made 
sharp and pointed criticisms of  a personal deal with a client company involving large tax 
savings for him. 

The moral of these two rise-and-fall stories suggests that an unusually high degree 
of probity is also essential to success. Yet a 1961 survey of  some 103 business 
executives produced an overwhelming majority who felt that a man could not move up 
through the ranks solely by honest and decent methods. Planting pious doubts, 
withholding critical facts, stealing ideas, and knifing the absentee were some of the 
techniques most frequently mentioned as ways for eliminating competition in the drive 
for personal achievement. Evidently the belief systems of the executives who responded 
to the poll are such that one could reasonably conclude that key executives achieved 
professional advancement through dubious ways. Either an executive must undergo a 
substantial "conversion" on reaching the presidential suites or the reported belief system 
is itself defective .... 

The mature enterprise is viewed normally as a "personality" only in the law; but the 
basic behavior pattern which is its true personality is largely determined by the motives 
and actions of those who run it. How executives perceive their life objectives, how they 
relate personal goals to their roles as business functionaries, how they assess their 
capacities to influence the environment within which they operate -- all are critical 
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questions. Each question in turn may involve a series of value preferences: family 
versus career, spiritual versus material satisfactions, civic versus professional 
obligations, unswerving loyalty to the firm or to the larger society, and the like. 

Philosophizing on Management 

It is too much to assert that today's executives are, or must be, philosopher-kings, but as 
the most influential instruments presiding over powerful structures they must necessarily 
"philosophize." This philosophizing may be akin to a natural science methodology 
which seeks only to determine what beliefs are held, what priorities are given to various 
values, how they are combined, who esteems and who rejects them; it then becomes the 
executive's job to live within the system, to accept the status quo, and to agree that what 
is, is right. This empirical approach involves the analyst in no personal commitment 
which he must defend. The logic employed to validate the proposition then becomes the 
process of philosophizing and the process for discovering meaning and, from meanings, 
significance or purpose. 

But there is another way of philosophizing which starts with the conviction that 
purposes themselves involve rating and evaluation and therefore possess great intrinsic 
interest.' It is not simply the fact that executives pursue a certain goal that reveals certain 
values; rather the question is one of whether the goal itself is worthwhile when compared 
to other possible objectives. In this instance the interrogator asks himself: Are my 
purposes and my organization's purposes what they ought to be? This latter kind of 
philosophizing means that the investigation of "ought-ness" and "why-ness" becomes as 
critical as the "how-ness" or "what-ness" of every operation. The last two qualities are 
subject to objective description and exposition, but this is scarcely enough. It is 
insufficient because man seeks inevitably to unlock his full potentialities as well as the 
potentialities of  the social organizations he creates. 

Yet in this search for personal and for organizational fulfillment the roadblocks are 
substantial. Unlike the physical scientist who examines a universe which owes its 
existence to some source above and beyond the investigator himself, the businessman is 
asked to analyze a universe of social organization that he himself has helped to create 
and maintain. Complete objectivity and complete neutrality in approach become almost 
impossible because knowledge of self is weakened by rationalizations and diluted by 
organizational commitment. Strict distinctions between the descriptive and normative, 
between analysis and evaluation, between observation and interpretation are, as a 
consequence, almost impossible to maintain. Value-analysis becomes one of the most 
difficult of intellectual undertakings even though we evaluate constantly. 

There is a further difficulty. Understanding the human identity and identifying its 
potentiality are limited; there is no single activity which corresponds to this identity and 
there is no simple organizational structure through which it may be fully expressed. On 
this point Kenneth Boulding has said that every identity must necessarily "be embodied 
in an organization--that of a father and a husband, a wife and a mother, in the family; 
that of an occupation in an occupational organization such as a firm or a university; that 
of a citizen in a government. It is only mankind that remains without any protective shell 
of organization within which the human identity can function." The prophets and the 
preachers ask man to go beyond his organizational world to consider what he may 
become; this stress on "becoming," which permeates the biblical ideal, seeks nothing less 
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than the perfection of the individual and the human community. Though man has 
eternally asked himself the question, "What am I?", his responses tend to run along these 
variations: "I am an American, a Baptist, an insurance salesman, a vice-president, a 
social scientist." Rarely does any man answer: "I am a human being." The rarity of  the 
response is not because the answer is obvious but because the meaning of such a reply is 
so difficult to convey. 

There is a paradox at work. When a leader faces a decision involving conflict 
between personal and organizational values, the organization is there to provide visible 
signs of its value systems. The personal value systems, on the other hand, provide no 
such visible and immediate inducements. When an executive faces a conflict between 
spiritual value and a business criterion he will often rely on the latter for guidance. The 
reliance is not because of moral cowardice necessarily but because the precepts of  one 
sphere are sometimes as vague as the others are precise. The executive is singularly 
cautious in taking any lyrical leap into a biblical faith as a practical guide to everyday 
activities. Yet quite regularly and often unconsciously he reveals his faith in things 
which appear to reflect only the secular and human face of the enterprise. Douglas 
McGregor once wrote: 

Next time you attend a management staff meeting at which a policy problem is 
under discussion or some action is being considered, try a variant on the 
pastime of  doodling. Jot down the assumptions (beliefs, opinions, 
convictions, generalizations) about human behavior made during the 
discussion by the participants. Some of them will be explicitly stated . . . 
Most will be implicit, but fairly easily inferred . . . .  It will not make too much 
difference whether the problem under discussion is a human problem, a 
financial or a technical one. Tune your ear to listen for assumptions about 
human behavior, whether they relate to an individual, a particular group, or 
people in general. The length and variety of your list will surprise you. 

The psychological insights of  McGregor are reinforced by the philosophical 
perceptions of A. N. Whitehead who reminded us that the values of  the people are 
expressed less in their literature or in historical documents and more in the very ideas 
that they have taken for granted. 

Organizational Interests as Values 

In a fascinating essay on belief-systems, Sebastian de Grazia postulated an instinct of 
"concern-for-the-community" as being as essential to man's  nature as concern for the 
self. One enduring quality of  man, argues de Grazia, is his persistent search for duty as a 
force to shield him from an irrational environment, from his neighbor, and even from 
himself. This deep-seated aspiration has led man to accept religion, family, and s ta te - -  
and the belief systems of all three even though each institution insists on certain values 
that sometimes require the subordination of self-interest for the institutional good. 

It is nevertheless recognized that the interplay between individual needs and social 
requirements is important because it makes for a delicate balance between those who 
exercise authority and those subject to the power of others. Perhaps this sensitivity 
explains why Mary Parker Follet stressed the importance of  the collective dimension in 
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her analysis of authority: Preference for "power with" rather a "power over" other 
human beings turns on the shrewd premise that participation in policy decisions involves 
workers as much in the enterprise's success as the managers themselves. It was not any 
"golden rule" or a primary concern with the common good but rather because worker 
and manager interests would become united. 

However an executive makes his assumptions, it is clear that his authority is really a 
"social" rather than an "individual" prerogative. He makes no pretense to divine rights 
or even to property rights. The executive turns out to be an historic social invention; 
A.M. Hocart, a distinguished anthropologist, reminds us that "the invention of a man 
who did not work with his hands, but merely existed to act on his environment at a 
distance, like the sun, was one of the most momentous in the history of  man; it was 
nothing less than the invention of government." If the manager is, in a real sense, a 
social invention it follows that the manager is expected to be concerned with social 
needs. 

This simple insight led Oliver Sheldon (former manager of Rowntree and 
Company in England and one of this century's first genuine business moralists) to argue 
in his Philosophy of Management that administration is primarily a matter of principles, 
both scientific and ethical, and only secondarily of details consequent upon the 
application of those principles. Therefore, every executive must possess a sense of 
prudence, which looks inward toward personal interest, and to benevolence which looks 
outward to the welfare of others. The nexus between the two is indissoluble. 

Although Sheldon's sort of philosophical analysis (which incidentally harkens back 
to the tenets of Cicero and Augustine) depends on an adequate and accurate perception 
of human nature, hard supporting data from other social sciences are still lacking. One 
can continue to argue that human nature is instinctively self-serving rather than "other- 
serving," or vice versa, but there is no argument regarding the importance of  man's  basic 
drive for survival . . . .  



C L A R E N C E  W A L T O N  AS A C A D E M I C  CEO: 
A FINE MIND ON A FINE LINE 

WILLIAM J. BYRON 
S.J. Rector 
Georgetown University Community 
Former President, 
Catholic University 

This essay will be organized around themes available to readers of two books: The 
Moral Manager, by Clarence C. Walton (Ballinger, 1988), and The Catholic University 
o f  America: A Centennial History, by former CUA provost C. Joseph Nuesse (CUA 
Press, 1990). Walton, widely regarded as the model of a "moral manager," put his fine 
mind on the fine line of the presidency of  The Catholic University of  America in 1969, 
and served that institution, which is chartered by both the Vatican and the Congress of 
the United States, and sponsored from the beginning by the American Catholic hierarchy, 
for 9 years. He was CUA's  tenth president, the first lay person to hold that position. 

The period of  Walton's tenure (1969-1978) was one of change, some would say 
turmoil in the Catholic Church worldwide. In the United States, Catholics were 
welcoming the emergence of  the laity to positions of influence and leadership in their 
church while still trying to adjust to the changes brought about by the Second Vatican 
Council (1962-1965). Church issues had to be worked out within the broader context of 
American democracy, particularly its tradition of non-establishment as well as free 
exercise of  religion. These twin provisions of the First Amendment of the Constitution 
are both a benefit and a burden to church-related higher education. The obvious benefit 
is the freedom to be faith-committed and church-related, to pursue theological and 
religious truth through research, teaching, and service from a denominational perspective 
and with a clear confessional identity. The burden is more than anything else financial. 
Because the courts interpret the First Amendment in a way that limits, on non- 
establishment grounds, sources of government funding to religious educational 
institutions, Catholic universities are more dependent on tuition and philanthropy than 
their counterpart government-sponsored public institutions would be. The president of 
an independent church-related institution is, therefore, always concerned about fund- 
raising and reluctant to raise tuition even though justice concerns about fair pay for 
faculty and staff make those tuition increases inevitable. 

Any Catholic university, but in a unique way, the national Catholic university, has 
to find its way to first-class citizenship in the academic community by walking a fine line 
between academic freedom and fidelity to the hierarchically organized church it wants to 
serve. This involves more that the day-in-day-out demonstration of the compatibility of 
faith and reason; it means the recognition of  institutional autonomy and the freedom of 
disciplined inquiry. On one side of that fine line, the academic community expects the 
absence of control while accepting the presence of appropriate influence. (It is not 
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unusual for the legislature of a farm state, for example, to exercise influence that will 
encourage agricultural research at the state university; the work of the agricultural 
researchers, however, must not be controlled by the state legislature. Nor is it odd that a 
church would expect its influence to be felt in a university that identifies itself as church- 
related; the exercise of any control that would inappropriately limit academic freedom in 
that university is, of course, another matter.) 

On the other side of that fine line are the expectations of the Catholic community--  
not just the hierarchy but the people--when they look at a Catholic university. They 
want assurances of policies governing student conduct that are consistent with Catholic 
values. They want instruction in Catholic theology that is respectful of and faithful to the 
teaching authority of the Church. They want research and service that respond to 
specifically Catholic questions and Catholic interests. They recognize, at least the more 
sophisticated among them concede, that theology is an exercise of understanding, of 
disciplined inquiry; it is not catechetical instruction. To say "I believe," is not to offer an 
acceptable answer in a theology examination. To explain one's limited understanding of 
that which is to be believed, is what an examination in theology hopes to elicit. 

It was along this fine line that Clarence Walton walked for 9 years as president of 
CUA. He brought to this position an impressive record of scholarship, successful 
teaching, and administrative experience. Chief among his intellectual interests at all 
stages of his academic career has been ethical leadership in complex organizations. His 
book about the "moral manager," written 10 years after his CUA presidency, is helpful in 
understanding this man who carried those presidential responsibilities. The book shows 
him to be a reflective philosopher of business who believes that conscience and 
competence can meet in the world of business for pursuit of the common good. They 
also met in him as a higher education administrator, as I shall soon point out. But first I 
want to identify what Walton sees as the essentials of moral management. 

The Moral Manager 

The character of the human person in business is the focus of Walton's 1988 book, The 
Moral Manager. There are concepts that can convey an "ethic" appropriate for that 
person. There is a culture that defines it, to the extent that the culture gives expression in 
its value systems, behavior patterns, and institutions, to the ideals of  equality, justice, 
truth, and freedom. In Walton's view, the person who understands the impact of  culture 
on behavior, and who can not only manage but internalize the concepts of prudence, 
fairness, courage, and temperance, can also develop the character required for the ethical 
conduct of business activity. 

The Moral Manager is very good in its discussion of the four qualities upon which 
good character depends. Prudence--a sort of "ways and means committee" of the 
managerial mind--"involves two capacities: (1) the ability to make correct assessments 
of opportunities and (2) the capacity to evaluate accurately likely consequences." 

If  prudence tells a manager what and when things should be done, fairness "says 
how they ought to be done." 

The two singular attributes Walton sees in courage are the ability to face danger 
and the capacity to sustain actions. 
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For managers, temperance "means careful budgeting of all resources--financial, 
physical, and human--in order to make the organization continually viable in serving 
human needs." 

All four of these--prudence, fairness, courage, and temperance--are characteristics 
that Walton, as a moral academic manager, exhibited in meeting his ordinary 
administrative responsibilities at CUA. His book and his life show that the larger issues 
that confront those who have "the capacity to take responsibility and exercise it wisely" 
will inevitably involve questions of equality, justice, truth, and freedom. Meeting these 
challenges in various areas of university life served to activate the virtues of prudence, 
fairness, courage, and temperance in the managerial heart, mind, and soul of Clarence 
Walton. 

Inaugural Address 

The formal installation of Clarence Cyril Walton as president of The Catholic University 
of America took place on November 9, 1969. In his inaugural address, the new president 
acknowledged as he accepted the presidential medallion, which symbolized the 
responsibilities of office, that their discharge "will undoubtedly bring forth satisfactions 
and tribulations in the days ahead." When I asked him 25 years later to recall the chief 
"satisfactions and tribulations," he responded with both candor and enthusiasm. 

It was a great satisfaction, he recalled, to be able to unite early in his presidency the 
canon law faculty along with the Department of Theology into a School of Religious 
Studies, which also included departments of biblical studies, church history, and what is 
called at CUA "religion and religious education." This could not have been done 
without the help of a faculty committee because resistance to change coming from the 
Department of Theology was strong. The new president encouraged the merger process; 
the merged entity was later acknowledged to be the centerpiece of the university 
representing a progressive step that enhanced the university's image internationally as 
well as nationally. It also gave a lift to faculty recruiting efforts. 

By definition, the president of CUA is a bridge between the Catholic hierarchy of 
the United States and the campus community. Walton looks back now with satisfaction 
at the improved relations he was able to nurture between CUA and the bishops. 

To understand another source of satisfaction--seeing the self-confidence of faculty 
restored--it is necessary to recall that there was in 1967, well before the new president 
took office, a troublesome faculty strike. Analysis of the troubles would take one back in 
time to the presidency of Bishop William McDonald, who was rector of CUA from 1957 
to 1967 (the term president was not used until Walton's time). C. Joseph Neusse sets the 
context this way: 

McDonald's administration was marked particularly by the beginning phase of 
a development in American Catholicism that was not simply one of expanding 
institutions but eventually one of theological import. Although he had earned 
his doctorate on the campus and had served in the faculty of philosophy for a 
decade and a half before he assumed administrative responsibilities, 
McDonald as rector found himself being challenged repeatedly by actions that 
were based upon what members of the faculties were taking to be long- 
accepted academic values. What he on the other hand was appearing to 
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define as the defense of orthodoxy or of ecclesiastical prerogative was often 
perceived by his colleagues as interference on a less lofty level. It was not 
that anyone then was putting any truth whatever in the widely quoted quip that 
a Catholic university is a contradiction in terms. The challenges that were 
arising from within the faculties were not even directed against ecclesiastical 
leadership as such. Protests, private and public, followed only what were 
considered to be violations of an implicit academic compact by the head of an 
institution who, statutorily at the time, had to be a priest. One instrument of 
protest was a newly organized Faculty Assembly that functioned until the mid- 
1970s) 

In 1967, the faculty of theology, followed by the other faculties of the university, 
went on strike over a Board of Trustees decision to notify the Reverend Charles E. 
Curran, an untenured, controversial assistant professor of theology who had been at CUA 
for 2 years, that his faculty appointment to the faculty of theology would be terminated 
on August 31, 1997. No reasons were given. It was well known, however, that Curran's 
published views on the morality of  contraception prompted the board's action. The 
strike lasted one week; it ended with the announcement that Curran would be retained 
and promoted. 

On July 29, 1968, Pope Paul VI published his famous encyclical letter Humanae 
Vitae, which reaffirmed the traditional teaching of the church on contraception. This was 
recognized around the world as authoritative but not infallible teaching, and it met with 
widespread public dissent from many, including priests. A statement of  dissent, drafted 
for the Association of  Priests of the Archdiocese of Washington by Curran and other 
theologians, was signed by a significant number of priests, including some from the 
faculty of CUA, and released to the public on the day after the promulgation of  the 
encyclical. Cardinal Patrick A. O'Boyle, archbishop of  Washington and ex-officio 
chancellor of the university, promptly met with the faculty of  theology to hear what the 
dissenters had to say. Neusse reports that at a subsequent meeting of the board, 

the trustees reaffirmed that in theological controversies they would 
acknowledge the 'competence and responsibility' of  the magisterium [the 
teaching authority of  the pope and bishops] and at the same time would follow 
the 'accepted norms of  academic freedom in the work of teaching' and 'the 
due process protective of such freedom.' They directed the acting rector 
[McDonald resigned a year before] 'to institute through due academic process 
an immediate inquiry as to whether the teachers at the University who signed 
the recent statement of dissent have violated by their declarations or actions 
with respect to the encyclical Humanae Vitae their responsibilities to the 
University under existing statutes and under their commitments as teachers in 
the University and specifically as teachers of  theology and/or other sacred 
sciences. 

The inquiry was taken up by a special committee of the academic senate chaired by 
engineering dean Donald E. Marlowe whose name is associated with the committee's 
final report which found the dissent of the "subject theologians" in this case to be 
responsible. The full senate endorsed the Marlowe report. The Board of  Trustees that 
called for the report received it and appointed a committee of three bishop-theologians to 
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study it. It fell to Clarence Walton, the new president, to make public their conclusion 
"that the dissent manifested by the theologians. . ,  was not sufficiently sensitive to the 
pastoral implications of  their action." This put Walton on the fine line between faculty 
and bishops, but it was not yet a battle line since the language of the bishops was mild 
and no other action was taken. Walton made it plain earlier on to the board that 
"solutions would not be achieved through confrontations with individuals, but rather 
through working with the faculty at large. ''2 Wise advice. 

Continuing to set the context within which campus tensions at CUA should be 
interpreted, C. Joseph Neusse writes: 

The dissent from the teaching of Humanae Vitae was but one manifestation of  
the changes in thought and feeling that were beginning to sweep through the 
Roman Catholic Church and through Western societies generally at the time 
that the encyclical was issued. The roots of the changes and the reasons for 
their sudden appearance have not yet been satisfactorily explored. For present 
purposes, it can be remarked only in very general terms that American 
Catholics, confused and to some extent divided by what was happening in the 
Church that they had too superficially looked upon as unchangeable, were 
finding themselves arriving unexpectedly at new and sometimes unsettling 
perceptions in their own individual spiritual lives and in their collective 
identification. 3 

Catholics working in higher education were, of course, affected by all this. They 
openly asserted their rights to institutional autonomy and academic freedom while having 
no hesitation about criticizing, not always constructively, the leaders of  their universities 
and the hierarchy of their church. It is interesting to note what John Gardner said at this 
time of turmoil on America's college campuses in a commencement address at Cornell 
University. The campuses, along with other institutions, were, he thought, "caught in a 
savage crossfire between uncritical lovers and unloving critics." 

Men can tolerate extraordinary hardship if they think it is an unalterable part 
of life's travail. But an administered frustration--unsanctioned by religion or 
custom or deeply rooted values--is more than the spirit can bear. So 
increasingly men rage at their institutions. 

All kinds of men rage at all kinds of institutions, here and around the 
world. Most of them have no clear vision of the kind of world they want to 
build; they only know they don't  want the kind of world they have .... (Perhaps 
scholars of the future will point o u t ) . . ,  that twentieth-century institutions 
were caught in a savage crossfire between uncritical lovers and unloving 
critics. 

On the one side, those who loved their institutions tended to smother 
them in an embrace of death, loving their rigidities more than their promise, 
shielding them from life-giving criticism. On the other side, there arose a 
breed of critics without love, skilled in demolition but untutored in the arts by 
which human institutions are nurtured and strengthened and made to 
flourish .... 
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In short, men must be discriminating appraisers of their society, knowing 
coolly and precisely what it is about the society that thwarts or limits them and 
therefore needs modification. And so must they be discriminating protectors 
of their institutions, preserving those features that nourish and strengthen them 
and make them more free. 4 

Those last two sentences in this quotation from John Gardner, the founder of 
Common Cause who earlier served as secretary of Health, Education and Welfare under 
President Lyndon B. Johnson, amount to a job description for Clarence Walton when he 
assumed the presidency of The Catholic University of America. He had to be both a 
discriminating appraiser and a discriminating protector in his exercise of moral 
management. He had to try to preserve those special features of  this special university in 
a way that would nourish and strengthen CUA and make it more free. "Inheriting...the 
bitter controversy provoked by the dissent from Humanae Vitae," says Neusse, "Walton 
sought with the trustees to walk the fine line of  respect for both academic propriety and 
magisterial authority. ''5 

All of this, as I indicated earlier, is by way of background to understanding why 
Clarence Walton looks back on those years and finds satisfaction in having contributed 
to the restoration of confidence of  the faculty in itself after the strike. More background, 
however, is still needed to appreciate this point. 

Shortly after Bishop McDonald's resignation and the appointment of an acting 
rector in 1967, CUA was judged by its accrediting body, the Middle States Association 
of  Colleges and Secondary Schools, to be in "critical condition." This judgment, made 
in the regular decennial accreditation review, was accompanied by an announcement that 
Middle States would return in 1970 to look for evidence of improvement. It was not 
faculty competence that was the subject of criticism; the problems related to governance, 
autonomy, financial health, and administrative style. Understandably, the faculty was 
unhappy. 

Consultants were brought in, committees were formed, many minds focused on the 
problems. The eventual selection of a lay president, an experienced academic from the 
secular mainstream of American higher education, certainly helped. Changes were made 
in the by-laws, size and composition of the governing board. Walton had an important 
role to play in these developments; he traveled to Rome to make the case for change 
before the Vatican authorities who had oversight responsibilities for pontifically- 
chartered universities around the world. Closer to home, the new president, because he 
thought the symbolism was unimportant, voluntarily gave up his right to the 
chairmanship of the academic senate and encouraged changes in senate by-laws to 
provide for election by senators of their own leadership. 

Hence the ability 25 years later for Walton to look back with satisfaction on his role 
in contributing to the lowering of the temperature in board-faculty relations, and to the 
restoration of faculty self esteem. 

Another achievement, widely appreciated then and remembered with satisfaction by 
Walton now, was the recruitment to the CUA faculty of  four distinguished Jesuit 
theologians. Walter Burghardt, Avery Dulles, and Joseph Fitzmyer came from the 
faculty of the world-renowned Woodstock College, a Jesuit theological school that 
closed in 1969, in the wake of  a consolidation decision affecting Jesuit seminary 
education in the U.S. The fourth recruit was Ladislas Orsy, a distinguished canon 
lawyer, who came from the Gregorian University in Rome. "Overnight," says Walton 
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reflecting back on that time, "we were recognized as having a first-rate faculty in the 
School of Religious Studies." 

Other achievements included Walton's success in strengthening the role of the 
university chaplain and the corresponding effectiveness of campus ministry at CUA, and 
his ability to attract strong laypersons to the governing board. These new trustees were 
men and women whom the new president wanted for their business perspective and their 
philanthropic potential. Walton is quick to acknowledge, however, his disappointment 
with the failure of those promising lay leaders, who came from the executive suites of 
major corporations, to deliver on the promise their presence represented for dramatic 
improvement in the university's ability to raise needed gift revenues. 

There were other disappointments, the "tribulations" anticipated by the new 
president in his inaugural address. The first centers on misunderstandings and 
unpleasantness at the very beginning of his tenure associated with his decision not to 
appoint a distinguished scripture scholar, who was proposed by the faculty of theology, 
to fill the vacant deanship of what was to become the School of Religious Studies. The 
Carmelite Roland Murphy was regarded with suspicion, even distrust by some trustees 
because of his participation in earlier protests and campus controversies. The new 
president, realizing that Murphy's appointment would jeopardize his goal of 
reestablishing trust between the university and the hierarchy, felt that a more extensive 
search--something that he had come to expect at Columbia--would produce several 
candidates who could bridge the gap, satisfy a distrustful faculty, and provide needed 
leadership for the theological program. 

Walton insists that at no time did Cardinal O'Boyle, the strong-willed, blunt- 
speaking chancellor, say that Murphy should not be appointed. But because there had 
been "no effort at outreach"--no external search for outstanding candidates--Walton 
thought a search should indeed be undertaken. He did not want to be "hasty" in making 
this key appointment. However, the nomination was on his desk and he had not even had 
the opportunity to talk with the nominee. So the president met with Roland Murphy who 
said, to Walton's surprise, "I 'm not interested in the job." Asked why he was making 
himself available, Murphy disclosed that he was more interested in teaching and research 
and indicated that his candidacy for the deanship was a matter of noblesse oblige. 

If indeed he was not interested, Walton asked Murphy, would he give his candid 
reaction to three other possible nominees, all from outside CUA. Murphy thought two of 
them to be "excellent," and the other "third rate." One of the two in the excellent 
category told Walton he would come only if he did not have to teach, but Walton wanted 
a teaching-scholar for this deanship. The other, a diocesan priest and also a scripture 
scholar, agreed to consider it. He received clearance from his Cardinal archbishop to 
make himself available for the post, after Walton spent several hours with the Cardinal 
making a persuasive case for the appointment. The potential candidate, however, also 
received phone calls from members of the CUA theology faculty urging him not to 
apply. Clarence Walton thought he had Roland Murphy's support in pursuing this 
scholar, but Murphy restated his own candidacy. He would take the deanship, he said, 
but only for a year. Walton said no; he saw the need for "staying power" in this position. 
Murphy was displeased. 

Students, particularly seminarians, soon picketed the president's office threatening 
to go to Rome for their theological studies. And the president, unwisely by his own later 
admission, placed a sign in his first-floor office window that overlooked the sidewalk 
where the picketers stood: "Yankees Go Rome!" The attempted humor backfired. 
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A meeting followed in a campus auditorium where the president's entrance was 
greeted with boos and hisses and his explanation of why he wanted a search drew shouts 
that he was lying. Clarence Walton invited Roland Murphy to the microphone to verify 
the story outlined above. He did and the meeting dispersed. 

I asked Walton if he knew when he accepted the presidency of CUA that policies of 
retrenchment were in the works. He indicated that he did not. He was told that a good- 
faith effort would be made by the bishops to increase annual giving to CUA from the 
dioceses around the country from $3.3 million to $4.5 million. That hope faded in the 
face of  rising expenses in individual dioceses; the so-called diocesan collection actually 
fell. Meanwhile, deferred maintenance accumulated on campus and overly optimistic 
budget estimates related to expected enrollments did not materialize. Cash flow 
problems put Walton's plan to increase faculty salaries on hold. Faculty morale dropped 
predictably and the president's task of "selling" the university to potential benefactors 
became all the more difficult. 

There was simply never enough money to do the things that any president would 
know must be done and which a visionary president would want to do. For Walton, the 
issue (laid out for him by the search committee that recruited him) was to restore 
tranquility, confidence, and trust. Doing this while cutting back programs and resorting 
to the sale of land was more than an issue; it became the challenge of his presidency. 

The "ways and means committee" of  his managerial mind---his prudence--came 
into play often as he exercised the two capacities his later writing identified with the 
practice of prudence, namely, the ability to make correct assessments, and the capacity to 
estimate accurately the likely consequences of decisions. The clergy-salary issue 
provides an interesting example. 

In an important, highly symbolic, and uniquely ecclesiastical matter related to 
salary parity between lay persons and clergy on the payroll of CUA, Walton chose to 
oppose his board. This was not a new issue; it had arisen during the depression years of 
the 1930s when the trustees went on record as saying that "the living expenses of  the 
clergy, particularly those living at the University, are considerably less than those of  the 
laity and...the clergy are by the nature of their calling expected to make certain material 
sacrifices in pursuit of  their works. ''6 Clergy accordingly were paid roughly two-thirds of  
a lay professor's salary. Bishop board members over the years reacted negatively to 
proposals for parity because they feared that this would adversely affect salary scales for 
priests and religious in Catholic secondary and elementary schools. Walton's proposed 
plan to move the institution toward parity was not welcomed by the board; instead, the 
trustees simply affirmed the "principle of just compensation and retirement provisions." 

Two priest members of the law faculty tried unsuccessfully in the courts to force 
parity upon the university. Walton's position was that the university should accord 
parity to the priests, nuns, and religious brothers on the faculty; it was the responsibility 
of their ecclesiastical or religious superiors to determine what may or may not be 
appropriate relative to the subject's standard of  living and use of money earned. 
Possibly, it was patient persistence on the president's part that eventually persuaded the 
board to establish parity in 1973. But tactics also played a role. Walton had, in fact, 
gone ahead on his own and paid the newly-recruited Jesuit theologians fully competitive 
salaries. The Board, when apprised of this decision, which was taken, of course, to 
attract top talent to CUA, fully approved. Once it became known on campus that salaries 
for the newcomers were at full parity, veterans who were below parity demanded 
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adjustments and got them. Years later, Walton remarked, "Where logic limped and 
persuasion failed, tactics worked!" 

Walton's decision to sell land to balance a battered budget drew criticism from 
faculty and tears from the president himself. He was unsuccessful in his best efforts to 
build endowment. He had earlier negotiated substantial loans at favorable interest rates 
in successive years from the International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, the 
Archdiocese of  Philadelphia, and the Vatican Bank. But the borrowing could not 
continue. "There is one anecdote in the borrowing saga," Walton recalls, "that bears 
retelling." And here it is in his own words: 

The Vatican loan was around 8.4 percent. A year or two later, inflation had 
pushed the prime rate to 13 percent. Some of my advisers urged me to repay 
the loan slowly on the theory that the debetor benefited when inflation 
mounted. Hard money could be repaid by soft money. I felt, however, that I 
had secured the loan on a pledge to Vatican officials to repay as soon as 
possible, and that's what I did. 

My cabinet and some of the trustees were split over the firm repayment 
pledge. Was I being fair or foolish? That debate, of course, is now forgotten, 
but the justice issue is one I still think about. 

The diocesan collection--voluntary contributions from Catholics through their 
local bishops--was disappointing, amounting to just three or four percent of the 
university's expanding operating budget. McGeorge Bundy, then head of the Ford 
Foundation, told Walton, "If the bishops won't  help you, there's no reason that the Ford 
Foundation should." 

Recognizing that the University's financial situation was precarious, the president 
called a special two-day retreat meeting of the Board to discuss finances and fund 
raising. Only two bishops (both staunch supporters) showed up and both agreed that the 
annual collection would not be increased. Walton explained to the small group that he 
could not do the fund-raising job without full Board support. It was then that Clarence 
Walton decided that his usefulness to the University was ending and that he should 
resign--a decision he soon made known to the new chancellor, Cardinal O'Boyle 's  
successor, William Cardinal Baum, and to the Board chairman, Attorney Richard 
Galiher. Both asked him to reconsider. But the president was convinced that someone 
with a "Midas touch" was needed, and that he was not that man. "Trust building," he 
said many years later, "had to yield to cash building." 

Faced with the necessity of retrenchment from the beginning of his administration, 
Clarence Walton had reduced the number of  full and part-time faculty as well as graduate 
assistants, froze most salaries in 1972-1973, eliminated programs, and took all those 
necessary steps that are expected to lead to institutional survival, but by the inevitable 
and unpleasant route of faculty discontent. One step that he had thought would be 
helpful was to move into NCAA Division I basketball competition. National exposure in 
athletics, he hoped, would aid student recruitment and enhance fund-raising possibilities. 
The move was not a success athletically or financially, and the faculty pressured the 

president to take the less expensive (and less prestigious) route to Division III 
competition. 
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When Walton assumed the presidency in 1969, he refused offers of tenure and a 5- 
year contract. He said he would concentrate his efforts on administration and welcome 
periodic appraisals, but in no case would he stay in office beyond ten years. 

It was about 8 years into his presidency, when the exhausted but still hopeful 
president decided that it would be best to step down at the end of his 9th year. He was 
choosing to jump; he was not being pushed. 

If  he had been inclined to reconsider the decision, however, he would have had to 
come to terms with a subsequent action of the senior faculty of the School of Arts and 
Sciences. By-passing the academic senate and their own junior members, and without 
talking to Clarence Walton (who had been warned by the dean that discontent was 
rising), the senior members of the A&S faculty gave their president a vote of no 
confidence because, they said, the university was "adrift," salary levels were "atrocious," 
the operation was "leaderless" and the enterprise was "bankrupt." "Why," Walton later 
asked the dean, "did they think it was necessary to bang me all over the lot?" 

"Money" was the dean's  two syllable reply. 
Money is associated with some happiness as well as disappointment in Walton 's  

memories of his years at CUA. He recalls with pleasure the success of one trustee, 
Archbishop Philip M. Hannan of New Orleans, in obtaining funding from The Catholic 
Daughters of America to fully endow a chair in church history. Similarly, the Andrew 
W. Mellon Foundation funded a program in early Christian studies, thus enabling the 
university to play to one of its distinct strengths. And through a grant from the trustees 
of Father Flanagan's  Boys Town of Nebraska, Walton was able to build a handsome 
research facility that bore the name Boys Town Center for the Study of  Youth 
Development. The commitment of the Boys Town trustees to fund continuous research 
at the level of $450,000 a year for 25 years in the facility they paid for, did not hold up. 
The building, without the Boys Town name, still stands and houses an interdisciplinary 
social science faculty operating as a Life Cycle Institute. Mention of "Boys Town" is 
today, for Clarence Walton, a source of both happiness and disappointment. 

He feels good, however, about his success in purchasing at bargain prices two 
large buildings on the edge of campus, previously used as houses of formation by two 
religious communities, and converting them to office buildings for academic 
departments. Similarly, the hole in the ground that was the inactive (due to a fund- 
raising failure) construction site for a new theater when Walton arrived in 1968, was 
filled within two years of his arrival. On that site stands the handsome Hartke Theater, 
dedicated in 1970, that is the performance center for the University's famed department 
of drama. 

Walton, the moral academic manager, knew that prudence tells a CEO what and 
when things should be done, but fairness "says how they ought to be done." Three 
instances of his concern for racial justice and what we have now come to call affirmative 
action are illustrative of the tensions a manager must handle while trying to do the right 
thing. 

The CUA law school during Walton's  years made remarkable progress in the 
enrolhnent of women and minority students under the leadership of a dean strongly 
committed to these goals. The dean resisted, however, his president 's request for a look 
at the LSAT scores of  those enrolled under affirmative action programs. Walton 
persisted and was dismayed to find cases of  admission with very low scores while other 
applicants from traditional feeder schools were being denied. He and the dean had to 
"reason together" to come closer to a middle ground of fairness for all concerned. 
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Similarly, a minority student scholarship program that Walton encouraged and had 
the University finance was challenged as inadequate by a black student leader in a 
meeting with the president. When the conversation turned to confrontation and the 
challenger became abusive and threatening, Walton looked the young man in the eye and 
said, "I grew up during the depression years in Scranton, Pennsylvania. I had a job in a 
grocery store after school and all day on Saturdays. I worked for everything I received, 
even picking surface coal by hand as a kid. I don' t  owe you anything!" He knew, of 
course, that he did owe the student courtesy, a fair hearing, and a continuing commitment 
to do what a financially-strapped university could reasonably be expected to do to 
empower young African-Americans through access to higher education. But neither 
Walton nor CUA had to do it all, and that point was made clear to the student before the 
exchange was over. Walton recalls that the "straight talk" closed the gap between him 
and the angry young man; they became friends. 

The grounds and housekeeping crews at CUA during the Walton years were, except 
for supervisors, all black and for the most part illiterate. They were also unionized but 
not helped much by their union lawyer. When contract negotiations concluded one year, 
the university's chief financial officer came to Walton elated. They settled for less than 
inflation, he told the president. Walton instructed his vice president for finance to bring 
back the lawyer and renegotiate. When he was told that their lawyer was "no good," 
Clarence Walton got the workers a better lawyer to negotiate a better rate. 

Protest marches on Washington were not uncommon during the Walton years at 
CUA. Most of the protesters were students from out of town who were outraged by their 
government's actions in Vietnam. On one occasion, the mayor of  Washington asked the 
president of CUA for housing to accommodate 1000 student protesters. In addition to 
health and safety considerations, Walton admits now that he worried about the possibility 
of "hanky panky" when 1000 male and female college students, away from home, were 
spending an unsupervised night under his roof in the campus gymnasium. His solution: 
have a Protestant minister conduct a service at midnight, a Jewish rabbi offer prayers at 
1:00 in the morning, and a Catholic priest offer a 2:00 AM Mass. When these services 
were over, all bodies and souls were ready for rest, and it can be said with confidence 
that prudence, fairness, courage, and temperance all had their day (and night) at CUA. 

Returning now to his inaugural address, I want to note that Walton traced out four 
themes. The first suggested that "the image of our nation no longer pulsates hope in the 
hearts of the world community and that America is indeed in crisis." His second 
thematic proposition focused on the modern university and the need "to reappraise and to 
restate the modern university in terms of  redefined purposes and recast roles." His third 
theme was in fact a hypothesis that "from the present confrontations and contradictions 
will emerge a philosophy of history that contains the seeds for greater unity among men." 
And his fourth theme--another  hypothesis--related "emerging patterns" to The Catholic 

University of America and asserted, with the admission of  "presumption," "that current 
trends are congenial--possibly as never before in Amer ica - - to  the resources we have, 
the goals we espouse, the visions we entertain." He concluded the speech with an 
acknowledgment of himself to be a man "with deep hope and with lofty dreams. This, as 
never before, is a great moment in time and a rich opportunity for our University. For if 
we behave with the prudence that prudent men should have, and if we behave with the 
faith that faithful men should have, and if we behave with the humility that children of 
God should have, then we can move forward with boundless confidence." 
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The speech surely displayed his sensitivity to the impact of  culture on behavior, one 
of the qualities expected of a moral manager. The behaviors of  prudence, faith, and 
humility, specified by the new president as confidence builders and preconditions for 
forward motion for himself and his university, defined the areas of  challenge (some 
might say the "combat zones") he would face over the next nine years. 

Neither faith nor humility ever deserted him. (As any university president knows, 
opportunities for the practice of humility are never in short supply, and Walton was a 
cheerful practitioner, And, as anyone who knows Clarence Walton will attest, his faith in 
God is rock solid.) Prudence, the "ways and means committee of the managerial mind," 
which should deliver "correct assessments" and "accurate evaluation" of  likely 
consequences, was exercised with quiet courage (another quality of the moral manager). 
But there is room for disagreement among those (friend and foe alike in the academic 

community) who would offer judgments of the correctness of assessment and accuracy in 
estimating the likely consequences of  decisions made by President Walton while in 
office. 

He would probably agree that it would have been better not to sell the land, but he 
would surely wonder even now how that unhappy step could have been avoided. 

He had wanted the National Conference of Catholic Bishops to relocate their 
administrative offices from downtown Washington to the CUA campus in the hope of 
bringing the two enterprises closer together and heightening in the minds of the bishops 
an awareness of their responsibility to support the university. This posed a downside 
risk of the appearance, if not actual interference by the bishops in the operations of the 
university. Moreover, some would say the relocation would not have worked out to the 
financial advantage of the university in any case, a point supported by the fact that the 
bishops' conference did relocate its administrative headquarters in the mid-1980s to a 
handsome new building on the border of the CUA campus with no dramatic subsequent 
improvement in financial support for the university. 

Walton wanted to establish a special academic program patterned after the Oxford 
tutorial. The "spine" of the program, as he envisioned it, would have been the history of 
the Roman Catholic Church and its interactions--sometimes quite unsure--"with such 
external forces as the Protestant Revolt, the French Enlightenment, and the spread of 
liberal democracies." And the program would produce graduates who would be "literate 
Catholic leaders" ready for service in church, state, business, and the professions. Had 
he been able to forge a partnership for progress in this and similar directions with the 
faculty, Walton would perhaps have been able to translate his dreams into programs. But 
he was thwarted by a faculty that feared diversion of dollars whenever a new initiative 
was proposed. 

Another good idea that was ground under by faculty resistance was Walton's 
proposal for a Center for Organizational Ethics, which would bring not only students to 
campus but short-term seminar participants from leadership levels all across America. "I 
found the liberal arts faculty to be quite set in its ways," says a cheerful and charitable 
Clarence Walton in recalling those dreams today. 

He wanted his university, which was also his doctoral alma mater, to do more for 
the church he loved, and he wanted his church to do more for the university. Money was 
and is the barrier to be overcome before those hopes can be realized in either direction: 
service from CUA to the church; support from the church to CUA. Ironically, Clarence 
Walton's own life and character demonstrate powerfully why the university is worth 
supporting. He turned down the presidency of a major state university, but accepted the 
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invitation to serve CUA because of his Catholic commitment. He earned far less in 
service to the financially-stressed Catholic University of America than he could have 
earned in other pursuits in or out of  the academy. And his one regret in looking back 
over his years at CUA is spelled out in his difficulties, not with students or faculty, but 
with finding dollars to support an academic enterprise that he sees, better than most, as 
essential for the health of a vibrant Catholic Church in America intent on being 
influential in a pluralistic society and a deeply secularized culture. 

The irony is complete when one realizes that the largest unorganized philanthropic 
potential in the world is the Catholic population of the United States. Until ecclesiastical 
leadership organizes that potential, truly remarkable institutions like CUA, which, of 
course, can never expect to live " by bread alone," will continue to live only by the 
sacrifice of moral managers and service providers like Clarence Walton who remain 
committed to equality, justice, truth, and freedom, and are willing to "lay down their 
lives" in the practice of prudence, fairness, courage, and temperance. Not a bad calling 
that, but a call that could go unheeded in future generations if the practical necessities 
that are required to support this service go unattended by the leadership, lay and clerical, 
of the church. 

Notes 
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M U L T I N A T I O N A L  CORPORATIONS* 

CLARENCE WALTON 

Multinationals: What They Are 

Among large organizations, 20th-century multinational/global corporations (MNC) 
constitute the fastest growing segment. 1 And in this undulating world of power shifts 
among major organizations, the multinational corporation--only an adolescent a half 
century ago--appears to many as the powerful young adult ready to challenge 
governments. The likely answer to the question of which will be the victor in this match 
has some people worried and others pleased. Attitudes are shaped by facts and biases. 
Many people are in the tent pitched in 1971 by Harvard professor Raymond Vernon, 
who worried because "the multinational enterprise is not accountable to any public 
authority that matches it in geographical reach and that represents the aggregate interest 
of all the countries the enterprise affects. Suddenly, it seems, sovereign states are feeling 
naked. ''2 

MULTINATIONALS DEFINED 

Can the multinational be curbed by uniform rules applied by an authoritative public 
international body? Is it the duty of the nation that allowed its incorporation to assume 
control? Definitions proffered from four sources are used as starting points for answers 
to these questions. 

• A scholar. Multinationals are merely American organizational super-giants 
doing business in a number of countries and acting on the basis of a strategy 
directed by a corporate center that is unconcerned about national boundaries. 3 

• A British competitor. "A multinational corporation is an American registered 
company manufacturing its products where labor is cheapest and channeling its 
profits to another country whose taxation is lowest and possibly nonexistent. ''4 

• The U.S. Senate. A multinational corporation is any company whose foreign 
sales have reached a ratio of 25 percent of its total sales. 5 

• A business executive. Adequately defined, a multinational should meet the 
following five criteria: (1) it must do business in many countries that are in 
different states of  economic development; (2) it must have foreign subsidiaries 

* Excerpts from Corporate Encounters: Ethics, Law, and the Business Environment, The Dryden 
Press, Philadelphia, PA, 1992. 
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with the same R&D, manufacturing, sales, services, and so on, that a true 
industrial entity has; (3) there should be nationals running these local 
companies because they have a better understanding of  the local scene, and this 
helps promote good citizenship; (4) there must be a multinational headquarters, 
staffed with people from different countries, so one nationality does not 
dominate management decisions; and (5) the stock must be owned by people in 
different countries. 6 

Observers of, and participants in, the multinational game punch holes in one 
another's definition. The scholar's description has been attacked on grounds that it is 
unclear about the types of primary activities involved--manufacturing, marketing, 
investments, advertising, and so forth. To illustrate, Tinto Zinc is devoted to extractive 
industries and local processing whereas Unilever is interested in locally produced 
consumer goods. And both differ from General Electric or IBM. Companies also can 
have different organizational patterns (tight centralized controls versus considerable 
local autonomy), different impacts on the host countries, and different investment 
policies. 

The English executive's definition conveniently overlooked the existence of 
European multinationals like British Petroleum, Shell, and Phillips, and the fact that half 
of them are chartered outside the United States and have achieved higher growth rates 
than American multinationals. Members of the Senate Finance Committee neglected to 
note the uneven sales and profit records that global competition intensifies. And the 
executive, after compiling his list of criteria, ruefully admitted that if they are strictly 
applied there are no multinationals in the world. 

The simplest definition--and possibly the one nearest reality--was given by the 
Commission of  the European Economic Community: The multinational is an 
undertaking with production facilities in at least two countries. As such, the 
multinational organization is practically synonymous with investments abroad. 7 Seeking 
to encompass all the characteristics of these transnationals, Arvind Phatak of Temple 
University wrote: 

A multinational company is an enterprise that has a network of  wholly or 
partially (jointly with one or more foreign partners) owner-producing and 
marketing affiliates located in a number of countries. The foreign affiliates 
are linked with the parent company and with each other by ties of common 
ownership and by a common global strategy to which each affiliate is 
responsive and committed. The parent company controls the foreign affiliates 
via resources which it allocates to each affiliate--such as capital, technology, 
trademarks, patents, and manpower--and through the right to approve each 
affiliate's long- and short-range plans and budgets. 8 

There is one point of agreement: MNCs operate in a global environment that is the 
sum total of  the environments of separate nations, each of which is identifiable through 
its own legal, cultural, economic, and political elements. Culture collisions are common 
experiences for multinationals. Contrasts between the United States and the United 
Kingdom illustrate the point. To a large extent, practices in England parallel practices in 
the United States; but even the culturally "kissing cousins" have their differences. In the 
United States, the public fears monopoly and corporate managers fear government 
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intrusiveness. Americans live under an ideology that prescribes an arm's length 
relationship between private enterprise and government. Indeed, the distance between 
government and business is such that each learns about the other's foreign operations 
more through newspapers than through official channels. Britain, on the other hand, 
exercises a form of benignity toward cartels that is due in part to another British 
characteristic--"The tendency to assume that any class of enterprise that has for a long 
time exercised some given prerogative in the economy, whether by law or custom, 
whether formal or informal, has an equitable claim to the continuation of that 
advantage. ''9 

There are, of course, other differences. The British manager is more relaxed. The 
American is more tense. British executives work comfortably with government officials 
when their companies do business abroad. Americans prefer to be left alone. But the 
differences have proved rather easily manageable--something that cannot be said of 
France. Corporate rights in the United States and in the United Kingdom may be 
acquired simply by durability--doing a job for so long a time that no one questions the 
organization's right to exist. In France, on the other hand, legitimacy is acquired through 
specific statutes that spell out rights and duties in detail. Organizational and political 
stability are important to the French whereas organizational innovation and rapid 
changes are preferred by Americans. Ignorance of cultural values has led many 
Americans doing business in France into trouble. Between non-Western underdeveloped 
countries the cultural differences are even more pronounced. 

The personality of the multinational has, however, remained rather consistent: its 
primary goal is profits; its policies are often weakened by managerial ignorance of other 
cultures; its measures to judge performance are imperfect; fixed assets appear to be less 
difficult to reproduce than in domestic companies; and management, concerned with 
maintaining employee loyalty and initiative over the long run, is prepared to modify the 
classic return-on-investment calculations to keep the principal members of the team in 
play. Another quality of the multinational personality includes the capability to repay 
obligations at an accelerated pace--an important factor during a currency crisis--as well 
as the ability to avoid some of the more onerous regulations that domestic companies 
encounter. Finally, there is managerial belief that the MNC is always a boon to the host 
country, lO 

EVOLUTION OF AN MNC 

As a domestic company evolves into a full-fledged multinational enterprise, it goes 
through several distinct but overlapping stages. It may start as an import or export 
business; or it may flow from countertrade that involves barter, clearing arrangements 
(two countries specify the goods that may be exchanged at stipulated prices), buybacks, 
and the like. Very often the MNC does assembly abroad because of cheaper shipping 
costs for unassembled products, lower tariffs, and reduced labor costs. Production 
abroad and integration of foreign affiliates to the parent organization are, however, the 
most visible signs of the mature global organization. Probably 4000 multinationals do 
about 40 percent of total global business. As global competition deepens, the numbers 
will likely shrink through mergers, hostile takeovers, or government expropriation. 
However small their numbers become, their powers will remain formidable. Of the 
hundred largest economic units in the world, 50 are nation-states and the others are the 
world's largest 300 multinationals. As in the United States, the MNCs dominate key 
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industries like oil, automobiles, computers, and pharmaceuticals. Of the American 
corporations with the largest sales in 1990, all were multinationals. H 

In times past, international trade was primarily in cotton and cotton textiles, coal 
and steel rails, wool and foodstuffs. These products were shipped and sold through 
intermediaries who never saw the customer and sometimes were even unaware until the 
very last moment of the destination where they could get the highest price. Before 1914, 
for example, American grain ships waited for a signal from Land's End to learn where in 
Europe was their best market. For this kind of trade there was no need for a 
multinational. However, modern industrial enterprises, mainly in manufacturing, sell at 
prices preestablished to assure a profitable return. Therefore, they need power--power 
over planning and production, power over market strategy, power over prices, and power 
to influence the host state not to destroy one or other of these operations. ~2 Yet 
multinationals have been accused of  (1) turning host countries, especially in the Third 
World, into vassals; (2) threatening to replace the nation-state as the primary institution 
in the world; (3) destabilizing the international monetary system; and (4) subverting the 
trade union movement. So formidable an array of charges requires comment. 

Relations with Host Countries 

THE SCOPE OF THE PROBLEM 

When considering the multinationals' impact on host countries, it is difficult to escape 
the ideological struggle between socialists and free-market advocates. The dimensions 
of the struggle were evident when the United Nations asked a group of  eminent persons 
to assess the implications of MNCs. Responding to this request, the UN Economic and 
Social Council at its 57th session in late 1974 established an Inter-Governmental 
Commission on Transnational Corporations. Composed of  representatives from 48 
member states, the commission acted as a forum within the UN for consideration of all 
major (and sometimes minor) issues relating to transnationals. Free-market advocates 
feared the UN group because it embraced a state planning ideology rather than a 
capitalistic bias. Emeric Blum, one of the UN Eminent Persons Group, said it was 
necessary to realize that multinationals are part of an international economic system that, 
as is generally accepted today, rests on inherited privileges and relationships of 
exploitation and neocolonialism. Global corporation managers who have never been 
called eminent winced at this widely shared view. 

Churches have also taken a keen interest in moral questions related to the 
multinationals. The World Conference of Churches, headquartered in New York and 
representing most of the Protestant leadership in the United States, has been particularly 
critical of  their behavior. To the Conference, multinationals epitomize the worst features 
of a capitalistic system already corrupted by its impersonal and exploitative treatment of 
workers. 13 The Catholic church has been no less concerned. Popes Paul VI and John 
Paul II have urged the developed nations--and by implication the corporations 
domiciled therein--to take a hard look at the results of their involvement in foreign 
countries. 14 Lying below the surface in the church responses is a bitter debate between 
exponents of liberation theology (a polemic that has been evident with special force in 
the case of Latin America) and what has been called liberating theology. 15 
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LIBERATION THEOLOGY VERSUS LIBERATING THEOLOGY 

Gutierrez's Thesis 
The celebrated spokesman for liberation theology is Gustavo Gutierrez, whose book, A 
Theology of Freedom, impressed many North Americans as the authentic voice of the 
oppressed. 16 Relying heavily on the studies of two Latin American Economists, 
Fernando Henrique Cardoso and Enzo Faletto, Gutierrez defines the Latin American 
reality as dependence rather than underdevelopment. Because underdevelopment in the 
Third World is the inevitable consequence of development in the First World, Latin 
American development will never proceed properly until economic dependence is 
broken--and this can occur only in the context of a worldwide class struggle. 17 

The thesis rests on the premise that the multinationals are central to the oppression 
of the many by the few. They have gone beyond the past forms of imperialistic presence 
that created enclave economies (mines and plantations) to a new form of investment 
capitalism in which the more dynamic elements of native industry bind the host countries 
into even greater dependency on international capitalism. Gutierrez views this as 
beneficial only to the vested interests--that is, the local elites who collaborate with the 
transnationals as well as with foreign stockholders. Although his theory is revolutionary, 
Gutierrez's advice to leaders and workers in the oppressed countries is vague: does 
liberation theology mean expropriation of the assets of the transnationals? recourse to 
violence (Gutierrez's background suggests that violence would be the poor's very last 
desperate move)? worker control of plant operations or employee benefits? Liberation 
theologians have come under sharp attack from Pope John Paul II, who fears that the 
emphasis on worldwide class struggle is only a religious expression of an already 
discredited Marxism. 

Novak' s Thesis 
Opposed to liberation theology is liberating theology--terms that are close in sound and 
wide apart in meaning. Liberating theology sees the large corporation as both the great 
engine for production--the results of which help everyone in the long run--and as the 
instrument for free people to express themselves. One of the most forceful advocates of 
the view is Michael Novak, himself the son of a poor Catholic immigrant couple who 
settled in a small western Pennsylvania town. Novak's thesis is that capitalism itself is a 
moral system) 8 In a forum sponsored by Harpers Magazine in the fall of 1986 (and 
despite strong opposition from a number of fellow panelists) Novak insisted that 
capitalism encourages the moral virtues of self-reliance and responsibility, work and 
creativity) 9 If noncapitalist countries were undeveloped they had themselves largely to 
blame. Rather than carp at the multinationals for creating dependencies, observers 
should praise them as change agents that awaken slumbering peoples from their 
lethargies. Supporting this view is the widely known economist, John Kenneth 
Galbraith. He asked why 

in an adult industrial world, there should be apology for this kind of 
international development. International trade always had to be defended 
against those who saw only its costs, never its advantages; who saw only the 
intrusion of foreign competitors, never the resulting efficiency in supply or 
products or the reciprocal gains from greater experts. The multinational 
corporation comes into existence when international trade consists of modern 
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technical, specialized, or uniquely-styled manufactured products. 
Accordingly, it should be defended, as international trade was defended, for 
its contribution to efficiency in production and marketing, to living standards, 
and to reciprocal opportunities in other lands for the enterprises of the host 
country, z° 

Joseph Ramos, a South American economist whose research supported Novak, 
challenged the Gutierrez dependency theory by pointing out the following: 

1. Only 5 percent of U.S. investment goes abroad. 
2. U.S. investment in Latin America represents less than 1 percent of  the United 

States GNP. 
3. The after-tax return on U.S. capital in Latin America is approximately 10 

percent. 
4. If  U.S. investors in the Third World take out more than they invest, that is only 

what occurs in all sound investments. 
5. U.S. corporate profits do not depend heavily on investments in the Third 

World. Figures on U.S. overseas profits vary from year to year, from company 
to company. 

6. The United States has a chronic balance of payments problem. 21 

For Ramos and Novak these six facts demolish any theory that explains Latin 
American underdevelopment (and, by implication, underdevelopment elsewhere) in 
terms of United States' development. The real problem is that Latin American poverty is 
a consequence of  the internal structures common to that area. On the other hand, 
democratic capitalism, despite is imperfections, is the most promising model of 
development and the multinationals that make it work are the best instruments for 
promoting the common good. Leaders of developing countries know this. Zimbabwe's 
Robert Mugabe, the socialist prime minister, begged Union Carbide to stay in his 
country; the clamor for withdrawal from South Africa would never have arisen if the 
multinationals operating there were not doing some good. Why else bother if their 
positive impacts were negligible? Examples could be multiplied to show that, in the 
absence of global corporations, the likelihood that the world would be more prosperous, 
freer, more peaceful, and more healthful is slim. 

Underlying Demographics 
The facts on which to base moral judgments are nevertheless clouded. In developing 
countries important advances in economic growth and human well-being were recorded 
during the 1960s; life expectancy rose and infant mortality rates fell in most developing 
countries; people in developing countries in 1985 could expect to live an average of 
about 60 years compared to about 51 years in 1965; literacy has spread dramatically and 
primary-school education is now a reality for most children in the developing world; 
secondary school enrollment rates have also increased. However, despite measurable 
progress, the poor are still very poor and, because of population growth, there are now 
more of them. Roughly one in five of  the world's five billion people lives in absolute 
poverty, struggling with malnutrition, illiteracy, disease, infant mortality, and short life 
expectancy; in addition, a disproportionate number of people living in poverty are 
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women. In a September 1988 address to the World Bank Board of Governors, Barbara 
Constable, president of the World Bank, said: "Poverty on today's scale prevents a 
billion people from having even a minimally acceptable standard of living. To allow 
every fifth human being on our planet to suffer such an existence is a moral outrage. It is 
more: It is bad economics, a terrible waste of precious development resources. Poverty 
destroys lives, human dignity and economic potential. ''22 

There is still another factor at work. Poverty varies markedly from region to 
region. In East and Southeast Asia, slower population growth rates and steady advances 
in per-capita income have contributed to a significant reduction in poverty. In South 
Asia, where roughly half of the world's poor live, modest rates of growth have barely 
kept pace with the expanding population. And in sub-Saharan Africa, where two-thirds 
of the people live in poverty, rapid population growth rates exacerbated economic 
deterioration. Failing or stagnant farm production--as well as natural disasters--have 
contributed to widespread malnutrition and decreased social welfare. Finally, economic 
stagnation in most developing countries in the 1980s has reversed many hard-won gains 
of earlier decades. For 16 African and Latin American countries, per capita income was 
lower in 1985 than in 1965, and additional troubled countries in the two areas showed 
per-capita income growing by less than 1 percent during the past decade. 

ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

Under a strict exchange ethic there is little reason for multinational executives to be 
concerned with the unfortunate people in developing countries at this time. Providing 
fewer skills and fewer dollars than people in industrialized countries, they are more drag 
than benefit to the industrialized countries and their global corporations. As investment 
opportunities, they scarcely exist. Yet only the morally callous reject Barbara 
Constable's charge that poverty on such measured scales is a moral outrage. Because of 
her position as head of the World Bank, Constable's message may carry more persuasive 
power than if the same charges were made by various popes or by various church groups. 
But is relief of poverty the obligation of multinational corporations? or of the entire 
community of nations? Business entities exist not to give aid but to provide help while 
making money. Because the moralist's job is to offer criteria that help such decision 
makers, the following guidelines have been offered: 

• The principle o f  the moral minimum: Do no intentional harm to the host 
country. Harm may come through careless use of pesticides, industrial waste, 
or slave wages. 

• The principle o f  respect: All people in the host country must be recognized as 
bearers of basic human rights. Apartheid, unsafe and unsanitary working 
conditions, child labor are anathema. On the positive side, recognition of 
human rights requires multinationals to support minimum wage laws, the right 
to strike, the right of all adults to vote, and other forms of corrective 
legislation. 

• The principle o f  restraint: The values of the local culture should not be 
undermined by the multinational unless--and this requires great sensitivity-- 
they hurt members of the host country themselves. One example is women's 
rights, which in local mores are often subordinated or ignored. 
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• The principle o f  obedience: Many multinationals successfully work to avoid or 
evade restrictions placed by governments on domestic businesses. The moral 
assignment is to promote abroad what is urged upon large corporations at 
home, namely, the previously defined level playing field principle, z3 

Unfortunately, violations of these principles do occur. Of the sad stories told about 
the multinationals' behavior, two are illustrative. On May 5, 1983, a Monday morning, 
289 women workers of  a Honduran garment factory found the factory doors closed. 
Posted on the portal was a brief note of  "regret" that the factory had been closed 
permanently. Executives of the parent company, the American multinational NCC 
Industries, were the decision makers. NCC had a long history of antiunionism and its 
action on Honduras was only an extension to its Latin American affiliate of its practices 
in North America. Word of the decision quickly spread and Hondurans still remember 
"grim Monday" as one in a long series of Yankee acts of imperialism. 24 

A second example occurred thousands of miles away in South Africa. In 1987, 
some 340,000 pit miners of the National Union of  Mineworkers went on strike against 
the Anglo-American Mining Company. The company was founded in 1917 by Sir Ernest 
Oppenheimer; son Harry took over leadership in 1962. The Oppenheimer family 
continues to control a company that has 46 percent of South Africa's gold production, 80 
percent of the world's trade in rough diamonds, and large holdings in food processing, 
steel, electronics, banking, insurance, and other industries. Its assets total an estimated 
$15 to $18 billion. In view of its power, the company not surprisingly brought the union 
to its knees. 

What is intriguing is the Jekyll-Hyde character of Anglo-American Mining. Harry 
Oppenheimer has been acclaimed for his opposition to apartheid and for his substantial 
gifts of money to urban development programs for blacks. The company permitted 
unionization when other firms opposed it. Yet the company's wages were among the 
world's lowest and its black employees earned a quarter of what whites were paid. And 
while white miners were given heavily subsidized modern homes, utilities, and schools, 
blacks were crowded into compounds that resembled prison camps. Yet the company 
does have one black on its 28-member board--a  rare occurrence in South Africa, even if 
he plays no significant role, because the small all-male and all-white executive 
committee makes the critical decisions. 25 

On the other hand, it has already been reported how host countries aggressively 
woo multinationals. Pepsi Cola operates in over 115 countries and has over 500 bottling 
plants outside the United States. The important thing about the Pepsi story is that, as far 
back as the 1960s, both production and marketing facilities were owned by the nationals 
of those countries. 26 The fact is that, while subjects like capital flow have been 
rigorously examined, few individual companies have been examined over a long enough 
period to warrant complete support for sweeping moral judgments. 

When facts collide, broad generalizations are risky. So far as Gutierrez's 
dependency thesis is concerned (multinationals systematically operate to make 
developing countries dependent), the supporting evidence may be incomplete but some is 
there. Multinationals have been slow to develop an international outlook and the result 
is a myopia that leads managers to weigh their effectiveness only in terms of the good of 
the company. 27 Multinationals have sometimes behaved callously toward the host's 
culture. And although some companies have come to recognize the need for a geocentric 
orientation, more needs to be done. The dependency factor, therefore, cannot be 
summarily pushed aside--as Brazil's experiences have shown. 28 
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On the other hand, no one can summarily dismiss Novak's  thesis (multinationals 
have benign effects) either. There is evidence that South Americans' problems have 
been related to the ineptitude or corruption of the local Latin elites. Former slaves in 
northeastern Brazil simply vanished into a larger, free, and poorer rural population. 29 It 
is an old, familiar, and sad story of native elites joyously joining foreigners in the 
plunder of their own people; in Argentina, the Spanish crown "depended on the 
economic practices of the dominant local groups in Buenos Aires, including smugglers, 
to advance its interest. These local elites, in turn, were intertwined with the 
administrative and military structure they helped to create. ''3° The popularly acclaimed 
Golden Law of freedom in Latin American was for many slaves the iron law of 
destitution. 

If the history of  one British gold-mining company provides a paradigm, neither 
Gutierrez nor Novak explains the whole story. The performance of the St. John d'el Rey 
Mining Company is relevant. Founded in 1830 the firm had a century of remarkable 
success. Despite the usual tensions that accompany absentee landlords/local residents 
relationships, the company produced gains for England and for Brazil. Its collapse in 
1960 was due to management ineptitude in London and the indifference, possibly 
venality, of the local managers in Brazil--as well as rising Brazilian nationalism that 
expressed itself in great hostility toward the British. 31 Providing clear instruction on the 
ethical performance of a single multinational over the long term is, to repeat for the sake 
of emphasis, hard to come by. 

PRACTICAL STEPS FOR IMPROVEMENT 

Among the practical steps that can be taken by multinationals to improve relations with 
host countries are the following: 

1. Be not only a good guest, but a helpful guest: "The successful global firm in 
Latin America can't  simply adjust to its environment; there isn't that much to 
adjust to. Instead it must turn environment-builder, engineering this work into 
everyday operations. ''32 

2. Concentrate on the efficient use of all resources (human, physical, economic) 
for the purpose of rewarding stockholders and the local community. 

3. Explore market opportunities in neighboring countries where profitable links 
can be established, especially in auxiliary systems like hospitals, schools, and 
other support areas. 

4. Discern and cooperate with the economic goals of  the host company, unless the 
goals are clearly unrealistic. If  this is the case, the multinationals can make 
this point clear to government officials and offer expertise in the particular 
areas in which the goal statement is weak. 

5. Provide full disclosure on a regular basis. 
6. Use a self-imposed "tax" to support building up the host country's 

infrastructure. 
7. Take practical steps (including scholarships to U.S. universities) to train local 

managers for greater responsibilities. 33 
8. Support human rights programs even though risks are involved. 
9. At a minimum avoid cooperation with dictatorial regimes. 34 
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On the other hand, host countries have an obligation to reciprocate. And 
reciprocity includes elimination of gross corruption and a demonstrated willingness to 
help themselves. Too often multinationals have been victimized by their hosts. One of 
the best-known cases that came to public attention is United Brands and the suicide of 
Eli Black, a devout Jewish rabbi and a financial wizard. Even today there is dispute over 
naming the real villain. Shortly after Black leaped from his office window overlooking 
Fifth Avenue, it was discovered that he had approved the payment of  a $2.5 million bribe 
to a Honduran official to cut back the enormous tax increase Honduras had placed on 
banana exports. 

In one view, Black was, despite the tragic circumstances surrounding his death, a 
villain who simply got cold feet when he knew that his bribe could no longer be 
concealed. According to this version, the "Honduran arrangement" was only the tip of 
the iceberg, part of a pattern at United Brands that predated Black 's  ascendancy and 
persisted long after his demise. The corporation was involved in the U.S.-sponsored 
coup that overthrew the populist government of  President Jacob Arbenz in Guatemala in 
1954. Its violent repression of a militant labor movement in 1959 was inexcusable, as 
was its refusal in the mid-1960s to implement the recommendations of a study done at 
the company's  request by the International Basic Economic Corporation (IBEC) to 
construct decent workers'  housing in the Honduran plantations. Finally, its efforts to 
repress union activities and grower cooperatives from 1975 on are hardly reconcilable 
with the picture of  United Brands as a benevolent---even minimally decent--company.  35 

Looking at the same facts, two Notre Dame professors, John Houck and Oliver 
Williams, saw a quite different scenario. They stressed Black 's  faithfulness to the Jewish 
tradition of "tzedakah" (the love that does justice), which was reflected in the policies of 
United Brands. 36 As evidence, they cited Black's  decisions to raise the wages of  the 
company's  farm workers to nearly six times that of competitors and to upgrade housing 
for plantation workers as well as his efforts to know Caesar Chavez better in order to 
bring a more fruitful relationship with Chavez's  United Farmworkers Union. 37 They 
recalled Chavez's eulogy: "Mr. Black 's  life was proof that farm labor and management 
could work for the betterment of all." To the Notre Dame observers, Honduras, not 
Black, was the real villain. 

The point of the Black story in the Houck-Williams account is its vivid portrayal of  
the multinational's weakness before a determinedly aggressive host country that acts 
under the cloak of legitimacy. Taxes can be raised suddenly; expropriation can be 
threatened; workers can be mobilized by government agents to participate in wildcat 
strikes; getting licenses to operate can become very expensive and getting them may 
become inordinately time-consuming; and important and critically needed goods can be 
halted without notice. In short, the mighty multinational can be humbled by its tiny host. 

Multinationals and Advanced Countries 

Another troublesome question is whether the multinational, indifferent as it is to natural 
boundaries, poses a threat even to industrialized nations. Countries and empires rise and 
fall but commerce goes on forever. 38 In less than a half century the British, French, and 
Dutch have seen their empires vanish. 39 And no one was prepared for the shocking 
events of 1989 and 1990, when a mighty Russian empire began to wither on the vine. 
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THE RISE AND FALL OF NATIONS 

Very recently the theme of rise and fall of nations was expressed in persuasive terms by 
Paul Kennedy, whose thesis merits extensive summary because of its relevance to the 
role of  multinationals. 4° According to Kennedy, the relative strengths of the leading 
nations in world affairs has never remained constant, due largely to the uneven growth 
among different people, and technological and organizational breakthroughs that help 
one community to surpass others. The coming of the long-range gun and the sailing ship, 
and the rise of the Atlantic trades after 1500 were not uniformly beneficial to all 
European nations; the later development of steam power--and of the coal and metal 
resources upon which it relied--added immeasurably to the relative power of  certain 
nations. Once productive capacity was enhanced, a country could sustain the costs of 
armaments essential to its security in both peacetime and wartime. Economic power is 
usually needed to sustain military power, and military power is needed to protect wealth. 
After 1890, for example, when the United States began to export more than it imported, a 
great American navy came into being. If, however, too large a proportion of the state's 
resources is diverted from wealth creation, national power is weakened over the long 
term. 

Since the 16th century, the history of the rise and decline of the leading countries in 
the Great Power system (Spain, the Netherlands, France, Britain, and now the United 
States) showed a significant long-term correlation between productive and revenue- 
raising capacities, on one side, and military strength on the other. There was, of course, 
always the possibility that one state might acquire sufficient resources to surpass the 
others, and then to dominate the European continent. For about 150 years after 1500, a 
dynastic-religious bloc under the Spanish and Austrian Hapsburgs threatened to do just 
that, but after 1660 former Great Powers like Spain and The Netherlands dropped into 
the second rank, and by 1815 the five major states were France, Britain, Russia, Austria, 
and Prussia. It was a period in which France, first under Louis XIV and later under 
Napoleon, came close to controlling Europe--just  as Germany under Hitler came close 
to doing it in the 20th century. 

Toward the latter part of the 19th century the pace of technological change 
quickened, leading to uneven growth rates that made the international system more 
unstable than it had been 50 years earlier. After 1880 the Great Powers competed for 
additional colonial territories in Africa, Asia, and the Pacific, partly for gain and partly 
out of a fear of  being eclipsed. Arms races and military alliances marked the period: 
France and England buried a century-old feud in 1904 with the entente cordiale, 
Germany, Russia, and Austria-Hungary responded with the Triple Alliance; and the two 
blocs went to war in 1914. 

After World War II, the United States and Russia moved to the forefront, and 
because both interpreted international problems in bipolar, and often Manichean, terms, 
their rivalry drove them into an ever-escalating arms race that no other power could 
equal. Then suddenly the 1989--1990 explosions in Eastern Europe signaled the 
disintegration of Russia's empire. The question for the United States as a nation and as 
an economic power is how its leaders will interpret the future. Europe is over its 
wartime paralysis and the European Community has become the world's largest trading 
unit. Other momentous alterations have occurred: China is leaping forward 
economically; Japan's postwar economic growth has been so phenomenal that by some 
standards its GNP is larger than Russia's; by contrast, both the American and Russian 
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growth rates have become relatively sluggish and their shares of global production have 
shrunk since the 1960s. The world is again multipolar. Today's five large power centers 
are China, Japan, the European Community, the Soviet Union, and the United States. 

THE MNC-VERSUS-GOVERNMENT STRUGGLE 

In today's multipolar world the multinationals play a leading role. Russia has created its 
own multinational. In February 1990, Gorbachev called for a return of private property 
and creative adaptations of the market system; and at the same time, thousands of 
Muscovites lined up before the golden arch of McDonald's, the first hamburger shop in 
Russia. Symptoms of greater changes to come were everywhere and the turmoil led 
political leaders of advanced countries to share fears already raised for developing 
countries. First was fear over the MNCs' control of a few key industries; second was 
fear that decisions important to their futures were being made by foreigners; finally was a 
Gutierrez-type fear that infusions of foreign capital increased the dependency of the host 
country. 

But industrialized nations can strike back with more power than can impoverished 
countries. 41 Australia, for example, which for many years had encouraged foreign 
investment, took steps that included (1) abolition of tax incentives to mining companies, 
(2) state takeover of oil and gas from the North West Shelf, and (3) close monitoring of 
proposed capital investment by foreign countries. The Australian national 
telecommunications administration standardized production requirements for the MNC 
subsidiaries from which it buys equipment. As a result, the L. M. Ericsson subsidiary 
often ends up manufacturing ITT-designed equipment, and vice versa. In the past, the 
well-known practice of switching technology was not a major problem; but in the 1970s, 
allocating to one company the production of another's equipment has made it difficult 
for multinationals to protect new proprietary switching information. Canada, another 
country highly receptive to direct foreign investment, limited the degree of foreign 
ownership in such key sectors as broadcasting and banking; introduced policies to extend 
Canadian ownership or directorship participation; and tightened proposed takeovers of 
Canadian business by nonresidents. The Canadian moves must be seen in the context of 
its business world, where some three-quarters of its largest corporations are foreign 
owned. 

Another example of counterattack strategy is India. Until 1970 the primary type of 
diversification among MNC subsidiaries in India had been based on linkages with 
existing competencies of the parent company in distribution and marketing, production 
technology, or the exploitation of R&D. This related diversification changed after 1975, 
however, when unrelated diversification took priority. This shift resulted mainly from 
the government's attempt to restrict the strategic power of the multinationals in India's 
economy. 42 Now MNC executives take a hard look at India because its rewards can be 
so high and its constraints ever higher, as In that country exists what is euphemistically 
called license-cum-permit Raj, which is the bureaucracy composed of innumerable 
departments, secretariats, and ministers whose approvals are necessary even before 
production can begin. IBM fought off the Indian government's attempts to weaken its 
autonomy for over a decade before calling it quits. Burroughs, on the other hand, stayed 
to profit modestly and suffer much. 

Fears that multinationals would destroy the sovereignty of nations have been 
exaggerated; on the other hand, the global corporation's power to make, withhold, or 
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withdraw heavy investments makes the MNC a constant threat. When the global 
corporation's teeth become too large and too menacing, however, governments seem to 
have the resources either to file them down or extract them. What is likely to appear is a 
rough replication of the struggle of corporations versus government in the United States. 
Domestic corporations once crossed state boundaries just as multinationals now cross 
national boundaries. When the crossings became intrusive, states reacted; and when 
state responses proved inadequate, the federal government stepped in. Today no 
organization in the international community possesses power like that of Congress over 
the domestic economy, but some form of international legislation is coming, and the 
European Community may be the first to create it. 

Developing countries in South America, West Africa, and the Far East often 
demand joint ownership of local MNC subsidiaries. The workers' codetermination 
schemes, now gaining momentum in the developed countries of Europe, may ultimately 
have the same effect of forcing MNC subsidiaries to share their strategic decision 
making with representatives of local constituencies. Spain established explicit sales and 
export volume conditions before allowing Ford to establish production facilities there. 
High on the reform list is the idea of public-private ventures. 

QUASI PUBLIC VS PRIVATE MULTINATIONALS 

If examples of rectitude are sought from the history of state-private multinationals, they 
are not found in the early behavior of such organizations. Neither the Dutch East India 
Company (founded in 1602 to monopolize trade between the Cape of Good Hope and 
the Straits of Magellan) nor the less successful Dutch West India Company (established 
in 1621 to monopolize trade in South America and Africa) is remembered for kindly 
behavior toward the host countries. Treatment of the American Indians by English 
multinationals was not much better. Exploitation, sometimes softened by paternalism, 
left such bitter memories that the violent outbreaks of nationalism throughout all the 
nondeveloped countries should have surprised no one. That it did is probably the 
greatest surprise of all. But advocates of state-private global corporations insist that the 
past is not prologue, a conviction that can be tested against the experiences of Exxon, 
which had no government ties, and of British Petroleum, which had close connections to 
Parliament. 

The operations of Exxon, headquartered in New York City, span the globe from 
North America to the Far East, from Alaska to the South Pacific. Its 1990 revenues of 
$117,000 million exceeded the GNP of many countries in which it operates. 44 Because 
the organization's interest is the interest of the thousands of stockholders who own bits 
and pieces of the company, the board keeps a wary eye on the effect of its action on 
stock prices and dividends. This single-mindedness of purpose was defined by the 
company's founder, John D. Rockefeller. In 1911 when Standard Oil was dissolved into 
34 companies, the largest piece by far was Standard Oil of New Jersey with $285.5 
billion in net assets. It was renamed Exxon in 1972. 45 Exxon's legacy from Jersey 
Standard included an organizational structure with a powerful board of directors, a grand 
market strategy, and a preference for a low public profile. 

Led by its active board, the company has historically relied on decentralized 
committees to oversee the various subdivisions. These committees reviewed one another 
and reported back at the frequent board meetings. This corporate check-and-balance 
system provided many employees with opportunities to share in decision making, yet 
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maintained a unity and corporate-wide awareness of all divisions. Exxon's productivity 
strength has always been in the refining and storage areas; its weakness was in the 
exploration and retail marketing areas. The other major areas of Exxon's strength rested 
in its financial commitment to maintain enormous cash holdings that could be used for 
interest income and for a stock strategy. Stockpiling and financial strength proved 
invaluable when the oil industry was hit by the political and economic thrusts of OPEC. 

Special note must be given to Exxon's secrecy. In the past, public and private 
hatred of  Rockefeller and of Standard Oil forced both to a policy of oleaginous silence. 
Rockefeller stirred antagonisms by the underhanded, even malicious, behavior he 
exhibited in acquiring his empire. But it was the secrecy of Rockefeller's methods, "as 
much as his ruthlessness, that made him such a special figure of hatred. As his trade and 
refineries expanded, his rivals never knew quite what was hitting them. ''46 As his 
company grew to mammoth proportions, Rockefeller began to circumvent even the few 
laws that governed business behavior. The Sherman Antitrust Act proved insufficient 
and it was not until 1911 that the government finally mustered the necessary force to 
break up the empire. Since that time, distrust has never disappeared completely from 
either party. Suspicion, however, never deflected Exxon from its legacy of  aggressive 
competition, long-term profit maximization, silence, and global strategizing. 

In contrast to Exxon, the private and close-mouthed American corporation, is 
British Petroleum, the fifth largest corporation in the oil industry. It has extensive 
reserves in the North Sea and in Prudhoe Bay, Alaska. It is a typical quasi-public 
corporation. The government plays a major role in its operations, resource-allocation 
decisions, and selection of strategic objectives. Managers recognize a primary duty to 
government and country as opposed to the self-interest goal of Exxon. Its evolution 
provides interesting insights into an MNC's transformation from an exclusively private 
to a quasi-government enterprise. 

The Anglo-Persian Oil Company was founded in 1909 by William Knox D'Arcy as 
a wholly British-owned and operated company to find oil and to develop land 
concessions in over four-fifths of Iran. At the beginning, D'Arcy gave Iran 20,000 
shares in his company and made a commitment to pay the host government 16 percent of 
all oil revenues. Although a purely private organization at this point, the Anglo-Persian 
Oil Company relied heavily on the home government's persuasive power to convince the 
Shah to cooperate with the English investor. Government assistance included bribery, 
subterfuge, and intrigue. 

The efforts led to a long marriage between the company (which changed its name to 
British Petroleum) and the British government. By 1914, when BP's modest success in 
drilling for oil had been negated by rising costs of transportation, bankruptcy loomed. 
However, First Lord of  the Admiralty Winston Churchill convinced the government to 
bail out the failing company because the navy, rapidly converting from coal to oil, 
needed a reliable supplier--which meant a government-controlled oil enterprise--for 
strategic purposes. When the time came for government and company to join forces, the 
purchasing agreement had several interesting provisions: 

1. The company would always remain an independent British company but each 
director would be a British subject who, it was assumed, would always 
maintain a "sense of duty" to support the government and its policies. 
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. 

3. 

The British government would appoint two of the company's directors and 
have power to veto company decisions that threatened the strategic interests of 
the nation. 
The company would always be bound to "help and enrich" British subjects at 
home and abroad. This meant that the company (1) had social responsibilities 
to build houses, schools, roads, hospitals, and the like: (2) would concentrate 
its production technology on specific products the government desired (such as 
navy distillate), and (3) would be devoid of a marketing structure because it 
was government's intention to insulate it from competition. 47 

The framework established by the Churchill-inspired government buy-out would 
stay with British petroleum for decades. From 1914 on, the company's actions were 
characterized by aversion to competition and cooperation with, and reliance on, the 
government. This arrangement contrasted sharply with the antitrust and adversarial 
postures that characterized relationships between the U.S. government and American oil 
companies, including Exxon. 

By 1947, several oil-well discoveries close to Great Britain increased British 
Petroleum's ability to help the homeland. Shortly after the discovery of Scottish shale 
oil, the government, seeing an opportunity to keep alive a home industry that employed 
many thousands, built refineries in South Wales at Llandarey and in Scotland at 
Pumplerson. Still lightly committed to refining products like gasoline, the company was 
largely oriented toward upstream products (such as distillate oil for ships) that undergo 
few, if any, value-adding processes before sale. Around this time, too, British Petroleum 
moved to obtain complete control of  crude oil products in Iran. To BP, the "16 percent 
of profits clause" reached under the original agreement was just and equitable to the 
people of Iran. It believed that it had met its social responsibilities to the host country. 

Buttressing its beliefs were substantial contributions. By 1951, British Petroleum 
employed 70,000 Iranians and had built 30 schools, a technical college, three hospitals, 
35 dispensaries, 40 bridges, and 1250 miles of road. Yet, what the British believed to be 
ethical, was judged unacceptable by the Iranians, whose sense of outrage was 
orchestrated in 1951 by Dr. Mossadegh in a coup that resulted in the expulsion of  the 
Shah and all Westerners. The National Iranian Oil Company was started and took 
ownership of  three-fourths of  the reserves formerly belonging to British Petroleum. 
After 1953, when a CIA-managed coup restored the Shah, BP regained nearly 40 percent 
of its reserves. 

The upheaval had lasting effects. The first was that British Petroleum realized that 
it walked a tightrope. As a publicly owned company it needed to remain subservient to 
the government yet had to reduce reliance on it in order to make money. The company 
had been appalled when Parliament stood "idly by" during the Iranian nationalization. 
Despite its frustration, British Petroleum still recognized a duty not to question 
Parliament's reasons. The second major effect was that BP recognized that it was itself a 
target because of its status as an extension of the Empire. To reduce its vulnerability it 
embarked on a wave of oil explorations unmatched by any other company. By 1953, BP 
had developed major wells in Libya and Nigeria; in 1958, it acquired Alaskan leases to 
Prudhoe Bay; and in 1962, it made major oil finds in the North Sea. Today, only one- 
fifth of the British Petroleum reserves remain in the Middle Eastern countries. 

The first expensive efforts were only prelude to other large ventures. British 
Petroleum bought a majority stake in Standard Oil of Ohio, a refiner and marketer of oil 
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in the midwestern United States. Because the purchase was made by exchanging the first 
600,000 barrels per day of North Slope crude oil produced from Prudhoe Bay, British 
Petroleum obtained a U.S. presence and a strong downstream organization without 
spending a penny. The move had the added benefit of allowing BP to use the debt-free 
balance sheet of Standard Oil of  Ohio to finance future operations in Prudhoe Bay. In 
1981 it purchased Kennecott Corporation, a copper mining company, and Purina Mills 
for $500 million. With both acquisitions, British Petroleum acquired healthy companies 
with strong'managements. Its management philosophy is "hands off" the Americans in 
order not to impose on the subsidiaries either the corporate culture of an oil world or the 
organizational culture of a company that never lost its sense of obligation to the British 
government and to the British people. 

The story of BP management and the British government took a new turn when, in 
an agreement with Saudi Arabia, Parliament agreed to sell 132 British warplanes worth 
over $7 billion, Britain's biggest military export deal. The terms of the agreement called 
for BP to buy Saudi crude oil for refining and marketing on the world market. The 
Saudis would then pass proceeds of the sale into a British defense ministry account, from 
which the contractors for the military equipment would be paid. The venture was not 
profitable; it was unfair to shareholders; it diverted company attention from its main job. 
Nevertheless, BP felt it had an obligation to thousands of British workers on the aircraft 
production lines. The final irony was that, despite BP's demonstrated fealty to England, 
the Thatcher government sold its 31.7 percent stake in the company as part of the 
Conservative government's move toward a free-market economy. 

The stories of Exxon and British petroleum are interesting because they raise 
important legal and moral questions about the virtues and vices of  either public or 
private global corporations, two of which stimulate larger discussions about the role of 
the multinational in a complex world: 

American Multinationals and the European Community 

No analysis of the multinational can close without mention of the European Community 
and its impact on global corporations, especially American multinationals. Postwar 
Europe, composed of insular, protected national markets, has been economically 
stagnant compared to the United States and the Far East. European companies have 
lacked a home market of sufficient size to support the investments necessary to compete 
with aggressive Japanese and American competitors in industries of the future--  
electronics, information technology, biotechnology, and telecommunications. Indeed, 
the fragmentation of the European marketplace, with its multiplicity of regulations, 
economic conditions, cultural preferences, tensions, and jealousies, has made doing 
business in Europe an unpleasant experience. 

This fragmented, chauvinistic Europe is now disappearing and a dynamic, 
integrated market grows in its place. The year 1992 will be remembered as the historic 
date for the European Community's formal baptism but only decades after that event will 
the true implications be known. Never before have 12 nations voluntarily yielded so 
much of their individual sovereignties; never before have American managers had to 
listen to the voice of one, not 12, governments in economic matters; never before have 
American multinationals (which traditionally developed local strategies for each 
European country) needed to develop a pan-European strategy; never before have 
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Americans had to worry about a united Germany as the dominant party in the European 
household. The list of "never befores" could be extended. 

EARLY MISTAKES OF AMERICAN MULTINATIONALS 

One "before" act that cannot be repeated is the reaction of Americans in 1957 to the 
European Common Market, when they naively assumed that Europe would become a 
relatively integrated marketplace like the United States. Americans tried to choose 
manufacturing locations and set up distribution networks much as they might have done 
in the United States--to serve a common market. They were disappointed to discover 
that Europe was not one market but many, with subtle and not-so-subtle barriers to 
multinational trade: regulations, transport barriers, national tastes, and cultural 
prejudices, to mention just a few. Americans did get over the pan-Europe misconcept 
some time ago, but they are only now beginning to develop a European strategy, or even 
to move toward the formation of  organizations capable of creating a European strategy. 
In late 1988 Coca-Cola announced a reorganization of its European, African, and Middle 
Eastern management to form a new focused team with responsibility for the European 
Community. Colgate-Palmolive, with manufacturing operations in nine EC countries, 
appointed a pan-European management board. Heinz, probably one of the more 
European of U.S. companies, proclaimed in its annual report for 1988 that "the potential 
for an integrated European market engages the Heinz imagination." Even IBM, 
considered by many Europeans the prototypical pan-European corporation, may have to 
develop a different marketing program to complement its nationally oriented sales 
organizations. 

EUROPEAN ECONOMIC INTEREST GROUPING 

For the multinationals, the new European market is an opportunity. To illustrate, the 
European Economic Interest Grouping is a new legal form that facilitates the operation 
of a network of national subsidiaries as a single coherent business. An EEIG is not a 
"European company" or a form of joint venture. It is a contractual association operating 
under the laws of one designated home country that provides for the allocation of 
revenues and profits among association members in accordance with the terms they 
themselves stipulate in the contract. The concept, first employed in the Airbus 
consortium, the Euromissile project, and the Carte Bleu banking system, can greatly 
simplify operating a coordinated business in a multiple tax and legal jurisdiction. 

Suppose, however, that an American multinational joins an EEIG group. Should 
U.S. antitrust laws govern the group's activities? If environmental harm is done by an 
American-sponsored EEIG to Spain, does the EPA have a voice? Should American 
audit standards prevail if five members of  the EEIG are non-American companies? 4s 
The challenge is not simply legalistic; it is ethical as well. Definitions of fairness, 
obedience to other countries' laws, and respect for other nations' cultures will occur in 
the coming decade not only between developed and developing economies (which has 
gotten most attention so far) but between companies and cultures far older than 
America's. If anything, the EC forces managers in the United States to consider those 
basic ethical norms that measure all cultural values, not only those of specific countries. 

The moral challenge will become especially acute when Americans consider 
Europe's social costs for health care, disability training and the like which are much 
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higher than in the United States. Will American workers in an EEIG, for example, settle 
for less benefits than those available to their coworkers on the continent? The questions 
are as endless as the opportunities are dazzling. 

Strengths and Weaknesses of MNCs 

STRENGTHS 

• They tend to diminish counterproductive nationalism. 
• If  multinationals enrich themselves, they also improve the economy of the host 

country, especially through the transfer of  technology and management skills. 
Unilever's research and development program, to take just one example, is 
conducted in 33 countries. 

• They speed the transfer of technology. It took 20 years for the U.S. rotary 
printing press to be introduced into Britain. In the 1950s and 1960s the 
average time lag between original production of a major semiconductor device 
to first production outside the innovating country was about two years. Within 
one year of Wilkinson's introducing stainless steel razor blades in 1962 to the 
United States there were competing products on the world market. 

• MNCs are a major force in international monetary stability. For them, 
currency fluctuations are a threat, not an opportunity. 

• The MNCs are generally seen as good employers, offering conditions at least 
equal to the most progressive domestic companies. They perceive that it is in 
their interest to behave well because of  their visibility and vulnerability as 
"foreigners." One old study in the British Kingdom, for example, of the 
behavior of the U.S. subsidiaries of MNCs (about 1600 of  them in 1969) 
indicated that they had good reputations because of above-average wages and 
superior working conditions. 

• Talk of destroying American Jobs ignores the report of a Harvard research 
team showing that foreign investments in manufacturing created more jobs for 
U.S. workers than they destroyed. Had the U.S.-based corporations not made 
the foreign investments, the cost to American employees would have been 
high--an estimated 250,000 production jobs lost, another 250,000 jobs in the 
main offices of the MNCs, and 100,000 supporting jobs. However, the 
investments did tend to alter U.S. trade patterns, which, in turn, upset 
employment in some U.S. sectors, a serious problem but less serious than any 
total dislocation. 49 

WEAKNESSES 

• Multinationals have usually opposed unionization of workers. What expressly 
arouses resentment is that part of the incentive offered by some governments is 
antiunion. Strikes against foreign companies in South Korea are illegal. The 
Malaysian government offers new industries a three-year period during which 
no trade union can operate. 

• Multinationals are runaway firms roaming the world in search of  profits by 
using cheap labor abroad. A classic example of highly labor-intensive 
industries leaving the home country is the shifting of electronics production to 
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Far East countries. Hong Kong, Taiwan, Singapore, the Philippines, and South 
Korea are all countries that have attracted companies such as Phillips, RCA, 
Zenith, and IBM. 
Multinationals play games with taxing authorities. They can minimize the tax 
bill by establishing an artificial transfer price that will inflate the profits of  
subsidiaries located in countries where the tax burden is low and limit the 
profits earned in countries where taxes are high. The tax authorities in the 
various countries, not having access to all the relevant data of the parent firm 
and its affiliates, cannot determine the consolidated profits or evaluate the 
reasonableness of the transfer prices. They must therefore base their tax 
assessment on the book profits of the enterprise within their jurisdiction. 
Multinationals, having too much control over key industries, often induce 
destabilizing results. Oil in the Middle East is an obvious example. An 
organization of  bauxite-producing countries brings together such unlikely 
partners as Australia, Guyana, Jamaica, Yugoslavia, Guinea, and Surinam. 
Spain and Morocco have been active in setting up a mercury producers 
organization. Phosphates, tungsten, and chrome ore are other cases. The 
MNCs will be affected directly by this changed balance of power. The 
implications, both for the country and for world trade, are great. 

Summary 

Multinationals are here to stay. Their presence may spur countermeasures by nations 
that feel harmed by the foreigner; may result in moves to establish an internal 
commercial court to enforce an international code of company conduct; and may induce 
labor leaders to form an umbrella organization--an international labor movement--that 
could flex its muscle throughout the world. Farseeing executives know these things. 
They know that attention now focused on Japan and the Soviet Union, Europe and 
America will turn in the next century to China, a country where they will see a baffling 
combination of traditional Confucius values, enormous ethnocentrism, a complicated 
bureaucracy, and enormous resources. 

Multinational managers also know that world reforms can be directed by the 
passionate or by the principled. In the making is a drama more exciting than any one 
previously experienced by the multinational. Codes of  conduct for individual 
corporations, joint ventures, increased roles for local managers, investments in schools 
and hospitals, support of human rights, and innovative programs for social ordering are 
among the tools that can be used to build a more humane world community. 5° French 
Jesuits working in North America and Spanish Franciscans working in Latin America 
were seen as a force civilatrice during the 18th century. With enlightened leadership the 
multinational can become the civilizing force of the 21 st. 

That fulfillment of the vision will be difficult is seen in the frustrating decade-long 
effort by the United Nations Commission on Transmutual Corporations to produce a 
code of behavior. Perhaps incrementalism will be the final solution when companies like 
IBM, General Motors, General Electric, and Dow Corning share their own experiences 
in code building for a multinational world. 
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The 1960s and 1970s were tumultuous not only in the United States but in the 
international community as a whole. A climate of confrontation developed between 
multinational corporations (MNCs) and the developing countries because of a series of 
blatantly illegal and unethical actions by MNCs in violation of the sovereignty of host 
governments and of the human rights of their citizens. 1 

By far the most publicized abuse of corporate power was the role of ITT in Chile. 
In a speech to the U.N. General Assembly in 1972, President Salvadore Allende accused 
ITT, Kennecott Copper and Anaconda Copper of  sinking "their claws into my country" 
and trying "to run our political life. ''2 Threatened with expropriation of  their properties, 
after the electoral victory by Allende's  socialist party in 1970, ITT and the copper 
companies participated in plans by the U.S. to overthrow the government of Allende. A 
Senate Foreign Relations Subcommittee on Multinational Corporations concluded, after 
a two-year inquiry, that ITT "overstepped the line of acceptable behavior" by seeking to 
enlist the help of the CIA to destabilize Allende 's  regime)  In a concluding observation 
of the Senate hearings on ITT in 1973, the chairman of the Subcommittee, Senator Frank 
Church, stated: 

I do feel very strongly that in the interests of the ITT and other multinational 
corporations who must remain welcome in the foreign countries in which they 
do business, that the wider the distance between these big businesses and the 
CIA, the better for all concerned. I think that one of the direct outgrowths of 
this series of hearings will be legislation designed to accomplish that purpose. 
Nothing can be more debilitating to large American companies in the long run 
than the widespread belief, buoyed up from time to time with evidence of this 

I am indebted to my colleague Bruce Kogut for alerting me to the relevance of civil society for my 
analysis; to my colleague Thomas Dunfee for enlightening me about the Caux Round Table; and 
to my two research assistants Mark Ford and Sang-Yoon Cha for library research and data 
processing. I am also enormously grateful to the following colleagues and friends who have read 
and commented on a draft of this paper: Ivar Berg, Nelson N. Foote, Geoffrey Garrett, Andrew 
Lamas, Abigail C. May, Franklin R. Root, Karl P. Sauvant, and Miriam Yevick. Last, but by no 
means least, I would like to thank my friend Clarence Walton for providing me with an 
opportunity to write this paper and calling my attention to several important issues and useful 
bibliographical references. Needless to say, I alone am responsible for any errors and for the 
views expressed in this paper. 
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kind, that there is an incestuous relationship between the CIA and large 
American companies operating abroad. That is one of the legislative 
derivatives.., of these hearings .4 

This incident was a likely catalyst for a number of significant developments in the 
international community. First, it may have contributed to an increase in the frequency 
of acts of expropriation in developing countries. Figure 1 shows the frequency of acts 
of expropriation peaking in the mid-70s. 5 Second, the UN General Assembly condemned 
ITT, and the Secretary General appointed a Group of Eminent Persons to inquire into the 
role of  multinational firms in world development. 

FIGURE 1 
Expropriation Acts, 1961-1984 (3-year moving average, number of acts) 
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Source: UNCTC, Transnational Corporations in World Development." Trends and 
Prospects (New York, UN, 1988), p. 316, cited in Karl P. Sauvant and Victoria Aranda, 
"The International Legal Framework for Transnational Corporation," in A.A. Fatouros, 
ed., Transnational Corporations: The International Legal Framework. London: 
Routlege, 1993, p. 91. 

Third, the recommendations of the Group of Eminent Persons stimulated the U.N. 
Economic and Social Council to create a permanent intergovernmental body, the U.N. 
Commission on Transnational Corporations. To provide a staff for this Commission, 
the Centre on Transnational Corporations was created in 1975 with a mandate to 
undertake research on economic, political and social effects of  MNCs and to formulate a 
code of  conduct. 
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Fourth, it galvanized the developing countries in 1974 to pass a General Assembly 
resolution calling for a New International Economic Order to facilitate economic 
development, promote technology transfer and rein in the power of multinationals. 

Fifth, the ITT incident, coupled with MNCs' bribery scandals in Japan, the 
Netherlands, and elsewhere, prompted Congress to adopt the Foreign Corrupt Practices 
Act of 1977. This act, in turn, may have been the impetus for the development of 
individual corporate codes of conduct in the U.S. 6 Finally, these developments 
collectively stimulated a movement to formulate international codes of conduct to 
regulate the behavior of MNCs. 7 

Among the many international codes that have been promulgated, I shall focus in 
this paper on five codes: two intergovernmental codes--the OECD and the UN Draft; 
two private industry codes the ICC and the Caux Round Table Principles for Business; 
and one combined government and private sector code--the ILO code. My purpose in 
this paper is to critically assess these codes as instruments for regulating the behavior of 
MNCs. 

Proliferation of Codes of Conduct 

According to Sauvant and Aranda, 22 international codes dealing with MNCs were 
formulated between 1974 and 19958 Why the proliferation of such codes? One possible 
answer is the dramatic increase of foreign direct investment. Economically and 
politically, MNCs are enormously powerful, dwarfing the power of most nation-states. 
In contrast to the 185 member states of the United Nations, there were, as of 1995, more 
than 38,000 MNCs with more than 251,000 affiliates throughout the world 9 To 
appreciate the gigantic power of this species of organization, Table 1 presents a ranking, 
for 1970, of 100 nation-states and MNCs according to their GNP and total sales. Notice 
that 41 of the 100 entities in this table are MNCs. A quarter century later, in 1995, a 
similar ranking shows that 51 of the 100 entities ranked are MNCs. 

Not only have MNCs grown in economic power during this period but the 
American dominance among MNCs has been replaced by Asian firms, due in large part 
to the so-called Asian miracle of economic development. Small wonder that the 
spectacular growth of MNCs has been perceived by some social scientists as posing a 
challenge to the sovereignty of nation-states] ° In fact, some observers have even dubbed 
MNCs as "new sovereigns, ml They are clearly a novel phenomenon in the international 
community--relatively autonomous, non-state actors. Regulations pertaining to MNCs, 
such as they are, generally stop at the borders of nation-states, but because MNCs, by 
definition, transcend nation-states, they are virtually unregulated actors in the 
international community. Despite their international economic and political power, they 
lack status in international law. Under the circumstances, MNCs are free to do good as 
well as harm. To illustrate their potential for harm, I shall now consider the recent case 
of the Nigeria-Shell tragedy, which rivals the ITT case in its immoral leitmotif. 

The Nigeria-Shell Tragedy 

Royal Dutch Shell is the largest oil company in the world, with operations in more than 
100 countries. Its Nigerian subsidiary, the Shell Petroleum Development Company 
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Table 1 
R A N K I N G  O F  N A T I O N - S T A T E S  A N D  M N C s  A C C O R D I N G  T O  G N P  A N D  T O T A L  
SALES FOR 1970 
(in $ millions) 
Rank Nation-States and MNCs $ Rank Nation-States and MNCs $ 

1 .  

2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 

10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
28. 
29. 
30. 
31. 
32. 
33. 
34. 
35. 
36. 
37. 
38. 
39. 
40. 
41. 
42. 
43. 
44. 
45. 
46. 
47. 
48. 
49. 
50+ 

United States 974,100 
Soviet Union 504,700 
Japan 197,180 
West Germany 186,350 
France 147,530 
Great Britain 121,020 
Italy 93,190 
China 82,500 
Canada 80,380 
India 52,920 
Poland 42,320 
East Germany 37,610 
Australia 36,100 
Brazil 34,600 
Mexico 33,180 
Sweden 32,580 
Spain 32,260 
Netherlands 31,250 
Czechoslovakia 28,840 
Romania 28,010 
Belgium 25,700 
Argentina 25,420 

Switzerland 20,480 
Pakistan 17,500 
South Africa 16,690 

Denmark 15,570 

Austria 14,310 
Yugoslavia 14,020 
Indonesia 12,600 
Bulgaria I 1,820 
Norway 11,390 
H u n g ~  I 1,330 
g0  
Philippines 10,230 
Finland 10,200 
Iran 10,180 
Venezuela 9,580 
Greece 9,540 
Turkey 9,040 

South Korea 8,210 

Chile 7,390 

Colombia 6,610 

51. 
52. 
53. 
54. 
55. 
56. 
57. 
58. 
59. 
60. 
61. 
62. 
63. 
64. 
65. 
66. 
67. 
68. 
69. 
70. 
71. 
72. 
73. 
74. 
75. 
76. 
77. 
78. 
79+ 
80. 
81. 
82. 
83. 
84. 
85. 
86. 
87. 
88. 
89+ 
90. 
91. 
92. 
93. 
94. 
95. 
96. 
97. 
98. 
99. 

100. 

Egypt 6,580 
Thailand 6,510 

Portugal 6,220 
New Zealand 6,080 
Peru 5,920 

Nigeria 5,800 
Taiwan 5,460 

Cuba 4,800 
Israel 4,390 
Vo 

Algeria ~ 4,180 

Ireland 4,100 
: +:~::~ ,; j ' : :  

North Korea 3,500 

Morocco 3,340 

South-Vietnam 3,200 
Libya 3,140 
Saudi Arabia 3,140 

Source: Lester R+ Brown, World Without Borders, New York: Random House, 1972, Table 1, pp. 214- 
15. 
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Table  2 
R A N K I N G  O F  N A T I O N - S T A T E S  AND M N C s  A C C O R D I N G  TO G N P  A N D  T O T A L  
S A L E S  F O R  1995 
(in $ mill ions) 
Rank Nation-States and MNCs $ Rank Nation-States and MNCs $ 

1. USA 6,726,900 51. 
2. Japan 5,166,100 52. 
3. Germany 2,040,900 53. 
4. France 1,319,400 54. 
5. United Kingdom 1,038,200 55. 
6. Italy 1,002,300 56. 
7. China 692,400 57. 
8. Brazil 655,900 58. 
9. Canada 524,600 59. 

10. Spain 473,800 60. 
11. Korea 451,600 61. 
12. Russia 364,300 62. 
13. Mexico 361,000 63. 
14. Netherlands 334,500 64. 
15. Australia 311,800 65. 
16. India 296,700 66. 
17. Argentina 277,800 67. 
18. Switzerland 267,200 68. 
19. Taiwan 263,700 69. 
20. Belgium 229,000 70. 
21. Austria 195,900 71. 
22. Sweden 188,600 72. 
23. Indonesia 173,400 73. 
24. ~ M i ~ i  ;~ii~!, ~ i i ~,~tlO 74. 
25. N~ 75. 

27. ~ n ~  !{i~ i~! ~i  !' ~! 77. 

29. Denmark 141,800 79. 
30. Thailand 141,500 80. 
31. ~ 21! 81. 
32. Turkey 131,300 82. 
33. Hong Kong 130,700 83. 
34. South Africa 130,600 84. 
35. Norway 120,500 85. 
36. 86. 
37. 87. 
38. l ~  ~ ;~i~'?~;!?,~ 88. 
39. R~yal ~ ' i ? i i i ~  89. 
40 . . . . .  ~{~N,Ig@:'~<:" 90. 
41. Finland 93,200 91. 
42. Poland 92,800 92. 
43. Portugal 86,900 93. 
44. Israel 85,400 94. 
45. Greece 77,500 95. 
46. Philippines 76,600 96. 
47. Venezuela 73,300 97. 
48. -Hitachi~ ~:~~i~ 
49. Singapore 68,700 98. 
50. I ~ i ~ '  :;~ ~* I f ~ , ~  99. 

100. 

Colombia 62,800 ...................................... ,: : ~ ~ 4 ~  ~.~ ~ 

Pakistan 53,250 

New Zealand 48,800 
Ireland 45,900 
Czech Republic 45,700 

Algeria 44,347 
H u n g ~  ~ 44~000 

Nigeria 32,988 

Morocco 27,645 
S ~ e  

Kazakhstan 26,490 

Source: For the GNP data, see World Bank Atlas 1995, Washington, D.C.: World Bank, 1995, pp. 18-19. 
For the total sales data, see World Investment Report: Transnational Corporations and Competitiveness, 
New York: United Nations, 1995, pp. 20-23. 
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(SPDC), discovered oil in 1958 in the Niger River delta, where the Ogoni people live. 
SPDC is the sole operator of a Nigerian government joint venture in which it has a 30 
percent interest, with the Nigeria National Petroleum Company (NNPC) holding a 55 
percent stake in the company. 

In addition to being a dominant economic player in Nigeria, "Shell is deep in the 
politics of Nigeria," says Sister Majella, a Catholic missionary 12 A revolving door seems 
to be operating between the management of SPDC and the Nigerian government. One 
prominent Shell alumnus is Chief Rufus Ada George, the former executive governor of 
Rivers State. Another is Ernest Shonenkan, the former director of SPDC who replaced 
General Ibrahim Babangida and was President of Nigeria for a brief period before 
General Sani Abacha, the current ruler 13 

Oil is the single most important commodity in Nigeria, and Shell is the backbone of 
the oil industry there; oil accounts for more than 90 percent of the country's foreign 
exchange, and more than 80 percent of the Federal Government revenue. Hence oil, as 
the center of the Nigerian economy, stands firmly behind the succession of military 
regimes that have ruled the country since it achieved independence from the British. 

Through the years, the Ogonis have been exposed to oil spills and invasive pipe 
laying. Having more than 100 oil wells in Ogoniland has resulted in almost 3,000 
separate oil spills between 1976 and 1991, polluting their waters and poisoning their 
lands. Oil spills are not the only environmental disasters that the Ogonis have to deal 
with: gas flares burn 24 hours a day (some for the last 30 years). The environmental 
devastation was a major impetus for the Ogoni people founding, in 1990, the Movement 
for the Survival of Ogoni People (MOSOP) to protest Shell's actions. This movement 
formulated the Ogoni Bill of Rights, which put forth such demands as: 

• direct representation of Ogonis in all Nigerian national institutions; 
• right to protect the Ogoni environment from degradation; 
• a special fund to be created and controlled by the Ogonis to remedy the 

environmental damage; 
• the federal government to pay royalties for oil taken out of Ogoniland since 

1958; 
• Shell should compensate the Ogoni for dislocation of their economic life since 

1958. 

The elected spokesman of MOSOP was Ken Saro-Wiwa, a lecturer at the 
University of Lagos and a prolific playwright. In reaching out to the press and 
international media, Ken Saro-Wiwa told the world that Shell had made more than $30 
billion from oil fields in Ogoniland while leaving the area a wasteland. 

In 1993, Shell ceased operations in Ogoniland, alleging that Saro-Wiwa's 
environmental activists had sabotaged Shell's equipment. To protect its property, Shell 
called upon the Nigerian military for assistance. According to Saro-Wiwa's brother, Dr. 
Owen Wiwa, Nigerian troops arrived--transported and paid for by Shell--to punish the 
Ogonis by killing 2,000 people and razing 30 villages. TM When these actions failed to 
quell the protests, the Nigerian regime arrested Saro-Wiwa and eight of his associates, 
charging them falsely with the murder of four Ogoni tribal leaders. 

A military tribunal found Saro-Wiwa and eight associates guilty and sentenced 
them to death. Notwithstanding appeals for clemency to General Abacha by 
international human rights organizations and appeals to the CEO of Shell to intercede on 
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behalf of Saro-Wiwa and associates, they were hanged on November 10, 1995. Nigeria 
was roundly criticized by some Western countries and by South Africa, but virtually all 
threats o f  sanctions,  economic  and political,  came to naught. Apparent ly ,  
dependence on Nigerian oil was more consequential than concern for human rights and 
justice 15 Royal Dutch Shell was the object of considerable criticism in London and 
Amsterdam. The CEO of Shell defended Shell's failure to intervene publicly, first by 
saying that it had exercised quiet diplomacy and then by claiming that it had no right to 
intervene in the judicial process of Nigeria. "It is not for a commercial organization to 
interfere with the legal processes of a sovereign state such as Nigeria. ''~6 

To say the least, this is a disingenuous claim because Shell, as we have seen, has 
intervened economically and politically in Nigeria for more than 40 years. In fact, the 
picture that emerges from this tragic case is one of  a highly symbiotic relationship 
between the Nigerian regime and Shell which bears out Lord Acton's famous dictum: 
"Power corrupts, absolute power corrupts absolutely." 

Would the Nigerian-Shell tragedy have occurred if Shell had subscribed to one or 
more of the emerging international codes of  conduct? To answer this question, I now 
turn to a critical analysis of five international codes of conduct. 

Five International Codes of Conduct 

The search for universal norms has been a preoccupation of philosophers, theologians 
and legal scholars for centuries. Even Adam Smith, who wrote Moral Sentiments in 
1759, many years before The Wealth of Nations, held the chair of Moral Philosophy in 
the University of Glasgow. With the rise of modern science and technology, there has 
been a progressive diffusion of  global technical standards that increasingly guide--or  
should guide--everything from the design and construction of ships, aircraft, 
skyscrapers, bridges, manufacturing plants, nuclear reactors, etc. to screw threads, 
micrometers and, before transistors, vacuum tubes. 17 

After World War II, there was a growing awareness of the need for international 
standards to meet the requirements of an evolving world economy. Delegates from 25 
countries, meeting in London in 1946, decided to create the International Organization 
for Standardization (ISO) in order to facilitate the international coordination and 
unification of  industrial standards. TM Two major systems of international standards - ISO 
9000 and ISO 14000 - have been the subject of  much deliberation. 19 Supplementing the 
work of ISO are negotiations for Mutual Recognition Agreements (MRAs) between the 
U.S. and the European Union: "to accept each other's industrial and regulatory standards 
for a wide range of  products including appliances, pharmaceuticals and 
telecommunications equipment. ''z° Where the implementation of such standards is 
feasible but not undertaken, corporations expose their workers and communities to 
avoidable risks and their shareholders, directors and management to unnecessary legal 
liabilities and moral sanction. The failure of  Union Carbide to apply the most advanced 
technical standards in designing its plant in Bhopal, India was clearly unethical and 
contributed to the tragedy that took the lives of  thousands of Indians. 

Likewise, with the rise of nation-states in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, 
modern international law emerged. Notwithstanding its pervasive enforcement 
problems, the corpus of international treaties and conventions have imposed constraints 
on nation-states and tended to promote a measure of  conflict resolution. The Hague 
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Conventions, for example, which seek to limit the savagery and inhumanity of warfare, 
are a civilizing force, notwithstanding the sorry record of violation in World War II, and 
more recently, in the Bosnian war 21 

Analogously, the worldwide expansion of MNCs since WWII  creates a compelling 
need for developing global ethical principles to control self-serving decisions of some 
MNCs that generate environmental pollution, exploit labor and natural resources in 
developing countries and violate the human rights of  their citizens. The recent growth of 
the field of business ethics in business schools may be interpreted as a countervailing 
reaction in an effort to "humanize" the decision making of  some MNCs 22 Three 
exemplary contributions by ethicists are the guidelines by Walton 23 and DeGeorge, 24 and 
the fundamental international rights by Donaldson 25 

With these considerations as a background, I now turn to an assessment of five 
international codes of  conduct. To what extent do they articulate universal and 
transcultural ethical standards? I shall take up the five codes in chronological order: 

ICC 26 

In 1972, the International Chamber of Commerce, a non-governmental organization 
established in 1920, produced an elaborate voluntary code entitled Guidelines for 
International Investment. The eight categories of guidelines relate to investment 
policies, ownership and management, finance, fiscal policies, the legal framework, labor 
policies, technological issues, and commercial policies. For each of these categories, 
provisions are set forth from three perspectives: the investor, viz, the MNC, the 
government of the investor country and the government of the host country. Couched as 
general and often imprecise recommendations, some of the provisions sound vaguely 
transcultural in nature, e.g.: 

1. The investor should encourage local participation in the management of the 
enterprise, promoting nationals to posts of increasing responsibility, and providing 
the training and experience that are a prerequisite for such promotion. 

2. The investor should be willing to enter into arrangements for the settlement by 
international conciliation or arbitration of disputes with the government of  the host 
country. 

3. The government of the host country should respect the recognized principles of 
international law, reflected in many international treaties regarding the treatment of 
foreign property...: in the event of expropriation or nationalization, the effective 
payment, without undue delay, of just compensation. 

According to one observer, these guidelines are frequently given lip service by industry 
and serve to "coopt or at least disarm the negotiators from the Group of 77," that is, non- 
aligned countries. 27 This interpretation is reflected in the preamble to the guidelines. "It 
is hoped also that these Guidelines will be helpful to the United Nations and other 
intergovernmental organizations in their efforts to promote constructive discussions on 
the relationships between international investors, the governments of host countries and 
the investors' governments." 
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OECD 28 

Following the lead of ICC, the Organization for Economic Cooperation and 
Development--an intergovernmental body of industrialized countries--issued 
"Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises" in 1976. Addressed to member governments 
and MNCs, these guidelines are voluntary and "not legally enforceable." 

The Guidelines focus on the following issues: general policies, disclosure of 
information, competition, financing, taxation, employment and industrial relations 
policies, and scientific and technological issues. These guidelines were drafted by an 
OECD committee with the aid of The Business and Industry Advisory Committee and of 
The Trade Union Advisory Committee. 

Do these guidelines include any propositions setting forth universal ethical 
principles or transcultural principles? The following vaguely formulated statements may 
be interpreted as potential candidates for ethical universals. 

Enterprises should give due consideration to: 

1. The protection of the environment and consumer interests, the creation of 
employment opportunities, the promotion of innovation and the transfer of 
technology; 

2. The disallowance of any bribe or other improper benefit, direct or indirect, to any 
public servant or holder of public office; 

3. The abstention from any improper involvement in local political activities. 
4. The according of respect of the rights of their employees to be represented by trade 

unions and other bona fide organizations of employees, and to engage in 
constructive negotiations, either individually or through employers' associations, 
with such employee organizations with a view to reaching agreements on 
employment conditions .... 

5. The use of appropriate international dispute settlement mechanisms, including 
arbitration ...as a means of facilitating the resolution of problems arising between 
enterprises and Member countries. 

One legal scholar asserts that the adoption of the OECD Guidelines by 23 of the 24 
member governments accords them a "legal authority" even though they are "voluntary" 
and non-legally binding). 29 Another legal scholar claims that the OECD Guidelines and 
comparable codes contribute to "the recognition and development of lex mercatoria" [or 
to a new law merchant] 3° Yet another legal scholar forecasts that the guidelines "though 
voluntary in origin, may.., in the course of time--and when they have been frequently 
applied--pass into the general corpus of customary international law...31The passage of 
two decades since the adoption of the OECD Guidelines, evidently, has not been 
sufficient to test their efficacy as customary law; nor have they been frequently applied to 
questionable corporate practices in developing countries. Although Britain and the 
Netherlands--in which Royal Dutch Shell is domiciled--both adopted the guidelines, 
neither saw fit to request that the OECD Council inquire into the actions of Shell in 
Nigeria nor condemn Shell for its behavior, let alone sanction its behavior. 
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ILO 32 

The International Labor Organization, an independent and specialized agency of the 
United Nations, was founded in 1919. It has a unique tripartite structure consisting of 
representatives of governments, employers and employees from 150 countries. Its 
principal policy function is to issue labor and industrial conventions and 
recommendations that go into effect when they are ratified by member countries. 

In 1977, the ILO adopted the Tripartite Declaration of Principles Covering 
Multinational Enterprises and Social Policy. This declaration is addressed to 
governments, employers' and workers' organizations as well as to M N C s .  33 Unlike 
ILO's formal conventions and recommendations requiring ratification by member 
countries, this code is voluntary in nature. It consists of 58 provisions divided into the 
following content areas: general policies, employment, training, conditions of work and 
life and industrial relations. 

The overall aim of this code is to "encourage the positive contribution which 
multinational enterprises can make to economic and social progress and to minimize and 
resolve the difficulties to which their various operations may give rise." 

As for transcultural principles, I shall single out a number of salient examples of 
such provisions in this code: 

1. All the parties...should respect the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the 
corresponding International Covenants adopted by the General Assembly of the 
United Nations. 

2. All governments should pursue policies designed to promote equality of opportunity 
and treatment in employment, with a view to eliminating any discrimination based 
on race, color, sex, religion, political opinion, national extraction or social origin. 

3. Arbitrary dismissal procedures should be avoided. 
4. Multinational enterprises should co-operate in the work of international 

organizations concerned with the preparation and adoption of international safety 
and health standards. 

5. Workers employed by multinational enterprises as well as those employed by 
national enterprises should...have the right to establish and to join organizations of 
their own choosing without previous authorizations. They should also enjoy 
adequate protection against acts of anti-union discrimination in respect to their 
employment. 

6. Where governments of host countries offer special incentives to attract foreign 
investment, these incentives should not include any limitation of the workers' 
freedom of association or the right to organize and bargain collectively. 

7. Workers employed by multinational enterprises should have the right, in accordance 
with national law and practice, to have representative organizations of their own 
choosing recognized for the purpose of collective bargaining. 

8 . . . .  any worker who, acting individually or jointly with other workers, considers that 
he has grounds for a grievance should have the right to submit such grievance 
without suffering any prejudice whatsoever as a result, and to have such grievance 
examined pursuant to an appropriate procedure. 

9. Multinational...enterprises jointly with representatives and organizations of the 
workers whom they employ should seek to establish voluntary conciliation 
machinery.., which may include provisions for voluntary arbitration, to assist in the 
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prevention and settlement of  industrial disputes between employers and workers. 
The voluntary conciliation machinery should include equal representation of 
employers and workers. 

All of these provisions represent laudable ethical principles and objectives. Whether 
they elicit a high level of  compliance from MNCs and host and home governments is a 
critical and unanswered question. The ILO Governing Body was aware of the need for a 
follow-up procedure to monitor compliance with the code. It therefore decided "to 
request governments to report periodically on the effect given to the Declaration after 
full consultation with employers' and workers' organizations. ''34 In addition, the ILO 
decided to communicate the results of the follow-up effort to the Commission on 
Transnational Enterprises, which has a mandate to develop a U.N. Code of conduct. 

U.N. DRAFT CODE OF CONDUCT 35 

As I have noted above, in 1974, the U.N. General Assembly established the Commission 
on Transnational Corporations and the Centre on Transnational Corporations with a 
mandate to prepare a code of  conduct for MNCs.  36 Through such a code, developing 
countries hoped to establish standards of behavior for MNCs, and define their 
responsibilities. Industrialized countries and MNCs, on the ether hand, sought 
protection, through such a code, against arbitrary and unjust expropriation by the 
governments of developing countries. 

Negotiations on a code began in 1975, under the guidance of the U.N. Centre on 
Transnational Corporations; a draft code was finally completed in 198937 Like other 
codes of conduct, the U.N. Code was also conceived as a voluntary rather than as a 
mandatory instrument; unlike others, it is very comprehensive in "subject matter of 
regulation and geographical scope of application. ''38 

In the preamble, the Draft Code states that "a universally accepted, comprehensive 
and effective Code of Conduct on Transnational Corporations is an essential element in 
the strengthening of international economic and social co-operation .... " It then sets forth 
a complex array of 71 provisions arranged under the following five categories: 

• Definitions and Scope of Application 
• Activities of Transnational Corporations 
• Treatment of Transnational Corporations 
• Intergovernmental Cooperation 
• Implementation of the Code of  Conduct 

The provisions range widely from regulation of contracts, transfer pricing, transfer 
of technology to nationalization and compensation, consumer protection and industrial 
relations. And as a reader will by now anticipate, this code also includes a substantial 
number of normative propositions that approximate transcultural principles. For 
example: 

1. The Code is universally applicable in all States, regardless of  their political and 
economic systems or their level of  development. 

2. Transnational corporations shall respect human rights and fundamental freedoms in 
the countries in which they operate. In their social and industrial relations, 
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transnational corporations shall not discriminate on the basis of race, color, sex, 
religion, language, social, national and ethnic origin or political or other opinion. 
Transnational corporations shall conform to government policies designed to extend 
equality of opportunity and treatment. 

3 . . . .  transnational corporations shall not interfere in the internal affairs of host 
countries. 

4. Transnational corporations shall refrain, in their transactions, from the offering, 
promising or giving of any payment, gift or other advantage to or for the benefit of  a 
public official as consideration for performing or refraining from the performance of 
his duties in connection with those transactions. 

5. Transnational corporations shall also perform their activities with due regard to 
relevant international standards, so that they do not cause injury to the health or 
endanger the safety of consumers or bring about variations in the quality of products 
in each market which would have detrimental effects on consumers. 

6. Transnational corporations should disclose to the public in the countries in which 
they operate all appropriate information about the contents and, to the extent known, 
on the possibly hazardous effects of the products they produce or market in the 
countries concerned by means of proper labeling, information and accurate 
advertising or other appropriate methods. Packaging of their products should be 
safe and the contents of the product should not be misrepresented. 

7. It is acknowledged that States have the right to nationalize or expropriate the assets 
of a transnational corporation operating in their territories, and that adequate 
compensation is to be paid by the State concerned, in accordance with applicable 
legal rules and principles. 

The rich assortment of provisions is this code 's  strength as well as its weakness. 
One legal scholar claims that " . . .by  loading onto its shoulders 'Heinz Varieties'  of legal 
subjects, it spreads its competence into other fields. The. . .Code should limit its scope to 
corporation law and free itself of contract, tort, property (technology), labor, and 
environmental law. ''39 

Notwithstanding about 14 years of  negotiation on this code among the members of 
the U.N. Commission on Transnational Corporations, disagreements remained on broad 
as well as specific issues, n° " . . .The Centre's work has been strongly supported by 
Northern and Western European countries. The strongest opposition to, or lack of 
support for, the work of the Centre has come from the United States and Japan. ''41 In 
1990, the Draft Code was submitted to the U.N. Economic and Social Council where it 
failed to win approval and hence was not referred for a vote to the U.N. General 
Assembly. 

Although it failed of final adoption, the U.N. Draft Code of Conduct has been 
accorded a degree of  "moral authority. "42 According to an international law scholar, this 
code "is likely to have a significant effect on corporate-state relations. ''43 The experience 
gained in these negotiations, covering, as they did, a wide spectrum of issues central to 
the relations of investors and states, is likely to be of use in any future deliberations by 
the World  Trade Organization (WTO) on a multilateral framework for investment. If the 
WTO ever embarks on such an effort, they will very likely produce an international 
agreement h la GATT rather than an international code of conduct. 
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CAUX ROUND TABLE'S PRINCIPLES FOR BUSINESS 44 

Founded in 1986 by business leaders of major European, Japanese and American MNCs, 
meeting in the Swiss village of Caux-sur-Montreux, the Caux Round Table (CRT) is a 
unique creation in several respects. First, it is a business non-governmental organization 
with a mission to "tame the global economic frontier" created by MNCs. 45 Conceived as 
an international code of ethics, it focuses on "the importance of global corporate 
responsibility in reducing social and economic threats to world peace and stability." 

Second, it advances a set of principles of business based on two ethical traditions: 
the Japanese concept of Kyosei, which means "living and working together for the 
common good;" and the Western concept of "human dignity," namely, the Kantian 
dictum of treating each person as an end and not simply as a means to the fulfillment of 
others' ends. 

Third, the CRT sets forth seven principles which apply the ethical ideals of  Kyosei 
and human dignity. The seven principles are as follows: 

Principle 1. 

Principle 2. 

Principle 3. 

Principle 4. 
Principle 5. 
Principle 6. 
Principle 7. 

The Responsibilities of  Businesses: Beyond Shareholders 
Toward Stakeholders 
The Economic and Social Impact of Business: Toward 
Innovation, Justice and World Community 
Business Behavior: 
Beyond the Letter of  Law Toward a Spirit of Trust 
Respect for Rules 
Support for Multilateral Trade 
Respect for the Environment 
Avoidance of Illicit Operations 

All but one of  these principles are incorporated in one or another of the four codes 
of conduct I have reviewed. The exception is the first principle, namely, that 
responsibilities of business extend beyond shareholders to stakeholders. The stakeholder 
concept is spelled out in a set of six stakeholder principles (developed by the Minnesota 
Center for Corporate Responsibility) pertaining to customers, employees, 
owners/investors, suppliers, competitors and communities. Applying a stakeholder 
frame of  reference or a "constellation of interests" approach makes the CRT's Principles 
for Business a distinctive code of conduct. 46 It provides decision makers of MNCs with 
an ethical checklist to ascertain in advance of  any decision the potential costs and 
benefits to relevant stakeholders. Managing an MNC to protect the interests of  
stakeholders entails compliance with the following stakeholder fiduciary principle. 

Management bears a fiduciary relationship to stakeholders and to the 
corporation as an abstract entity. It must act in the interests of  the 
stakeholders as their agent, and it must act in the interests of the corporation 
to ensure the survival of the firm, safeguarding the long-term stakes of each 
group. 47 

Whether the CRT would subscribe to the foregoing fiduciary principle regarding 
stakeholders remains to be seen. 
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Problem of Implementation 

Although each of  the five voluntary codes of conduct I have reviewed is meritorious in 
principle, the Achilles' heel of  each of them inheres in the problem of implementation. 
Only two of the five codes explicitly address this problem. The ILO code provides for a 
periodic reporting procedure from governments but not from business enterprises or 
labor unions 48 But what happens if a government fails to comply with an ILO 
Convention or Recommendation that it has ratified? In 1981, the ILO Governing Body 
established a Standing Committee to monitor implementation of the code and to interpret 
sections of it when called upon to do SO. 49 

The U.N. Draft Code proposes a more detailed set of procedures for 
implementation. It also provides for an organizational mechanism to perform this task, 
viz., the U.N. Centre on Transnational Corporations. Because this code seriously 
grappled with the problem of implementation, some of the members states represented 
on the U.N. Economic and Social Council possibly concluded that the proposed code 
might prove too "burdensome" for their MNCs to live with; consequently, they did not 
refer the code for adoption by the U.N. General Assembly. 

In a systematic analysis of the problem of implementing multilateral policies, such 
as codes of conduct, Getz divides implementation into three steps: communication, 
monitoring and sanctioning. 5° The first step, communication, seeks "to assure that firms 
know what they are expected to do, perhaps to convince them that a particular course of 
action is appropriate, and to inform them of the sanctions that may be provoked by their 
responses" to the policy. The purpose of monitoring, the second step is "to observe and 
evaluate the behavior of firms with respect to ...[policy] requirements. Implementers 
use two sorts of tactics, inspections and reports, to monitor firm behavior." The third 
step, sanctioning, seeks "to encourage compliance with ...[policies] and to discourage 
noncompliance through the promise of positive sanctions and the threat of negative 
sanctions. Sanctions affect the rational cost-benefit calculus of the targeted actor: 
negative sanctions should increase costs whereas positive sanctions should increase 
benefits. TM All three implementation processes---communication, monitoring and 
sanctioning--are positively associated with the degree to which the behavior of the 
targeted organization is modified in a desired direction. 

To ascertain whether the organizations promulgating the five codes of conduct 
succeeded in communicating information about the provisions of their codes, I undertook 
a mail survey of the CEOs of Fortune's Global 500 corporations. To encourage a high 
response rate, a one-page questionnaire was sent to all CEOs with two follow-up 
mailings of the questionnaire. The response rate was very disappointing indeed: only 36 
of 500 CEOs responded or a 7 percent response rate, an extraordinarily low rate even for 
mail surveys. Under the circumstances, the survey findings cannot be regarded as 
representative; at best they are indicative and suggestive. 

Table 3 presents some survey findings pertaining to respondents' knowledge of the 
five codes. The codes of  ICC, OECD, and the U.N. draft are virtually identical in level 
of information dissemination: about one-third of the CEOs were familiar with the codes. 
Relatively few respondents, however, are familiar with the ILO code and the Caux 
Round Table's Principles for Business: 13.9 percent and 16.7 percent, respectively. 
Clearly, the five organizations that have promulgated these codes have yet to 
communicate adequate information about their contents. 
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In Table 4, some survey findings are presented concerning the CEOs' degree of 
approval of  eleven selected provisions of  the five codes. Approval ratings---on a 1 to 7 
point scale, with 7 being highest--are uniformly high, ranging from a mean score of 5.2 
to 6.7. It is noteworthy that the OECD's  anti-bribery provision elicited the highest 
degree of  approval - -a  mean score of  6 .75- -of  the 11 code provisions rated. 52 The non- 
governmental organization, Transparency International, 53 which has as its mission to 
propagate an anti-bribery policy, should be pleased to learn that its message elicits a high 
level of  support among a self-selected sample of CEOs of Fortune's 500 Global 500 
corporations. 

TABLE 3 
Knowledge of Five International Codes of Conduct* 

Percentage N = 36 

International Chamber of Commerce: 
Guidelines for International Investment (1972) 

Organization for Economic Cooperation and 
Development: 
Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises (1976) 

International Labor Organization: 
Tripartite Declaration of Principles Concerning 
Multinational Enterprises and Social Policy (1977) 

United Nations Commission on Transnational 
Corporations: Draft Code of Conduct on 
Transnational Corporations (1990) 

The Caux Round Table's Principles for Business 
(1992) 

30.6 

33.3 

13.9 

33.3 

16.7 

11 

12 

5 

12 

*Percentage who read the code. 
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TABLE 4 
Degree of Approval of Five International Codes of Conduct* 

Mean Score 

International Chamber of Commerce: 
Guidelines for International Investment 

a) Multinational Corporations (MNCs) should consider 
favorably the reinvestment of part of their profits in 
their host country. 

b) MNCs should make the latest suitable technology 
available in return for appropriate payments. 

Organization for Economic Cooperation and 
Development: 

Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises 

c) MNCs should not render any bribe to any public 
official of a host country. 

d) MNCs should provide their host countries with 
necessary information to correctly determine taxes. 

International Labor Organization: 
Tripartite Declaration of Principles Concerning 
Enterprises and Social Policy 

e) MNCs should give priority to advancement and 
employment of nationals of their host country at all 
levels. 

f) MNCs should avoid making use of arbitrary dismissal 
procedures. 

g) MNCs should accord workers the rights to bargain 
collectively. 

United National Commission on Transnational 
Corporations: 

Draft Code of Conduct on Transnational 
Corporations 

h) MNCs should protect the environment of their host 
country and, where damaged, rehabilitate it. 

I) MNCs shall respect human rights and fundamental 
freedoms in their host country. 

j) MNCs should not interfere with the internal affairs of 
host countries. 

The Caux Round Table's Principles for Business 
k) MNCs should treat customers fairly in all aspects of 

business transactions, including a high level of 
service and remedies for their dissatisfaction. 

*Mean score based on 1-7 Scale, with 1 = low and 7 = high. 

Code Individual 
Total Provision 

5.21 

5.19 

5.22 

6.71 

6.75 

6.67 

5.69 

5.36 

6.28 

5.42 

6.31 

6.39 

6.72 

5.83 
6.56 

6.56 
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A Direct Mechanism for Regulating MNCs: International Chartering 

For the past 25 years, the international code of conduct movement has sought to regulate 
MNCs by means of voluntary instruments in an effort to minimize harms and maximize 
benefits to developing countries while protecting foreign direct investments. Raymond 
Vernon, an economist who has studied the problems of foreign direct investments for 
several decades, concludes: 

that most governments and most transnational corporations have not yet 
reached the point at which they are prepared to confront the hard issues 
associated with creating a stable regime for transnational corporations...a 
long period of experimentation and travail will be needed before anything like 
a comprehensive international regime for transnational corporations takes 
shape. 54 

Notwithstanding the fundamental shortcomings of the international code of conduct 
movement, it has probably already sensitized the CEOs of many MNCs to the need to 
take ethical principles into account, at least, in their decision-making processes. And yet 
progress has been relatively slow; an objective assessment of MNC-host country 
interrelations would disclose many disconcerting problems, e.g., environmental 
pollution, below-subsistence wage rates, child labor, forced labor, and other violations of 
human rights. 

Is there a complementary mechanism or an alternative strategy for regulating 
MNCs? I think there is. The proposal to institutionalize international chartering of 
corporations merits serious consideration. 

This idea has been advocated for more than 25 years by a well-known statesman 
and by a number of legal scholars. It is usually associated with George Ball 55 who in an 
article entitled "Cosmocorp: The Importance of Being Stateless," argues for the creation 
of an "international companies law" to meet the needs of a global economy. 

The essence of this suggestion is that those artificial persons whom I 
have referred to as world corporations should become quite literally citizens 
of the world. What this implies is the establishment by treaty of an 
international companies law, administered by a supranational body, including 
representatives drawn from various countries, who would not only exercise 
normal domiciliary supervision but would also enforce antimonopoly laws and 
administer guarantees with regard to uncompensated expropriation .... 

I recognize, of course, that a company will not become effectively a 
citizen of the world merely by a legal laying on of hands. It requires 
something more than an international companies law to validate a company's 
passport; the company must in fact become international. This means among 
other things that share ownership in the parent must be spread through the 
world so that the company cannot be regarded as the exclusive instrument of a 
particular nation. 56 

Although couched in tentative and speculative terms, Ball notes that his idea is an 
extension, in a larger arena, of a common companies law being entertained by the 
European Economic Community. 57 (He takes pains to underscore that his proposal does 
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not require the establishment of a world government. Nor does he wish to involve the 
"bloc-ridden machinery of the United Nations" as a multinational supervisory agent. 58 

Rubin, an international law scholar, addresses some of the problems of a 
transnational or multinational "companies law." He notes that the European Economic 
Community, as early as 1959, initiated a discussion among industrialists, businessmen 
and academics about a European "Companies Law." Discussions and negotiations 
continued during the intervening years without success. Rubin concludes on a somewhat 
pessimistic note: "Neither the prospects for, nor the merits of, an International 
"Companies Law," administered by a supranational authority, are impressive. ''59 

In a brief reference to global chartering of  MNCs, Kline, an international relations 
researcher, states that: ". . . the suggestion has proven unrealistic since no international 
organization is going to be granted the budget, staff, or broad regulatory authority over 
MNCs needed to enforce chartering requirements when there is no underlying agreement 
between sovereign nations on the substantive content for enforceable regulations. ''6° 

Finally, Fatouros, another legal scholar, considers the proposal of international 
chartering of MNCs and observes that "serious doubts have been expressed concerning 
the feasibility of such a system" because it presupposes a consensus regarding the 
purpose and method of regulating the incorporation of MNCs. 61 

It should be noted that these negative assessments were made prior to a major 
international event: the creation of the World Trade Organization as a successor to 
GATT. Founded in 1995, WTO oversees a global trading system based on the principles 
of a free market and economic interdependence. It already comprises 130 member 
nations. Another 28, including China, Russia, Saudi Arabia and Taiwan have requested 
membership 62 Is it beyond the realm of  possibility that WTO can perform the 
supervisory function of international chartering of MNCs? This would require amending 
the charter of WTO to grant it the authority to perform a new regulatory function. It 
would, of course, also require allocating an appropriate budget and staff for such an 
operation. 

The new amendment to the WTO Charter could also incorporate one or more codes 
of conduct I have reviewed, viz., ICC, OECD and/or ILO. By so doing, the incorporated 
code or codes would become mandatory and part of  international law. If, at the end of 
the day, WTO fails to achieve sufficient consensus to incorporate the proposal for 
international chartering of MNCs, this proposal could be submitted to the Caux Round 
Table for consideration. The CEOs affiliated with the Caux Round Table have the 
requisite vision to appreciate the import for the global economy of international 
chartering of MNCs. As a prestigious and potentially powerful non-governmental 
organization, 63 the Caux Round Table may in the course of  time be able to overcome the 
opposition of MNCs and governments to international chartering as a means of  
promoting ethical behavior of multinationals. 

An Indirect Mechanism for Regulating MNCs: 
Propagating a Democratic Civil Society 

Building consensus in the board rooms of MNCs with respect to ethics and decision 
making requires a long-term organizational learning process 64 Furthering such a process 
are the five international codes of  conduct I have reviewed as well as individual 
corporate codes of  conduct that are designed to be applicable to all component units of  
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an MNC 65 (Such "universal" corporate codes would have the desirable effect of 
eventually raising the level of consciousness of  corporate employees about ethical 
consequences of corporate decisions. 

While this evolutionary learning process is unfolding, an indirect strategy for 
regulating MNCs can be employed; it consists of  an effort to democratize developing 
countries with a focus on creating a "civil society." The idea of civil society, which 
harks back to the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, was revived in the last decade by 
Central and East European intellectuals. 66 Smarting under oppressive totalitarian regimes 
for many decades, intellectuals focused on the liberating potential of creating a network 
of  voluntary associations to counter the monopoly power of  the state. Or, as Gellner puts 
it: 

...Civil Society is that set of diverse non-governmental institutions which is 
strong enough to counterbalance the state and, while not preventing the state 
from fulfilling its role of keeper of  the peace and arbitrator between major 
interests, can nevertheless prevent it from dominating and atomizing the rest 
of society. 67 

Such a society would enjoy a pluralistic power structure. Corporations, whether national 
or multinational, domestic or foreign, would not succeed in dominating the state because 
of the countervailing power of a multitude of  political, religious, professional, trade- 
union and other types of associations. Thus, if Nigeria were a democratic civil society, 
instead of an autocratic totalitarian society, Royal Dutch Shell would not have been 
given a free hand to export its oil resources, despoil its environment in the process, and 
fail to repair the damages to the Ogoni land and not compensate the Ogoni people for 
their losses. 

In the West, civil society is so embedded in our democratic societies that we take it 
for granted. "We have lived in civil society for many years without knowing it. ''68 Or, as 
Taylor says, "...there is in Western societies a web of autonomous associations, 
independent of the state, and these have an effect on public policy .,,69 

John Keane, another scholar of civil society, succinctly captures its essence. "A 
pluralistic and self-organizing civil society independent of the state is an indispensable 
condition of democracy. ''7° Among the central characteristics of a democratic society are 
freedom to form and join organizations and freedom of expression. 71 As Tocqueville 72 
pointed out in his classic study Democracy in America: 

Americans of  all ages, all conditions, and all dispositions constantly form 
associations. They have not only commercial and manufacturing companies, 
in which all take part, but associations of a thousand other kinds, religious, 
moral, serious, futile, general or restricted, enormous or diminutive. The 
Americans make associations to give entertainments, to found seminaries, to 
build inns, to construct churches, to diffuse books, to send missionaries to the 
antipodes; in this manner they found hospitals, prisons, and schools. If  it is 
proposed to inculcate some truth or to foster some feeling by the 
encouragement of a great example, they form a society. 73 

With the development of electronic communication technology--such as the telephone, 
fax machine, the computer, and now the Internet--citizens can readily organize 
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themselves to exert influence on decision makers. "The power of civil society rests with 
its enormous capacity to rapidly and flexibly network diverse and dispersed individuals 
and organizations that are motivated by voluntary commitments. ''74 This capacity to 
mobilize the citizenry on behalf of various social causes has facilitated the growth of 
non-governmental organizations such as Amnesty International, 75 which has been in the 
forefront of the international struggle to promote and protect basic human rights. 76 

Granted civil society is a potent institutional force in the West to protect citizens 
against arbitrary and repressive actions by governments and unethical and illegal 
practices by corporations. How would civil society help developing countries? And 
how would it affect MNCs operating in developing countries? 

Most developing countries lack an effective civil society. They are dominated by 
totalitarian regimes whose political and economic elites exploit their citizenry. It is, 
therefore, hardly surprising that they are vulnerable to pressures by MNCs, which are far 
superior in economic power. Institutionalizing a civil society in developing countries 
would create an infrastructure of social institutions to immunize, so to speak, such 
countries against totalitarian, corrupt regimes as well as exploitative MNCs. 

Even if all the doubting Thomases in the world were to grant the political 
advantage of civil society, the daunting question remains: How can we propagate such a 
system in developing countries? One brief answer is that this Herculean task can be 
tackled by the twin pillars of Western democracy: the United States and the European 
Union. In addition, the growing population of non-governmental organizations-- 
national and international--should be mentioned as indispensable agents for building 
civil society institutions. 77 

In recent years social scientists and members of international non-governmental 
organizations have begun to explore the emergence of a "global civil society" organized 
around such issues as the environment, gender, human rights, racial inequality, war, etc. 
If, in fact, archetypal global organizations such as Amnesty International and Greenpeace 
will proliferate and flourish, the propagation of civil society in developing countries will 
not seem such a utopian undertaking. TM 

According to Lester Salamon, 

we are in the midst of  a global 'associational revolution' that may prove to be 
as significant to the latter twentieth century as the rise of the nation-state to 
the latter nineteenth. The upshot is a global third sector: a massive array of 
self-governing private organizations, not dedicated to distributing profits to 
shareholders or directors, pursuing public purposes outside the formal 
apparatus of the state. The proliferation of these groups may be permanently 
altering the relationship between states and citizens, with an impact extending 
far beyond the material services they provide. 79 

The potential consequences of propagating civil society in developing countries are 
enormous. It would generate an immense multiplier effect on economic growth in 
developing societies. It might even encourage MNCs to take ethical principles into 
account in their decision making. 
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Conclusion 

The modern corporation, of which the multinational firm is an exemplar, is a 
revolutionary capitalist invention. It has been an engine of immense technological 
innovation and economic growth throughout the world. On the negative side, the MNC 
has also been an instrument of exploitation of  labor and natural resources of some 
developing countries as well as a source of environmental degradation. And to make 
matters worse, some MNCs, in the course of pursuing their profit, have also joined 
forces with the political elites of some developing countries to shore up authoritarian and 
corrupt regimes. 

• 8 0  
If, with the help of well-designed programs of management education, 

corporate executives can achieve sufficient wisdom to appreciate the intimate linkages 
between business and ethics, on the one hand, and economic growth and democratic civil 
society, on the other, MNCs could make a fundamental contribution to economic 
development as well as to humane progress. As Clarence Walton so aptly put it: "With 
enlightened leadership the multinational can become the civilizing force of the 21 st 
[century]. T M  
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A TALE OF T W O  CITIES:  FINANCE AND MORALS* 

CLARENCE WALTON 

Individuals held responsible for managing enormous sums of money intended for 
the good of others-and for policy formulations on complex issues related thereto--are 
understandably restive when asked to consider the usefulness of an inquiry rooted in a 
form of moral reasoning. Moral reasoning, unlike financial analysis, draws its substance 
from philosophy, a discipline recently distinguished more by methodological virtuosity 
than by substantive solidity. Today's men of affairs would applaud Callicles, the friend 
of Socrates, when he said that philosophy was a "pretty thing" for youths to study but is 
the "ruin of man" if continued into adult life: "In a word, they are completely without 
experience of  men's character. And so when they enter upon any activity, public or 
private, they appear ridiculous, just as public men, I suppose, appear ridiculous when 
they take part in your discussions and arguments. ''1 

Restiveness is likely to be intensified when inspiration for a way to approach 
dilemmas posed by social investments is found in so improbable and implausible a 
source as St. Augustine--a man who cared little for the secular dominion. However, by 
contrasting the City of God to the City of  Man, he showed how tensions build when 
communities with different value systems intersect. Pension managers must also be 
concerned with two intersecting cities: one is financial and the other moral. While the 
contours of each are definable, the moral dimension will receive--in what may appear to 
be an unnecessary detour--the greater attention because ethical analysis is less familiar 
to financial experts. 

The City of Finance 

The financial world is built on fact. In 1977, when three experts discussed critical 
problems facing investment managers responsible for handling the $650 billion in 
employee pension funds, their comments ranged over such issues as concentration of  
investments in stocks listed on the New York Stock Exchange, inattention to venture 
capital, problems occasioned by dual regulation by the Labor Department and the 
Internal Revenue Service, amounts held in private and public funds, the step toward 
institutional ownership of corporations, and the like. 2 If their conversation had stopped at 
this point--which it did not--the trio could have been seen as heirs to Bounderby and 
Gradgrind (Charles Dicken's heroes of H a r d  Times),  who viewed ethics as "sentimental 
humbug." For these Dickensian characters, reality existed only when imagination, 

Excerpt from "Pension Funds and Social Investments: A Tale of Two Cities" in Social Investing, 
ed. Dan M. McGill, Richard D. Irwin, Inc., Homewood, IL, 1984. 
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feeling, and other useless sentimentalities had been stripped away by an ethic of personal 
gain and by a world of hard fact. 

Now, no one is unappreciative of the importance of  empirical data or unaware that 
certain beautiful theories have floundered on a single ugly fact. The fact world, 
important to pension fund managers, is the bottom line. These are part of reality, and to 
be able to say "that 's a fact" is to foreclose many debates. This reality, however, is not 
the whole. Joseph Schumpeter, one of the century's great economists (who took great 
price in his own fact orientation), put it this way: "The stock exchange is a poor 
substitute for the Holy Gra i l " - - the  Grail symbolizing the good life. 3 At a much earlier 
time in the Boston environs, another hardheaded realist, Oliver Wendell  Holmes, told the 
Massachusetts Medical Society in 1860 that 

in every calling are those who go about the work of the day before them, 
doing it according to the rules of their craft, and asking no questions of  the 
past or of  the future, or of the aim and end to which their special labor is 
contributing. These often consider and call themselves practical men. They 
pull the oars of society and have no leisure to watch the currents running this 
or that way; let theorists and philosophers attend to them. In the meantime, 
however, these currents are carrying the practical men, too, and all their work 
may be thrown away and worse than thrown away, if they do not take 
knowledge of them and get out of the wrong ones and into the right ones as 
soon as they may. 4 

Even more relevant to our purposes is John Ruskin, who once said that "among the 
delusions which, at different periods, have possessed themselves of the minds of large 
masses of the human race, perhaps the most curious---certainly the least credi table-- is  
the modern soi-disant science of political economy, based as it is [on the idea] that an 
advantageous code of social action may be determined irrespectively of  the influence of 
social affections. ''5 How pension funds are handled is influenced by the postulates, 
premises, and methodologies of political economy which is the discipline concerned with 
power and the polity. The gigantic size of such funds provides ample power for those 
who control them to influence the community. It is, therefore, worthy of note that 
Ruskin, along with Carlyle and others who shared his view, are remembered as 
"romantics" because, among other reasons, they feared that if fact became the only basis 
for analysis (which it did in value-free social sciences), such a world would be one of 
delusion. 

Today 's  moralists are often seen as romantics. Like Callicles in Socrates' story, 
they seem aliens to the real world. When granted passports, they behave like recluses, 
ignoring the outside domains and speaking their own specialized idiom. Yet there are 
sufficient numbers of ethicians who insist that their singular interests reflect an authentic, 
albeit not commonly acknowledged, kind of  reality. Robert Nozick, Harvard's 
distinguished philosopher, has suggested that the realm of fact can neither be defined nor 
specified without using certain values, that it is impossible to stand firmly on the fact 
side of the fact-value distinction while treating the other as vaporous, and finally, that the 
same processes which carve facts out of undifferentiated unconceptualized stuff also 
carve out the values. 6 So it is well to look hard at the moral dimensions of decision 
making in pension fund uses. 
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The City of Morals 

Examples suggest why Nozick is correct. The facts about the 1982 Falkland Islands 
crisis are clear enough. Yet Argentina risked the consequences of  an invasion because 
they saw the Malvinas not simply as a national inheritance from Spain but as a 
possession which, in justice, was theirs. On the other side was England. Why would a 
financially hard-pressed nation make a fantastic investment in sending a gigantic fleet 
over 7,000 miles? Certainly not because of 1,800 sheep herders. Remotely because of 
oil. George Will gave a better answer when he wrote, "Every little injury to the forms of 
international law lowers the tone of life on the planet. It also lowers, perhaps 
imperceptibly but not innocuously, the threshold at which disputes become violent. ''7 
Morality is inseparable from politics and from business. The "tone of life" has 
psychological and ethical connotations. 

There is no need, of course, to find examples of  the importance of ethics in the 
experience of others. Americans have been tutored by their history to recognize the 
existence of the moral world, and slavery has been our sternest taskmaster. While 
historians debate its economic significance, a persuasive case can be made that slaves 
were a positive factor in the infant nation's productivity, adding to export markets and 
thereby increasing prosperity. But who would argue that the economic gains, assuming 
their reality, justified the moral costs? A second instance occurred in the 19th century 
when management attitudes toward labor, premised on Ricardian economics and Social 
Darwinism, led bosses to treat workers as disemboweled agents in the process of 
production 8 Bloody and unnerving skirmishes (pitting coal and iron police and Pinkerton 
bullies against workers) were fought before the Wagner Act assured protection and 
respect for the worker's fundamental right to organize. An ethical principle ultimately 
overruled a maxim of economic theory. 

But past events are not the only mentors. In our own day, we wrestle with ways to 
provide more equitable treatment for women in the workplace. Society's double 
standard in sex and salaries recalls the railroad's double sets of bookkeeping: dishonest, 
deceitful, and demeaning. There is also awareness that our historically great cities are 
becoming outposts of decay rather than centers of civilization, that public education is in 
sad repair, that unemployment impoverishes more than people's pocketbooks, that the 
aged and the disabled require attention. It simply might be recalled that the three 
analysts mentioned previously, having canvassed the "facts" of the pension fund world, 
moved easily and naturally toward a moral level by talking of the appropriateness of 
encouraging pension money to go into "socially desirable" areas--all of which had 
ethical overtones. 9 In the foregoing instances, facts took on a larger significance because 
society had cloaked them with certain values. 

Citizens in the city of morality acknowledge the interdependence of material and 
moral values; they wish only to assure that the relationship is not sundered by obsession 
with the importance of one over the other. This means, practically, that dividends are to 
be seen in a dual dimension---economic and ethical. That interest in social dividends is 
widespread was demonstrated by the famous "Campaign GM." A social-uplift group of 
young attorneys made two rather modest demands on General Motors: (1) establish a 
committee on corporate social responsibilities (consisting of  corporate, union, and Cam- 
paign GM representatives), and (2) increase the number of directors by three with the ad- 
ditions representing the public interest. Alarmed, the corporation distributed a long 
pamphlet to demonstrate GM's concern with pollution, its commitment to automobile 
safety, its advances in affirmative action, and the like. Campaign GM was roundly de- 
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feated in 1970; yet three years later, when the Rockefeller Foundation and the Oppen- 
heimer Investment Fund came out publicly in favor of the two proposals, the corporation 
capitulated. 

Universities have also been the centers of controversy. Princeton trustees were 
asked to sell their institution's shares in corporations having operations in South Africa, 
Rhodesia, Angola, and Mozambique because these countries were presumed to be racist 
and repressive. Yale, Harvard, Chicago, and Columbia had similar experiences. The 
common academic view was expressed by Yale President Kingman Brewster, who said 
his institution could not let itself "be mobilized for any cause, no matter how noble, or 
for the achievement of a social objective extraneous to its purpose, no matter how 
worthy. ''a° The University of Chicago expressed its opposition in even stronger terms. TM 

Worth noting is the fact that university resistance was based less on an economic 
and more on the moral criterion of freedom where commitment to a particular cause 
posed an intrinsic threat to academic autonomy. Freedom of  professors to hold and teach 
positions contrary to those formally taken by university trustees was perceived to be in 
mortal danger--something that had to be resisted if institutional integrity were to be 
preserved. Nevertheless, Peter Landau concluded this survey of the practices of nearly 
100 institutions by saying that social and moral concerns "may sooner or later become 
inevitable" for those responsible for investment policies.~2 "Later" has become "sooner!" 

In sum, the city of morality, as Augustine so forcefully insisted, is as real and as 
important as the citadel of finance. If, however, investment and moral dividends are 
intertwined, the first is more easily explained than the second. 
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"No peddlers, solicitors or insurance agents allowed." 

To get a better sense of  how far you've come, it's often helpful to look back at 
where you started. At the turn of  the century, signs barring insurance agents were not 
uncommon in the lobbies of American office buildings, writes Mildred F. Stone in her 
1963 book, A Calling and Its College, a history of the American College. The 
devastating assessment of the professional standing of life insurance agents apparently 
was well deserved. Although there were many ethical salesman, shady practices were 
rampant, both by agents and management. The public outcry eventually led in 1905 to 
the famous Armstrong Investigation in New York, and from these hearings emerged 
many of the regulations that govern the industry today. Despite stringent new laws, the 
industry's reputation was deeply damaged. Perhaps some of the scars are still with us. 
The industry has worked for nearly a century to earn the trust and respect of the 
American public, and, clearly, enormous progress has been made. 

When, through a failure of  ethics or professionalism--willful or accidental--we 
lose ground, the pain is palpable for many of us. The past 10 or 15 years have been 
extremely turbulent ones for the insurance industry, as they have for much of American 
business. We will look at some of the current ethical and legal problems later in this 
paper, and the economic and competitive environments against which those issues should 
be evaluated. 

Whatever the industry's present troubles, however, its stature today is far better 
than it was at the beginning of the century. And there is a strong foundation on which to 
build in the next millennium. For that, we owe much to Clarence A. Walton, whose 
contributions to ethical behavior and professionalism in business--and especially in 
insurance--are being celebrated in this series of papers. To define Dr. Walton solely in 
terms of insurance would be a great injustice. The impact of his writing, teaching and 
leadership ranges across a far wider spectrum of American business, education and 
ethical thought. But the focus of  this paper is ethics in insurance, a cause to which Dr. 
Walton has devoted great energy and made lasting contributions. 

Professional ism and the Vision of  So lomon Huebner  

He has done much of this through a long association with the American College, which 
specializes in educating members of the insurance industry. Again, it is helpful to look 
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back to the early 1900s, for that's when the idea of a college of insurance 
professionalism was born. 

In those years, when selling insurance was held in such low esteem, a young 
visionary named Solomon Huebner thought it should be a profession. In 1904 he 
persuaded the Wharton School to allow him to teach a course in insurance. He created 
most of the materials himself. In 1914, when life insurance policies usually covered little 
more than the cost of burial and were often sold on a part-time basis by school teachers, 
storekeepers and others, Dr. Huebner issued a six-point manifesto that held, among other 
things, that insuring one's life was a "sacred duty" for heads of households; that life 
insurance was an important source of national wealth; that insurance selling "must be 
given the status of a profession ranking with those of the ministry, law, medicine and 
teaching"; and that professionalism could only be achieved through expert knowledge of  
the subject. In 1927, he helped found and was the first dean of what was then called the 
American College of Life Underwriters. When Dr. Huebner died in 1964, when that 
year ended, more than 13,000 individuals had completed the college's course of study 
and were certified as C.L.U.--Chartered Life Underwriters. 

The Walton Report: Doorway to a New Mission 

By 1970, when Clarence Walton was elected to the board of trustees, the American 
College was at a crossroads. Its C.L.U. degree was respected and valued, but changes in 
the insurance industry, society, and education suggested that bold moves were required. 
Perhaps the most controversial proposal involved seeking full academic accreditation by 
the Middle States Association of Colleges and Schools. While winning accreditation 
would free the college to offer courses leading to full academic degrees, failure to be 
accredited could severely damage the school's reputation and morale. Complicating the 
decision was the fact that the American College is what is now known as a "distance- 
learning" institution; in the 1970s, the term was "correspondence school." To earn 
accreditation, the College would have to pass muster with examiners steeped in 
traditional learning. It was reasonable to fear that the college could be victimized by 
their inexperience or prejudice. 

In 1972, Dr. Walton, then president of the Catholic University of America and 
previously dean of Duquesne University's School of Business, was asked to lead a task 
force exploring these and related issues. 

The famous Walton Report, issued in 1973, changed the school forever--in 
curriculum, culture, mission, faculty composition, impact on the insurance industry, and 
even in name. The college elected to seek accreditation. It was granted in 1978, setting 
the stage for significantly expanded educational programs. Today, two master's degrees 
are offered by the American College--in financial services or management--and nearly 
2,000 individuals have earned them. More than 28,000 students have completed studies 
in financial planning and about 6,000 have been certified in health insurance 
underwriting or benefits consulting. Meanwhile, the number of C.L.U. graduates has 
swollen to more than 80,000. 

In 1975, Dr. Walton was awarded the Solomon S. Huebner Gold Medal, one of  the 
most prestigious honors in the industry, for his distinguished contribution to the college. 

Although he retired from the board of  trustees in 1980, Dr. Walton remained a 
significant presence at the college. He was the first to hold its distinguished chair, the 
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Charles Lamont Post Professor of Ethics and the Professions. In this role, from 1980 to 
1985, he taught special courses, led seminars and conducted research on the professional 
and ethical responsibilities of individuals and organizations. 

Dr. Walton's contributions as a scholar and writer to the field of  business ethics 
will be explored in other papers in this series, but recognition should be given here of  his 
leadership role in the $5 million, seven-year program conducted by the Arthur Anderson 
consulting firm to enhance the teaching of ethics in business schools across the country. 
Dr. Walton was chairman of the program's advisory council, which was composed of 
eminent scholars from throughout the nation. Conducted from 1987 to 1994, the 
program recognized that even the best-intentioned people in organizations were finding it 
increasingly difficult to recognize what was "right" at any given moment. It further 
sought to expose teachers and theorists to the realities of business decision-making. 

More than 1,500 professors from 550 institutions attended two-and-half day 
courses designed to make their teaching skills sharper and more relevant. Clearly, the 
legacy of  Clarence A. Walton will enrich the American College and the professional 
standards of  business in general and the insurance industry in particular well into the next 
century. 

Client Interests Provide Ethical Compass 

It 's fair to ask at this point, then: how is the industry doing in its quest for professional 
status? How well have we followed the teachings of Drs. Huebner and Walton? And, 
since professionalism and high ethical standards are constantly moving targets, what is 
the industry doing to improve? 

It 's probably important to state here my own beliefs about what constitutes ethical 
and professional behavior. It is behaving in the best interests of  the client. Here's how 
the concept was stated in the American College's "C.L.U. Professional Pledge" during 
Dr. Huebner's time. The language is so quaint and meticulous that you sense he wrote it 
himself: 

"In all my relations with clients I agree to observe the following rule of  professional 
conduct: I shall, in the light of all the circumstances surrounding my client, which I shall 
make every conscientious effort to ascertain and understand, give him that service which, 
had I been in the same circumstances, I would have applied to myself." 

(NOTE: The pledge has been slightly modified to encompass "all my professional 
relationships" and to eliminate the focus on the client as a male. But the core message 
remains.) 

That restatement of the Golden Rule is sufficient moral compass for me. I will 
discuss later a new initiative at The Equitable that I believe fulfills that pledge. 

Client and Shareholder Demands are Similar 

Perhaps a brief aside is in order here. Just about everyone in business holds that success 
depends on doing what is right for the customer. But if the customers are primary, what 
about the owners? One of the most common objectives of business these days is 
"enhancing shareholder value"--a promise so widely made that it has become a clich6. 
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Occasionally, I 'm  asked how I resolve the tension between serving the client and 
rewarding the shareholder. Part of the answer, I believe, is that in an ideological sense, 
there is little tension between the two parties. Shareholders should understand that their 
wealth flows from clients, who will take their business elsewhere if not properly served. 
In other words, the directive to improve service to clients is inherent in shareholders' 
demands for value. 

This tends to be borne out in reality. A manager in my position is rarely presented 
a clear-cut opportunity to shift a dollar of  value from the pocket of the shareholder, say, 
to that of the client. Instead, the pressure from both parties is to assure that the company 
is well-managed across a broad range of measures: good investment return; competitive 
expense rates; creative products; efficient marketing, and so on. In terms of 
management success, there is little distinction between the interests of the policy holder 
and the shareholder, and they seem to be growing more similar all the time. 

How Insurance Rates in Consumer Confidence and Consumer Sales 

Surveys tell us that there has been a gradual, persistent decline in consumer confidence 
in the insurance industry over the past 30 years. Of course, just about every institution 
has experienced similar losses in confidence--including government, education, health 
care and the media. One of the great legacies of the 1960s is our loss of faith in one 
another. 

Insurance is not alone in losing trust, but the statistics are still discouraging. In 
1967, for example, 79% of the public agreed with the statement that the life insurance 
industry is humane and understanding; by 1996, the figure had dropped to 44%. And 
even if other institutions have suffered similarly, we can take no comfort from the fact 
that 40% of the American public has a favorable view of the banking industry--and only 
28% view insurance favorably. 

These attitudinal studies should be measured against the realities of the 
marketplace. According to the American Council of Life Insurance, in 1967, 336 million 
Americans were protected by some form of life insurance policies with a total death 
benefit of $1 trillion. In 1995, 392 million Americans were protected by life insurance, 
with a total death benefit of $12.5 trillion. This suggests that our skepticism may not be 
as deep as people say. Few purchases are so deeply based upon trust as life insurance. 
We make premium payments for years with the clear belief that the benefit will be paid 
to our heirs even though we won't  be around to insist upon it. 

Fallout from the Eighties: 'Market Conduct' Issues 

During the past several years, the industry has experienced a steady stream of  
unfavorable publicity. In the early nineties, solvency was an issue, following S&L and 
banking insolvencies and a few notable insurance companies requiring regulator 
rehabilitation. Today, the industry's ability or willingness to keep its long-term promises 
is of limited concern. Rather, the issue is "market conduct"-- the ways in which our 
policies are promoted and sold. 

I t 's  difficult to know how much this publicity has contributed to declining public 
confidence, but it certainly has affected the morale of our agents and employees, 
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attracted the interest of regulators and lawmakers, spurred a rash of class-action lawsuits 
and provided the media with seemingly endless material. 

There are two basic charges. One is that some insurance agents or companies 
deliberately misled clients about the investment return--the interest rate--on certain 
insurance policies. The second is that clients were encouraged to cash in perfectly good 
policies to buy new ones--bestowing new commissions on the agent and possibly 
depleting the client's savings in the old policy by an amount greater than the growth of 
values in the new policy. 

In some cases, beyond doubt, wrongdoing occurred. In many others, however, 
something far more complex took place. A seller and a buyer conferred together on a 
product that looked and sounded good to both of  them, and the buyer bought it. In these 
instances, it is difficult if not impossible to identify unprofessional or unethical behavior. 

A brief look back may be helpful. From the end of  the 1970s through a good part 
of the eighties, interest rates skyrocketed. Home mortgages rose to 16 percent--  
compared to about 7percent today. A one-year bank certificate of deposit could bring 
you over 15 percent; they're worth about 5 percent now. It was a time of  crisis for 
insurance companies. Our investments were locked into long-term, low-paying bonds. 
Our inforce policies carried cash value loan rates of 5 percent or 6 percent. The 
relatively low portfolio investment returns made the policies look unattractive at that 
given point in time. Consumers--and who could blame them--took the cash value out 
of their life insurance policies and invested it in higher-paying instruments. 

Many customers didn't terminate their insurance. Rather, they took out the cash 
value, usually in the form of very low-interest loans and invested the proceeds in much 
higher-paying instruments. And as they drained the cash value out of their policies, they 
also drained insurance company treasuries. The cash outflow was mammoth, so much so 
that the company I was with at the time, Prudential, the largest in the field, formed a 
committee to address the possibility of the financial threat to solvency of this period of 
disintermediation. 

What saved the day was the invention of a new form of insurance known as 
universal life which credited interest on the basis of  the interest rates in effect at the time 
the funds were received--the so-called investment generation method. This was an 
effective response to a difficult competitive situation. 

The competitive appeal of  these innovations was that the interest credited rate was 
comparable to rates being offered on other relatively safe investments. But the interest 
rate to the client was n o t  guaranteed from year to year. The client's investment return 
could go up or down depending on market trends, as is the case for other comparable 
financial instruments. There was nothing wrong with universal life; it was a perfectly 
legitimate product, if the client understood that crediting rates tracked with current 
market rates. 

Eventually, of course, interest rates did go down. And consumers began 
complaining they had been lied to, that they had been sold policies on the basis of policy 
illustrations that implied or promised that interest rates would remain high. Some of  
them were justified in their complaints. Others, clearly, had misunderstood. Others 
simply climbed on the convenient bandwagon of a class-action suit. 

Following a period of investigation by regulators, litigation by attorneys and 
criticism by the media, a number of insurance companies have chosen to offer 
settlements. Funds ranging from $50 million to possibly a billion dollars or more are 
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being set aside for wronged clients. However, the customer must establish, 
alternative dispute resolution proceeding, that he or she was in fact misled. 

in an 

A Manager Reacts  

That brings us up to date. As a manager who has lived through these events in positions 
of  responsibility, I have some observations that may be of  interest to business ethicists. 

1. There  is no ethical crisis in the insurance industry. The vast majority of agents 
and company managers are well-intentioned and honorable. This is not a bad 
business and its ills are not systemic. Our customers in the eighties made clear they 
wanted what they perceived as more modern or up-to-date pricing designs that gave 
them a sense that we were competitive with alternative financial options. If we 
failed at anything, it was not doing a good job  of explaining that life insurance is a 
unique financial instrument for protecting against the economic loss to beneficiaries 
as a result of the death of  the insured. The investment returns are secondary to the 
principal feature of death benefit protection. The investment yields earned by 
insurers serve to reduce the cost of death benefits to the policyholder. If  the sole 
objective is investment return, life insurance is not likely to be the most efficient 
instrument. That point of view might have fallen on deaf ears given the heady 
competition environment of the eighties and the preoccupation with high interest 
rates, but we should have worked harder to get that message across. 

2. Our major  weakness  in client service has been in communicat ion and 
education. We must improve our ability to explain to our clients the financial goals 
our products are intended to serve. They must understand better what they are 
buying and how it fits into their long-term objectives. If  we can do this, they will be 
less concerned with monthly gyrations in interest rates. They will purchase more 
insurance. And they will think better of the industry. 

3. Ethical values can be situational. Or they can seem so at the time. During the 
high-interest-rate era, insurance companies drew criticism because their policies 
paid such relatively low interest rates. When I opposed the introduction of universal 
life policies at the company where I worked, others argued that my position was 
unethical-- that  it was wrong for us n o t  to provide our clients with the highest 
current return possible, even though the true net cost of  the policy is a function of 
long term investment yields rather than volatile current yields. 

4. There are troubling social cross-currents in our country between the concepts 
of individual freedom and collective responsibility. The rise of the Republican 
conservative movement and the corresponding shift to the center by the Democratic 
White House signal a changing social contract: the government is pushing 
responsibilities back into the hands of the people. This is obvious in many ways: 
welfare reform, the recommendations to privatize Social Security, school voucher 
programs, etc. On the other hand, individuals, for all their desire for freedom, are 
often unwilling to take responsibility for their own actions---especially when a deep 
pocket may be nearby. Can there be any doubt, after more than 30 years of  Surgeon 
General 's  warnings and a tide of new laws, that smoking tobacco is unhealthy? Can 
any investor really be ignorant of the fact that you can lose money in the stock 
market? Yet smokers and unfortunate investors-- to name just two types of such 
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plaintiffs--regularly go to court to seek relief for the consequences of their own 
actions. And they are increasingly finding sympathetic juries. 

When communism collapsed across Eastern Europe and Russia, the people were 
euphoric over their new freedom and opportunity. Today, however, many hunger for a 
return to days in which the government made all the tough decisions. 

What will happen in the United States, I wonder, in the next century, when the full 
effects of today's government decisions are felt in the daily lives of citizens who want 
freedom to act but have become conditioned to seek redress from others for their 
misfortune? 

New Industry Compliance Initiatives 

In this review of ethics and the insurance industry, it is important to look beyond the 
current strategy of establishing settlement funds. There are other major initiatives 
underway. All of them have significant potential to enhance the ethical behavior and 
reputation of the industry. 

The first is that the companies are strengthening their own internal compliance 
procedures. In other words, they are increasing their own abilities to rhonitor and 
enforce ethical behavior among their employees and agents and to punish unethical 
behavior. 

The motives behind these moves are complex. Some companies have been 
required to do this as part of their settlement actions. Others want to avoid problems 
with state regulators, which have dramatically increased their surveillance of market 
conduct. Some, like Equitable, sell variable life insurance and annuities and mutual fund 
products and are required by federal securities laws to have extensive compliance 
procedures. Most have become more sophisticated in risk management, and the potential 
for damaging class-action lawsuits is a clear and present risk for every company that 
provides financial services. All companies, I am sure, hope that expanded compliance 
programs will help them serve clients better. 

Two aspects of these compliance programs seem especially pertinent to this paper. 
The first is that it is perfectly possible under today's web of state and federal laws for the 
best-intentioned agent to do something illegal without knowing it. The strongest, purest 
ethical conscience is no protection in an industry governed by different regulations in 
each of 50 states and, in many cases, by an overlay of federal securities laws. 

Therefore legal compliance must be integrated into all educational and sales 
training programs. Behaving in a proper manner in the insurance industry can't be 
learned from your parents, school or place of worship. It's a separate skill, like a good 
golf swing. You don't always understand why it works, you just know it does. 

The second point about enhanced compliance programs is that they can paralyze 
the sales effort by making the agent afraid to act. For example, one company has begun 
a program of making random follow-up calls to new clients, asking questions about the 
sales process, the agent's performance and client satisfaction. This, I 'm convinced, is 
home office intervention that will be destructive. The basis for an insurance purchase is 
trust. By suggesting to the customer that the agent is not trusted, the entire 
relationship--among company, agent and client--is undermined. 
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New Levels of Professionalism: True Consultative Selling 

My next observation about major new industry initiatives is that there will be a 
substantial increase in sophisticated, effective consultative selling by agents. That 's  easy 
to predict because my company, The Equitable, has launched such an initiative under my 
direction. 

It is not a sales program. I t 's  a new way of  doing business and it represents a 
cultural change in our company. Under the new system, our agents work with clients to 
construct a financial plan. They gather information about personal finances, attitudes 
toward risk, needs and goals. After the information is analyzed by a computer program, 
the agent reviews the recommendations with the client and then helps implement the 
program. Several hours and two or three meetings are involved before a single product 
is sold. All Equitable agents are trained and licensed to sell not only life insurance and 
annuities but also mutual funds and other investment products, so they can fulfill most of 
the risk and asset management requirements of the plan. 

The initiative, under the name "Financial Fitness Profile," began in July, 1996. 
About 100,000 client profiles will be prepared this year. Some 4,000 agents--about  half 
our force--are  using the profiles. Eventually all of them will. There is no cost to the 
client for the financial plan. We offer modules for personal financial planning, business 
financial planning, investment planning, retirement planning, estate planning and 
charitable giving. If the client prefers a planning system from another company, we will 
sell and administer one from Price Waterhouse that costs $300. 

There are dramatic advantages here for the client, agent and company. Here are 
some of the reasons the technique will expand in our company and be adopted by others: 

• I t  is valued by the client. In early surveys, 95 percent of clients said they were 
very satisfied or somewhat satisfied with the procedure. Baby boomers are deeply 
concerned about saving enough for retirement and generally do not feel confident 
about their investment skills. Only about 50 percent of boomers with average 
household incomes of $85,000 or more have financial plans. 

• I t  fosters trust. This happens because the agent and client work together to achieve 
client goals using client information and client assumptions. A planning-based 
process eliminates much of  the familiar tension between buyer and seller because the 
agenda is much clearer to the client than in the old product-driven sales process. 

• I t  adds  value. You can buy life insurance on the Internet, but you can' t  get a 
trained agent to sit down and show you how to achieve your goals. The agent is able 
to offer advice and options, and the client 's decision to purchase or invest is an 
educated one. The relationship does not hang on a product feature, a price or an 
investment return. 

• I t ' s  more professional.  No approach better fulfills the promise in the C.L.U. 
Professional Pledge: " . . .  in light of all the circumstances surrounding my client, 
which I shall make every conscientious effort to ascertain and unders tand. . . "  

• I t ' s  more ethical. The product recommendations are neutral, based on financial 
planning principles and generated by computer analysis. The agent 's personal bias 
or potential gain is subdued in this process, which allows us to fulfill the second part 
of the C.L.U. pledge: "to give (the client) the service which, had I been in the same 
circumstance, I would have applied to myself." 
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• It provides strategic direction and a clear road map for avoiding regulatory 
problems. It is a client-based service with built-in compliance controls. 

IDS, now owned by American Express, has used financial planning as its basic 
service for many years. A few securities brokerage firms use similar programs, but 
securities sales forces tend to be transaction oriented. A stockbroker rarely confers with 
clients or prospects in their homes or offices, traditional workplaces for insurance agents. 
We  expect many other insurance companies to follow our example, and we welcome 

them. The more this process is understood by the American public, the better. 

Toward an Industry-Wide Code of Ethics 

If  Rip Van Winkle had been an insurance executive and had just awakened from a 20- 
year sleep, the third industry initiative to improve professionalism and ethical behavior is 
probably the one that would surprise him the most. Thafs  because it has required an 
extraordinary degree of cooperation among a great number of insurance companies and 
their chief executives. The industry has come together on an issue that in other times, I 
believe, would have divided it. 

The industry has created a new, voluntary program that involves the adoption of a 
common code of ethics which a company pledges to meet. But that is only part of the 
story. The program also has teeth in the form of an independent examination to be 
conducted every three years by third-party assessors to assure not only that the company 
has proper procedures in place but that it is also enforcing the code. 

Elements of the program include a statement of six principles of ethical market 
conduct, a code defining what policies and procedures assure ethical market conduct in 
life insurance, an interpretive commentary, a questionnaire more than 30 pages long that 
the company must use to develop practices that will assure its own compliance with the 
code and which a team of outside assessors will use every three years to assure that the 
company is in compliance. 

Companies that pass the assessment process may then become members of  the 
Insurance Marketplace Standards Association and use that fact in their marketing. If  a 
company doesn' t  pass the assessment process, it can' t  become a member or renew its 
membership. A company that is not in compliance, then, is not rejected or sanctioned, 
but simply not allowed to join or rejoin. 

The association has been funded, a former insurance commissioner from 
Connecticut has been hired as executive director, and a board of  directors, all of them 
insurance company chairmen and presidents, has been elected. Equitable has been 
involved from the beginning. We served as a model to test the assessment process, we 
plan to apply for membership in the association and, when approved we expect to 
promote our membership as soon as it is permitted, beginning next year. 

The new association grew out of a task force of chief executive officers on which I 
served. The task force was formed by the American Council of Life Insurance to address 
the industry's market conduct problems. It took two years of hard work and careful 
negotiation to reach this point. A number of legal and management consultants 
participated and we also received counsel from regulators, consumer groups and rating 
agencies. 
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Most business ethicists, I suppose, would find this program less than ideal. It is not 
a self-regulating organization for the whole industry, since membership is voluntary. 
There is no punishment or ostracism for companies that fail to live up to the standards. 
The organization is dominated by industry insiders. 

But I believe we may have begun something that can be truly important for the 
industry far into the future. Reaching an agreement on what constitutes ethical behavior 
and establishing an independent assessment process was a major accomplishment in an 
industry as large and diverse as ours. 

There are well over a thousand separate life insurance companies in the U.S., 
ranging from relatively small ones serving specialized geographic and market segments 
to the huge companies whose names are familiar almost everywhere. The business 
objectives and marketing strategies of  these companies are not at all homogeneous. 
Still, we have established a program in which written standards must be forged by 
company into a program that permeates every level of  the organization. And third 
parties must confirm that the program is working. 

Perhaps the biggest stumbling block to forming the standards association was the 
fear of creating legal or regulatory liabilities. Would we be setting ourselves up for more 
troubles by publicly proclaiming our willingness to adhere to high ethical standards? 
Would we be handing our adversaries--the plaintiff's attorneys who organize class 
action law suits--a powerful new weapon with which to harass and punish us? Would 
state regulators turn our high aspirations against us by issuing restrictive new laws? 

The answer from the prestigious law firm we asked to study this question was this: 
Yes, all that is possible. But, the firm argued, the many benefits outweigh such risks. 
The principal benefit is that the new standards program has the potential to greatly 
enhance the industry's long-term reputation for integrity and fair dealing. 

The industry task force agreed that the benefits were worth the risk. Thus a code of 
ethics and a system for enforcing it has been established by the industry nearly 100 years 
after insurance agents were barred from entering office buildings. 

It is too early to tell whether this decision will rank in eventual impact with that of 
Solomon Huebner and his associates when they risked so much to form a college to help 
turn insurance salesmen into professionals. Or whether it will match the benefits 
achieved when Clarence Walton and his colleagues took the risks of seeking 
accreditation for the college. 

But I hope so. 
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W A L T O N ' S  A P P R A I S A L  O F  A M E R I C A N  CULTURE:  
INTRODUCTORY REMARKS 

MARGARET HEALY 
President  
Rosemont  College 

My name is Peg Healy and I am a longtime admirer of Clarence Walton. From one 
educator to another I salute him. Few people have done more for higher education or 
cared more deeply about it than he. Anyone who has remained actively engaged in 
higher education for as many years as he has deserves thanks and praise. It seems to me 
very appropriate that in this symposium in Clarence's  honor there be a session on 
Walton 's  appraisal of American culture. No one who is serious about educating students 
can ignore the culture of those being educated. Clarence has watched, as I have, the 
development in the last several decades of certain scholarly or academic movements 
which taken together constitute the intellectual climate in which our students and faculty 
learn and teach. They are movements such as political correctness, postmodernism, 
deconstructionism and critical legal studies. These movements permeate the disciplines 
of the academy and are the predominant influences in many of the professional meetings 
of the faculties of colleges and universities. One tenet of all of these movements is the 
impotency in varying degrees of the human intellect to discover truth. I mean a truth 
which can serve as a common standard and by which thought can be judged as right or 
wrong. In today's  culture as in so many of the past, beginning with Socrates, the chic 
intellectual position is that of relativism and its consequent skepticism about the 
possibility of  truth. And just as Socrates thought he had to answer the question of  the 
possibility of  truth against the sophists before he could begin to educate the Athenian 
youth, so Clarence Walton takes up the task of critiquing what he perceives to be the 
intellectual and moral bankruptcy of our own age. Today 's  session will continue 
Clarence's discussion of these issues. 

We had hoped that his book dealing with the issues of our discussion and titled, 
tentatively, Archons  and Acolytes: The N e w  P o w e r  Elite, would have been published by 
now. Professors Werhane and O'Hara had copies of the manuscript for their use when 
writing their reflections. To help the reader of the discussion follow the points of our 
speakers, we reproduce at the end of this introduction a summary of the book offered by 
Dr. Walton. (Editor 's Note, Clarence Walton 's  book will appear in the near future from 
Rowan and Littlefield Publishers.) 

The first comments are those of Patricia Werhane, holder of the Ruffin Chair in 
Business Ethics at the Darden School of The University of Virginia. I assume the 
positions she holds now and previously held at Loyola University of Chicago are similar 
to the one Clarence Walton held here at The American College as the Charles Lamont 
Post Distinguished Professor of  Ethics and the Professions. Ms. Werhane has her own 
degrees from Wellesley College and Northwestern University. When she is not in the 
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classroom teaching, Ms. Werhane is authoring or editing books. She has eight such 
volumes on her resume. 

In her co-curricular life she has been and continues to be engaged in promoting the 
study and practice of  ethical thinking and acting in the business world. Ms. Werhane is a 
founding member and past president of The Society of Business Ethics as well as past 
president of The American Society for Value Inquiry. She is a member of many 
societies devoted to ethics and the professions. She is also the editor-in-chief for 
Business Ethics Quarterly, the journal for the Society of  Business Ethics, and is on the 
editorial boards of many journals concerned with ethical and value inquiry. Ms. 
Werhane describes her own work as focusing on the foundations of narrative claims in 
applied ethics, and she is writing a book that will outline frameworks of moral reasoning 
for management decision-making. The designers of this symposium could find few if 
any other people as qualified to take up the subject matter of  this session. 

Timothy O'Hara, one of my colleagues at Rosemont College, will offer a response 
to Ms. Werhane's paper. Mr. O'Hara is Associate Professor of  English and a person 
committed to argument in the best, academic sense of that word. His career has 
combined college teaching with various stints at governmental agencies. On campus he 
has done much to encourage reading and discussion through the formation of an 
organization called The Prose Club. The antecedent of this group, also begun by Mr. 
O'Hara, was called the Slim Book Club, a blatant appeal to those of us who want the 
joys of intellectual discussion without doing much work to get them. 

I suspect if an award were given to the one person present who has known Clarence 
Walton the longest, and if Betty were excluded, Tim O'Hara would get it. 



SUMMARY OF ARCHONS AND ACOLYTES: AN ACADEMIC POWER 
ELITE'S ASSAULT ON BASIC VALUES AND INSTITUTIONS 

CLARENCE WALTON 

When essential institutions of society are in disarray, intellectuals feel an irresistible urge 
to step beyond their fields of expertise to become archons not only of academic 
disciplines but of public policies as well. Often their brashness and their brilliance leads 
judges and bureaucrats, legislators and presidents, clerics and journalists to become the 
archons' acolytes in a holy war of reform. 

Phenomena of disarray are visible everywhere. There is dissent in churches, 
distrust of governments, divorce in marriage, "dumbing down" in education, discord on 
campuses, and disdain for eternal verities. The past is seen not as a mixed legacy but as 
an unalloyed evil. Most prominent among the archons are professors of literature who 
call themselves deconstructionists, moralists who parade under the banner of 
postmodermism, and radical feminists who believe that their sisters in the equity 
movement are doomed because their focus on justice blinds women to the real issue 
which is power. Males must not only be dethroned, they must be punished--and not 
gently. To prepare readers for the thesis that the influences of deconstructionists, 
postmoderns, and radical feminists are more deleterious than constructive, an overview 
of each is provided. 

Li terary  deconstruct ion ,  associated with people like Jacques Derrida in France and 
Stanley Fish in America, is premised on the thought that authors of the great canons of 
Western Civilization (Shakespeare and Goethe, Homer and Aristotle, Moses and 
Abraham, Licke and Hobbes) were all victims of their own cultures. Myopic men 
blinded other myopic men. Since what great intellects produced was suspect, classics 
had to be deconstructed by contemporaries. Readers were more important than writers. 

The literary critic would prove that magisterial works from the past reflected 
Eurocentrism, racism, sexism, and ignorance of non-European cultures. Deconstruction 
is itself an endless process. By the very nature of their premises, deconstruction often 
becomes destruction. Moral traditions must yield to new values established by an 
interpretive community of elites. 

If deconstruction owes much to France, postmodermism owes it initial rigor and 
vigor to German philosophers like Neitzsche and Heidegger who thought that Judaic- 
Christian morality impoverished people. Humility was cowardice, even minimal 
absolutes were non-existent. 

Pos tmodern i sm  is necessarily treated cautiously since definitions of its meaning by 
postmoderns themselves (Michel Foucalt in France and Richard Rorty in this country) 
are neither precise nor consistent. Exulting in the playful use of words, it is hard to pin 
them down. It is nevertheless true that postmoderns share deconstruction's embrace of 
ethical relativism, suspicion of the past, fear of global capitalism, dislike of traditional 
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religions, and an ill-concealed distrust of the masses whom, ironically, they often praise 
fulsomely. 

Feminism, also a word of  many meanings, completes the triad. The common 
element is awareness of  wrongs inflicted over the centuries by men or women. It is 
important to distinguish between women who want justice and women who want 
revenge. In the male population are satans and seraphs, stupids and sages, scoundrels 
and saints. Prolonged contact with the unsavory have led some women to overgeneralize 
that all males are sadists and rapists (as Andrea Dworkin argues), manipulators or 
masters (as Ti-Grace Atkinson believes), or innate pornographers (as Catherine 
MacKinnon holds). In any event, the radical-feminist challenge is to topple males from 
their towers of power. 

More by common conviction than by collusion, the three groups are engaged in a 
crusade to change the face of America. What cannot be gotten by ballots can be gotten 
through courts. Judicial review should therefore be deconstructed to legitimize Supreme 
Court activism. What Congress fails to do, Justices must do. The Warren Court 
provides the model. Judges like Brennan are heroes. Jurists like Scalia are villains. 

So far as the economy is concerned, so-called "late capitalism" leads ultimately to 
omnipotence by global corporations. America is the chief villain in the deadly drama. 
To the archons an ill-defined "socialism" is the only way out of the impasse. A Marxist 
vocabulary of proletarianization is employed to depict business executives as exploiters 
of  workers, despoilers of environments, and destroyers of  communities. Strengthening 
the postmodern attack is that some of their accusations are true. But when half truths are 
turned into whole truths the dark underside of  postmodernism appears. 

Religion is also under attack by the archons. Since churches may serve useful 
social purposes, certainly not spiritual ones, they might be tolerated if completely 
reorganized, hierarchies and patriarchies must come down, scripture must be reread 
because it has been too often a mischievous element in Western civilization, dissent will 
be honored even as fidelity is ridiculed. Again there is the persistent strain of half truths 
accepted as "gospel truths." Religions have been used to justify inquisitions, holy wars, 
political disenfranchisement, and ethnic intolerance. But they have also brought food to 
the famished, solace to sinners, and inspiration to the dispirited. 

The important conclusion of this work is not that the whole academic world is 
suspect but that three major strains in American intellectual thought are 
counterproductive because archons and their acolytes hold highly selective views of 
reality. What makes this power elite so formidable is its control over departments in the 
humanities, its influence in professional organizations like the Modern Language 
Association, and its popularity with editors of university presses. 

Supremely confident, the archons seek to dominate the house of intellect and the 
realm of  public policy. It will be pointed out that their grand ambitions will be healthy 
neither for themselves for the nation. 



A G G R E S S I V E  E L I T E S :  A PASSIVE A S S A U L T  ON C L A R E N C E  
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Beginning with his essay, "Management Education: Seeing the Round Earth Squarely," 
in the Ruffin Lecture Series, Business as a Humanity, reflected in his book, Corporate 
Encounters, and finally culminating in his forthcoming work, Aggressive Elites and 
Passive Masses: The Intellectuals' Assault on Basic Institutions, Clarence Walton, with 
relentless persistence and an erudite command of texts, has mounted a sustained attack 
on what he finds to be the contemporary intellectual assault on human knowledge, 
values, religion, and basic democratic institutions. Deconstructionism, postmodernism, 
radical feminism, political correctness, and some forms of  religious feminism have all 
fallen under the Walton sword as movements that undermine the very basis of modern 
democratic institutions, law, business, religion, and the church. Unlike the Three 
Musketeers, Wal ton 's  sword is extraordinarily sharp, because Walton has read an 
enormous amount of material written by the intellectuals he attacks, and is careful to 
shape his critique from those materials. Unfortunately, there is not space to elaborate on 
the richness of Walton 's  analysis, nor dwell on the many points with which I heartily 
concur. Rather, I shall take an academic shortcut and raise some questions about the 
conclusions Professor Walton reaches. I do not see my task in what follows as a 
counterattack, which is, or course, tempting, but rather as a mediator to suggest how 
there is something positive to be gleaned from these movements in their less radical and 
extreme formulations. Thus my counterassaults will be more in the form of waving a 
white flag. Because few have read the manuscript of Aggressive Elites, I shall quote 
extensively from the text. 

The theses of the book are stated as follows: 

I . . . .  [W]hile deconstructionists, postmoderns, and radical feminists constitute 
no conspiracy, they have enough in common to unite them as aggressive 
intellectuals determined to destabilize such basic institutions as the law, the 
corporation, the family, and the church. People so motivated are determined 
to offset, if  necessary, the masses' secret strategy (if indeed they have one) by 
leading the public to see that vast reforms will come only if they act as their 
self-appointed archons tell them to act. 1 
II . . . .  [S]uch intellectuals have already recorded so many substantial 
achievements that any casual dismissal .... of their power is misplaced. 2 
Yet. . . few of  their ideas help to alleviate the nation's problems and many tend 
to exacerbate them. 3 
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Walton goes on. 

III. With help from deconstructionists, the postmoderns have described 
present institutional constellations as constructs of nonmeanings: free markets 
that are unfree, legal reasoning that is unreasonable, and churches that are 
tombs for a dead divinity. 4 Thus, 
IV. "If, perchance God is alive, it is She Who Is who must be honored and 
adored. ''5 

The culprits include Heidegger, Foucault, Baudrillard, Lyotard, Nietzsche, Sartre, 
Andrea Dworkin, Elizabeth Johnson, Richard Rorty, Stanley Fish, and Frederic Jameson, 
to name but a few. 

Let us first examine Walton's critique of  deconstruction. Deconstruction is 
problematic both in its form and its substance. The deconstruction uses what Walton 
calls "convulsive rhetoric," employing such terms as "focalized, heterodiegetic, 
indexical, systagmatic," etc.--words that confuse all but the writer. 

Walton quotes a passage from Geoffrey Hartman, "Because of the equivocal echo- 
nature of language, even identities or homophones sound on: the sound of Sa is knotted 
with that of ca . . . .  " etc. I do not want to defend the obscurity with which some 
deconstruction thinkers write, however, I would remind us of previous obscurities in the 
history of  ideas, e.g., 

[n]ow nothing is opposed to the notion of being except non-being. Therefore, 
that which at the same time implies being and non-being is repugnant to the 
notion of an absolute possible, which is subject to the divine omnipotence. 6 

Or, 

The reification of  the organization's conceptual scheme is particularly 
noticeable in uncertainty absorption. Uncertainty absorption takes place when 
inferences are drawn from a body of evidence and the inferences, instead of 
the evidence itself, are then communicated. 7 

Walton's more substantive critique is on the deconstruction implication that "since 
no reliable meaning resides in the original text readers and critics must provide it . . . .  ,8 
Moreover, according to Walton's depiction, this movement alleges that 

[s]ince most of our great writers were part of an influence-wielding male elite, 
one need note male biases against those not part of  that special group: women 
and slaves, peasants and workers, tillers and smithies. Only in the margins of 
the text are found those biases or contradictions that reveal the unrecognized 
prejudices of the writer. 9 

According to Walton's depiction of deconstruction, truth is impossible to attain, 
objectivity is a male dominated creation, God is dead, and relativism is the only viable 
alternative. Moreover, the deconstructionist contends that "believing language gives to 
the mind meanings located in a reality beyond and independent of the language itself, is 
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both folly and fallacy. ''1° Thus, Walton concludes, the result is that "[w]e are caught first 
in linguistic, and ultimately, in moral anarchy. T M  

To respond, I would like to divide the question, (a move that will please neither the 
deconstructionists nor Walton). There are at least two issues. First, there is the question 
of the relation of language to reality. Second, there is the conclusion that if we cannot 
give meaning to a reality independent of language, we are left with moral anarchy. Let 
us examine these claims separately. 

First, to quote Hilary Putnam (a realist) and Richard Rorty, one of Walton's bete 
noirs, 

...elements of  what we call 'language' or 'mind' penetrate so deeply into what 
we call "reality" that the very project of representing ourselves as being 
mappers of something 'language-independent' is fatally compromised from 
the start. ~2 

What Putnam and Rorty are arguing, following the thinking of Wittgenstein, is that our 
minds are not merely absorbent tabula rasas. Rather, we selectively frame, order, and 
organize our experience, and we do this linguistically. Language shapes our perspectives 
in such deeply grounded ways that it is difficult to imagine how we would conceptualize 
or frame experience purely nonlinguistically, because the very act of describing and 
explaining such activities is through language. 

I would argue that this thesis is essentially correct for the following disparate 
reasons. First, all evidence points to a basic fact that no group of human beings has ever 
been discovered, even in what we might agree are the most primitive situations, that did 
not have a well-developed complex spoken language that can generate an almost infinite 
number of ways of expression in that language. Second, however, while the fact of 
language is universal, grammar and syntax vary dramatically, thus framing widely 
different conceptual schemes that, in turn, create different belief systems. Thus, 
languages are the most basic means through which we structure our experiences. 
Languages are "meta-frames" in the sense that our language or languages constitute the 
background frame for all our experiences. At the same time, languages are incomplete, 
because many of them are parochial in their syntax and content, thus precluding the 
formulation of certain kinds of conceptual schemes in that language. Still, we cannot 
view experience from "nowhere" or from behind a purely Rawlsian "veil of ignorance," 
that is, from a position that is not tainted by language. 13 

That thesis, however, is different, from the second Walton attributes to 
deconstruction, namely, the conclusion that the first thesis (that language inexorably 
penetrates reality) results in moral anarchy, atheism, and/or relativism. Let us suppose, 
for the sake of  the argument, that it is true that when we describe the ways in which we 
experience the world, i.e., our linguistic framework, we do that through language. Thus 
concepts such as the good, the real, the world, God, Idea, etc. are terms that make sense 
only through the ways we humans define and frame them. Even if one accepts Putnam 
and Rorty's conclusion that "as human beings we cannot have a view of the world that 
does not reflect our interests and values, ''14 still, the conclusion is not that values are 
merely arbitrary, that all beliefs are equal, or that according to Walton, "what you 
believe is no better than what others believe. ''~5 

The mistake that some deconstructionists make (but Wittgenstein does not make) is 
to assume that because we cannot get at any experience, any idea, or even reality itself 
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except through a human linguistic perspective, that there is no reality other than what we 
create and shape. There is a difference between claiming that one cannot get at reality, 
or the world, or experience except through some human screen and concluding that 
reality or experience is itself merely created or solely socially constructed. Arguing that 
the incomplete disparate ways in which we present and distill experience are socially 
structured is different from arguing that experience or reality itself is socially created. 
The argument that has been put forth here is that how we conceive the world is 
conceptually dependent, that is, that "[e]ssence is expressed by grammar. ''~6 This is quite 
different from concluding that "essence is created by grammar." When essence (or 
reality) is created by grammar we call it lying, fantasy, story-telling, or mythmaking. 
Within any belief system we are careful to distinguish fantasy and myth from "the real," 
"the true," or "the facts," even though both are linguistically dependent. Moreover, 
human development is, in part, engaged in the process of clarifying beliefs and 
knowledge, of seeking and distinguishing enduring values from subjective whims, and of 
trying to get at what is unique, universal, and absolute. So it is n o t  that there are no 
absolutes, but rather that we need to acknowledge the parochial nature of  human 
experience and of our ideas of  the absolute, that is, we need to admit our human 
fallibility. 17 

Walton has a third criticism of deconstruction. He writes, "[w]hen the curtain falls 
on the deconstruction drama, perhaps the greatest casualty will be a subordination of 
human reason to human sensitivity. ' '18 While this would be truly a tragedy, the 
beginning of this trend began at least at least with Epicurus, it developed in seventeenth 
century Scotland, and was brought to full flower with the eighteenth-century philosopher, 
David Hume. Contemporary deconstructionists are not the evil geniuses in this story. 
Moreover, something worthwhile might be gleaned from thinking about the role of 
sensitivity and human emotions in reasoning and the development of ideas. It is the 
simple and obvious fact, well documented by social and cognitive psychologists, as well 
as John Dewey, that human emotion and sensitivity play significant roles in learning 
experiences, in how we frame and shape ideas, and indeed, that we choose to learn, 
believe, and know. To propose that human beings can be purely rational as perhaps 
some of the Enlightenment thinkers may have concluded, is in all likelihood just false. 
So while deconstruction or some deconstructionists may be mounting an attack on 
reasoning, sometimes that attack is to bring in to question the alleged Enlightenment 
project that human beings are, can be, and/or should be primarily rational beings 
unaffected by sentiment and emotions. 

Richard Rorty is the leading guilty party in another drama, that depicted by 
postmodernism. Walton writes, 

[a]though Deconstructionism and postmodernism may be related, they are not 
identical twins. Deconstruction does not bury the past--it interrogates it. 
Postmodernism, on the other hand, either inters or ornamentalizes the 
past .... As deconstruction has a vested interest in debunking the truth claims of 
ancient, medieval, and early modern philosophers, postmodernism has a 
vested interest in exploiting the new findings to destroy metaphysics, alter 
sexual mores, and promote utopias of various sorts .... [Beginning with 
Nietzsche] [w]hat is held in common...  [is a] distaste for canonical texts that 
claim to represent objective reality, when, in truth, they are imaginary signs 
employed in discussion as instruments of repression .... Richard Rorty is a key 
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actor in the postmodern drama because he reinforces the thesis that timeless 
truths are myths and that intellectual and moral toleration is the supreme 
virtue. 19 

I am not going to try to defend Nietzsche, Heidegger, Foucault, Sartre, or Rorty; nor can 
I argue that Nietzsche did not claim that God is dead, that Heidegger was not a Nazi, nor 
that Foucault 's  personal sex life was anything but despicable by anyone's  even motley 
relativist, or subjective standards, all points that Walton emphasizes in his critique of 
these men. But I do want to make three counterpoints, points that may or may not have 
been acceptable to these thinkers, and that are probably compromising to their positions 
to the point of absurdity. 

If  what I have argued earlier is not incorrect, what we mean by "objective truth" is 
always circumscribed by the human condition and language. If one were to divorce 
oneself from one's  personality, gender, social situation, national origins, religion, one 
would still be situated within human language or languages that frame our experiences in 
ways that cannot be totally stripped away. To use Warner Heisenberg's analogy from 
physics, one cannot observe a phenomenon without an observer, and one cannot separate 
the affects of the observer on the observed from the observed phenomenon. Part of the 
ideal of science is to strip away or otherwise account for observer biases, but even that 
project is itself framed by the methods of science, themselves fallible. 2° 

Still, reality is not merely a human creation, as Walton accuses the postmodernists 
of holding, even if what we mean by reality is always interpreted or framed by the human 
condition and language. So it is not the correct conclusion that God does not exist. 
Rather, to quote the postmodern religious feminist, Sr. Elizabeth Johnson, 

[t]he unfathomable mystery of God is always mediated through shifting 
historical discourse .... [L]anguage about God has a history. . .[W]ords about 
God are cultural creatures, entwined with the mores and adventures of  the 
faith community that uses them. As cultures shift, so too does the specificity 
of God-talk. 21 

Indeed, as I have argued elsewhere the word "existence" is a term referring to natural 
beings with finite lives. 2z It is a term that may not be applicable, and indeed possibly an 
insult, to a being which cannot not exist. 23 The God that is dead for Nietzsche may be 
that imaginary being embedded in anthropomorphism, ritual, and idol worship rather 
than the Kierkegaardian God that is, but is unknowable. 

Walton accuses the postmoderns of confusing toleration with the permissiveness 
where one must put up with, and not question, challenges to one 's  core values. 
Admittedly some of their writings reflect this position. But there is another way to think 
about toleration. If  we, as human beings, are fallible, then we need to challenge even our 
most deeply held beliefs. This is not the same as destroying them, this is not to be 
equated with nihilism, nor does it preclude saying, "x is wrong, period." Let me give an 
example. The founders of our country wrote a marvelous Constitution that we still hold 
as a model today (even Rorty holds this as a model). But the right to vote was originally 
interpreted to mean the right for adult Protestant male property owners, and in some 
states, male Jews, to vote (except in the state of Maryland, the "Catholic" state). By 
asking questions about the Constitution and even deconstructing the meaning of the 
terms "rights" and "all men," we have been able to reinterpret that right as a right of all 
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adult citizens over the age of 18 to vote. So if toleration means asking questions like 
those we have asked our Constitution, and making changes in who can vote, yes, we need 
to continue to do that process. Admittedly there is a very fine line between toleration 
and moral anarchy, and we often step over one side or the other. But as much evil as 
been done in the name or righteousness (however interpreted) as has been done for 
toleration. I need only mention The Crusades. 

This brings us to the question of  "PC" or political correctness. Walton cites 
example after example of  where enforcing PC has violated freedom of speech and other 
civil liberties. Incidents such as these cannot be tolerated or defended. But, and here I 
am completely biased: I do not think we have gone nearly far enough in correcting our 
past abuses as expressed through language. If we think, express ourselves, engage in 
evaluation and self-criticism, write, act historically, create, and even feel, linguistically, 
then language also expresses our biases and hates. Although there have been some 
overzealous abuses of  enforcing PC, I would remind the audience of our past. As late as 
1849 during the Gold Rush, native Americans and Hispanics were routinely killed in PC 
liberal California. In the early 1900s Chinese laborers, very populous in the West, 
suddenly disappeared. At the time of Walton 's  birth, women did not have the right to 
vote. Rosa Parks, who is older than Walton, had to sit in the back of the bus. Jim Crow 
laws were still in effect, and the KKK was a revered organization in many parts of the 
South. Today, although about 46 percent of  the workforce in this country is female, 
there are only two women CEOs of Fortune 500 companies, five in the Fortune 1000, 
and no African-Americans. And, for sports fans, until 1975, no African-American could 
even play at Augusta, much less qualify for the Masters. There are still golf clubs in the 
United States that pray (hopefully to Nietzsche's God) that Tiger Woods will not ask to 
play on their course, because that would violate their by-laws. We have neither equality 
of opportunity nor are we free from bias, prejudice, or hate. That the Texaco jellybean 
incident could occur in 1996 is just one bit of further evidence that we have only begun 
in the fight for equal i ty--not  of outcomes, but merely for opportunities. 

Walton also criticizes many movements of multiculturalism. While understanding 
the philosophical roots of multiculturalism, Walton notices that multicultural advocates 
have gotten carried away, and the classics have been dismissed from reading lists at 
some major universities. I take this to be a fad (we have had others) that will disappear, 
and the great works of literature, will return to the center stage, accompanied now by 
some newly-found masterpieces by women and people of color. 

Turning to the radical feminists, Walton devotes a chapter to their ideas. He writes, 
"[e]fforts by the hate fringe of feminism are counterproductive. ''24 I agree, yes, indeed 
they are radical, outrageous, embarrassing to their more conservative gender-same 
colleagues, hypercritical, quarrelsome, and it might appear, hopelessly wrongheaded. To 
single out one person, Catherine MacKinnon, her questionable argument that 
pornography should be legally barred and pornographers punished raises serious 
challenges to the First Amendment protecting free speech. 25 

However, as Walton himself writes, "It is misleading to leave feminism depicted as 
an aberrant movement designed to mangle morals, destroy the family, rip the social 
fabric, or create hatred between sexes . . . .  By and large, feminists want justice and 
equality, and they see the goals available in shared domestic responsibilities in stable 
marriages, etc .... ,,26 At the same time, Walton writes, 
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America's primary institutions---courts and Congress, business and labor 
unions, schools and churches--face a future of continued feminist 
challenges. 27 

I see this as a positive trend. Sometimes a radical movement galvanizes us to think more 
carefully about how we interpret the equal rights of  every person. And such movements 
remind us of  other radicals: Thomas Jefferson, George Washington, James Madison, 
even Benjamin Franklin, Abraham Lincoln, Gandhi, King, all of whom were excoriated 
in their day for ideas thought to be destructive and impossible. Thus one should be 
uneasy about being overcritical of  a movement that is trying to level the playing field, a 
goal after all, even of free markets, particularly when, as the data I cited above suggests, 
there is much more to be accomplished. 

The second half of  Aggressive Elites is devoted to demonstrating how 
deconstruction, postmodernism, and some forms of overzealous feminism have 
influenced or are trying to undermine basic institutions of law, religion, church, and 
business. The crux of Walton's argument is his fear that "[w]hat cannot win acceptance 
through democratic processes might be reached by aggressive elites in arenas where less 
scrutiny and less accountability are demanded. ''2s I will focus on only one of these 
institutions: business. Walton argues that postmoderns are by and large socialists or 
Marxists who critique capitalism both systemically and on the micro level. On the macro 
level, 

deconstruction and postmodern views of capitalism depend heavily on a 
fragmented view of Marxism; moreover, whereas most professionally-trained 
economists wish to repair the market system, the new elite seeks to destroy 
it...postmoderns allegedly see the new global economy as] "late 
capitalism...[growing out of a] record of  oppression and exploitation [that] 
makes it unrealistic to expect it to forge a more humane society. ''29 

Although one would want to be careful in claiming that all postmoderns are Marxist or 
even that they care about the political economy, it is surely true that Walton's depiction 
describes accurately the views of some postmoderns such as Frederic Jameson. 

However, three points should be noted. Two events...the success of democratic 
free enterprise or capitalism in the West and the demise and failure of Soviet socialism 
together almost preclude anyone but weird intellectuals like Jameson, Rorty, Walton and 
myself from taking contemporary Marxism seriously. Indeed, this is frightening, because 
we are no longer inviting nor taking into account critiques of capitalism, some of which 
have merit, and most of which help us to strengthen and improve our institutions and 
system. Thus there is a danger of parochialism, arrogance, and even elitism and smug 
self-satisfaction among capitalists or late capitalists like myself, the very phenomena 
Walton notices, correctly, to exist among many postmoderns. Second, the spread of 
globalization of markets has the tendency of McDonaldizing the world. That is, a 
parochial globalization of Western mores that threaten cultural, social, and religious 
diversity in their most positive meanings. While the global corporation may forge a 
more humane society, it may fail in preserving diverse societies. Third, and now this is a 
soapbox on which Walton will join me, although we have become technological experts, 
global marketers, conscious of worker safety, environmentally much cleaner, etc. we 
have done little to enhance the respect and dignity of  workers, even in this country. The 
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globalization of capitalism without attending to some of  its negative outcomes will only 
continue to escalate these indignities. So I would conclude that critiques of  capitalism, 
particularly now in its present glory days, will help us to hone a more democratic, 
humane, and diverse as well as more productive set of political economies. 

On the level of  management theory, postmoderns allegedly argue that "hierarchical 
organizations are bastions of privilege and power. ''3° Thus the focus in contemporary 
management literature on process management, empowerment, reengineering, and 
change management are allegedly postmodern trends in management theory. It is 
unclear whether Walton favors these trends. He sometime writes as if these trends are 
based on questioning one's ability to predict, thus they challenge traditional notions of  
truth and knowledge, presage the disintegration of  managerial authority and eventually 
become part of overturning or decentering organizations, and thus free enterprise. For 
example, in criticizing these trends, Walton quotes Paul Jefcutt who argues, 

since the conditions that permit reliable predictability are nonexistent, the 
greatest wisdom for policy makers is to "accelerate the inevitable, defined as 
flexible specialization, dehierarchical control systems, and functionally 
flexible labor markets. TM 

To buttress this criticism Walton cites three alleged postmoderns who write, 

...language profoundly shapes who we are, how we think, and what we do. It 
is essential that we remain continually aware of the dominant metaphors we 
use to describe ourselves and our practices because they often shape us in 
ways we don' t  initially recognize or desire...Such a way of thinking about 
language has been articulated best by postmodernists who suggest that 
attention to metaphors, grammar, and ways of  speaking is not an obscure 
intellectual exercise, but a central task to developing alternative vocabularies 
that open up new possibilities and ways of living. 32 

Again, we need to separate two criticisms of postmodern trends in management 
theory. Few management theorists, and certainly not Wicks, et. al., argue that we are 
unable to predict! Management and management theory are based on prediction! But, 
what Wicks, et. al., are trying to suggest is that broadening one's ways of thinking can 
actually enhance capitalist political economies in ways that respond to, and take into 
account without agreeing with, radical feminist and neoMarxist criticisms! Thus, they 
might argue, process management does not spell the end of free enterprise but is rather a 
new way to "open up possibilities for inclusion" within the constraints of  sustaining 
viable economic enterprises. 

I want to end with addressing briefly Walton's critique of radical religious 
feminists, in particular, his singling out of the new book by Sr. Elizabeth Johnson, She 
Who Is. Walton demonstrates through numerous examples that both the Old Testament 
and New Testament are witness to the complex equality between men and women where 
women are as often portrayed positively as heroines as men are portrayed as villains. 
Thus, he concludes, we need not appeal to a feminism of God or the Trinity in order to 
be inclusive. 
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Yet religious feminists such as Sr. Elizabeth Johnson are asking for more: they are 
asking for equality in the language and meaning of  religious life and equality in the 
hierarchy of  the Church. Thus Johnson writes, 

What is the right way to speak about God in light of women's reality? 
. . .Divine capacity for relation has led to speaking about Sophia-God's  
participation in the suffering of  the world that empowers the praxis of 
freedom, a discourse that takes place in the energizing matrix of the one 
God 's  sheer liveliness named with the symbol SHE WHO IS .... No language 
about God will ever be fully adequate to the burning mystery which it 
signifies. But a more inclusive way of speaking can come about that bears the 
ancient wisdom with a new justice. 33 

Johnson is reformulating the notion of God in ways that can be understood and even 
accepted by the aggressive elites Walton criticizes. She is also challenging all of us to 
broaden the concepts and the meanings of our most basic beliefs to include all those who 
might be worthy. That is little to ask of religion in a political economy based on a notion 
of freedom, freedom that is supposedly more inclusive than merely free markets. 

Clarence Walton 's  new book, Aggressive Elites and Passive Masses, offers us an 
opportunity to rethink many of our entrenched classical liberal ideas. He concludes: 

[w]ill late capitalism bring tyranny to third-world people? Have the 
privileged business classes built Baudrillardian simulacra to deceive the 
public? Will  literary critics awaken us from our dreams and save us from our 
sins? Or have the alerts already been sounded by informed economists o f  past 
decades as well as by today's  theorists? 34 

We should all take Walton 's  analysis very seriously-- the success of the next century 
depends on such seriousness and on how each of  us, as moderns or postmoderns, as 
constructive or deconstructive, radical, or conservative, thinkers, attempt to deal with the 
questions Walton raises and the answers he offers. We must thank him profoundly for 
the opportunity to examine these ideas closely. 
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Thank you, President Healy and my thanks also to Ronald Duska for inviting me to 
speak at this gathering that honors a gifted and wise man, Clarence Walton, an old friend 
and a grand warrior in the good fight. I am especially grateful for being assigned the last 
spot in this Symposium when everyone is dazed and groggy, eager to get at the drinks 
and ready to burst into applause to end it all, so I won' t  keep us l ong - - a  mere 2 hours 
should suffice to put forth my remarks and develop them carefully. Did I say 2 hours? I 
meant 30 minutes or so, a time limit imposed by Ronald Duska, an archon one ignores at 
great peril. Along the way I shall touch here and there upon the commentary of 
Professor Werhane, always stimulating, occasionally right. 

The title of  this little talk might call to mind St. Augustine at that moment in his 
Confessions when he arrives in Carthage and finds it "a seething cauldron of lust," only 
to discover that the six other deadly sins are percolating away aggressively, or more 
exactly that the Good cannot be found in the mean streets of that town. You remember 
that for Augustine evil was absence, a kind of black hole that emits no light. Yet a more 
recent text echoes through my theme, and that is The Secular City by Harvey Cox, who 
at the time of  his book 's  publ icat ion-- in  1965--was a Professor of Theology and 
Culture at the Andover Newton Theological School in Massachusetts. The paperback 
edition holds a front cover blurb of sorts worth pondering: "A Celebration of the City's 
liberties and an invitation to its discipline." Ah, the cauldron of  the sixties! That era 
certainly celebrated itself and chanted its liberties, demonstrated its freedom from, if not 
freedom to, and we continue to hear at this very hour urgings to keep celebrating, as if 
we know in our hearts that the deeper the troubles, the louder and more sustained must 
the clapping be. 

Dr. Walton in Aggressive Elites and Passive Masses: Subverting Basic Institutions 
is in no mood to celebrate, not because he fails to own joy  and love, but because these 
profound human inclinations and practices, he argues, have been pushed out of our 
culture, perhaps detonated by the sapper-elites whose explosives have crippled a great 
human accomplishment-- that  aggregate of men and women we call a city. There is 
abroad in our culture a certain reign of terror. Something's burning, and it is a moral 
obligation to sound the alarm. 

I intend to pay flying visits to several districts in Dr. Wal ton 's  (and our) city and to 
a couple of spots he has chosen not to investigate or to see only in cursory fashion, and 
then linger a bit in that tragic venue where the contemporary family tries to carry on its 
noble task while under siege by the forces of a postmodernism that has been armed to the 
teeth by modernism. More on that later. These districts conform more or less  to the 
chapter headings in Dr. Walton 's  manuscript, so we find Deconstruction Plaza; and the 
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mall where Feminism displays its assertions; there is the Court House and the Churches 
and Temples; the once isolated campus; the palisade where Political Correctness hones 
its orthodoxy and keeps its prisoners; and of  course ubiquitous trade, the lifeblood, 
economically speaking, of  the whole busy enterprise. 

Before we begin our tour let me say that in calling Derrida and Baudillard and 
Rorty and Fish and Foucault and the rest of the acolyte crew radical, Dr. Walton and 
Professor Werhane fall into misnomer. Socrates of Athens was radical. Jesus of 
Nazareth was radical. Shakespeare's imagination is very much at the vital center. The 
renunciatory genius of  Emily Dickinson plunged down, down to confront passionately 
God, fear and trembling. Einstein, of course, sits in this pantheon as he honors 
profoundly the mysteries of  the created. There are others who will occur to us as 
deserving of  the epithet radical. Now I give you brilliant, as a klieglight or conflagration 
is brilliant and a candle is not; and they are, in Richard Pipes words, "a vociferous 
intelligentsia." And I concede readily that their power has been devastating, but far from 
total. Incidentally, everybody knows that power and authority are not the same. You can 
have one without the other. Do these intellectuals swarming under Dr. Walton's 
microscope have authority? Debatable, friends, debatable. They are most frequently 
villainous. And why? Because they are iconoclasts and it is in this breakage, in this 
assault and battery and thrusting and slashing that their identity finds its locus. But 
please remember that the iconoclast has one basic hobby---collecting icons. The 
dependency is astonishing. To twist a happy phrase of Roger Kimball 's--he coined 
"tenured radicals" for that swatch of the professoriate who play Robespierre against 
institutions they cannot live without--let us agree on "resident hecklers" and leave it at 
that, with the emphasis on resident. Heckling as a form of verbal terror is a species of 
criticism and can be helpful to a point. But old Emerson knew this type. Listen to him 
in 1841 make clear a perennial truth about those who trouble the surface of the polis and 
its culture. The key term is conservative: 

You who quarrel with the arrangements of society, and are willing to embroil 
all, and risk the indisputable good that exists, for the chance of better, live, 
move, and have your being in this, and your deeds contradict your words 
every day. For as you cannot jump from the ground without using the 
resistance of the ground, nor put out the boat to sea, without shoving from the 
shore, nor attain liberty without rejecting obligation, so you are under the 
necessity of  using the actual order of things, in order to disuse it; to live by it, 
whilst you wish to take away its life. The past has baked your loaf, and in the 
strength of its bread you would break up the oven. But you are betrayed by 
your own nature. You also are conservatives. However men please to style 
themselves, I see no other than a conservative party . . . .  You quarrel with my 
conservatism, but it is to build up one of your own; it will have a new 
beginning, but the same course and end, the same trials, the same passions; 
among the lovers of the new I observe that there is a jealousy of  the newest. 

I should warn you that my consultants on this tour are chiefly literary and thereby 
given over to legerdemain and craft and rhetoric, but what would you expect from an 
English teacher, one of the tribe who are, in Dr. Walton's words "like chefs and 
notoriously mercurial...?" That's Mercury, you know, the Roman version of  Hermes 
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who gave the world the dreaded hermeneutics, that maze of readings that has swollen the 
population of the Kingdom of Publication and given many of us fits. 

So let us go then you and I and make our visit, first in the plaza to observe the 
twirling Deconstructionists, those scoffers at the Absolute who know absolutely, in 
Professor Werhane's phrasing, "the parochial nature of human experience..." that is, 
". . .our fallibility .... " as she says infallibly. They view reading as a form of writing: one 
might take this as their foundation, were that term not so stifling, so exclusive. Their 
chief magistrate, Jacques Derrida, causes puzzlement in Dr. Walton. He confesses that 
"where Derrida is really coming from is unclear." Maybe so, but we know where he is. 
In the letters page of the New York Review of Books, the oasis that has replaced Oxford 
as the home of lost causes. It is the issue of February 11, 1993 and we find him 
complaining quite earnestly about some violation of his this or that, employing along the 
way such locutions as "...falsification...execrable translation...bad book.. ." and, 
wonderful to tell, how his persecutor's "...errors...get us to the bottom of things." 
Errors? Errors! Those commissions that former civilizations claimed have no rights. I 
guess Derrida agrees. Nothing here about deferred meaning. When the going gets 
tough, Reality glares starkly through the discourse. He was just convincingly accused by 
Brian Vickers in the Times Literary Supplement of May 9, 1997 of purposely distorting 
the work of the historian Ernst Robert Curtius and the American philosopher Charles 
Sanders Pierce. But distortion is creative, is it not? A thing one does on the periphery. 
Maybe Henry James as long ago as 1876 predicted this trickster's appearance and that of 
his followers when he noted that in complimenting a French novel (Derrida may be a 
French novel) one responds to ".. .a little entree, compactly defined by the margin of its 
platter." (Emphasis mine.) Margin of the platter has a ring, doesn't  it? I think C.S. 
Lewis also knew the type. He said this: "When we see through things, that's exactly 
what we do. We don't  see them, we see through them, to the reflection of ourselves on 
the other side." It is hardly news that the Deconstructioneer can outgaze Narcissus. 

And the city plaza can't  be itself without the many and their alleged diversity, their 
arm-in-arm equality as they march under the banner of multiculturalism. Let us hear Dr. 
Walton for a moment. He narrows the question in this instance to education: 

It is, therefore, a gross misunderstanding of multiculturalism to describe 
it simply as the honest attempt to improve liberal education. Rather it must be 
seen for what it is, namely, an attempt to give equality to marginalized 
societies and groups--be they Africans, Native Americans, Asians, or 
feminists. Recognizing this fact raises the question of whether diminished 
study of Western culture brings increased understanding of other peoples, a 
dubious proposition because the unstated premise of multicultural education is 
that all cultures have equal worth. This is the thought of all those who claim 
that judgments of worth are based on arbitrary standards imposed by white 
males in the institutional power centers of America and Europe. 

Charles Taylor in his Philosophical Arguments, published by Harvard in 1995, touches 
on this matter when he says:..."It makes sense to demand as a matter of right that we 
approach the study of cultures with a presumption of their value. Yet it can't  make sense 
to demand as a matter of  right that we come up with a final concluding judgment that 
their value is great or equal to others." A bit of a useful caveat there, I would argue; 
although it may sound elitist, a concept, by the way, still in need of deeper probing by all 
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of us, including our honoree who expressed a hope in his manuscript that William A. 
Henry III, author of In Defense of Elitism, published by Doubleday in 1994 would agree 
with his position on elites. As I read Henry, he would not, in toto, agree. 

Professor Werhane observes that Dr. Walton "notices that multicultural advocates 
have gotten carried away, and the classics have been dismissed from reading lists at 
some major universities. I take this to be a fad (we have had others) that will disappear, 
and the great works of literature will return to the center stage, accompanied now by 
some newly-found masterpieces by women and people of  color." What a relief to know 
that only a generation has been lost in the folds of this fad. It is often the case that a 
culture grounded in an evolutionary myth will take wide and deep failure as a necessary 
if regrettable stage toward, well...the next stage. Education seems especially prone to 
this kind of  consolatio. Camille Paglia (that's P-A-G-L-I-A--she once said that the "G" 
in her surname is the only silent thing about her)...Camille Paglia then has nailed 
successfully an entire movement within the larger movement of Affective Education by 
insisting that "teaching, not curing, is the professor's job." The self-esteem steamroller 
has occasioned Dr. Walton to cite Professor Christina Hoff Sommers, (not your welcome 
guest at all Feminist conventions): 

She noted how some universities even give course credits to students 
who perform outrageous "liberation" acts outside of class; how the Ms 
Foundation and NOW, as well as previously nonpartisan academic 
organizations like The American Association of University Women (AAUW) 
and the Association of American Colleges (AAC) have sponsored advocacy 
research reports that are strained beyond their factual limits when the findings 
do not satisfy the sponsor. Specifically, Sommers found the published results 
of  the AAUW study deliberately misleading. The reported dramatic decline 
in the girls' self-esteem between ages eleven and sixteen was arrived at by 
analyzing the questionnaire that asked students to respond to the statement "I 
am happy the way I am" in one of five possible ways: (1) always true, (2) 
somewhat true, (3) sometimes true, sometimes false, (4) somewhat false, (5) 
always false. 

The AAUW report publicized only the "always true" answers from the 
girls. If the second and third categories were known, the girls' self-esteem 
would jump from 29 to 88 percent as compared to 92 percent for the boys. 
The obvious goal was to create the impression that environmentally induced 
low self-esteem, "the Holy Grail of  pop psychology," retards learning. 

Comes to mind a recent book by the historian Orlando Figes called A People's 
Tragedy: The Russian Revolution, 1891-1924. I hope it will not be necessary, but I 
think it will be, for some anguished scholar to compose "A Student's Tragedy: The 
Education Revolution, 1965 and Still Running." Many authors, of  course, have been 
wringing their hands over the condition of American schools, as well they should. 

Before leaving the plaza I want to call our attention to a certain representative 
figure always found strolling about, usually in the gentrified section of town, but he's 
generous, tolerant, I guess, "cool." He feels at home on the boulevards, is never 
alienated, blends happily with the given, swims in it. It 's his very element; and also take 
a surreptitious peek at a fellow sitting at a table in a coffee shop, some Java Junction or 
such. Plato knew the one; Charles Dickens, the other. Listen first to Plato. The "he" is 
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one Alcibiades, that great soldier, here off-duty. By the way, we had better let him into 
our symposium before he gate-crashes it: 

And does he not...also live out his life in this fashion, day by day indulging 
the appetite of the day, now winebibbing and abandoning himself to the 
lascivious pleasing of the flute and again drinking only water and dieting, and 
at one time exercising his body, and sometimes idling and neglecting all 
things, and at another time seeming to occupy himself with philosophy. And 
frequently he goes in for politics and bounces up and says and does whatever 
enters his head. And if military men excite his emulation, thither he rushes, 
and if moneyed men, to that he turns, and there is no order or.fiecessity to his 
existence, but he calls this life of  his the life of pleasure a n d  freedom and 
happiness and cleaves to it to the end. 

John Finlay says of this Alcibiades that he is the quintessence of  the "democratic 
soul...which is consequently characterized above all by its versatility, by the presence 
within it of many styles, attitudes, philosophies, and cults, each one of which frequently 
contradicts the others." I have nothing to say about this except to remark that in his 
versatility he becomes a kind of patron saint for the Secular City. Dare we say a role 
model? Certainly good for business and light on his feet (and light in his being?) a 
darling of the advertisers, surely. 

The fellow in the coffee shop is something like Alcibiades but certainly tending 
toward the passive, toward that status of the entitled consumer Dickens is speaking: "All 
he asked of society, was to let him live. That wasn't much. His wants were few. Give 
him the papers, conversation, music, mutton, coffee, landscape, fruit in the season .... and 
a little claret, and he asked no more. He was a mere child in the world, but he didn't cry 
for the moon. He said to the world, 'Go your several ways in peace! Wear red coats, 
blue coats, lawn sleeves, put pens behind your ears, wear aprons; go after glory, holiness, 
commerce, trade, any object you prefer, only--let  Harold Skimpole live!'" 

Well, this Harold Skimpole lives in the pages of Bleak House. To the Jesuit Paul 
Mankowski he is a cultural menace in the quality of his indifference and ingratitude. 
Father Mankowski writes: 

The villainy of  the Skimpole Syndrome does not consist in its choice of 
goods:...few of us would argue that such things are inherently unwholesome. 
Nor is genial tolerance...a bad thing in itself. The problem with Skimpolism 
is that it ignores, and refuses to acknowledge, the sources and causes of  its 
own good fortune: the enormous human enterprise of toil, commerce, and 
distribution, the attendant fatigue, risk, worry, and vexation, the requisite 
virtues of foresight, prudence, honesty, and diligence--all of which are 
necessary for something as ordinary as a peach or a glove to end up in 
Skimpole's dining room. For the Skimpoles of this world, the ultimate source 
of  bread is the baker's van, and there is no need to concern oneself with 
plowing, sowing, weeding, dunging, cutting, threshing, milling, and baking--  
not to mention the thousands of  mercantile transactions, from mortgages to 
tire rotations--that must be in place, and continually attended to, so that 
Skimpole might have his honey on toast. 
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Ortega y Gasset warned us of the man who (this is my example but Ortega's point) given 
an air-conditioner in the morning to drive off the heat would by noon take it for granted 
and by nightfall see it as a product of nature to which he is entitled. We must leave 
Skimpole to his little snack and hasten to our destination. 

As we pass the Court House we shudder at the line of litigants stretching to the 
horizon, and I at least lower my eyes in embarrassment at the sheer idiocy of what Dr. 
Walton deplores in the discovery that "...legal analysis is being enriched (?) 
by...literary theory." It 's not enough to suffocate great books with the pillow of  theory, 
now law books are being given the treatment. If  you will permit me to employ yet 
another metaphor, let us hope that the law is far stronger than the pitiable and tragic 
Desdemona struggling under an enraged and frankly crazed Othello. 

The church doors are open so that we can hear the voices of dissent bouncing 
around a nave half-empty; half-full, actually. Paul Johnson has written that the great 
non-event of the twentieth century is the death of  God. Oh, I forgot to tell you that back 
in the Plaza I noticed a student wearing a T-shirt that said, "God Is Dead--Nietzsche." 
And just below it, "Nietzsche Is Dead--God."  Anyway, the voices in the church are 
arguing about one thing after another: inclusive language, the hierarchy, 
transubstantiation. Quite disturbing to learn from Dr. Walton that about 50 percent of 
Roman Catholic daily communicants doubt the Real Presence. God and Her love seem 
quaint and curious over against the rattle of issues. About She Who Is, Professor 
Werhane, we can agree that this formula reminds us of the Pure Spirit that is our Creator. 
Fair enough. True enough. True completely? Christ, if His words have not been 
editorialized by the patriarchy--and I am convinced they have not been--regularly calls 
upon the Father. Christ was not a theologian, but He spoke theologically everytime He 
opened His mouth, did He not? For Him it is not just a matter of historical context and 
local culture. And what, as a Catholic, should I do with the Ascension of the Son of God 
and the Assumption of  His mother? He Who Is may be exclusive and politically 
incorrect, but it is not thereby untrue and not thereby unjust. We may speak if we wish 
of the Blessed Virgin: His intercessions, His apparitions, but I don't  know what is 
gained by this willful distortion. 

Here is a thought for us as we move beyond the church doors and along the 
avenues. It proceeds, I think, from the depths of Dr. Walton. It is his key: "Faith is a 
spiritual melody that gives meaning to life." Credo ut intellegam, as Augustine and 
others have put it. I believe so that I might understand. Faith not only precedes 
knowledge. It is the soil wherein knowledge grows. Allied to this radically is that 
startling comment by Dostoyevski: "where there is no love, there is no reason." 

Round the corner now to where the homes and the rowhouses sit. This is what I 
meant by our destination, that locale in the Secular City where so many beleaguered 
families reside. The hecklers are here in droves, protesting, parading up and down 
brandishing placards. In what I proffer to be the most sobering moment in the whole of 
Dr. Walton's text--it  carries the frightening name, "American Pathologies"--he writes 
this: 

Duquesne University president John Murray provided a chilling account 
of  the country's afflictions when he wrote: "The remaining superpower in the 
world leads the industrialized world in divorce, violent deaths of children, and 
incarceration. We now insist on recognizing the single-parent family as 
normal and the two-parent family as Ozzie-and-Harriet nostalgia, but we 
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ignore reality. Eighty percent of children in psychiatric hospitals come from 
broken homes. Our children are three times more likely to commit suicide 
and three times more likely to be abused than were their parents. An African- 
American child from a single-parent family is 500 times more likely to be 
poor than an African-American child from a two-parent family. Senator 
Moynihan tells us that, for children born in 1980, 22.2 percent of white 
children and 82.9 percent of black children will be dependent on welfare 
before reaching age 18. Seven of ten juvenile offenders come from single- 
parent homes. 

Senator Daniel Patrick Moynihan had earlier proffered similar insights 
when he observed that ruptures in the supporting culture produce phenomena 
called deviancy up and deviancy down. The first refers to behavior hitherto 
considered benign but now defined as morally malignant; deviancy down 
means turning the abnormal and immoral into the normal and moral. The 
United States is in the throes of both a deviancy up and a deviancy down 
mentality; its public conscience is confuse... 

For me, this is the dirty little secret of postmodernism, which I insist is the linchpin 
at the moment of our cultural malaise. Behind the insouciance, within the bonhomie of 
tolerance, just beneath the polished surface is a mentality--not a conspiracy: nobody has 
to meet in cellars when everyone thinks along the same lines--a mentality that is at war 
with the institution of the family. The war has been prosecuted, especially in the West, 
for a long, long time; certainly since 1789 and the birth of Romanticism. It is now 
raging. 

You know, postmodernism as a term is rather vague; it is almost befogged. The 
prefix post, meaning after, suggests a rupture of sorts or at least a temporal clean slate, or 
a slate bearing the marks of an eraser. I am wary of the post hoc/propter hoc fallacy but 
propter is the better prefix for grasping just what postmodernism as a concept might be, 
although the ungainliness of a creature called Proptermodernism will keep it from 
catching on, I fear. But one never knows in this age of  neologism. Propter does carry 
the notion of  accountability--on account of--and the postmodern collosus is the resident 
heir of the modernism collosus. I grant that modernism covers a lot of terrain and may 
stretch as far back so as to touch Chaucer's contemporary, William of Ockham and his 
nominalist buddies, but I want very briefly to point to a few examples of literary 
modernism that in their subversive ways, not the least of  which I really do regret to say is 
their appeal as beautiful linguistic artifacts, have influenced the Derridas, the Foucaults, 
the Stanley Fishes, the Richard Rortys. In their time they were correctly seen, as they are 
today, as realistic imitations, as reflections, as mimetic enterprises that instructed readers 
on what was going on, what exactly was the case, to use Wittgenstein's term. 

In 1862 Ivan Turgenev published Fathers and Sons wherein the protagonist 
Yevgeny Bazarov asserts his brand of trendy nihilism in the face of a decent family that 
had invited him into their home. He taunts their established routines and practices, 
mocks their traditions, even clomps all over the roses. He is the new man, you see, 
independent and thereby irreverent. About 45 years up James Joyce thought he would 
create "a conscience for my race . . . by exposing the hemiplegia or paralysis that 
constitutes the city." Dubliners, set in Dublin, a city of  wall-to-wall families, is a study 
in 15 dispositions that reveals the family as repressive when it is not broken, clownish, 
drunken, irrelevant to the growth of the individual. In 1927 Virginia Woolf published To 
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The Lighthouse. The heroine's husband, Mr. Ramsey, the paterfamilias based on 
Virginia 's  father Leslie Stephen, is portrayed as a ludicrous curmudgeon and a 
philosopher immobilized by the rigidities of logic. He is also advertised as a monster of 
insensitivity. One could go on till the cows come home. Think of Flaubert 's  Madame 
Bovary, Tolstoy's  Anna Karenina, Ibsen's A Doll House (almost a sacred text in some 
quarters, as is Kate Chopin's  The Awakening) and remember Kafka, Lawrence, Beckett, 
Hemingway, Camus, Freud, and the stories of the therapy industry. This major work is 
aesthetically sound, even ravishing in many respects, yet with the exception of  Turgenev 
who seems to have known what was at stake the narrative voices are those of 
endorsement and advocacy. It is mother, father, husband, wife, sibling, home that form 
the iconic resistance that must be broken. It has become almost natural in the modern era 
to leave the nest on, say, a Monday; so be it, much good in that, but has it not become 
pathological to sneak back on Tuesday and defile it and on Wednesday to torch it? 
Postmodernists, as loyal heirs of modernists, seem to have found their raison d'etre in a 
flight from a maze or labyrinth called home and family, but it does not suffice to be out 
in the world. One must punish the source that gave us life and do one's best, perhaps 
through a career of grudge books and score-settling (don' t  get mad, get even) to 
demolish (deconstruct?) the institution, the family. 

No one should romanticize the family. I don't .  We all know the tribulations, 
frustrations, claustrophobia, sometimes even the horrors that living together in that 
traditional and nuclear unit can bring forth. And I don' t  for a minute think that the 
present troubles are caused solely by gifted literary folk handing down their ingenious 
products to a breathless posterity, but ideas have consequences, especially when they 
come packaged in the redemptive energies of aesthetic pleasure, and literary modernism, 
I assure you, has contributed its powerful weaponry to what I think we must now agree is 
A Cause--a truly radical cause that the postmodernists, (Proptermodernists), inherited as 
disciples. 

So how fares the cultural landscape of our Secular City, as viewed by Clarence 
Walton? I might have given the impression that it is a veritable Inferno and he a Virgil 
guiding us along the descending circles. Well, the troubles are legion. To deny this is to 
close one's  eyes to a union, as in the State of  the Union, that is imperiled. The nation is 
truly at risk. But let me say that in Aggressive Elites and Passive Masses Dr. Walton 
acknowledges that many of the troubling consequences at hand are motivated by 
concerns about fairness, about justice, about needed redress. His manuscript, I assure 
you, is not an unrelieved jeremiad and is never a screed. 

In closing I want to suggest that in essence he has uncovered a zeitgeist that the 
English historian H.A.L. Fisher in his History of Europe, published in 1935, found in 
place in the year 300 A.D. 

We receive the impression of an unhappy, superstitious, nervous society, 
depressed by a sense of calamity, which it has not the calm or thinking power 
to diagnose. 

Fisher was observing a paganism still holding itself together in a loose confederation of 
despair and stridency; its hegemony for the most part had dissolved. G. K. Chesterton 
has remarked that we know what defeated paganism--Christ ianity.  At the end of the 
second millennium we have in this country and elsewhere the misrule of neo-paganism. 
Might we hope? Hope that coming into a magnificent restoration is the saving power of 
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the Judeo-Christian message and way, that radical covenant that proclaims us as 
creatures honored, reflective of the divine, loved, and, yes, privileged. 

Finally I wish to read two lines from a poem by C. H. Sisson that locates 
paradoxically for me the appeal, if I might so phrase it, that informs every page of  Dr. 
Walton's patriotic critique: "the sow's ear/Is now more valuable than the silk purse." 

Dr. Walton will not accept that and the awful cultural pessimism behind it. He 
never has, does not now; he never will as long as there's a breath in his body. The 
appeal is directed to himself, to us, to his beloved coun t ry . . ,  to improve, to redeploy the 
elements of American consciousness, to take back the night that has enveloped it. If  as 
educators, businessmen and businesswomen, parents, children, citizens, humane people 
we slip into the slough of despond called resignation we're finished. We cannot accept 
the dumbing down, the indifference, the merely comfortable, the sow's ear. 
Clarence, God bless you, and thank you for your work. 



 

 

 

 

 



ON LOOKING BACK AND LOOKING FORWARD: 
WALTON'S RESPONSE 

CLARENCE WALTON 

As paeans of praise from peers---critics may call them perjuries----cascaded down my 
face, the brain exploded with pride and the heart with gratitude. Asked by a friend my 
reactions to such premature obituaries, there came to mind the words of the nineteenth- 
century labor leader Samuel Gompers regarding worker demands: More! More! More! 
Then arose the sobering statement from Sirach: Do not praise a man before he has 
spoken. 

At this stage of life, Gompers has greater appeal than Sirach. When, however, 
eulogies are pronounced so readily, I compare myself to that humorless humorist James 
Thurber who was accused by critics of being a fifth-rate cartoonist. Coming to his 
defense was The N e w  Yorker editor, Howard Ross, who pronounced him "solidly third- 
rate." All of  which leaves me in the happy frame of mind that encomia before death are 
more palatable than obituaries after life and that being notched a bit higher in the ratings 
was no bad thing. 

My first purpose is to thank all who made the symposium both significant and 
satisfying. Yet one never knows what the tongue will voice when old age plays its many 
tricks on the memory. The hope is to repeat the title of  New York columnist Jimmy 
Breslin's recently published memoir, I Want  to Thank My  Brain fo r  Remembering Me. 
Octogenarians know that they have aged prematurely and that seeking a life-span equal 
to Bertrand Russell's (who died at age 98) is not senile but sensible. Imagine 18 more 
years to do what Russell did so wondrously: build a legend of  self praise. 1 After an affair 
such as this, the project is inviting. 

Since emphasizing the fragility of memory, I should report before forgetting--an 
incident that occurred not long ago when I was invited to address a Susquehanna 
University audience at its annual honors convocation. While packing, I noticed my wife 
wearing a blank face that revealed a confused mind. Asked the reason for such a state, 
Betty replied: "I 've lost something but I don't  know what it is." Without an eye-blink 
came my reply: "I don' t  know where I put it." After 50 years of happily married life we 
are now contemplating the need for identification badges. 

As most of you know, a Baltimore retirement community near my children has 
replaced our lovely Rosemont home. Three months into the experience have taught us a 
few things. First: expect the unexpected. Last week an irate 90-year old demanded 
reasons why his take-out lunch was not ready. The podiatrist was hard put to explain 
why feet--not food--were  his expertise. A second maxim is never to inquire into the 
health of a recently-hospitalized neighbor without willingness to hear a long organ 
recital. The third is to realize that chapel services are jammed because the worshippers 
are cramming for final exams. The record needs correction. Life at Charlestown is 
lively with almost daily lectures, plays and concerts. Exciting dinner conversations 
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occur with retired academicians, doctors, diplomats, lawyers, and successful 
entrepreneurs; and finally are Johns Hopkins doctors with offices on the premises. In 
short, life is comfortable, stimulating, and pleasant. 

Returning to the theme of  gratitude, I thank all present and especially attendees who 
have come from Brazil, Mexico, Europe and Japan as well as those who have traveled 
from Texas, California, Minnesota, Colorado and other distant states. Gratitude also 
goes out to the often unnoticed people: Gregg Center staff, maintenance personnel, 
cooks, servers, secretaries and librarians. There are, of course, the panelists who have 
given generously of time and talent to produce a set of remarkable essays. There is 
special joy in seeing my family here--beloved wife, wonderful children, cherished 
cousins, and friends who have become family. Special note is taken of our technical 
wizards who produced the totally unexpected and totally charming audio-visual. 

Two colleagues will be mentioned by name in this debtor's litany of  creditors. The 
first is Dr. Samuel Weese, the College president, who made this event possible. The 
second is Lamont Post Professor Ronald Duska who organized this symposium. 
Slipping surreptitiously into the heart are all of you, I think particularly of a wise man 
from the Mideast, Haji Abdu El-Yezdi, who wrote: 

Another shift of scene, another pang to rock the heart; 
Why meet we on the bridge of  time 
To change one greeting and then to part? 2 

My message to you who have brought such joy on the bridge of time is this: there 
will be no parting--creaking bones and mangled memory notwithstanding. You have 
become part of me and, hopefully, I a small part of you. 

Two other purposes are incorporated in my thoughts: comments on 
(1) contemporary university life and (2) on unique problems confronting the Catholic 
scholar. Fully aware that justice will not be done to either issue, there is some 
unfathomable force driving me to share them. 

Contemporary University Life 

Although people have--at  least until recent times----considered denizens of ivy towers to 
be insulated from the turbulences that daily impact others who tended to view 
academicians as mildly eccentric and essentially harmless, the picture is false on both 
counts. In the first place professors are caught in the problems of society and it may be 
truly said that the age of  academic innocence ended with the New Deal and Roosevelt's 
brain trust. Vietnam completed the process when President Kennedy sought to surround 
himself with the best and the brightest and when campuses became hotbeds of debate and 
even violence. Che Guevara and Fidel Castro became icons of  North American students. 
Even without war, political correctness (the coming of  which was understandable) 
brought cruelty to such scholars as Harvard biologist Edward Wilson. While delivering 
a public lecture, Wilson was spat upon and doused with ice water; his children were 
threatened with physical harm, and colleagues shunned him. Although skeptical of his 
conclusions that evolution and heredity formed the individual, it was appalling to read 
the antics of his crude assailants. Apropos was Dr. Johnson's famous response to the 
question: "Who is worse--Voltaire or Rousseau?" Johnson answered: "It is not for me 
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to apportion the degree of inequity between a louse and a flea." That the intellectual 
world has its ample quota of insects was demonstrated by Jean-Paul Sartre who 
described the writer Louis Ferdinand Celine as "a tapeworm in a turd, a beetle in a 
dunghill." So the view of the academy as serene and its occupants benign is, at best, 
only a half-truth. 

Let me turn briefly to a second problem involving the Catholic scholar. If  faculties 
and students at secular schools battle over issues related to political correctness, 
multiculturalism, preferential treatment of  minorities, and the like, scholars in church- 
related institutions face additional challenges. Catholic University, Yeshiva, and 
Brigham Young, for example, have experienced problems common to other universities 
but their goals and structures multiplied the problems. Let me use The Catholic 
University of America as an example. It is often thought that Vatican Council II moved 
Catholicism into the twentieth century where historically troubled relations between 
professors and pastors were definitely established. The picture is incomplete. Vatican II 
left unanswered many questions of interest to the academician. My own background 
compels me to mention a few. I recall a Columbia University colleague who, after an 
inconclusive discussion about papal infallibility, said with considerable exasperation: 
"Clarence: how can an intelligent man like you accept such nonsense?" Or University 
of  Pennsylvania history professor Bruce Kuklick who described people like me, who 
take their faith commitment seriously, to the class as "loony." The reality is that such 
teachers are ultra-sensitive to the distinction between exposition and indoctrination. 

Moreover, it is often assumed by "outsiders" that Vatican II completed the work 
that many scholars held high on their agendas. The reality is somewhat different. While 
the Council ranks high in history for its achievements, left unsettled were other points. 3 
These trouble spots relate to the right of divorced couples who remarry to share in the 
Eucharistic Feast; the acceptability of married priests and of women priests; the power to 
appeal adverse decisions from local bishops; the relationship between Rome and national 
bishops' conferences, and so on. 

Complicating matters is the historic clash between two cultures: one authoritarian, 
hierarchical and communitarian; the other, democratic, egalitarian and individualistic. 
The Catholic Church exemplifies the first and the United States the second. Living in 
both is living in tension. For example: I have been asked by American prelates and by 
members of the Curia why American Catholic educators see red (no pun intended) when 
dissenting theologians are reprimanded while faculties complacently submit to controls 
by external secular organizations such as the American Bar Association, the American 
Nursing Association, the NCAA, and so on. While a truce has been worked out by 
American prelates and Catholic professors, the problems remain. Does academic 
freedom protect theologians who teach and preach in flagrant contradiction to official 
church teachings? What was once dissent in moral theology as shown by Charles Curran 
at Catholic University, has moved to denial of the Christ story itself by ex-priest J. C. 
Crossan of DePaul University. Is Crossan as fit to teach at a Catholic university as a 
convinced Quaker would be to lead West Point? 

There is a certain irony in all of  this--an irony best revealed by identifying my 
friend from Catholic-University days, church historian John Tracy Ellis. It was he who, 
in a famous 1956 essay which he titled "America and the Catholic Intellectual Life", 
replied to Cambridge dean Denis Brogan's criticism that in no modern Western society 
was the intellectual prestige of Catholics lower than in the United States even though 
their wealth and numbers made them most powerful. 4 Ellis sought to explain the mystery 
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by pointing out the intellectual biases of  Protestant professors in New England, the flood 
of  hungry immigrants driven to fill their bellies before their brains, and, most 
disappointing, the failure of  both clerical and lay leadership to appreciate the 
intellectual's vocation. 5 Since Ellis' time Catholics have been accepted by prestigious 
secular universities even as nonCatholics have been welcomed by Catholic institutions. 
Catholic scholars and their schools had moved from backwater to mainstream. 6 If  the 
mainstream itself is muddied, and if Catholic thought is muddled, the scholarly pond is 
not always a salubrious spot for swimming. 

To summarize: Perhaps more than any other group, orthodox Jewish professors 
and orthodox Christian scholars carry burdens and blessings of  two opposing cultures: 
their nation's and their church's. The results are predictable. Professors so burdened 
and so blessed cannot--especially at the undergraduate level--reject the in-loco-parentis 
principle that secular institutions have largely jettisoned; they cannot envision liberal 
education without theology and philosophy; they cannot define social problems (poverty, 
capital punishment, corporate power, war) without introducing its ethical-religious 
dimension; and while they have embraced John Courtney Murray's thesis on religious 
freedom, they do not buy the idea that the individual's conscience is absolute monarch of 
the moral universe unless it is an informed conscience. 7 

This is the world that shaped me: a cherished American culture that is democratic 
and a prized religious culture that is authoritarian. The result is a person characterized 
by conservatism in creed and liberalism in politics. In defense of such ambivalence one 
appeals to St. Augustine who wrote: "Let them laugh at me for speaking of  things which 
they reject; and I must understand them even as they laugh." The Mideast sage quoted 
earlier may have posed the problem even better than the saint--  

All Faith is false, all Faith is true. 
Truth is the shattered mirror strewn 
In myriad bits; while each believes 
His little bit the whole to own. 8 

Yet is it not true that every "little bit" counts? The secular mind and the religious 
imagination can and do enrich one another. Learning is enhanced when the modern and 
the medieval mind are conjoined; when Maimonides dialogues with Mary or when 
Augustine and Aquinas chat with Locke and Jefferson. 9 From religious traditions have 
come certain precepts characteristic of  Western Civilization: the notion of  a deity as the 
source of universal rights, the idea of  a law higher than civil law, the dignity of every 
person and the need for forgiveness by individuals as well as by nations. 1° 

At one time or other Catholic scholars have experienced a certain loneliness in their 
painful ascent of mountains where truth rests on craggy cliffs. Tented at a base camp, 
listening to howling winds of criticism, and shivering in the cold of  rejection, there are 
moments when arose a tantalizing thought: why climb any longer? And on this 
mountain? The answer is simple. Truth beckons all scholars in ways that allow 
community between believers and nonbelievers, the widely-known scholar and the 
relatively obscure one, the trend setter and the trend follower. Consequently, when day 
thoughts commingle with night prayers, one is comforted by this knowledge of  truth's 
unity and the scholar's duty to persevere in a common quest to reach truth, treasure truth, 
and transmit truth. There is, in short, nobility in the scholar's calling, humility before its 
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and gratitude for membership in the ranks. Nobility, 
are these not lovely words to describe a life and career? 
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